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I /RMERLY conventional multi-fre- 

quer transmitters contained a dupli- 

cation of components and cumbersome 

frequency change equipment. 

\eronautical radio places such extreme 

exactions upon light weight and small 

size as to render such a design idea ob- 

solets 

Collins patented Autotune system of 

frequency change now overcomes these 

difficulties. The Autotune unit, which 

weighs only ten pounds and is of small 

size, makes one r-f section serve for ten 

neies without duplication of cir- 

cuits and components. Collins 17F Auto- 

tune Transmitter consequently weighs 

only ten pounds more than a single fre- 

quer set built with equal sturdiness. 

This saving of weight and size makes it 

frequ 

cr 

= x 
\ 

j 

possible to incorporate a greater margin 

of electrical and mechanical safety. 

Further, the Autotune feature reduce f 

the number of manual operations e® 

quired. A complete change to any df 

ten available frequencies is effected with 

in five seconds with absolute reliability, 

SPECIFICATIONS 17F4e 

NomINnaL Power Output: 100 Watts. © 

FREQUENCY RANGE: 2500 ke to 20,000K 

Frequency Suirt: Autotune. Any 

ten predetermined frequencies can 

selected automatically. ’ 

Weicnt: 46 lbs. 9 oz. complete 

tubes and crystals but less power 

ply and cables. " 

Dimensions: 10-3/16" wide, 17-3/l 
deep, 14-5/8” high. . 

CAATC: No. 281. 
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BLACKOUT 

I Evrope there is war again. After 
months of dread uncertainty our world is 
engaged once more in savage butchery, the 
lives of peaceful everyday folk transformed 
into a perpetual horror. The possibilities of 
modern warfare are so dreadful that there is 
room to wonder whether civilization itself can 
survive. The engineering and technical mind, 
accustomed to the complexities of modern 
science, must marvel that mankind, for all its 
skill in the technical arts, has not yet mastered 
its social and economic difficulties, and that its 
technical skill now only helps speed it to 
catastrophe. 

This war means more to us radio amateurs 
than to people in most walks of life, for the 
simple reason that communication has been 
our raw material and we have all made count- 
less friends in many foreign countries. The 
natural concern that friend feels for friend in 
such times as these is, in us, intensified many 
fold because of the multiplicity of our con- 
stant contacts. The statistics to-day are a 
dreary lot: The war is affecting amateur 
radio in about sixty per cent of the membership 
of the International Amateur Radio Union 
In over half of the countries and dependene les 
in the “A.R.R.L. Country List” of the DX 
Century Club, amateur radio is suspended 
[n point of number of amateurs a hasty count 
shows that, outside of the United States 
about seventy per cent ol the world’s ama 
teurs have abruptly disappeared from the air 
We who have devoted our skill and our tine 
to the building of friendships and to the 
furthering of understanding between peoples 
ire having this thing happen to us! 

And now some of us are to be pitted against 
some others of us by those who pull the strings, 
some who are amateurs will be asked to try to 
kill others who are amateurs. This struggle is 
bigger than we are: the stakes are higher than 
amateur radio. QST’ of course will take no 
sides. We have no part w hatever in the politi s 
of nations and peoples. Amateur radio has 
peen is a great democracy, made up ol 
men of many walks of life, of all ages, estates 
colors and creeds. The thing we have in com 
mon is the love of amateur radio. It is not pos- 
sible to separate us in terms of white and 
yellow, or rich and poor, or in any other way, 
lor we are all one in the peculiar fraternalism 
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“IT SEEMS T0 US—" 

we have made our own. We hope we have no 
sticky sentimentalism in saying that; we mean 
it quite sincerely. We declare, therefore, that 
QST’, organ both of the International Amateur 
Radio Union and of the American league, will 
endeavor to take no cognizance of nationalisms 
as such, and will continue to deal with the 
amateur of every land as a brother. For it 
cannot be said that some men are all good and 
some all bad. We who have been brothers to- 
gether in amateur radio know better than that. 
The inescapable duties of nationalism may 
now summon some of us, but all of us will 
know that the common people of every. country 
are decent and likeable people and that the 
fault is somewhere else in society’s mechanism. 
We shall know that because we have as friends 
typical specimens of these common people, the 
amateurs of every land. 

Is it out of order, then, for (ST to hope for 
a higher order of understanding and tolerance 
imongst radio amateurs than characterize 
those in other walks? We trust not. Let us, 
with Spinoza, neither weep nor laugh but 
endeavor to understand. To those of our great 
fraternity who now enter national service QST 
expresses the earnest hope that, while giving 
without stint to their respective countries, 
they will carry in mind that knowledge 
gained as amateurs—that the ordinary 
people of other countries are a decent enough 
folk too. Perhaps, too, it will be given to some 
of them to help cement the broken pieces of 
our civilization. And we even hope that when 
warring ham meets ham of an opposing prefix, 
there will be room for chivalry — in the knowl- 
edge that both have been radio amateurs. 
\nd we pray that some starry night soon we 
may agaln all meet in peace and exchange our 
ereetings from continent to continent as we 
have done in happier days 

Ax» now a word particularly to 
umateurs of the United States and its posses- 
sions. You have read the proclamation of 
\merican neutrality. It has particular signifi- 
cance for us because the pursuit of our art 
brings us international contacts which never 

ill to the lot of the ordinary citizen. Every 
citizen must observe neutrality in the present 
conflict. Lasy for the average non-radio citizen, 
it requires a certain amount of care on our part. 
The amateurs of several neutral countries 
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have the air, just as a precaution- 
ary | rcovernment does not intend 
to do t it believes that it can trust 
us. 7 nds these recent days have 
rocke rs that we may be piped 
dow1 least our long-distance bands 
are t vay, and so on. There is no 
present these rumors. We are to con- 
tinue ly to be neutral. 

VW |? There’s no mystery about 
it. It ing no sides, showing no 
part xr out of the quarrel. In 

urt this is the essence of it for 
ng no information that 

could e of military value to a 

f 

bellig ires only common horse- 
sense t t of that kind of trouble. We 
shoul nd that our international 

ve always been confined 
to ting to experiments and to 
remat rivate nature for which, by 

k of importance, the use of 
the t ice could not enter into con- 
sidet that we are already forbidden 
to 1 ternational communications 
ema third persons except under 

ements with certain coun- 
tries ricas. Our understanding of 
the mbent upon us as neutrals 
is t thing in our radio operating 
that terpreted as “ participating in 
the r any information to anyone 
that ilitary value to any bel- 

precautions we could even 
umateurs in the warring 

ld be found. Of course they 
nl e all disappeared from the 

purely academic one. Let 
icademic:; let us not even 

str It would be wise to lean a 
It would be only the part 
sider that the need for 

inicating dictates also 
re in the remarks that we 

es and which might be 
gerent stations. 

States starts out its neutrality 
ining to all citizens to be 

t ourselves properly we 
<( ve should suffer. But there 

nt surveillance. If any 
ir freedom and violate the 
United States there will 
inishment — and perhaps 

s. The government hopes 
restrictions will be neces- 
amateur bands are con- 
us. We therefore recom- 

nternational contacts be 
basis of experiments an 
o intelligence of any sort 

ne country to another; (3 
that ss, even amongst ourselves, 

ight have a military sig- 
ring that our signals may 

be i vy belligerents; (4) that we 

keep our private feelings to ourselves and 
give no voice to unneutral thoughts on the air. 
Is free speech then being abridged? Yes, we 
understand that it is to that extent — by the 
presidential proclamation of the need to he 
neutral. Think what you want to, but keep 
it off the international ether. We’re walking 
on eggs, so let us do no stumbling! We want 
no amateur blackout here! 

FAREWELL, S.F. SYSTEM 

A NOTE nearer home: We regret to 
announce that, after a decade of sterling 
service to the American amateur, the A.R.R.L 
Standard Frequency Service is discontinuing 
This, some of you moderns may not know, was 
the group of special experimental stations 
which regularly transmitted marker frequen- 
cies at 100-kilocyele intervals throughout our 
bands for the purpose of calibrating frequency- 
meters and receivers. With elaborate apparatus 
of the greatest precision, the staffs of these 
stations for vears observed regular schedules 
several times a week. It was no fun. On the 
contrary, it was the hardest kind of work, and 
it has been done these vears purely as a 
service to amateur radio. 

Originally there were three stations. WIXP 
at M.I.T.’s Round Hill Research at South 
Dartmouth, Mass., dropped out some vearsa 20, 
but the work was carried on by WOXAN, the 
observatory of the Elgin National Watch 
Company at Elgin, Illinois, and by W6XK, a 
special station of the Don Lee Broadcasting 
System at Los Angeles. Now W9XAN and 
W6XK have decided to discontinue their work 
In all truth their work is substantially done 
Time was when we fellows didn’t even know 
where our bands were, much less where the 
edges of them were. During these many vears 
these stations served as lighthouses in our fog, 
giving us fixes of a most satisfying accuracy 
To-day (knocking wood as we say it) we pretty 
well know where we are, what with the almost 
universal employment of crystal control and 
our vastly improved frequency-measuring 
technique. We have, moreover, daily schedules 
from WWY. So the need for the A.R.R.L. 
S.F. System has disappeared and it is retiring 
from the scene, its pioneering job completed 

Never was a pioneering job better ac- 
complished. Imagine the staffs of those stations 
getting up in a shivery dawn, morning after 
morning, and firing up the rig, not for the 
thrill of a two-way, not even for the fun of 
hearing themselves sending, but just to send us 
fellows long dashes on accurately-determined 
frequencies! It was real labor of love. very 
vear the League Board of Directors has 
adopted resolutions of appreciation for the 
work these stations have carried on so nobly 
and often so thanklessly. As W9XAN and 
W6XK_ now retire, we want to give a hearty 
vote of thanks, on behalf of, the whole frater- 
nity, to their companies, their directors and 
their staffs. Well done; our sincere thanks! 

K. B. W 
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A Compact '/1-Kw. Rig 

An All-Band Transmitter Operating at Medium Plate-Voltage 

BY DON MIX,’ 

i. Is that 
voltages are no longer required these days for a 

fortunate extremely high 

medium high-power transmitter because a high- 
voltage installation not only costs more than one 
which will deliver the same amount of power at 

but it invariably involves 
Tank con- 

densers which will withstand high plate voltages 

lower plate voltages, 
greater space and longer r.f. leads. 

alwavs have much higher 
whieh add to the difficulties in attaining satis- 

tank-cireuit efficiencies at the higher 
frequencies. If the had little 
previous experience with high voltages, frequent 
nsulation troubles are not uncommon. There is 
ilso the factor of safety to be borne in mind. The 
chances of a fatal accident are 
erably when the plate voltage is limited to 1500 

minimum capacities 

factory 
constructor has 

reduced consid- 

Che Eimae 75T used in the final amplifier of 
shown in the the transmitter accompanying 

photographs is one 

WiITSs 

20 ma. At this low power level there is no evidence 
of excessive crystal heating. It was found that the 
extra control invariably used for the cathode 
tank circuit in this type of oscillator might readily 
be eliminated by fitting each plug-in cathode coil 
with an adjustable condenser. Since the adjust- 
ment of this tank circuit is never very critical, in- 
expensive mica trimmer-type condensers do very 
nicely. Once set for crystals of a given band, no 
further adjustment is required in tuning the 
transmitter. An eleven-point crystal switch and 
multiple crystal holder for eleven crystals is used 
to provide ready selection of frequencies at sev- 
eral points in any of the five bands covered by the 
transmitter. While average requirements may be 
less, the arrangement serves as an illustration of 
one way of mounting several crystals to permit 
short leads. The idea may be easily modified to 
suit the number of erystals desired. The crystal 
switch is mounted on the panel at the center of 

the box-like arrange- 
of the more recently 
developed tubes in 
which the design ers 
} ive succeeded inh 

mbining the de- 
/ e ftenatures of 
high power at me- 

] lium voltage, low 
nterelectrode Ca- 

pacities and reason- 
ible driver require- 
ments. It is well 
known that low in- 
terelectrode capac- 
ties not only facili- 
tate operation at the 
highe1 frequencies 
but also reduce difh- 
culties in maintain- 

ment. Parallel plate 
feed is used in the 
oscillator to permit 
mounting the tuning 

directly 
on the under side of 
condenser 

the chassis so that 
its shaft will come at 
a suitable level 
above the lower edge 
of the panel. A three- 
resistor voltage di- 
vider drops the vol- 
tage from 600 for 
the oscillator plate 
and screen. 

The only unusual 
point in the 807 
buffer-doubler _ cir- 

ing neutralization of 
i single-tube ampli- 
fier over a_ wide 
Irequency range. 

Circuit Considerations 

Referring to the circuit diagram of Fig. 1, a 
6V6 Tri-tet oscillator, operating with 300 volts 
on the plate and 150 on the screen, supplies more 
than adequate driving power for the 807 buffer- 
doubler. The plate current is normally less than 

*A \ssistant Technical Editor. 
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Front panel view showing position of controls. The oscillator 
plate tuning control is at the left below the crystal-selector 

: switch. The panel is 10) inches high. 

cuit is the tapping of 
the plate down on 
the tank coil. This 
is necessary to pro- 
vide a satisfactory 

match to the relatively high-impedance grid cir- 
cuit of the 75T. Connecting the plate directly to 
the end of the coil results in a very appreciable 
reduction in drive for the final amplifier; the 807 
does not load up properly. The tapping in this 
case also greatly reduced the annoying sort of 
performance frequently observed in operating the 
807 in which the maximum output occurs at a 
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r arrangement of parts on top of chassis. The 75T and 807 
low the surface of the chassis to lower the plate terminals. 

s mounted on the panel inside the enclosure on which the 

spacing specified for C4 is con- 
servatively adequate for 100 
per cent modulation at 1500 
volts. No arc-over was ex- 
perienced on c.w. with the 
load entirely removed. The 
condenser provides adequate 
capacity for all bands includ- 
ing the 1.7-Mc. band. (If the 
Johnson coil designed for this 
band is used, a single-section 
fixed air padding condense: 
connected directly across the 
tank coil will be required. This 
padder should have an air 
gap of 0.125 inch and a ¢a- 
pacity of S80 jufds.; the 
Cardwell type JD-80-OS o1 
a similar condenser should be 
satisfactory.) For a lowest 
frequency of 7 Mce., a tank 
condenser of 100 uyfd. per 
section with the spacing spec- 
ified could be used. (Johnson 
LOOED30. 

Series plate feed was found 
ounted. 

lerably removed from the 
s indicated by the plate- 
voltage is obtained from a 
ler to reduce fluctuations in 
ge with tuning of the 807. 
nvenient in this stage be- 

enser is elevated above the 
up the plate lead. In this 

e oscillator plate circuit, the 
fied has a sufficient capacity 
vering two adjacent bands 

ging. This is a thoroughly 
ent method of band-chang- 
3.5 and between 3.5 and 7 

becomes so low in covering 7 
28 Mce., however, that high 
rrents cause excessive coil 
very low power, unless un- 

re used. In this instance, 
nd 28 Me. are recommended 
r stage. 

ty of the 75T is sufficiently 
o particular advantage to be 
of more complicated link 

| amplifier, the rotors of the 
ire isolated from ground 

ame d.c. potential as the 
nection to the positive high- 
requires suitable insulation 

nsulated coupling for the 
nnection, however, permits 

k-condenser-plate spacing of 50 
rresponding reduction in the 

he condenser. The condenser 

to be essential in the final 
amplifier because no available 

r.f. choke was found adequate at 28 Mc. If opera- 
tion is to be confined to a highest frequency of 
14 Mce., there is no reason why parallel plate feed 
may not be used and the tank condenser mounted 
directly upon the chassis. The revised tank circuit 
is shown in Fig. 2. The extra receiving-type rf. 
choke will eliminate any possible trouble from 
the forming of a double tank circuit which might 
be the case should the rotors be connected directly 
to the center tap of the tank coil. 

Keying and Metering 

The diagrams of Fig. 3 show the terminal 
arrangement and connections for either oscillator 
or buffer-doubler keying. The latter is recom- 
mended whenever break-in operation is not re- 
quired. Keying of the buffer-doubler eliminates 
the necessity for a source of fixed bias for the 807 
and invariably results in superior keying char- 
acteristics. 

It will be noticed that the plate meters are 
placed in the negative return leads for the purpose 
of reducing danger. These meters, of course, read 
total space current which includes grid and 

This article describes a _ three-stage 
transmitter of simple construction and 
operation. Tuning controls have been 
reduced to a minimum. The single-tube 
final amplifier will handle an input of 
250 watts for c.w. or plate-modulated 
*phone at a plate voltage of 1500. 

QST for 



screen Currents as well as plate current. The final tank condenser at the right-hand end of the 
former are low enough to be of little consequence chassis dictates the height of the top row of con- 
in all but the final stage. Here the grid current trols on the panel. It is mounted on a National 

should be subtracted from the plate-meter read XS-6 button-type feed-through insulator at each 

ing to obtain the true plate current end. This brings the shaft 4! inches above the 
lower edge of the chassis and that of the panel 

Constructional Details vhich is 101% inches high. The center line of the 
\ standard 10-by-17-by-3-inch chassis will condenser is 3 inches in from the right-hand edge 

wcommodate all of the apparatus without crowd of the chassis or 4 inches in from the edge of the 

ing. Referring to the photographs, the size of the 19-inch panel. Since there is not room to spare 
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hig. | Careuit diagram 
( 200 wulds. max. mea trimmer plate -pacing O.O75 in ( 0.0L-ufd. paper, 600 volts. 

type cathode tuning con Johnson 200ED30 see R O0.l-meg., l-watt, non- 
denser (mounted in coil text suggestions for higher inductive. 
form, see text Hammar- frequency-bands R 50,000 ohms, l-watt, non- 
lund C'TS-160 ( 0.001L-ufd. miea, 500 volts inductive (see text 

( 250 wufds. max. midget vari ( 0.0001L-ufd. miea, 500 volts id 10,000 ohms, 2-watt. 
able Hammarlund \VI¢ ( 0.0001-ufd. miea, 2500 volts R 10,000 ohms, 10-wait 
250M \erovox ; 10,000 ohms, 25-watt. 

( 260 wufds. max., plate spacing C's 0.001l-ufd. mica, 5000) volts Ry 30,000 ohms, LO-watt. 
0.03 in. (Cardwell M R260 \erovox R 15,000 ohme, 10-watt 
BS ( Neutralizing condenser | Na- 

( 200 wufds. max. per section, tional NC800 
REC Receiving-ty pe rf. choke, 2.5 mh. | National or at Oth turn from plate end may be substituted 

Hammarlund 14 Me BAW type M-20, tapped at 3rd turn 
Rk lransmitting-type rif. choke National KR from plate end. Inductance 2.8 why. Coil of 

1541 10 turns, |! in. diam., |!» in. long, tapped at 
s 1}-point tap switeh (Mallory type I3111 ird turn from plate end may be substituted. 
i Filament transformer, 6.3 v.. 2 a. (Thordarson 8S Me B&W type M-1LO, 1 turn removed, 

type TLOFS8I tapped | turn from plate end. Inductance 
| bilament transformer, o v., 8 a Vhordarson 0.6 why. Coil of 4 turns, L)o in. diam., 144 in 

type TLOFS4 long, tapped at | turn from plate end may be 
| 1.7-Me. erystal 30 turns No. 22 enam., | in substituted 

diam., turns close-wound I 1.7 We Johnson type 684 coil. (NoTE: This 
.5-Me. crystal 10 turns No. 22 enam., | in coil requires additional padder condenser a- 
diam., | in. long mentioned in text.) Coil of 50 turns No. 18 d.c.c.. 
Me. crystal 7 turns No. 22 enam., | in 14 in. diam., 4 in. long including %¢-in. space 
diam., | in. long. at center may be substituted, and will not 

I 1.7 to 3.5 Me. 30 turns No. 22 enam., | in require padder. 
diam., 1 in. long. 5S Me Johnson ty pe 663 coil. Coil of 34 turns 

$5 to 7 Me. 18 turns No. 22 enam., | in No. 16, 2!o in. diam., 4 in. long including 
diam., 1% in. long. -in. space at center may be substituted. 
to 14 Me 8 turns No. 22 enam., | in 7 Me. Johnson type 662 coil. Coil of 20 turns 
diam., 114 in. long No. 12, 24 in. diam. 4 in. long including '-in 

I 1.7 to 3.5 Me Barker & Williamson type M-80 space at center may be substituted. 
with 15 turns removed, tapped at 10th turn 14 Me. Johnson type 661 coil. Coil of 10 turns 
from the plate end. Inductance 2Tuhy. Coil No. 12, 214 in. diam., 3 in. long including /-in. 
same as Lo may be substituted. Tap at approxi- space at the center may be substituted. 
mately 8th turn from plate end. 28 Me. — Johnson type 660 coil. Coil of 6 turns 

5 to T Me. B&W type M-40 with & turns re- No. 12, 214 in. diam., 3% in. long including 
moved, tapped at Sth turn from plate end 5-in. space at the center may be substituted. 
Inductance 8 uhy. Coil same as Lo, tapped Nore: Spaces above are for link windings, 

a . 
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 » See 

The grid coupling condenser (; 
is mounted on a small stand-off in- 
sulator between the 807 and the 75T 
The grid-cireuit choke of the final 
is suspended by its leads between 
the grid end of the coupling con- 
denser and a small feed-through 
bushing. 

The 6V6 and the oscillator cath- 
ode-circuit tank are side by side to 
the rear of the crystal mounting and 
the oscillator plate-tank coil is to 
the rear. As mentioned previously, 
each of the cathode tank-coil forms 
is fitted with an adjustable mica 
padder. The type of condenser speci 
fied is a dual-range affair. For ow 

Bott he oscillator plate tuning condenser is mounted purpose, the two sections should be 
und: illator tube and coil sockets. Space is available connected together. This is done by 
for bot transformers. The terminal strip is mounted on angle ° . : 
br ’ opening in the rear edge of the chassis. connecting the two adjacent ter- 

ndenser should be mounted 
the chassis as possible. This 

gh room for a small Cardwell 
isol shaft coupling between the 

iring and the panel. The shaft 
ild be a snug fit for the shaft 

il plug-in strip is supported 
bi h cone insulators fastened to 

Presdwood supported by the 
ng plied with the condenser. The 

i r Cs is bolted to the rear end 
plat ndenser. The plate-circuit r. 

rough insulator for the high- 
he right of the tank assembly, 
its neutralizing condenser to 

t identified. The wire grid and 
he tube are fitted with heat- 

The sockets for both the 
751 t 114 inches below the chassis 

rews to bring the plate termi- 
tanks. 

tank condenser C3 is lo- 
running at the center of the 

he shaft up level with that of 
lenser, and to bring its termi- 
late cap of the 807 to the left, 

t is th the brackets furnished with 
the n 54-inch cone stand-off insu- 

spacers on top of the stand- 
insulator with a %-inch 

toy tand-off at the right rear corner 
between the condenser rotors 

600-volt terminal. The buffer 
mounted on top of the con- 

dens t was found necessary to use an 
older et which accounts for the pe- 
euli the axis of the coil. The small 

| plug-i1 t fit easily in later-type sockets 

minal tabs together. Since it would 
be difficult to pass both wires for 

the ends of the coil and connecting wires for the 
condenser through the same pins in the coil form, 
a separate pair of pins is used for each purpose 
and the appropriate socket prongs connected to- 
gether so that the condenser is connected across 
the coil when it is plugged into its socket. In 
mounting the condenser in the coil form, a piece 
of fairly stiff wire (the No. 22 with which the coils 
are wound will do) about 6 inches long should be 
soldered to each condenser terminal and the leads 
pulled out straight and the insulation scraped off 
from all but the last 2 inches or so nearest the 
condenser. The leads may then be fished down 
through the appropriate pins in the form, pulled 
tight and soldered fast. Although not required, a 
mounting is provided in the Hammarlund coil 
form for fastening the condenser in with a No. 
+-36 machine screw. 

Crystal Mounting 

The erystal mounting is made from a strip of 
t6-inch aluminum 3 inches wide and 15 inches 

long. Starting at one end of the strip, lines are 
marked across the strip at inch, 1546 inches, 244 
inches, 4346 inches, 514 inches, 6)4¢6 inches, 7's 
inches, 8154, inches, 94 inches and 141% inches 
from the end. Longitudinal lines are then drawn 
the length of the strip 14 inch, 234 inch and 1>%¢6 
inches from each edge. This will serve to mark the 
centers of all required mounting and clearance 
holes for the Hammarlund crystal sockets. The 
mounting screws take a No. 33 hole and the clear- 
ance holes are ¢-inch diameter. After the holes 
have been drilled, the strip is bent at the 14-inch, 
5\4-inch, 934-inch and 14)-inch lines which are 
scratched deeply to assist in the bending. 

The 11-point crystal switch is wired to the 
sockets before mounting in the panel in a hole 4 
inches from the left edge of the panel and 4% 
inches up from the bottom edge to balance the 

> 
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shaft of the tank condenser of the final amplifier. 
Referring now to the photograph of the under 

side of the chassis, we see the oscillator plate 
tank condenser mounted without insulation at the 
center of the three oscillator sockets with its 
shaft in a line below that of the crystal switch. 
The 6.3-volt filament transformer for the 6V6 and 
807 is immediately behind the 807 socket and the 
5-volt transformer for the 75T in the right rear 
corner. The various by-pass condensers, grid-leak 

| resistors, and r.f. chokes are supported by their 
own wire leads wherever possible and are located 
at any convenient points as close as possible to 
the tube terminals to which they are connected. 
Voltage-divider resistances are mounted wherever 
a convenient mounting can be made. The grid 
leaks, r.f. chokes and Cs and Cg should be kept at 
least a half-inch away from the chassis. 

Wiring 

While any type of terminal strip might be used, 
the type shown in the photograph was chosen 
because the metal portions are not exposed to 
accidental contact. The strip is set back of a 4- 
inch wide opening cut in the rear edge of the 
chassis. The contacts are 14 inch inside the rear 
edge and connections are made with small 
bakelite-insulated ‘‘’phone tip” plugs. The posi- 
tive high-voltage terminal is a jack-top feed- 
through insulator taking a standard banana plug. 
A rubber-tubing sleeve should be pulled over the 
wire and the top of terminal after connection of 
the high-voltage wire has been made so that there 
is no metal exposed. 

The positioning of the various components is 
such that all wiring of any special importance is 
quite obvious. It is necessary only to follow the 
oft-repeated rule to run the r.f. connections with 
fairly heavy wire (No. 14) directly from point to 
point in as straight lines as possible, keeping them 
well spaced from the chassis and other ground- 
potential points. The low-potential wiring, usu- 
ally done first, is bunched where convenient and 
kept close to the chassis. Push-back wire will be 
satisfactory for all except the positive 1500-volt 
line. This should be run in well insulated high- 
voltage wire. The wiring should be checked 

Fig. 2 — Parallel plate feed for the final amplifier will 
simplify construction and is suggested if 28-Mc. opera- 
tion is not desired. 
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EXCITER TUNING TABLE 
Xtal Output 
Freq Freq. Ii L2 Ls C2 Cs 

1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7-3.5 1.7-3.5 high high 
1.7 3.5 1.7 1.7-3.5 1.7-3.5 high low 

*1.7 3.5 1.7 1.7-3.5 1.7-3.5 low low 
*1.7 7 1.7 1.7-3.5 3.5-7 low low 
* 3.5 3.5 3.5 1.7-3.5 1.7-3.5 low low 
3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5-7 1.7-3.5 high low 
3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5-7 3.5-7 high high 
3.5 7 3.5 3.5-7 3.5-7 high low 
3.5 7 3.5 3.5-7 3.5-7 low low 
3.5 7 3.5 7-14 3.5-7 high low 
3.5 14 3.5 3.5-7 14 low low 
3.5 14 3.5 7-14 14 high low 
7 7 7 3.5-7 3.5-7 high low 
7 7 7 3.5-7 3.5-7 low low 
7 7 7 7-14 3.5-7 high low 
7 14 7 3.5-7 14 low low 

*7 14 7 7-14 14 high low 
7 14 7 7 14 14 low low 

*7 28 7 7-14 28 low low 

carefully before any voltages are applied to the 
transmitter. 

Biasing Requirements 

Before setting the transmitter up for test and 
use, some thought must be given to the biasing 
problem. The 807 requires 90 volts of fixed bias 
if the oscillator is to be keyed for break-in opera- 
tion and the 75T requires approximately 150 
volts for plate-current cut-off with excitation 
removed and 300 volts under recommended oper- 
ating conditions. Adjustment is simplest when 
batteries are used for bias but, unfortunately, the 
initial cost of four 45-volt units is rather high 
and the life to be expected with high grid currents 
short. If batteries are used, the biasing is simply a 
matter of connecting a 4000-ohm leak in series 
with the negative-terminal connection of 150 
volts of battery to the grid return circuit of the 
75T and tapping the 807 grid return on at 90 
volts. However, a bias pack will be more practical 
in most instances. The pack should preferably be 
one delivering any voltage from 175 to 300 volts. 
If the voltage does not exceed 300 volts, nothing 
more than a 10,000-ohm bleeder will be required 
to make it satisfactory. An r.f. choke should 
replace Re and the return connected to a point 
about 2g of the way up on the bleeder from the 
positive end. The lower end of the choke should 
be by-passed to the chassis with a 0.01-ufd. 
condenser. 

If the voltage of the pack exceeds 300 volts, 
the bleeder should have a resistance of about 3000 
ohms per 100 volts and should be provided with 
three sliders for adjusting the biasing voltages 
under operation. One slider should short-circuit 
a portion of the negative end of the resistor 
while the other two provide bias taps for the 807 
and final. For initial trial, tap the return of the 
final amplifier at about 6000 ohms and the 807 at 
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m the positive end with the 
tl t the extreme negative end 

ubler is to be keyed, the grid 
le ted through the meter to ground 

required for this stage 

Testing 

\ the external connections as shown 
step is to select an appropriate 

set the coil table, it will be seen 
hode tank is required for erys- 
ney band from 1.7 to 7 Me. 
te tank coil is designed to 

nt bands for convenience in 
Only two coils, the first and 
d if frequent change between 
ot required. Likewise, in the 

ge, each of the two lowest 
ers two bands. All of these 
er, if all bands are to be cov 
for each band is required Tor 

S uning combinations are possi 
ut frequencies. The oscillator 

is well as the doubler itsel! 
t e to go to 7-Me. output from « 

7-) 14 Me. from a 3.5-Me. erystal 
7-Me. crystal. The table 

itions which may be used 

Certain combinations should be selected (such 
as those marked with an asterisk) until the opera 
tor is thoroughly familiar with the transmitter 
Later, it will be a simple matter to swing the 
exciter from one band to another with the most 
appropriate coils in place 

With a set of suitable coils plugged in, Cs and 
C3 should be turned near minimum or maximum 
capacity, depending upon the frequency desired 
in these circuits. Make certain that the crystal 
switch is turned to connect in the desired crystal 
and turn the adjusting screw of the cathode- 
circuit condenser as far as possible in a clockwis 
direction. The filament supply, the bias pack 
and the 600-volt plate supply may now be turned 
on in 
eircult 
the 

that order. If the key is the oscillator 
(recommended for initial test), none of 

meters should indicate current flow with 
the key open. With the key closed, the oscillator 
plate current should be 20 to 30 ma. if the circuit 
is not oscillating, dropping to about 15 ma. when 
oscillating. Adjusting the oscillator plate tank 
condenser should cause a slight dip in oscillator 
plate current and a high swing in plate current to 
the S07 at some point. If this is not obtained at 
any setting of Co, the oscillator plate current will 
probably be running high. With the key closed, 
the adjusting screw of the cathode condenser 
should be turned slowly counter-clockwise unti 
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the oscillator plate current takes a sudder 
drop. Tuning the plate condenser should 
then develop two points where plate eur 
rent will flow to the S07, one near maxi 
mum capacity of Ce and one near mini 
mum capacity. [f only the former is found, 
a turn or so should be removed until bot! 

If, on the other hand, only 
the one near minimum is found, a turn 
or two should be added. The key should 
be closed only for short intervals until 
the tank circuit of the 807, Las, 
to resonance as indicated by a dip it 

ire found 

is tuned 

plate eurrent 

{djusting the Cathode Tank 

Now tune the plate emeuit of the oscil 
lator to the second | 
tal frequency, making sure that a coil 

irmonite of the erys 

tuning to this harmon Trequency ol 
double this harmonic frequency is in the 
plate circuit of the 807 
3.5-Me. crystals, either coil covering 7 
Me. will do.) Tune the pl ite circuit for 
maximum 807 grid current and then 

In the case ol 

adjust the cathode condenser also for 
maximum grid current. Any grid current 
value between 2 and 5 ma. should be 

With the oscillator cathode 
circuit tuned correctly, the off-resonance 
plate current of the S07 will run between 
125 and 150 ma., dropping to 60 to 100 
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The Series-Val 

A New Type of Cireuit 

BY DANA H. 

EK, ER since early 1936, when James Lamb 
presented the first of a series of articles dealing 
with noise silencers as applied to amateur com- 
nunications receivers,’ innumerable new silence: 

or limiter circuits have appeared in the various 
popular radio magazines. The majority of the 
schemes presented had little merit for, although 
they appeared to be good theoretically, they 
failed to work out because one or more of four 
fundamental considerations were overlooked. 

These factors have been pointed out before 
but will be listed here and discussed briefly: 

1. A good noise silencer must be practically 
instantaneous in its action. 

2. It must have a very definite, adjustable 
level at which the silencing, or limiting, ac- 
tion starts 

3. The limiting action must be complete afte: 
the threshold level has been reached. 

1. The silencer should not have any effect 
upon the signal being received. 

Analysis of the silencers used heretofore will 
show that in many cases they do not fulfill all of 
the above requirements. For instance, an a.v.c 
type of silencer may be too slow in its action and 
1 strong noise pulse will ‘‘chop a hole” of ap- 
preciable duration in the carrier, in violation of 
Principle 4 above, and producing a similar effect 
on the loudspeaker as the original noise pulse.” 

Other examples of limiters that fall short of 
theory in practice are the shunt diode types which 

*Chief Electrical Engineer, National Co., In« Malder 
M 

lJ. J. Lamb, QST, February, 1936; April, 1936 
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Fig. 1 The series limiter circuit, with infinite- 
impedance e detec tor. 

R; 0.25 megohm. Cc) 250 uufd. 
Re 50,000 ohms. Ceo, C3 — 0.1 ufd 

Rg 10,000-ohm potentiometer. 
20,000 to 50.000 ohms. 
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ve Noise Limiter 

for Chopping Noise Peaks 

BACON,* WIBZR 

One diode plus a couple of resistors 
equals one noise-peak-limiting circuit 
when combined as described in this 
article. Besides simplicity, it has theo- 
retical and practical advantages over 
many previously-described circuits. It 
does an excellent job of reducing QRM 
from auto ignition and similar peaky 
noise. 

are intended to short either the if. amplifier or 
audio circuits when noise pulses exceed a certain 
level. Such devices do not, in general, have a 
sharply defined cutoff action, nor do they ade- 
quately short the circuit when a noise pulse is 
impressed upon them. 

The circuit shown in Fig. 1” was devised after 
an investigation of the more meritorious silencer 
arrangements. As may be seen, it is very simple 
and it has been found to be extremely effective. 
The action is as follows. An adjustable voltage 
from the potentiometer /?3 is connected to the 
diode elements through resistors R; and Ro, the 
polarity being such that a current is maintained 
between the diode plate and cathode. The diode 
elements are, therefore, in a conducting condition 
and will allow audio voltages to pass backwards 
from cathode to plate, and the circuit between 
input and output will be complete as long as the 
diode plate remains positive with respect to the 
cathode. If, however, a noise peak of sufficient 
amplitude is impressed upon the input circuit, 
the diode immediately becomes non-conducting 
and prevents the noise pulse from reaching the 
audio amplifier. 

It can easily be seen that this arrangement 
fulfills the four fundamental characteristics out- 
lined above, since it is instantaneous in action, 
has a sharp adjustable level where silencing action 
begins, limiting action is complete, and the signal 
itself is unaffected. 

2 Obtaining a small time constant is an important consid- 
eration in the i.f. type of silencer. However, with sufficiently 
rapid action in a silencer installed at the input end of the i.f 
implifier, the “hole’’ will largely disappear by the time the 
signal reaches the second detector, because of the low decre- 
ment of the intervening tuned circuits. This is particularly 
»bservable when a crystal filter follows the silencer. 

Che lengthening of the noise pulse also is an argument for 
ipplying the silencing or limiting action ahead of all highly- 
selective circuits, although this leads to a considerably more 
complicated arrangement than the simple circuit described 
here. See QST’, April, 1936, page 16. — Eprror. 

3 Patent applied ford 
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Photog: cilloscope patterns showing the audio 
signal ar mpanying noise pulse, limiter out, and 
the same the limiter adjusted to cut the noise 
peak ab al 

The tal difference between this lim- 
iter ar ploying diodes is that the diode 
element ected in series, passing the 
desire | eliminating noise peaks, 
wher t-connected diode is intended 
to pa without passing the signal. 
Ther yme audio attenuation in the 
series t this Is easily taken care of by 
increa idio gain. 

The vn in Fig. 2 illustrate the 
actio1 tor and the series limiter when a 
modulat ttended by noise is being re- 
ceived | be noted that the detector 
automat inates one side of the noise 
peak e side of the carrier envelope. 

It 1 realized that a limiter, no 
matter ect, cannot remove that portion 
of the 1 is the same amplitude as the 
signal troducing serious distortion. In 
the « e reception, the limiter will be 
adjust | desired audio peaks will just 
pass reshold; when receiving ¢.w. 
signal the limiter threshold can be 

Fig. : the action of the detec- 
tor and \) modulated carrier, with 
noise pul tified output of detector; 

C) aud niter; (D) limiter output. 

lowered considerably, further reducing noise 
peaks. Such an adjustment will, of course, cut 
down the audio volume of the c.w. signal slightly 
and will change its quality, but both changes are 
small as compared to the gain in noise reduction. 

There are a few more points which should be 
considered by the amateur who would like to 
install the series limiter in his receiver. The first 
thing to consider is the type of second detector 
which the receiver employs. The so-called in- 
finite impedance diode appears to be most satis- 
factory for use with the series limiter, since it 
delivers the positive side of the signal envelope 
to the limiter diode, and will supply ample voltage 
without danger of overload. The values shown in 
Fig. 1 have been found satisfactory. 

Most of the common diode detectors, wherein 
the audio voltage is developed across a high 
resistance in the plate return circuit, eliminate 
the negative half of the signal envelope but the 
remaining positive half builds up negative volt- 
ages, with respect to ground, across the load 
resistor. These negative voltages will not actuate 
the series limiter in the manner previously de- 
scribed unless the circuit is rearranged. This can 
be very easily accomplished by following the 
circuit of Fig. 3, which shows the diode elements 
interchanged. In this case, the limiter will pass 
negative voltages up to the point where the plate 
is negative with respect to the cathode, i.e., up 
to the threshold, after which the diode becomes 
an insulator, as previously explained. 

The arrangement shown in Fig. 1 is not self- 
adjusting, since it was developed primarily for 
use with receivers having flat a.v.c. systems which 
automatically maintain the detector output level 
at the proper value. In any case, it is usually 
advantageous to be able to adjust the limiter 
control to provide best noise suppression for the 
particular operating conditions which exist at 
any given time. 

It is important that the second detector be able 
to supply an audio signal of about ten volts to 
the limiter circuit. A signal of this magnitude 
makes possible a good range of control with a 
sharply defined limiting threshold and avoids the 
necessity for using a high-gain audio amplifier. 
Such considerations are, of course, in agreement 
with the best accepted design practice in com- 
munications receivers. 

The reader who is familiar with the problems 
encountered when working with limiter circuits 
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has probably wondered about the blocking effect 
of strong, steady, noise pulses when they are 
impressed upon the a.v.c. system. This is, of 
course, a drawback to a limiter which is con- 
nected in the audio circuits, rather than in the 
i.f. amplifier, but it has been found possible to 
overcome &.V.Cc. blocking to a considerable extent 
by using a separate a.v.c. tube coupled to the i.f 
line with a condenser-and-resistor combination, 
which renders the circuit insensitive to voltage 
impulses of high amplitude. This feature, together 
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Fig. 3 Series limiter as used with detectors such as 
the ordinary diode, delivering “ negative” 
Components have equivalent values given in Fig. | 
rhe diode load circuit constants are conventional. 

audio signals 

with correct adjustment of the time constant of 
the a.v.c. system as a whole, has been found to 
constitute a satisfactory solution. 

One other point: The c.w. oscillator should not 
deliver to the second detector any more voltag 
than is necessary to provide a satistactory ¢.W 
beat note. If the oscillator voltage at the detector 
is too great, it will provide a carrier of consider 
able amplitude for the noise pulses to modulate 
and, obviously, under such conditions the limite 
will have considerably more work to do. As previ- 
ously stated, however, this difficulty is avoided 
when the proper amount of ¢.w. oscillator voltage 
is employed. 

Although the installation of the series limite 
itself in a receiver is very simple, it should be 
evident from reading the last few paragraphs that 
the work must be done with care and that results 
will be 
mentioned above are taken into consideration. 

satisfactory only if the several factors 

A 

* SPLATTER « 

How vw you come out on the historical 
quiz? Fred Elser, W6GVU, sends the following 
answers to the questions he put forth on page 10 
of September QST: 

l. “Curkoids”’: trade 
coil. (Full name, “curtate epitrochoids.’ 

October 1939 

name for a type of 

was the trade name of Ship 
Owners Radio Service, Inc., a firm which 
sold coils and B-batteries popular with 
hams 16 years ago. 

3. “KiloHertz”’ is a German term meaning 
the same as Kilocycle sec. 

t. Picofarad was a high brow term for micro- 

2. “Sorsinc”’ 

microfarad. 
Dd. My riacycle 10,000 cycles or 10 ke. 
6. Radiotelescopograph — QST’s name (in a 

for television receiver. 
7. WNP Wireless North Pole. WNP was 

the call of the “ Bowdoin,’’ MacMillan’s 
polar ship. Ask Don Mix for further details. 

8. OT Not “Old Timer,’’ but “oscillation 
transformer.’’ 

9. ““Modulascope’’ — Reinartz’ combination 
Tesla Coil-&-Pinwheel device for determin- 
ing the amount of ripple in the plate 
voltage supply. 

10. First advertised price of 
$9.00!! - & 

Just before we went to press we received the 

cartoon 

UV-201-A was 

following letter: , 
“Paris, France 

— , “August 16, 1939 
“OST Magazine August 16, 193 
“West Hartford, Conn. 

“‘ Bditor: 
‘I hope that you shall find the enclosed 

article interesting. I further hope that you 
shall find space for it in an issue in the near 
future. It has been delayed in reaching you 
because I have spent the intervening months 

was written and now) in countries 
which are world-famous for censoring mail. 
On general principle they would not let such a 
story pass, so I was forced to refrain from 
mailing it until I arrived in Paris. a 

since it 

This all refers to the “Cruise of the Pang Jin,”’ 
which was enclosed with the letter. It served to 
answer many questions in our minds and we 
rushed it to press, knowing it will do as much for 

xx*« 

Our Cover 

many readers 

This month we are showing in almost life-like 
a portion of the innards of Don Mix’s 

latest creation. He shows how a few coils, crystals 
and tubes should be put together to produce a 
quarter kilowatt in our lead article this month. 

a a 

Proof that DX Contests must be getting bigger 
and better is evidenced by the results of the 1939 
struggle. This year we are shooting it complete in 
one issue because there is so much interest in 
knowing “‘what the other guy did,’’ be it in Hide- 
out Junction or Timbuctoo. Particularly of in- 
terest should be Ev Battey’s résumé of the gear 
that section- and country-winners used this year. 
Maybe therein lies the answer to the oft-asked 
query, ‘How did he ever roll up that score?” 

fashion 
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George W. Polk, ex-K7HDW and XU8CGP 
(Shanghai), is a footloose news correspondent 
who roams the world at will and can usually be 
found wherever there is trouble and excite- 
ment. It was months ago, in Aden near the 
mouth of the Red Sea, that he met Rex Purcell 
of the crew of the Pang Jin. Since then he has 
been in countries where the fear of censorship 
prevented his dispatching this yarn. But in 
August he finally reached Paris, and now here 
is the story. 

The t VS6BF. On the walls 
"g e mples of C se é in- 
ra oe ion at the New York a REX 
World’ 

«) VS6BF, QST de VS6BF, QST de 
VS6B KX.’’ Over and over I pounded my 
call. ‘J crashing of the junk sounded 
dangt ibored down in the shack. Waves 
casca the deck, thundering and smashing. 
The |} vas dropping alarmingly and had 
alrea | a figure lower than J had ever seen 
bef 

[t igh the 20-meter band in the hope 
that d heard my eall; traffic was 
heav) the mounting tone of a strong 
carrie | into the headphones. I tuned into 
it, he ng, and then gradually dialed past. 
Slowly ick. Sharply a voice was saying, 
“Helle i’, calling VS6BF, Venezuela-Spain- 
six-B nee. ZS6DY, Johannesburg, South 
Afri ring your QST and standing by. 
Go Se. 

I fl generator switch and keyed out my 
reply )Y de VS6BF. Chinese junk Pang 
Jin it torm off east central coast Mada- 
gas need weather reports and fore- 
casts n of cyclone this vicinity. Can you 
arrang kK 

Th me right back. “ZS6DY to 
VS6I try to obtain weather info for you 
imm¢ Please QRX while I check.” 

The » rough that my receiver would 
not equency setting steadily, but I 
heard ZS6DY’s rapid fire calls for weather 
data. 7 1s one to Durban, another to Cape 
Town. 7 e asked a station in Delagoa Bay to 
tele} ‘al coast guard and weather sta- 
tions t hear the answers, for I was afraid 
of losit DY, constant tuning being necessary. 
Over houts of the men battling with 
wind es were dimly audible. Conditions 

The Cruise of 

the “Pané Jin” 

PURCELL, VS6GBF, 

as Told to GEORGE W. POLK* 

were undoubtedly becoming worse. After what 
seemed hours but was actually only minutes, I 
heard my call, “Calling VS6BF, VS6BF, VS6BF, 
ZS6DY is calling and standing by.” 

I immediately answered. This message came 
through: ‘‘Cyclone off east central coast Mada- 
gascar plotted as progressing east to west, speed 
28 miles per hour. Weather bureau advises you 
proceed northwest in order to escape danger zone. 
Can stand by for you long as necessary or will 
arrange sked for later contact. Go ahead, please.” 

A few seconds later my thanks had been ac- 
knowledged by ZS6DY and he had agreed to a 
contact for that evening, at which time he would 
furnish me with further storm reports. Twelve 
hours later we had sailed far enough to the north- 
west to be in much calmer waters. Thus was our 
Hongkong-to-New York voyage interrupted. We 
had planned on exhibiting the Pang Jin at the 
New York World’s Fair by July Ist; the cyclone 
was but the first of a series of misadventures 
which threw us farther and farther behind 
schedule. 

Eight months before, Jim Peterson, Homer 
Merrill and I had met in Hongkong to build the 
Pang Jin. Months of planning and preparation 
had gone into the making of our ship. We person- 
ally selected each piece of timber, coil of rope, 
and bucket of paint used in its construction. 
While we were building, another junk was on the 
ways in a nearby shipyard. This second junk was 
the Green Dragon, owned by Richard Halliburton. 
The Green Dragon sailed from Hongkong on 
March 8th carrying a crew of twelve Americans, 

* Care of American Express, Paris, France 
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her destination the San Francisco 
World’s Fair. March 24th, 
when her radio failed during a 
storm, the Green Dragon has been 

Since 

unreported. She is now given up for 
lost 
When plans for our trip to New 

York had definite, I ap- 
pealed to Leroy Lewis, radio engi- 
neer for the Philippine Aerial Taxi 
Company, for technical advice and 

assistance on the radio 
equipment we planned to install. 
He designed a compact portable 
transmitter which operated on 
phone or c.w. from a 110-volt a.c. 
300-watt Iron Horse 
motor-generator; output was 15 

become 

practical 

Johnson 

vatts. A storage battery, which 
urnished power tor the receiver, 
vas charged by the generator The 
single-wire antenna was stretched from mast to 
mast, but since the booms rose above the mast 
tops it frequently broke as the sails were shifted 
To Leroy go the compliments of all crew-members 
if the Pang Jin, for under the most trying diffi- 
ulties his rig operated consistently and well 
Although I hold no amatew 

United States, | was familiar with radio com- 
munication, both ’phone and ¢.w., because of my 
experience in the U. 8S. Army Air Corps. For the 
past tour years I have been flying for the Philip- 
pine Aerial Taxi Company, and, as much of ou 
communication was handled through the medium 

license in the 

of aircraft radio, I felt capable of assuming the 
role of operator aboard the Pang Jin. 
The British Government agreed to grant me a 

special license, assigning the call VS6BF. Power 
vas limited to 50 watts, 
hecome void on arrival in New 

and the license was to 
York. Little did 

iny of us imagine how important those 45 watts 
at work on 14,136 ke. would be during a cyclone 
in the Indian Ocean 

An interesting side light on the cruise has been 
the granting of a second call to the Pang Jin 
This occurred in the Seychelle Islands, where we 
landed for a rest soon after the storm. On several 
oecasions there were wild accusations hurled at 
me when I called “CQ de VQ9AA.”” Hamdom 
refused to believe that such a call was supposed to 
exist. Those ops who were not too hasty in their 
judgment of the \ Q)Y prefix added a QSL to thei 
collection which may not be duplicated in the 
near future. 

Eric Lowe, ZS6DY, Johannesburg, was oui 
close companion and tireless helper for the two 
months since our first QSO during the cyclone 
Contacts have also been established with stations 
scattered in India, Australia, the Philippines, th« 

Under full sail in the China sea. 

October 1939 

Rex Purcell on the deck of the Chinese junk Pang Jin. 

United States, the Malay States, China, Japan 
the Dutch East Indies, and various other coun- 
tries. Among the hams whom the Pang Jin has 
relied on for more or less regular communication 
are: VS6AG. Hongkong; KA7EF, Fabrica, Ne- 
gros, Philippines; J2EMI, Tokyo; VK5CS, South 
Australia; KAIJP, KAIBH and KAIAP, all in 
Manila; KA2OV, Buang, Philippines; PK2WL, 
Java; VU2FU, Bombay, and ZSIAN, Cape 
Mowbray, South Africa. 

An amusing feature of a few of these QSO’s 
has been the sounds of civilization which have 
been heard yet not experienced. As we roll and 
dip our way across various oceans and seas to- 
wards America, the noise of an auto’s horn or the 
ringing of a telephone bell, emanating from the 
loudspeaker, sound strangely out of place. So long 
unheard are they that they are practically for- 
gotten. Our longest at-sea stretch has been 77 
days. Almost at the end of this period we heard 
Lowe talking with his wife and family. Again we 
recognized the splash of a tub being filled. How 
we longed for a hot bath, we of the dirty finger- 
nails and long, flowing beards. The unattainable 
pleasures of civilization can be trying at times. 

Originally our route had been planned to take 
us from Hongkong to Singapore, thence through 
the Straits of Malacca and on to the southern tip 
of the island of Ceylon. Here we expected to take 
advantage of the northeast monsoon season and 
sail to the southwest across the Indian Ocean to 



the | Good Hope. From Good Hope we to attempt reaching the United States via the 
were t nue to New York over the waters of Seychelle Islands, Aden, the Red Sea, the Medi- 
the A [hese plans have been altered, how- _terranean and the Atlantic Ocean. 
ever, | of the eyelone which drove us from Here in Aden, at the southern tip of Arabia, we 
our | because of the change in the mon- _ are still faced with adverse winds in the Red Sea. 
soo! New York is yet thousands of miles distant, but 

T ns of the Indian Ocean are steady _we are determined: It is New York or bust! 
wil low from the northeast to the 
sout December to June, and then turn ile 

and e opposite direction for the next six News Buttetin: Five days out of Aden, Ara- 
t ng ship finds beating against a bia, the Chinese junk Pang Jin, bound Hongkong 

mo! ut impossible. We took the chance to New York, sank in the Red Sea. All members 
of the crew were saved by the Greek freighter 
S.S. Olga E. Embiricos. Due to extremely rough 
seas and high winds the survivors were unable to 
salvage anything but a few personal belongings, 
(From the London Times 

ur passage to Cape Town before 
ison, although we realized how 

id been. We figured without the 
rar. The monsoon turned and 

fter the storm. We then decided 
ee 

with prizes for hams and the ladies, too. What 
more could be desired? 

Make reservations now. Write, call or wire Ear] 
Johnson, 624 Roosevelt Street, Topeka, Kansas, 

SWITCH 

TO SAFETY! 

Aansas State Convention 

Midwest Division) 

Topeka. Kansas, October 7th-8th 

7 2th Annual A.R.R.L. Convention 
Kaw Valley Radio Club will be 

pit er 7th and 8th at the Kansan Hotel, 
To] New speakers; new features; 

\ “bang-up” program all around 

Navy Day Receiving Competition 

To Be Held on October 27th 

AV wessace to radio amateurs from the Secretary of the Navy will be transmitted on 
October 27th. In connection with this message A.R.R.L. will conduct the Fifteenth 

Day Receiving Competition. All amateurs are invited to take part in this activity, 
itutes amateur radio’s participation in the celebration of Navy Day. 
ues will be transmitted, one from Radio Washington (NAA), the other from Radio 

NPG). These messages will be substantially the same in thought but will vary 
rding. A letter of appreciation from the Navy Department will be sent to every 
1akes perfect copy of the text of one message. Both messages may be copied, but 

copy should be submitted in the competition. It is not necessary to copy both sta- 
extra credit is given for so doing. However, if both stations should be copied, please 
fact when submitting your best copy so that the number of operators copying each 
be ascertained. Only the text (including any punctuation therein) of each message 

t the preamble, break signs, and the like). Copy what you hear. Do not guess! 
course be deducted for logging anything that was not actually transmitted!! 
for grading to the A.R.R.L. Communications Department, West Hartford, Conn. 

: riginal copies — recopying invites errors. An Honor Roll of letter winners and all 
ipants will appear in QST. The relative standings of the various Naval Districts 
rmined by comparing the number of letters awarded with the number of copies sub- 
each District. In submitting copy please mention it if you are a member of the 

munication Reserve. 
issions will be at approximately 25 words per minute and will be preceded by a five- 

CQ call on the following schedule: From Washington: NAA, 9:00 p.m., E.S.T., simul- 
1045 and 8090 kes. From San Francisco: NPG, 7:30 p.m., P.S.T., simultaneously 

1 9090 kes. 
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The Infinite Impedance Detector 

Some Uses of Cathode-Coupling in Superheterodyne Receivers 

BP nacticatty all of the broadcast and 
short-wave receivers available to-day use a diode 
second detector, primarily because it is capable 
of handling large signals and offers a convenient 
source of a.v.c. voltage. The diode is, however, 
far from the ideal type of second detector. During 
the positive portion of each i.f. cycle, current 
flows through the diode and by-pass condenser 
(, (Fig. 1-A) which has a low impedance to the 
intermediate frequency. This has the same effect 
as putting a resistor across the secondary of the 
transformer, the equivalent resistance value be- 
ing determined by the internal resistance of the 
diode, which is quite low in most cases. Thus the 
transformer no longer works into the practically 
infinite resistance normally offered by the grid 
circuit of a vacuum tube (as it does in the if. 
amplifier) but into a low resistance load deter- 
mined by the operating point of the diode. The 
effect is called “‘loading”’ of the transformer, and 
it destroys the selectivity of that transformer. 
The loading can be reduced somewhat by using 
a high value of load resistor (which changes the 
operating point of the diode), but as this is done 
the audio distortion increases and the percentage 
of modulation that the detector can handle with- 
out distortion decreases. If the audio voltage is 
taken from a tap on the load resistor, the mod- 
ulation capability is improved but the available 
audio voltage is decreased in proportion to the 
tapping-down on the load resistor. The fact that 
the diode contributes no gain (actually a slight 
loss) is unimportant in modern applications, 
where double tubes that incorporate a triode 
amplifier as well as the diode rectifier are used. 
The ordinary “plate”’ detector consists of a 

vacuum tube (usually a triode) with its control 
grid biased very nearly to cut-off and an audio 
load resistor or transformer in the plate circuit 
Because of the lack of symmetry about the grid 
operating point, an incoming signal will cause an 
increase in plate current in accordance with the 
average value of the positive half-cycles of radio 
frequency. This variation corresponds to the 
signal, as represented by the envelope of the r.f. 
The plate current therefore consists of a d.c. 
current, determined by the carrier strength, upon 
which is super-imposed the audio signal. Ordi- 

Recent publicity given to the “‘infinite 
impedance” detector has prompted a 
number of inquiries about the system. 
We present some of the pros and cons. 

October 1939 

mr R i=) oy elie et AVC ws 
= = C 

Cc + ‘Lt 

Fig. 1 — The second detector circuits under discus- 
sion. The conventional diode rectifier is shown at A, 
while B shows the “infinite impedance” type of detector. 
C is the diagram of a cathode-coupled i.f. amplifier. 

narily the audio signal is obtained for the follow- 
ing amplifier by placing an audio load such as a 
choke or high resistance in the plate circuit and 
coupling the audio signal that develops across 
this load to the amplifier through a large con- 
denser. However, since the plate current also 
appears in the cathode current the load resistor 
can just as easily be put in the cathode circuit. It 
will then serve as a load resistor and, in addition, 
the steady d.c. drop through this resistor will sup- 
ply the necessary grid bias, automatically adjust- 
ing it to different carrier levels. This is exactly 
what is done in the “infinite impedance” detector. 

Although the infinite impedance detector is at 
least several years old, it is just recently that it 
has been incorporated in some of the new receiv- 
ers, giving rise to speculation as to its possible 
advantages in amateur work. In its simplest form, 
as shown in Fig. 1-B, the load resistor R, is by- 
passed for the intermediate frequency by C; and 
the plate is by-passed for audio frequencies by 
C3. The rectified audio component is coupled to 
the audio amplifier through C2. The input im- 
pedance is nearly a pure capacitive reactance 
which becomes part of the tuned circuit without 
loading it, and thus the gain and selectivity are 

Continued on page 110 
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* WHAT THE LEAGUE IS DOING 

ELECTION NOTICE 

To ALI members of the American 
Radi« lay League residing in the Domin- 
ion of nada and in the Atlantic, Dakota, 
Delta, Midwest, Pacific and Southeastern 
Divisi 

by notified that, in accordance 
titution, an election is about to be 

the above-mentioned regions to 
ember of the A.R.R.L. Board of 

D n alternate thereto. In the case of 
f Canada the election is to choose 
neral Manager and an alternate 
ral Manager, for the 1940-1941 

se of the United States divisions, 
to choose a division director and 
ision director for the 1940-1941 

tention is invited to Sec. 1 of Arti- 
constitution, providing for the 

y t of A.R.R.L. by a board of directors; 
se ticle IV, and By-Law 12, defining 

By-Laws 13 to 24, providing for 

{ . é 

ind election of division directors 
ites; By-Laws 28 to 35 providing 

ition and election of a Canadian 
ger and an alternate thereto. 

( Constitution & By-Laws will be 
ember upon request. 

ll take place between November | 
20, 1939, on ballots that will be 

the headquarters office in the first 
ber. The ballots for each election 
column, the names of all eligible 
inated for the office of director 
embers residing in that region; 

r column, all those similarly named 
f alternate. Each member will 

hoice for each office. 
by petition. Nominating peti- 

solicited. Ten or more A.R.R.L. 
ng in any one of the above-named 
join in nominating any eligible 
League residing in that region as a 
lirector therefrom, or as a candi- 
te director therefrom. No person 

neously be a candidate for the 
lirector and alternate. Inasmuch 
were recently amended to trans- 
rs of the director to the alternate 
the director’s death or inability 

duties, it is of as great importance 
ite for alternate as it ts for director. 

I} g form for nomination is suggested: 

Executive Committee 
The American Radio Relay League 

West Hartford, Conn. 
We, the undersigned members of the 

4.R.R.L. residing in the ............ Divi- 
sion (or in the Dominion of Canada), hereby 
EON. cctkccccsancdkdeanane St baa aeiaes 
weeeees aS a candidate for DIRECTOR (or for 
Canadian General Manager): and we also 
MRED disccesnenssncas OE ccsheanccsce 
weeeees aS a candidate for ALTERNATE 
DIRECTOR (or for alternate Canadian Gen- 
eral Manager); from this region for the 
1940-1941 term. 

(Signatures and addresses) 

The signers must be League members in good 
standing. The nominee must have been both a 
member of the League and a licensed radio ama- 
teur operator for a continuous term of at least 
four years immediately preceding receipt by the 
Secretary of his petition of nomination, except 
that a lapse of not to exceed ninety days in the 
renewal of the operator’s license and a lapse of 
not to exceed thirty days in the renewal of men- 
bership in the League, at any expiration of either 
during the four-year period, will not disqualify 
the candidate. He must be without commercial 
radio connections: he may not be commercially 
engaged in the manufacture, selling or renting 
of radio apparatus normally capable of being 
used in radio communication or experimentation, 
nor commercially engaged in the publication of 
radio literature intended, in whole or part, for 
consumption by licensed radio amateurs. Further 
details concerning eligibility are given in By-Law 
12. His complete name and address should be 
stated. The same requirements obtain for alter- 
nate as for director. All such petitions must be 
filed at the headquarters office of the League in 
West Hartford, Conn., by noon E.S.T. of the 20th 
day of October, 1939. There is no limit to the 
number of petitions that may be filed on behalf 
of a given candidate but no member shall append 
his signature to more than one petition for the 
iflice of director and one petition for the office of 
alternate. To he valid, a petition must have the 
signatures of at least ten members in good stand- 
ing; that is to say, ten or more members must 
join in executing a single document; a candidate 
is not nominated by one petition bearing six 
signatures and another bearing four. Petitioners 

are urged to have an ample number of signatures, 
since nominators are frequently found not to be 

members in good standing. It is not necessary 
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he 
vi- 
by 

‘or 
so 

pt 
he 
of 

that a petition name candidates both for directo 
and for alternate but members are urged to inter- 
est themselves equally in the two offices. 

Present directors and alternates for these re- 
gions are as follows: Dominion of Canada: Ca- 
nadian General Manager, Alex Reid, VE2BE, 
St. Lambert, P. Q.; Alternate Canadian General 
Manager, Alex Lariviere, VE2AB, Quebec, P. Q. 
Atlantic Division: director, Walter Bradley Mar- 
tin, W3QV, Roslyn, Pa.; alternate, Raymond E. 
Macomber, W3CZE, Washington, D. C. Dakota 
Division: director, Fred W. Young, W9MZN, 
Mankato, Minn.; alternate, none. Delta Division: 
lirector, E. Ray Arledge, W5SI, Pine Bluff, 
\rkansas; alternate, E. H. Treadaway, W5DKR, 
New Orleans, La. Midwest Division: Floyd E. 
Norwine, jr.. W9EFC, St. Louis; alternate, 
none. Pacifie Division: director, J. L. McCargar, 
W6EY, Oakland, Calif.; alternate, Elbert Ama- 
rantes, W6FBW, San José, Calif. Southeastern 
Division: director, Bennett R. Adams, jr., 
W4EV, Homewood, Albama; alternate, S. J. 
Bayne, W4AAQ, Birmingham. 
These elections constitute an important part of 

the machinery of self-government in A.R.R.L. 
[hey provide the constitutional opportunity for 
members to put the direction of their association 
in the hands of representatives of their own 
‘hoosing. Members are urged to take the initia- 
tive and to file nominating petitions immediately 

For the Board of Directors: 
K. B. WARNER, 

Secretary 
August 1, 1939 

WASHINGTON NOTES 

Foc. HAS a new chairman, James L 
Fly, of Texas, former general counsel of the 
T.V.A. Mr. MeNinch was obliged to resign be- 
cause of continued bad health. . . . On July 2Ist 
the Senate consented to the ratification of the 
Cairo regulations, no opposition being expressed. 
..+ The Santiago Inter-American Conference 
has been called for January 17th, and preparatory 
work has been expected to begin soon. Whether it 
and the Stockholm C.C.1.R.) will now be post- 
poned because of the war, we don’t yet know. 
... Maybe 1715-2000 will get shifted to 1750- 
2050 after all. . . . Some trivial amendments of 
our regs are under way. Only one of significance is 
granting us carrier-on operation above 112 Me. 
... Nothing has yet been done about revising 
the examination questions. ... B.c.l. QRM 
complaints run 92144% against ’phone. Early in 
1936 they were running 38% c.w. 1.7-Mc. ’phone 
causes more than half the complaints. 
F.C.C. has a general campaign mapped out 
against diathermy and ignition QRM, and some 
progress is being made. 

Oclober 1939 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT 

BB usinesswise, A.R.R.L. had a rela- 
tively excellent second quarter this year, ac- 
cumulating only a small operating loss and enter- 
ing the second half of the year somewhat ahead of 
the corresponding position last year. The operat- 
ing statement is published below for your in- 
formation, at the instructions of the Board of 
Directors 

STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSES EX- 
CLUSIVE OF EXPENDITURES CHARGED TO AP.- 
PROPRIATIONS, FOR THE THREE MONTHS 

ENDED JUNE 30, 1939 
REVENUES 

Membership dues $10,253. 16 
Advertising sales, GST 21,054.17 
Advertising sales, Handbook 6,475.55 
Newsdealer sales, GST 10,510.33 
Handbook sales 5,953 .34 
Spanish edition Handbook rev- 

enues , 2,518.00 
Booklet sales 2,472.64 
Calculator sales. . 286.15 
Membership supplies sales 1,812.37 
Interest earned. oe ‘ 398 .08 
Cash discounts received. 222.40 
Bad debts recovered 13.80 $61,969.99 

Deduct: 
Returns and allowances. . $ 3,008.39 
Exchange and collection charges. . 14.05 
Cash discounts allowed. 470.01 

$ 3,492.45 
Less decrease in reserve for 

newsdealer returns of QST 437 .83 3,054.62 
$58,915.37 Net Revenues 

EXPENSES 
Publication expenses, QST’...... $15,690.04 
Publication expenses, Handbook 3,763.74 
Publication expenses, booklets... 948.55 
Publication expenses, calculators 144.51 
Spanish edition Handbook ex- 

penses.... 1,089.65 
Salaries... , — , 23,799.83 
Membership supplies expenses. 1,145.76 
Postage 6060600606000 1,348.43 
Office supplies and printing 1,094.47 
lravel expenses, business. . 1,438.53 
r'ravel expenses, contact 437 .36 
QST forwarding expenses 1,137.19 
lelephone and telegraph. 500 .60 
General expenses. . . 1,215.86 
Insurance. .. 85.54 
Rent, light and heat 1,112.00 
General Counsel expenses... .. 278.89 
Communications Dept. field ex- 

penses ° eceeccescece 72.71 
Headquarters Station expenses. . . 370.73 
World's Fair exhibit expenses. 182.70 
Bad debts charged off....... 2,697 .63 
Provision for depreciation of: 

Furniture and equipment. . 302.26 
Headquarters station. . . 448.88 

Total Expenses.......... acouccesesos ae 
Net Loss before expenditures 

against appropriations. ... $ 490.49 

QSL BUREAUS 

Ware the A.R.R.L. QSL Bureau is sup- 
posedly a one-way system, distributing foreign 
cards to W-K amateurs, many American ama- 
teurs have also sent their foreign cards to us for 

(Continued on page 118) 
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‘low to Figure Grid-Bias Requirements 

BY HARNER SELVIDGE,.* WSBOE 

the most confusing problems 
sup with new-comer and old- 

like is that of ealeulating the 
resistor. Here’s a clear and sim- 

lanation that should clean up 
»blem in no more time than it 
read these pages. 

oS from the amount of mail re- 
ect by tube manufacturers, the 

ng out the bias voltage require- 
mitting tube has a lot of ama- 
he object of this article is to 
value of bias is found for three 
rst, when grid leak bias is used. 

Se ymbination of grid leak and bat- 
is used. Third, when cathode 
ttempt will be made to discuss 

bias supplies, but rather the 
vy much bias is required. 
assume that the proper value 

for the tube, or tubes, is known. 
turer specifies in his tube rat- 
ount of total grid bias appropri- 

f operation of his tubes, so this 
iwailable. If you are going to 
t some other value of bias than 
the manufacturer, we will 

know that value, and inciden- 
uu knew what you were doing 
1 at it. In either case, these 

pply. For purposes of illustration 
taken on an actual tube which 

OK-73. These values are shown in 
ll consider only the case for 

rraph operation. Computation fot 
f operation would be made in a 

laylor Tubes Inc., Chicago, Ii] 

Grid-Leak Bias 

The simplest case to consider is that of grid- 
leak bias alone. If the tube or tubes are connected 
as shown in Fig. 1, and r.f. voltage is introduced 
into the grid circuit from the driver stage, the 
grids will be driven alternately positive and 
negative. When they are negative with respect 
to the filament, no current will flow in the grid 
circuit, but when they swing positive, electrons 
will be attracted to them and current will flow 
thru the grid resistors, 2; and Re, to the filament 
This will be a pulsating d.c. and will appear as a 
steady current on the d.c. milliammeters shown 
in the grid return circuits. This current flow thru 
the resistors causes a d.c voltage drop “Across 
them, with the grid end negative. For the single- 
ended case of Fig. 1A, we wish the grid to have a 
negative potential of 130 volts, when the grid 
current is 25 milliamperes. The size of the neces- 
sary resistance FR, is found by applying Ohm’s 
Law, the volts drop across the resistor (E.) 
being equal to the product of the current in 
amperes (/,) times the resistance in ohms (R;) 

E.=1,R 
130 = 0.025 R, 

30 
kR,= ls 5200 olims 

0.025 

In Fig. 1B we want the grids to have the same 
potential, 130 volts, but here the current 
flowing through the resistance Re is the swm of the 
two grid currents and is 50 milliamperes, Thus 
we can find R, by Ohm’s Law: 

EK. = [Re 
130 = (0.025 + 0.025)» 

130 
Ro= — 2600 ohms 

0.050 

It will be seen that the amount of grid leak re- 
quired for two tubes is just half that required by 
one tube. 

- 
io Fig. 1 The fundamental wir- 

ing for amplifiers with grid-leak 
bias only. 
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The situation described in the above 
paragraph is very nice as long as the recti- 
fied current is flowing in the grid circuit. 
But if we suddenly remove the excitation 
to this particular stage, either by keying a 
previous stage or because of some failure 
n the exciter, this source of bias is removed 
because the d.c. grid current no longer 
flows. If we have the 1000 volts on the plate wa 
of the tube, and zero voltage on its grid, 
unh ppy events take place. Let us look at a 
section of the characteristic curves of the 
OK-73 shown in Fig. 2. What is the value 
of the plate current, with 1000 volts on the 
plate and zero volts on the grid? On this 
set of curves we find one labeled E 0 
Looking along the bottom line where the 
plate voltages are given, we find 1000 volts 
ind then go up to where this line crosses the 
eurve marked EF 0. Then go to the left, paral 
lel to the bottom line and we find the value of 
plate current given on the left vertical axis. This 
value is 80 milliamperes, considerably under the 
rated value of 120 milliamperes. However, since 
there is no r.f. being fed into the tube, there is no 
output, and all energy fed into the tube must be 
dissipated at the plate We find then that we have 
a power input to the plate of 1000 « 0.080 = 80 
vatts. This is twice the power that the plate is 
supposed to dissipate, and it will at once blush a 
rosy red at this unexpected token of your confi- 
dence in its ability. An overload of this kind is not 
onducive to long tube life, and usually steps are 

taken to avoid it. One of these is to use tubes with 
high amplification factor, the so-called “zero 
bias” type. In these tubes, practically no plate 
current flows with zero grid volts, so they auto- 
matically take care of themselves in case of loss of 
excitation. 

Fixed and Grid-Leak Bias 

For the lower-u tubes, a combination of fixed- 
and grid-leak bias is sometimes used to protect 
the tube. Included in series with the grid leak is a 
fixed source of grid voltage such as a battery or a 
small power supply. This extra voltage is made 
sufficient to either cut off the plate current en- 
tirely, or keep it to a safe value in the event that 
the part of the bias supplied by the grid leak 
should be lost due to lack of excitation. The prob- 
lem is, how large must this extra source be? The 

TABLE I 

CTYPE OK-73 
( C Telegraph, Typical Operating Conditior 

DC | te voltage 1000 volts 
DC Plate current 120 milliamperes 
DC ¢ l voltage — 130 volts 
D¢ i irrent 25 milliamperes 
| ipation 40 watts 
Amplification Factor 25 

October 1939 

Fig. 2 Che characteristic curves of the OK-73. 

value of negative bias that is necessary to cut off 
the plate current is easily found by dividing the 
plate voltage of the tube by its 4, or amplifica- 
tion factor. In this case that would be 

E, _ 1000 
Ek. (eut-off) = 40 volts 

u yA 

This value can he checked by referring to the 
characteristic curves shown in Fig. 2. The cut-off 
bias is the value of grid voltage for zero plate 
current at a plate voltage of 1000 volts. This spot 
is on the horizontal axis at FE, = 1000, and the 
curve that passes through this point is the one for 
EF. = 40 volts, which checks the computation 
just performed. It would be quite safe to put a 
15-volt battery in series with the grid leak, as 
shown in Fig. 3. If an a.c.-operated power supply 
is used, remember that its bleeder resistance will 
also be in the grid circuit and must be considered 
as part of the grid leak. The method of figuring the 
necessary resistance values in such a case is well 
presented in the A.R.R.L. Handbook, in the 
section on power supplies. In any case, the fixed 
bias must be added to the grid-leak bias to get 
the total acting in the circuit, so if we are going 
to have 45 volts fixed bias on our OK-73, we need 
130 — 45 or 85 volts supplied by our grid re- 
sistance. Applying Ohm’s Law as before, we find 
our new value of grid leak necessary to supply 
85 volts with 25 milliamperes current for the case 
if the single ended amplifier. 

E. (grid leak) = IRs 
85 = 0.025 Ra. 

SO 
R;= = 3400 ohms 

0.025 

As before, the two-tube case will need half this 
value, or Ry = 1700 ohms. 

The tube can be amply protected from excita- 
tion failure by the use of nothing but fixed bias, 
with no grid leak at all, but this is usually more 
expensive, and does not give good linearity if the 

| Page 355, 1939 edition. 
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\dulated, and for these reasons 
often used. 

Cathode Bias 

rd method of tube protection 
| to prevent overloads, and thatis 

cat] ment, bias. This is obtained by 
pia tance R; or Rs in series with the 
lead m the grounded negative high 

ment center tap, as shown in 
Fig te and grid current both flow 
thro istance, giving rise to an addi- 
tional is which will be added to that 
sup} rrid resistance Rs or Rs. The idea 

urrent stops due to excitation 
failur te current will continue to flow 

nd supply enough grid bias to 
being overloaded, since the 

t that flows, the higher will be 
the 1 s it builds up, and this in turn 
vill t luce the plate current. The size of 
this tor can easily be determined by 
efer irves of Fig. 2. We want enough 

t plate current at, or below, 40 
at 1000 volts gives the rated 

plate f 40 watts. Draw a horizontal 
10 across until it intersects the 
g from FE, = 1000. We wish to 
f grid bias that will give these 

s no curve shown which actu 
this point, but the curve for 

/ es just below it, so we can esti 
or a grid voltage of about IS 

}t 

NH 
| 

26 

+ 

ly doove (Ww) 
QQ 

‘= ak” 

Q 

g.3 Battery or other fixed bias can be combined with grid-leak bias 

volts would pass through this point. This means 
that we need a bias of at least 18 volts. The size of 
R;z is then found by Ohm’s Law: 

E. = I, R7 
IS = 0.040 R; 

18 
R; = —— = 450 ohms 

0.040 

This value of resistance will hold the plat 
current down to a safe value in case of loss of 
excitation, and now we must find out the value 
of R grid to go with it. When there is excitation, 
the rated plate current plus the rated grid current 
will both be flowing thru this 450-ohm resistor 
Thus the amount of bias developed across R; is 
different under these conditions, since more cur- 
rent is flowing. The value of the cathode bias is 
found again by Ohm’s Law: 

E (cathode) = (J, + /,)R7 
= (0.120 + 0.025) 450 
= 65 volts 

For proper Class C operation we require 130 
volts, so we need an additional 65 volts supplied 
by the grid resistance R; to make this total 
amount. The value of 2s required is found in the 
familiar way. 

FE. (grid leak) = 7, Rs 
65 = 0.025 Rs 

65 

~ 0.025 
Is 2600 ohms 

(00) 

Leovodovgg! L———— 

1 connections for combinations o gric -lea and cathode Dias I} t f I t f I-leak I cathode | 
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The Band-Edée Locator 

A 100-ke. Crystat-Controltled Oscillator with Multivibrator and 

Amplifiers 

BY D. 

T. Most operators the present F.C.( 
egulation about frequency checking (Sec. 152.44) 
means simply, ‘‘How close to the edge of the 
band can | get?” To get really close requires a 
precision piece of equipment installed alongside 
the receiver to check the edges of the bands and 
to make good accurate measurements 

Let us see what is needed. First, we need strong 
harmonies every 100 ke. to check the edges of the 
bands that fall on the even 100-ke. points, such as 
2000, 3500, 7000, 14,400, 28,000 and 56,000. Since 
the 20-meter ’phone band edges fall at 14,150 and 
14,250 ke 
harmonics every 50 ke. to check these points. 

Several methods can be used to get these 
harmonics, but first the primary frequency source 

it is also necessary to have strong 

chosen. The most stable source is the 
There is at least one crystal manu- 

must be 
100-ke. bar 
facturer who can supply such a bar mounted with 
an inductance in the same dust-proof shielded 
ease. The bar is a thick erystal with two sides 
silver-plated and mounted between two wedge- 
shaped electrodes. The temperature coefficient is 
very low and, by means of a variable condenser 
built into the circuit, adjustment of the crystal 
frequency to exactly 100 ke. is easily and quickly 
possible 
Modern design dictates that the new 

ended” tubes be used. These tubes give higher 
gain, eliminate long leads to grid caps, and make 
a much neater wiring layout possible because all 
leads are under the chassis. Also, they cost ex- 
actly the same as the old grid-on-top types. 
The oscillator is a 6SJ7 with the screen of the 

tube acting as the plate. The circuit gives some 

‘*single- 

( P ine Ave Berkele ( t 

REGINALD TIBBETTS,’* W6IiTH 

\ neatly-constructed unit for estab- 
lishing with a high degree of accuracy 
the edges of the various amateur bands 
and “phone sub-bands. Not unduly ex- 
pensive, despite its “‘commercial” ap- 
pearance. 

feedback to aid cry stul oscillation and also pro- 
vides variation of the oscillator frequency over a 
range of approximately 16 cycles by means of the 
tuning condenser. The frequency can therefore be 
brought exactly to 100 ke. when an accurate 
checking source such as the WWYV transmissions 
is available 

The circuit may oscillate independently of the 
crystal at the high-capacity end of the condenser, 
but this is not an abnormal condition. The crystal 
will control over the useful range, and correction 
to the frequency can always be made near the 
center of the scale. 

The oscillator alone produces harmonics useful 
to about 5000 ke., the 50th harmonic. We are in- 
terested in getting harmonics strong enough to 
beat with received signals up to and including 
60,000 ke., so some form of amplifier is required. 
The output of the oscillator is capacity coupled to 
another 68J7 amplifier. For 100-ke. harmonics 
this amplifier is in turn coupled to an 1852. The 
two stages of amplification produce strong har- 
monics even on 60,000 ke., the 600th harmonic. 

Since we need the 50-ke. harmonic series, a 
multivibrator is incorporated in the unit. This 
stage uses a single 6N7, and follows the 68J7 
first amplifier. A multi-position rotary switch is 

¢ 

This unit gives either 50- or L00-k« 
trom a 100-ke. 
the frequency spectrum up to 60 Me. The 
main dial provides fine adjustment of the 

An output attenuator is 
provided to regulate the strength of the 
signal 

points 
erystal oscillator throughout 

crystal frequency. 
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In this rear the power 
supply is at the right, oscillator 
in the center, and output tubes 
at the left. From left to right. 
the tubes are the 1852 output 
amplifier, ON7  multivibrator, 
OSJ7 first amplifier and, behind 
the tuning condenser, the 6SJ7 
oscillator. Single-ended tubes 
keep all wiring below the chassis 

View, 

. 

used ft the output of the first amplifier 
7 for 50 ke. or to the 1852 for 100 

ond amplifier is used in both 
cast implifier not only serves as an 
LM] so as a buffer stage to isolate the 

ill] 1e multivibrator. 
Lm] rves to isolate the multivibrator 

elt \ 4 

+} 

reult 

The second 

difficult. 

The output circuit is coupled to the receiver 
through a built-in attenuator using a 500,000-ohm 
potentiometer. This attenuator is necessary to 
effect a balance between the harmonic being used 
and the signal measured. Otherwise the output of 
the unit might “‘swamp” the signal being meas- 
ured and observation of the beat note would be 

C2 bed ] 852 , 

- | r ) | | " \ | 2 > - = +>, ‘ + —_ } 
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Fig. 1 The “band locator” circuit. 
( two-gang variable Re — 0.5 megohm, 1-watt. ti2 — 20,000 ohms, l-watt. 

No. 21-5214). Rs 0.1 megohm, |-watt. Ris 10,000 ohms, l-watt. 
( 100-volt paper. Ra 1.5 megohm, l-watt. Ria 0.2 megohm, |-watt. 
( mica. Rs 0.5 megohm, 1-watt. Ris 0.75 megohm, |-watt. 
( ica Re — 0.75 megohm, 1-watt. Rie 3000 ohms, |-watt. 
C4 l. mica Rz — 3000 ohms, |-watt. Riz — 0.5 megohm, |-watt. 
( 0-volt electrolytic. Rs — 1 megohm, 1-watt. Ris 0.5-megohm variable. 
R yams, l-watt. Ro 75,000 ohms, l-watt. Ris 25,000 ohms, 10-watt. 

Rio, Ri: — 5000 ohms, l-watt. REC 2.5-mh. r.f. choke. 
Xt nductance Bliley SOC-100. L — “30-henry” receiving-type filter choke. 
I transformer, 700 volts c.t. at 50 ma.; 5 volts Sw — 3-pole double-throw non-shorting switch (Y axley 

6.3 volts at 2 amp. No. 1313L). 
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Besides the wiring, this view 
shows how the output attenuator is 
controlled by a flexible shaft con- 
necting it to the panel knob, so that 
the control itself may be placed near 
the r.f. output circuit. 

© 

Constructional features are quite obvious from 
the photographs. The chassis is 17 by 8 by 2 
inches, mounted to a standard 19 by 7 by 3/16- 
inch relay rack panel with brackets. The power 
supply is of conventional design; the amount of 
filter required is dependent upon the purity of 
the signal desired. A fairly low-resistance bleede1 
is desirable to help stabilize the voltage. Two 
switches with associated panel lamps are used, 
one for the a.c. primary and the other for nega- 
tive “‘B.”’ The negative ‘‘B”’ switch is needed to 
check whether a received signal is actually from 
the unit or from outside. Also note that the “B”’ 
switch is placed on the equipment side of the 
power supply, after the bleeder. This is done so 
that the filter condenser does not discharge, 
causing a “‘bloop”’ from unlocking of the multi- 
vibrator when the oscillator stops. 

Needless to say, best quality parts should be 
used, and careful attention should be given to the 
layout to prevent long leads. 

Checking and Measurement 

To make measurements the operatol should 
first find either WWV! or a broadcast station 
whose frequency falls on an even 100- or 50-ke 
point. Nearly all broadcast stations keep thei 
frequency deviation within a few cycles and many 
keep within less than a single cycle. This station 
selected is tuned in on the receiver. Next the fre- 
quency unit is turned on and the switch set to 
give either the 100- or 50-ke. harmonics. The cor 
rection dial is then moved and the beats can be 
counted and brought to a standstill, or zero beat. 
This is quickly and easily done, and can be back- 
checked before and after a measurement without 
any trouble. Thus any drift due to temperature, 
humidity or circuit changes can be corrected 
very easily. Next, say we wish to find the 14,150- 
ke. point. We set the receiver to approximately 

! Since early May the 5000-ke. transmissions from WW\ 
with 440-cycle modulation) have been broadcast 24 hours 

per day except during the regular weekly broadcasts on the 
schedules given regularly in Q@ST. Thus the 5000-ke. service 
is now practically continuous. Although to date no official 
announcement of this schedule has been given, it is expected 

» be made permanent in the near future EDITOR 
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this frequency and, using the 50-ke. harmonies, 
get a signal from the unit. This is tuned to zero 
beat. To check if it is actually a 50-ke. point, the 
selector switch is turned to the 100-ke. position, 
and if we have the 14,150 point the signal from 
the unit will stop. Naturally we might get 
14,050 or 14,250 ke., but it is assumed anyone 
can “get located’? much more closely than that 
with the receiver or the transmitter crystals. 

For frequency measurements a point on the 
receiver bandspread is chosen to represent some 
even 50-ke. point as a reference, and then readings 
are taken throughout the band every 50 ke. A 
curve is next plotted giving frequency vs. dial 
settings. From this curve measurements can be 
made as closely as the receiver dial can be read 
and the points plotted. For future work the 
selected point can be always lined up with the 
unit and the main tuning dial of the receiver. 
The edges of the band can be noted and checked 
at any time. For locating a station whose fre- 
quency is known, the receiver dial setting can 
quickly be determined by means of the curve. 

Should 10-ke. points be required either for 
more accurate plotting of the curve or because 
there is no broadeast station available on either 
an even 100- or 50-ke. point, it will be found that 
the unit produces them. They are weak, but 
found by disconnecting the antenna from receiver 
to eliminate pickup of outside signals. 

Normally the output of the unit is left con- 
nected to one post of the receiver antenna at all 
times. If desired, another multivibrator can be 
added to give 10-ke. harmonies; in fact, this 
process can be carried down to 1 ke. or even to 
50 eyeles, amplified to four or five watts and be 
made to run a 50-cycle clock. If this electric clock 
is then compared with standard time signals we 
have an inexpensive and useful primary standard. 

Exact measurements also can be made by 
checking the beat note between the unit and the 
signal under observation. The audio frequency 
can be measured in several ways: by an audio 
bridge, a piano note or by an oscilloscope. 

The cost of all parts of the unit, at amateur 
prices, is in the vicinity of $35. 
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The Oscilloscope Shows —What? 

lnalyczing Some Common Troubles With Oscilloscope Patterns 

BY T. M. FERRILL. JR..° 

W \ ible reference material on 
the patterns obtained with 
modulation adjustments has 

luring the past five years,' there 
ne operators who find it diffi 
‘curate picture of transmitte: 
even a factory-built oscillo 

sometimes happens that such 
ippear on the screen of the 

t the first adjustments that the 
ows not which way to turn for 
jueer shapes. What clues show 

f an unusual figure lies within 
tself, or whether it is the result 
lication or adjustment of the 

pesoid vs. Wave Envelope 

erns Of two types wave- 
ezoidal are used for checking 

' "phone transmitters. Each 
ns tells much about the charac- 

know how oscilloscope pat- 
ynuld look to show modulation 

audio distortion, non-line- 
id other conditions, good and 

exist in “phone 
ters. But what to do when the 
strongly resembles the handi- 
an imaginative wood-turner? 

t commonly 

some of the reasons for screwy 
ctures. 

dulated output of the trans 
» together give an even mor 
the operation. One large dif- 
patterns is the fact that th 

cture is changed by a change of 
r input wave, while the trape- 
ins essentially constant if the 
ntage is constant. Thus, if an 
scillator with constant sine- 

ised to feed a signal into the audio 
ransmitter, the output pattern, 

QST. 
ractical Cathode-Ray Oscillograph 

' QST, March, 1934. 
Tube at Work," J. F Rider, Publisher 

es and Allied Types,"’ R.C.A. Radio 

WiILJtE 
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(Over) 

MODULATED 

ia 

Fig. 1 — Wave-envelope (left) and trapezoidal (right 
oscilloscope patterns. 
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Wave-Envelope Patterns 

Oscilloscope patterns which 
show the conditions of zero r.f. 
output, and a carrier with zero, 
50 per cent, 100 per cent, and 
125 per cent modulation, re- 
spectively, for each of the two 
systems are given in Fig. 1. 
Before application of the car- 
rier, the oscilloscope (connected 
for a wave-envelope pattern) 
has horizontal sweep voltage 
applied, making a line across 
the middle of the tube. When 
the carrier is on, r.f. voltage ap- 
plied to the vertical plates 
sweeps the spot up and down 
the screen as it moves across, so 
that a rectangular light area is 
formed. The height of this light 
area should approximately 
1g of the screen diameter. Now 
with a sine-wave input of 1000 
cycles and sweep frequency of 
500 eycles, patterns similar to 
the sketches at the left in Fig. 
1-C and -D should be obtained 
with 50 and 100 per cent modu- 
lation. With a change of the 
audio-frequency signal to 2000 
cycles, or with a change of the 
sweep frequency to 250 cycles, 

be 

Fig. 2 Oscilloscope connections for “ ave-envelope 
dal (B and C) modulation patterns. 

with proper operation of the transmitter and best 
adjustment of the oscilloscope, should resembk 
one of the two patterns of Fig. 1-D. A change in 
either frequency or waveform of the audio oscil- 
lator output makes a change in the wave-envelope 
pattern (shown at left in Fig. 1-D), while the 
trapezoidal pattern (at right in Fig. 1-D) is prac- 
tically unaffected by the change. With the modu 
lation level remaining at 100 per cent, a change in 
sine-wave frequency makes no change at all and a 
change in wave shape causes only a slight change 
within the light area of the triangular figure. Be- 

of this difference in the two patterns, the 
wave-¢ nvelope figure gives at once a picture ol 
the over-all performance of the audio amplifier 
stages, the modulator, and the modulated 
plifier, since any distortion contributed by 
audio amplifier stage changes the wave shape of 
the modulating signal, and thus of the envelope 
of the oscilloscope pattern. If the envelope ob- 
tained with a sine-wave input is not sinusoidal, 

CAUSE 

am- 
an 

it may be because of distortion in the audio 
implifier or non-linearity of modulation, or « 
combination of the two distortions. The trap: 

indicates only 
amplifier 

z0idal figure, on the other hand, 
odulation and linearity of the r.f 
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\ four narrower cycles should re- 
place the two broad ones shown 
in the sketch. For most critical 

the proportions shown 

and Trapezoi 

examination, however, 
here usually prove best. 

With the settings mentioned in the above para- 
graph — 500-cycle horizontal sweep and 1000- 
eyele signal i.c. hum of 60 cycles will not be 
shown in the oscilloscope pattern, and 120-cycle 
power supply ripple will hardly be detected. 
Thus, a wave-form closely approaching that at 
the left in Fig. 1-D may be obtained from a ear- 
rier having quite 60-cyele modulation 
in addition to the higher-frequency audio signal 
modulation. If the operator whistles before the 
microphone to provide a brief and fairly sinusoi- 

/¥ \ 

W
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noticeable 

Fig. 3 kL ffect 
of spot area on 
outline of wave- 
envy elope pat tern. 



nd sets the horizontal sweep 
only two or three cycles in the 

be overlooking low-frequency 
Thus, to make a more complete 
tter performance, he should set 
ep oscillator of the ’scope to 
ney of 20 or 30 cycles and ob- 

sel n resulting with the gain control 
nd no signal applied to the in- 

implifier. If the oscilloscope pat- 
sketch at the left in Fig. 1-B, 

Pattern showing effect of 
ft which results when sweep 

r trapezoid is obtained from 
iate speech amplifier. 

transmitted signal is likely to 
If the number of cycles (the 

ps at the top of the pattern) is 
sweep or two for 30-cycle sweep, 

is 60-cycle hum and may be 
1 an ungrounded chassis, a 

p on a filament resistor, a bad 
from power lines. If the num- 

for 20-eyele or four for 30-eyel 
s probably the result of insuf- 

ply filter in one of the plate or 
es for a.f. or r.f. stages. 

lrapezoidal Patterns 

: pezoidal pattern depends on audio 
nodulator stage for its horizon- 
r.f. output voltage for vertical 
im of the cathode ray tube is 
the transmitter plate switches 
ntense spot on the center of the 

Che sketch at the right of Fig. 1-A 
ndition. When the r.f. portion of 
is running, unmodulated, the 

g. 1-B (right) is formed. As in the 
nvelope pattern, the height of 

| figure should be approximately 
meter. With 100°, modulation 
pattern should become roughly 

ind the shape should become 
s sketched in Fig. 1-D. With 50 
on, the width should be half of 
odulation width, and the shape 

rapezoid of Fig. 1-C 

In contrast to the wave-envelope pattern, the 
trapezoidal figure shows immediately whether 
there is appreciable hum or noise modulation of 
the carrier before a signal is applied to the speech 
amplifier input. Furthermore, since the figure re- 
tains one general shape, speech input to the audio 
system results in a clear and meaningful pattern. 
Herein lies the most important advantage of the 
trapezoidal figure it gives a constant and easily 
interpreted indication of the modulation per- 

- centage. As the operator talks, the figure should 
expand and contract horizontally, forming a 
point on 100 per cent modulation peaks. During 
the greater part of the time, with speech, the 
wave-envelope pattern is an almost meaningless 
jumble, with occasional brief moments of appear- 
ance of the form for sine modulation. Bright, 
sharp dashes occurring in a horizontal line across 
the middle of the screen usually indicate modula- 
tion at or above 100 per cent, depending on their 
length. Experience indicates that usually when 
these bright dashes become noticeable, the earrier 
is already heavily overmodulated. Some relief on 
this jumbled pattern of the wave-envelope system 
on speech may be provided by use of either very 
low-frequency sweep (with only a small portion of 
the sweep voltage cycle carrying the spot com- 
pletely across the screen), or a strong synchroniz- 
ing voltage applied to the oscilloscope to control 
partially the frequency of the horizontal sweep 

Wave-envelope and trapezoidal 
patterns which lean because of r.f. coupling between 
vertical and horizontal deflection circuits. 

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 

oscillator. Nevertheless, purely from the stand- 
point of a convenient constant speech indicator, 
the trapezoidal figure is much to be preferred to 
the wave envelope pattern. 

Methods of Connection 

The oscilloscope connections for the wave- 
envelope are usually simpler than those for the 
trapezoidal figure, if the oscilloscope is already 
provided with a sweep oscillator or an a.c. trans- 
former winding and sweep control. The vertical 
deflection plates are coupled to the amplifier tank 
coil or an antenna coil by means of a 1-, 2-, oF 
3-turn pickup coil connected to the oscilloscope 
through a twisted-pair line, and the position of the 
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pickup coil is varied until the proper height of the 
vertical deflection is obtained with the trans- 
mitter in normal operating condition, unmodu- 
lated. This completes the installation for an 
oscilloscope provided with 60-cycle transformer 
horizontal sweep supply. This connection is in- 
dependent of the application of the modulating 
voltages —it applies for plate, grid, screen, 
plate-and-screen, or suppressor-modulation of the 
final amplifier. If a class-B linear r.f. amplifier is 
used following the modulated stage, provision for 
r.f. pickup from both the modulated stage output 
and the output of the final amplifier should be 
made — the pattern from the output of the final 
r.f. amplifier must be regarded as the criterion of 
operation of the transmitter, since the modulation 
percentage of this stage may not be that of the 
modulated stage. 

If the oscilloscope is provided with a sweep 
oscillator and connections for synchronizing volt- 
we, a connection should be made between the 
synchronizing terminal and a grid of one of the 
first audio power amplifier tubes in the speech 
umplifier system. To insure against upsetting a 
dc. circuit, a 0.01-ufd. tubular paper condenser 
should be connected in series with this connection. 
Since both the transmitter and the oscilloscope 
should be grounded, the return path for the syn- 
chronizing circuit is automatically completed. 

If a trapezoidal pattern is desired rather than 
the wave-envelope, the r.f. input must be con- 
nected and adjusted just as outlined in the above 
paragraphs. In addition, a voltage divider must 
be connected across the voltage being used to 
modulate the final amplifier — that is, between 
ground and the modulation connection of the r.f. 
amplifier, and a small fraction of the modulator 
audio output voltage must be obtained from a 
tap on this divider. 

In Fig. 2-B and -C connections are given for ob- 
taining trapezoidal patterns from grid- and plate- 
modulated r.f. amplifiers, respectively. These two 
‘ireuit diagrams merely illustrate the connection 
of the horizontal sweep voltage divider between 
the modulated terminal of the r.f. stage and 
ground. For oscilloscopes equipped with internal 
amplifiers for the horizontal sweep, it is desirable 
to get a voltage divider arranged to supply only 
about 5 audio volts between ground and the tap, 

Fig. 7 and 8 
terns obtained from modulated r.f. amplifier which was 
not properly neutralized. 

Wave-envelope and trapezoidal pat- 
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Patterns obtained from modulated 
r.f. amplifier with properly coupled oscilloscope — 
these patterns actually show the nature of the modu- 
lated r.f. output of the transmitter. 

Fig. 9 and 10 

and to feed this low voltage to the input of the 
horizontal amplifier. This makes possible use of 
the gain control on the horizontal deflection am- 
plifier for adjusting the width of the trapezoidal 
pattern. If such an amplifier is not available in the 
oscilloscope, the voltage divider should be made 
conveniently variable so the pattern width may 
be made satisfactory. For grid, suppressor, or 
screen modulation, resistor R,; of Fig. 2-B (the 
resistor between the modulated post and the tap 
for the horizontal sweep voltage) should be a 
0.5-megohm 1-watt carbon resistor. For amplifica- 
tion of the horizontal sweep voltage, resistor Re 
should be approximately 50,000 ohms for low- 
and medium-power transmitters, and approxi- 
mately 10,000 ohms for high-power transmitters. 
Not more than two trials should be required to 
determine a value of Rez suited for the oscilloscope 
used. For audio voltage to apply directly to the 
horizontal deflection plates, Re should be a 
potentiometer between R; and ground, with the 
connection from the oscilloscope through C7; at- 
tached to the moving tap of R». For high power 
transmitters, the resistance of the control Re 
should be roughly 0.2 megohm, for medium- 
power transmitters it should be 0.5 megohm, and 
for low-power transmitters it should be 0.5 
megohm with resistor R; shorted from the circuit 
Re connected between ground and the modulated 

terminal), with the oscilloscope voltage taken 
from the tap of the potentiometer through C}. 
The potentiometer referred to above for each of 
the three cases may be a carbon-element volume 
control resistor. 

The voltage divider for horizontal sweep volt- 
age from a plate-modulated amplifier presents a 
slightly different problem from those just men- 
tioned, since the importance of safety here 
should be given full regard. To begin with, re- 
sistor Ry of Fig. 2-C should be a 0.5-megohm 
l-watt carbon resistor for low-power trans- 
mitters; and for medium- and high-power modu- 
lated amplifiers, should consist of a group of 
series-connected 0.5-megohm 1-watt carbon re- 
sistors — one resistor for every 500 volts of the 
d.c. potential applied to the modulated amplifier. 
Thus, an amplifier operating with 1500-volt d.c. 
plate supply would require three series resistors, 
each having the specifications given above, con- 
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ny case, Ry should be located 
unit, so that the voltage 
ope will be isolated from 

he modulated amplifier by 

nected ir 
within tl 
carried t 
the plat 
this hig For amplified horizontal 
sweep, tl f Rs, all applying to 1-watt 
carbon ré ld be roughly 25,000 ohms, 
10.000 ohms 000 ohms for low-, medium-, 
and hig} lulated amplifiers, respec- 
tively. ] ipplying the deflection volt- 
age to th plates, resistor R3 should be 
a carbor ume control potentiometer 
having , 0.l-megohm, or 50,000- 
ohm resist for low-, medium-, or high- 
power tr espectively. The connection 
of Ce shor d from the junction of Rs 
and Ry v iriable resistor, and should 
be then 1 the variable tap of Rs. 

Tro : Obtaining Patterns 

Althoug mon faults in oscilloscope 
use are reful attention to the proper 
connecti n obtaining a desired type of 

ring on the screen of the 
ring dismay to the opera- 

pattern, t 
cathode 
tor becau sual shape. 

When t nvelope pattern is used, com- 
pressiol nto too narrow proportions 
(with four ycles visible on the screen 
when t] unmodulated r.f. signal is 
lg scret s recommended above) 
causes the pattern to become 
noticeal lal though the modulation 
of the r.! n reality perfectly sinusoidal. 
In order tand this, it must be remem- 
bered that rent diameter of the spot on 
the scre¢ le compared to the length 
of a ce} tally across the screen. This 
meaning plained by the sketch of Fig. 
3. On iting cycle is shown in this 
sketch, a1 pe is first drawn as it would 
be if the s} een were only a fine point 
of ligl e for a noticeable spot 
diamete! the positions at which the 
spot tr reverses, and the outline of 
these spot n the figure, increasing the 
irea t pattern, and, more im- 
portant rests of the wave broader 
and the t er. It will be seen from the 
above t f the wave envelope should 
be spre t if the height of the modu- 
lated pat fills the screen, not more 
than t cycles occupy the length 
of the 

A point emphasis in most refer- 
ences Oo! modulation checking — and 
justinal the importance of obtaining 
sweep \ trapezoidal pattern from the 
output tor rather than from a pre- 
ceding st sudio system. Fig. 4 is a 

ttern which resulted when 
trapezoidal pattern was 

phot gr 
the sweel 
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obtained from the output of the driver stage in- 
stead of the output of the modulator. Figures 5 
and 6 are photographs of a wave-envelope pattern 
and corresponding trapezoidal pattern which 
might cause doubts about the operation of the 
audio system and the modulated amplifier. Actu- 
ally, though, the leaning pattern is produced by 
coupling between the horizontal sweep circuit and 
vertical deflection circuit of the oscilloscope. An 
r.f. voltage thus results across the horizontal 
plates, and this voltage acts to carry the spot 
across the screen a short distance at the same 
time that the higher r.f. voltage moves it verti- 
cally. The result is diagonal travel of the spot 
with the r.f. signal, instead of vertical travel. 
This trouble is most common with carrier fre- 
quencies of the 14-, 28-, and 56-mc. bands. Fx- 
periment with some of the more popular factory- 
built ’scopes indicates that a satisfactory cure for 
this trouble results from inserting an r.f. choke 
(one of the popular pigtail connection pie-wound 
receiving chokes rated at 2.5 mh inductance, 125 
ma.) in series with the ungrounded horizontal 
deflection plate at the base of the cathode-ray 
tube. 

Another source of confusing patterns is r.f 
vertical deflection shown on the screen of the tubs 
when the plate voltage is removed from the final 
r.f. amplifier. This may result from lack of 
neutralization of the final r.f. amplifier; in this 
respect, the oscilloscope may be used as a con- 
venient and fairly sensitive neutralization indica- 
tor. If the final amplifier is properly neutralized, 
the vertical deflection may indicate r.f. pickup by 
the line connecting the pick-up coil to the vertical 
plates of the oscilloscope. To minimize this unde- 
sired pickup, some type of compact twisted-pair 
or parallel-pair line should be used for bringing 
the r.f. signal voltage to the ’scope. A third cause 
of the zero-plate-voltage r.f. signal on the oscil- 
loscope is often troublesome on the 10- and 5- 
meter bands, where it is difficult to use the os- 
cilloscope at an operating position removed from 
the transmitter and keep the ground circuits of 
the two at the same potential. This difficulty 
simply requires experimentation to remove the 
r.f. signal from the ’scope when the plate voltage 
is off the final amplifier. Figures 7 and 8 show the 
wave-envelope and trapezoidal pattern of an un- 
neutralized modulated r.f. amplifier — much 
similar results are obtained when r.f. voltage is 
found across the vertical plates of the oscilloscope 
for reasons other than improper neutralization 
adjustment. 

With the above difficulties removed from the 
‘scope picture of the transmitter modulation, the 
patterns of Figs. 9 and 10 are obtained. While 
these pictures do not show ideal patterns, they do 
give a picture of the actual transmitter operation 
From pictures such as these, an intelligent start 
may be made toward obtaining the best possible 
performance of the equipment at hand. 
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ts sD Izank Walton been a ham he would 
probably never have been able to write a “com 
pleat’ book on his favorite hobby. One of the 
fortunate things about amateur radio is the fact 
that nothing is ever ‘‘compleat.”’ There is always 
something new to learn. 

Our first rig contained such “late” technical 
idvancements as an electrolytic interrupter in the 
power end and an electrolytic detector in the re- 
ceiving end. One always forgot to remove the wire 
from the acid, with Wollaston wire 25¢ per inch! 
This outfit was no sooner working and an eventual 
crosstown QSO consummated than the ‘era of 
change” set in. This condition of ‘Caution 
Man at Work” has prevailed ever since, with the 
result that the present rig is always being rebuil 
or changed in some manner 

Convenience and Appearance 

Chrough the vears, we have discovered a nun 
ber of short cuts which greatly accelerate the 
process of demolition and reconstruction and still 
illow the front of the rig to look something like 

724 North ¢ scent Heigl Bivd.. H “ ( 

the transmitter and power supply at W6HI feature 
breadboard rack” construction, for ease in servicing 

and « xperimenting. ( opper-screen windows allow proper 
ventilation and add to the safety of the rig 
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“The Compleat Experimenter™ 

Some Suggestions on Transmitter Construction 

BY H. L. BUMBAUtGH. WEHI 

The operating position includes overmodulation and 
carrier-shift’ meters, as well as a keying and ‘phone 
monitor, housed in the box on the left side of the table. 
Phe khey-switch at the upper left closes the keying cir- 
cuit for c.w. operation in the “down” position and puts 
the rig on the air for ‘phone in the “up” position. The 
key-switch at the upper right controls the antenna relay. 

normal transmitter, with the “‘development”’ 
work hidden from the general public. 

Breadboard layouts are undeniably easy to get 
it, but when the “‘shack”’ is a part of the owner’s 
ouse certain physical and on the part of some 
nembers of the household esthetic limitations 
re present. Normal rack and panel construction 
very nice to see but is hard to work with unless 

the stage question is removed from the rack 
Racks, 6 feet or so in height, are not only heavy 
ut’ expensive. In addition, the nineteen-inch 
idth dimension is often too much of a limiting 

factor in the laying out of experimental stages 
vith well-spaced parts. The answer seems to be a 
sort of “breadboard rack’”’ type of construction 
using wooden members and with somewhat large 
dimensions than are standard for relay racks 

Construction 

Our twe wks are made of oak, stained and 
varnished, and stand 6 feet high. The shelf spaces 
easure IS by 24 inches. One rack is used as a 

power bay and houses the plate supplies for each 
tage both radio and audio — of the trans- 
nitter as well as the bias supply for the whole 
transmitter. The other rack houses the r.f. and 
control equipment as well as the voltage amplifie: 
ind modulator 

By using finished material that is all 1- by 2- 
inches net and having it cut to length at the 
mill, the matter of assembly becomes a simple 
me, as may be seen from Fig. 1. It will be noted 
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shelf rests. Each shelf is 
veneer and is free to slide 

t or back of the rack. 
ent is placed directly on 

the power bay. In the 
shelf forms the 

shape can be seen in the 
It permits all 

und readily accessible for 
the whole stage may be slid 

loosening the nuts 
ed wires at the rear. All of 

en from the rear of the trans- 
inges can be made readily 

he rest of the set-up. 
f copper window screening 

vooden forms are fitted into 
sides of the racks. These 

greatly to its appearance 
hem in place, and thus the 

Fhe Transmitter 

it occupies the racks 
keeping with the 

getting as much out of each 
nd good luck will permit, 

with the idea of providin 
ctor of safety everywhere 

is granted that many other 
out the same power with 
and perhaps at slightly 

rreat distances in DX work 

, and almost limitless 

RONT VIEV DE VIEW 

Fig. 1 Construction details of the “breadboard 
rack.” All wood is finished 1- by 2-inch oak. 

tube life (for amateur use) result when no com- 
ponent in the rig is working beyond its rating. 
This applies as well to rectifier tubes and all 
power supply components. 

As the rig stands at the moment, each stage 
has its own power supply. This feature has 
proved to be of great value in an experimental 
layout. The supplies have been designed for a 
good ratio of available to required power and also 
to satisfy broadcast ripple requirements. The 
output is very clean. 

All bias voltages for the r.f. power stages are 
furnished by a 1000-volt supply and individual 
isolating rectifier tubes patterned after Friend’s 

‘ lr 1 Friend, “Self-Regulating Grid Bias Supply for Mu 
stage Transmitters,’ QST, December, 1935 

+ 

Each unit is built on a 16-gauge 
cadmium-plated body steel chassis 
which is supported by a piece of 5% 
three-ply. All parts and wiring are 
readily accessible for modifications 
or trouble-shooting. 
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arrangement. The diagram is shown in Fig. 2. 
This arrangement is such that with no excitation 
a protective bias is furnished the tubes, while 
with excitation the pack and its associated small 
rectifier tubes drop out of the picture and the 
stages are then automatically grid-biased. This 
action is obtained because the flow of rectified 
grid current in the bias resistor sets up a voltage 
which will reverse the polarity of the elements in 
the 5Z3 rectifiers and render the tube non-con- 
ductive, hence no bias voltage from the bias 
pack reaches the grids of the several stages when 
excitation is applied. However, should excitation 
fail, the bias pack picks up and supplies a protec- 
tive bias to the stage. 

A relay for ‘‘no bias” protection is provided 
In this arrangement, if no current flows through 
the grid resistor either from the bias pack or 
from excitation the transmitter is taken off 
the air. Since under normal conditions one or the 
other of these sources is causing current to flow 
in this resistor continually, the device offers 
protection against both bias pac k failure and an 
open grid resistor. 

A separate small power pack furnishes the 
keying and blocking voltages for the vacuum-tube 
keying system. 
Means have been provided to put the trans- 

mitter on the air merely by pressing the key. The 
transmitter is automatically taken off the air 
approximately three quarters of a second after 
keying ceases. All this is accomplished by a small 
relay and a 1500-ufd. condenser shunted by a 
10,000-ohm variable resistor, in the arrangement 
described some time ago.” 

The same antenna is used for transmitting and 
receiving. A change-over switch is employed, and 
a small mercury switch in the keying line and 
attached to the change-over switch prevents the 
transmitter being put on the air, by the key, 
unless the antenna is connected. 

The exciter unit is the familiar “bi-push” ° 

* Ja I 4 500-Watt Transmitter in the Moder: 
Manne QST, M 1934 

Radio, April, 1937 

arrangement, using a 6A6-6A6-p.p. 6L6 combina- 
tion. It can be easily removed from the big rig 
and used as a 40- to 45-watt portable. A vacuum- 
tube keying system is used in the cathode circuit 
of the push-pull 6L6’s, although for portable 
work this keying replaced by a 
“straight”’ key 

The buffer stage following the exciter consists 
of pair of Gammatron 54’s in push-pull and re- 
quires only 12 watts for proper excitation. Since 
the exciter is capable of furnishing in excess of 40 
vatts, adequate excitation is always available. 

Che 354’s in the final amplifier handle a kilo- 
watt on both c.w. and ’phone. According to the 
manufacturer’s ratings, they require only 68 
watts for proper excitation on c.w. and, since the 
buffer furnish up to 200 watts, no 
trouble is experienced with lack of excitation, 

This stage is shown in an ac- 
companying photograph. 

The audio end of the rig uses a Brush BR2S 
mit rophone working into a conventional pre-am- 

system 1s 

Stage can 

even on *phone 

plifier using 6C6’s pentode- and triode-connected. 
\ 500-ohm line connects the pre-amplifier at the 
operating desk with the speech amplifier in the 
transmitter rack. In line with modern trends in 
‘phone transmitters, an automatic modulation 
ontrol system with a 6L7 is used, similar to that 

described by W2BRO some time ago,‘ except 
that an 879 rectifier is used instead of an 836. 
This type of control is to be preferred to the ordi- 
nary type of volume limiter because with auto- 
matic modulation control the range of action is 
extended downward and a smoothly tapered 
action. results. With the older type of volume 
limiters no effect was to be had below a certain 

while anything above that level was 
summarily chopped off. 

The modulator uses a pair of 354 E’s in Class B 
with a UTC VM 5 modulation transformer feed- 
ing the Class-C final amplifier. Since these tubes 
require only 37.5 volts bias in Class B, with 2000 
volts on the plates, small ‘‘B”’ batteries are used 
for bias. With the exception of these batteries, 
ihe entire rig is a.c.-operated and controlled from 
the operating position. 

The accompanying photographs give an idea 
of the general layout and, I hope, hide the fact 

level, 

‘ae z3 that the whole thing may be — and frequently is 

oa “£ | _ taken down at a moment’s notice. 

3 J + Waller Negative-peak Control with 6L7 Speech 
7 3 | Amplifi QST, October, 1937 
in| P. 1s 523 

Ss 2 | 2 —— nd > 
ae Bo > | Se—%o final gr 
ey > ——— : $ Fig. 2 The bias supply uses sep- | 2 > 2R; . : 

2 ~s $- arate rectifier tubes to keep the bias 
| $ > ¢ from “backing up.” 

$ - ds®3 3“ » Relay C) — 4-ufd., 1500-volt. 
2 + ~ 2 > a Ri — 5000 ohms, 200-watt. 
> — s S| Ro, Rs, Ra — As required for proper 
> 2 ; 1. 7 Series | grid-leak bias 

< | } I Loner sunpies || 5-volt secondaries of filament 
tlt 
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A Compact Unit-Type Amplifier 

Push-pull HK24°s Without Conventional Chassis 

BY GEORGE W. 

a hen a g had to be big in 

Now, with smaller and more 
oft is other transmitting com 

is striving to build mor 
com] table apparatus. In building 
the t shown in the photo- 
gray effort was made to 
kee] s small, but after it 
vas ere quite aware ol 
ts I that it might be of 

teurs who like to 
COI ove rall dimensions 
are nches, exclusive of “*—~Q 
shafts normally project S 
thr 

( t this amplifier will 
deliv telvy 175 watts, it be- 
con vy little fist-full. The 

uning condenser is 
gh voltage lead to 

tial from across the 
s method of wiring 

ip tl t of an amplifier was 
thor lina past issue ol 
OST \ recommended for 2 number 

nits the use of “a eondense! 

vit te spacing, and as a result the 
nsions of the condenser can 

New York City 
r Spacing?’ QST, Decer 

‘ ist interesting feature of this 
con nit is the new type of tuning 
cone soon to be made available. Its 
inst rotor construction solves me- 
cha rroblems when the rotor is to 
he ted to plus high voltage. 

SHUART., W2ZAMN 

be reduced for a given plate voltage The only 
drawback is the fact that the rotor has full die. 
voltage on it, while in other circuits the rotor is 
grounded. Because of the design of the condense: 
used in the amplifier shown here, the dange: 
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Fig. 1 — Cireuit diagram of the HK24 amplifies 
GS. ¢ 100-uufd. per section, 0.05" spacing (Ham. 

marlund HFBD-1L00-4 
C3 Disc-type neutralizing condenser (Hammarlund 

N-10). 
C4 500-puufd. mica, 5000-volt 
Cs. 0.01 -ufd. paper, 1000-volt 
RFC — 2.5-mh. r.f. choke (125-ma. <ive satisfactory 
R; 3000 ohms, 10-watt 

element due to the high voltage being present on 
the rotor is reduced considerably, sinee an in- 
sulated shaft extension is an integral part of the 
condenser, and the rotor is insulated from ground 
by the isolantite end plates. lor mechanical tea- 
sons the grid and plate condensers in this ampli- 
fier have the same physical dimensions as well as 
plate spacing and capacity, although a lower- 
voltage unit could be substituted in the grid 
circuit. Voltages up to 1000 can be used w ith plate 
modulation, or to 2000 volts unmodulated 

The method of assembly is quite evident fron 
Sicatinaid os - page 

Left —'Vhe grid coil plugs into ‘a socket mounted 
vertically on the strap joining the two condensers. The 
grid leak is just above the grid-coil socket. ‘ 

Right — Ready for mounting to a panel, by means ol 
the cylindrical standoffs on the tuning condensers. The 
plate coil mounting is supported by 5/16th inch square 
rod, tapped at both ends, 314 inches long. The mica 
condenser in the foreground just below the plate coil 
mounting is the plate blocking condenser 
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An RE. Matching Network for General Use 

Simplified Matching of Lines of Different Impedances 

BY WARREN M. ANDREW .,* 

Here is the simplified dope for tying 
into low impedances from medium- 
impedance lines. It will help you a lot if 
you have been confronted with the prob- 
lem (which so often occurs with close- 
spaced antenna arrays) and still lack a 
practical solution. 

Tix network to be described came about 
is a result of the need of the writer to provice 
some means of continuously rotating a beam an- 
tenna with motor drive. The help of Professor 
Cassell, WOYL, of the Electrical Engineering De 
nartment of the University of 
largely responsible for the solution. The network 

Colorado, Wiis 

ssimplicity in itself, and no one should be seared 
ut because of the mathematies in evidence, as 
everything is quite easy to figure and the results 
more than pay for the effort. 

The object of the network is to match two lines 
f different im} edances. It can be used to match a 

line of one impedance to a line of different im 
pedance, or it can be used to couple an untuned 
ne to a load that is not the exact impedance of 

the line. In the writer’s case the need came about 
ecause of a rotarv beam that had to rotate 
continuously, and must be fed by an accepted 
ypen line of an impedance in the neighborhood ef 
300 ohms. To do this it was necessary to run the 
feeders inside the driving mechanism before it was 
possible to couple to the antenna, causing the 
feeders to come closer than the spacing allowable 
in a 500-ohm line. It was therefore necessary to 
reduce the dimensions of the feeder system in 
irder that it could go in the %-inch hole available 
This, of course, necessitated a line of lower im 
pedance than 500 ohms, and a method of coupling 
t to the 500-ohm line 
ducted in transforming 500 ohms to anything 

Experiments were con- 

trom 8 ohms to 240 ohms, and a transformation 
eficiency of better than 90% was found on all 
Output loads. Efficiencies were figured using a bat- 
tery of Ohmite dummy antennas, the impedance 
of which could be varied from 8 to 500 ohms 

The network consists merely of «a condenser 
cross the line and an inductance in series | with 
*935 Eleventh Street Boulder. Cok 
' This lerived from the fundamer l TT ‘ 

vork for different impedances. When both input and outp 
peda 3 are resistive e series br } | ninat 
l th I two t t he " f opy 

Er 
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the line as shown in Fig. 1. The series inductance 
is figured as a lump sum, then split and half put in 
each side of the line, mounted so that there is 
no inductive transfer between the coils, that is, 
the coils are mounted either at right angles or are 
shielded from each other. Coils and condensers on 
the high frequency bands work out to be small in 
physical size and the network is light and takes up 
little room. It is necessary to figure the reactance 
if both the coil and the condenser, and from this, 
the capacity and inductance needed at the work- 
ng frequency. The negative sign means merely 
that the reactance is capacitive, and the positive 
sign shows that the reactance is inductive 

Design Formulae 

The necessary equations for a network of this 
type, where the input and output impedances are 
resistive, are 

Phe network-coupling system as used on the rotatable 
antenna at W9OLVT. The 500-ohm line can be seen com- 
ing up to the bottom of the box which houses the net- 
work. The slip rings above the box are mounted on a 
large Isolantite coil form and the 240-ohm line runs up 
through the coil form and to the antenna proper. 
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pedance in ohms 
t impedance in ohms 

tv and inductance values 

I 2 f 0” 
2nfXy 

Xe : { 
ar 

in megacycles 

Su r values of input and output 
240 ohms) in (1) and (2), we 

' 240 
\ 180.4 ohms 

\ 500 — 240 

240) — 240° = 249.8 ohms 

cS values of capacity and in- 
luct | (4), for a frequency of 
14.2 M 

l 

5.1416 & 14.2 x 480.4 
100233 ufd = 23.3 uufd. 

949.8 
2.80 uh. 

16 X 14.2 

rk such as the one show 

here > is used in each leg. 

Wit x Calculator on hand, it is easy 
to | | give the necessary value of 
Ly 

: ce to make the coil diametet 

LpT to the length 

Ratings 

to figure the ratings of the 
part e, with a correct match, the 

tem are /*R losses and it is 
rts so that there is a minimum 

> the ratings are computed for 
{00 watts through the network 

T eee 
X2 

— ‘ 
’ —>R, 

~ (2402) 

+2.220@———— 
x 

I reuit of a reactance network for 
matecl tive impedances of different values. 

, 40 

pas lw 300 
ut =.,./— = 

™ VR \500 

Voltage across line, FE = /R = 0.775 X 500 
=> 388 volts 

0.775 amperes 

Current through cond Patino urren 1rough condenser, : 
R 480.4 

= 0.807 amperes 

: 300 
Current through coil, 7 = \ 240 V 1.25 

1.118 amperes 

It will be seen that for these currents it is net 
necessary to make the coils out of heavy material, 
and the condenser can be any of the common 
midgets. It will be noticed, also, that the current 
in the coils increases as the ratio of input to out- 
put impedance increases. A split-stator condenser 
precludes the possibility of losses through poor 
rotor contact by eliminating any flow of cur- 
rent through the contact and also adds to the 
voltage-breakdown rating. It must also be re- 
membered that, if the transmitter is to be modu- 
lated, there is a voltage and current increase 
throughout the system on modulation peaks 

Experience here has shown that the computed 
values are close enough for all practical purposes. 
The network works quite well, allowing operation 
over the entire 14-Mc. band, with load mis- 
matches as high as 2-to-1 on either side of the 
computed load impedance, with efficiencies on 
the order of 90%. It was found that the system 
worked better with slightly less capacity than the 
calculated value, the amount apparently depend: 
ing upon the distributed capacity between coils, 
wiring, ete. The installation here consists of a 
split-stator, 40-uufd. per section, midget con- 
denser set at full capacity and two self-supporting 
coils of 4%-inch copper tubing wound to 1!5-ineh 
diameter. The 500-ohm line runs 65 feet from the 
transmitter to the network, and the network 
feeds, through the slip-rings, a 10-foot length of 
240-ohm line which is fanned out and connected 
to the driven element of the antenna in the usual 
“VY” match fashion. 

A somewhat similar network has been made up 
by one of the local hams to connect to a full-wave 
antenna one-quarter wavelength from one end, 
and he matches a 500-ohm line to the 80-or-so 
ohms of the antenna with excellent results, the 
network hanging from the antenna in place of a 
“— section. 

> 8unMp 
ee mad 
a —11010-—_—_ 

| oat Roe 398 0 807 amp —>R. 
i ei (240) ¥ ts 

+ | | ——1 —4_,0009---— 
> Fig. 2 Showing the currents and voltages in the 

network for a 300-watt load. 
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It is possible to work the network in either 
direction, and a low-impedance line can be 
matched to a higher-impedance one. In this case, 
the output as figured above becomes the input, 
and the condenser is on the output side. In 
coupling two concentric lines, it will be found that 
the inductance will all have to be in the interior 
conductor, that is in the line at a potential above 
ground. It will also be found that in ecupling to an 
unbalanced load, the entire amount of inductance 
will have to be in the side of the line above 
ground. 

Relative to removing standing waves, if any 
are found, it can be assumed that the trouble is in 
the terminating load and not in the network. 
It seems that the network always shows the same 
reactance on the output side as shown on the 
input side, or vice versa, as the case might be. 
That is, if the 240-ohm line looks into a capacitive 
load, the 500-ohm line will present a capacitive 
load to the final. If the load is inductive, the 
500-ohm line will present an inductive reactance 
to the final. By adjusting the load to zero react- 
ance, it will be found that standing waves will 
disappear on both sides of the network, within the 
limits given previously, and not until there is an 
error in figuring line impedances on the order of 
fifty percent or more will there be any more 
standing waves on one side of the network than on 
the other. Since the formula for figuring line im- 
pedances is relatively simple, a mismatch of this 
order should never occur. 

The writer is feeding a three-element close- 
spaced array Y-matched to the 240-ohm line 
Adjustment is made as though the network were 
not in the circuit, and coupling is made to the 
antenna by sliding the 240-ohm line terminals 
away from, or toward the center, until the 500- 
ohm line presents a pure resistive load to the final. 
At this point no standing waves occur on eithet 
the 500- or the 240-ohm line. The full-wave an- 
tenna mentioned above was pruned until the 
feeders presented a pure resistive load. This re- 
moved all standing waves from the line. 

To simulate the most adverse circumstances 
the writer first strung up 30 feet of 500-ohm line, 
followed by 10 feet of 13-ohm line, then 15 feet of 
600-ohm line, and finally ten feet of 240-ohm line, 
with proper networks between each section. 
When the proper terminating resistance was pre- 
sented to the 240-ohm line all standing waves on 
all lines disappeared. By manipulating inductance 
and capacity in the terminating load, the stand- 
ing waves could be made to come and go at will, 
but it was never possible to have them on one 
section and not on the others. 

How to Figure Grid Bias 

Continued from page 26 
We find that under normal operation it takes 
2600 ohms in the grid circuit and 450 ohms in 
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the filament circuit to supply the necessary 130 
volts for Class C telegraph operation and still 
keep the plate current no greater than 40 milli- 
amperes under conditions of no excitation. It is 
only a coincidence that the bias obtained from the 
grid resistance fs was the same as that obtained 
from the filament resistor R7. The values of R, 
and fg for the push-pull case are figured the same 
way and will come out to be half the sizes of R; 
and Fz. 

It is possible to have the filament 
supply all the bias for the tube. The value necessary 
for 130 volts is found as usual, by Ohm’s Law. 

E.=([p+I,)R 
cathode 

130 = (0.120 + 0.025) R. 
130 = _ = 895 ohms 

0.145 

In this case there would be no grid resistor. In 
the event of loss of excitation, the plate current 
will be held to a small value. It can never cut 
itself off, as there must be some plate current 
flowing to develop the negative bias to keep it 
down. If you normally develop all your bias in 
the filament circuit you need not worry about the 
plate current in the event of excitation failure, 
but the equilibrium value it will finally reach can 
be found by a trial and error method on the curves 
of Fig. 2. Move up along the 1000-volt line and 
take a safe value of current, 30 milliamperes for 
example. This occurs with a grid bias of ~ 20 volts. 
lhe filament resistance necessary to give this is 

E. 20 

I, 0.030 

Chis is less than we have in the filament circuit 
so that point is not the one we are looking for. 
If we try again with a plate current of, say, 25 
milliamperes, the indicated grid voltage is about 
22 volts. The required resistance is 

E 22 

I, 0.025 

Chis value is very near the resistance we actually 

resistor 

= 667 ohms R 

R = = S880 ohms 

have of 895 ohms, so we can see that the equilib- 
rium point that the plate current will finally 
reach would be about 25 milliamperes. This would 
correspond to a plate input of 25 watts, well under 
the rated value of 40 watts. 

Cathode of filament bias as described above 
is not very commonly used because the plate 
voltage on the tube is reduced by the amount 
of bias that is developed across the filament 
resistor. However, this method of bias is quite 
handy, if you have a slight excess of plate voltage 
and wish to reduce it. 

SWITCH 

TO SAFETY! 



Hast and West from Old Sol an 

True North for Night Owls 

Another Crack at Setting Up Direction Marks 

BY LIEUT. H. ¢. 

j sent day of directional an- 
f these systems requires that, 
ection be known definitely 
proposed system, to be used 

s vhich to ascertain other de 

this article to show, first, 
Ly be found at any place 

ng, without books, mechani 
\ string, a stick, or anything 

ine a length is all that is 
ssarv to know whether one is 

| the United States. Second, 
| habits living in the northen 
d of comparable simplicits 
north from Polaris will be 

rst requires a vertical pole, 
tech stick up, a level surface at 

nd the sun. The string, as 
to make the pole vertical and 

t its base. The latter may 
tion. From the base of the 

surface any three points equi 
se and not on the same side of 
string as the measuring ce viet 

g again, level the surface by 
points also equidistant fron 
Now we are ready to go 

\ t, when the sun is fairly low, 
e pole’s shadow on the surface 

M the string, the distanee from this 

’ r Be h, Calif 

a Atternoon 
Shadow 

AB equals AC 

elermining an east- 
»} stick or pole ona 

nu the extremities of 
»ws gives the desired 

f ile method 
west im uses a \ 
lev A line drawn b 
equa nd evening - 

=o YAM 

OWEN. WEIPQ 

mark to the base of the pole Then, run along 
about your day’s business and plan on returning 
in the afternoon when the sun will be about as 
low again as it was at the morning observation 
While you are gone, the shadow will become 
shorter and shorter until local apparent noon; 
then it will start lengthening. When it grows as 
big as it was in the morning you want to be ther 
sO you can mark the end of it agam | hope you 
saved the string 

Simple, isn’t it? Oh ves, you’re all done, those 
two marks determine an east and west line, and 
that is what you wanted. (See Fig. 1.) Other diree- 
tions may be found from this base line. 

(juestion: “J live in Slugville. Will it work there 
Answer: “‘ Yes, anywhere on carth the sun shines, 
with two exceptions; the North and South poles _ 
Question: “What about this business of latitud 

and longitude, standard time and the sun being 
fast or slow, ete.? Dow t you have to worry about 
that 

Answer: “No, beeause we are not coneerned with 
the sun’s position with relation to time, but 
rather with two equal angles whose values 
are purely arbitrary as long as they are equal.” 

Question: “fs the method exact?” 
Answer: ‘* Theoretically, no, except twice a year. 

Practically, ves. The precision depends upo! 
inaccuracies in the initial set-up of the pole 
and surface, and observational errors. These 
more than mask the method errors which de- 
pend upon the geographical location, the time 
of year, and the elapsed time between morning 
and afternoon observations. The latter will be 
minimum at any location in) summer and 
winter.” 

The principal advantage s of this method as com- 
pared with that previously published in QST, 
are its universal geographical application 

and its simplicity. Aside from the requirements of 
knowing one’s longitude, applying corrections to 
standard time for positions off the zone meridian, 
and for the equation of time in finding the exact 
moment of local apparent noon whenee the su 
bears north o° south, there is the additional disad- 
vantage in the latter me thod that when the su 
is nearly overhead at noon, its azimuth or bearing 
changes very rapidly. As pointed out in the previ- 
ous article, that method is impractical under 

' Budlong, * True North from Old Sol,” QST, Jan., 1938 
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some circumstances. No such limitations hold 
for the East-West method. Observations are 
taken when the sun’s bearing is changing slowly 
and its shadow length is changing rapidly, a de- 
sirable condition for observational accuracy, 
except as hereafter noted 

The principal disadvantage of the method is the 
requirement of a level surface. Because the obser- 
vations are taken when the shadow makes an 
cute angle with the surface, a tilt, other than a 
north-south one, may produce a large error. This 
can be minimized by taking the observations 
nearer midday, but if carried to extreme, w 
ain run into the difficulty of a rapidly changing 
bearing and a slowly changing shadow. In high 
latitudes, during winter, nothing can be done 
ibout it because the sun remains low all during 
the day, and a level surface must be had. 

The following expedient may be adopted to 
nsure a level surface. Set the pole in the ground 
and construct a glorified mud-puddle of suitable 
size around it for the surface. Have the water 
good and muddy in order that the shadow falling 
yn it will be well defined. 

True North from Polaris 

Now for the night owls. If living in the norther 
emisphere above about 10 degrees latitude, and 

knowing how to find it, one can see the North 

Direct ? 
If rotatio 

° — iy ° 
LaASS/OPC/AaA * 

« ~ « 
x ! ees / = ~~ 

’ on 
+. ) res wy Fart/rs /5S ™ 
j xlernde 

* 
> 

tle Dipper 

* BRIGHT STARS 
* MEDIUM BRIGHT STARS 
» FAINT STARS 

Fig. 2—A star map for locating the North Star 
Polaris). Caasiopeia and the Big Dipper serve as con- 
vement relerence- 

Star (or Polaris) any night when the clouds do not 
prevent 1t. Were the earth’s axis extended out 
into space, it would almost run into this star 
However, because Polaris is not exactly overhead 
it the North Pole, the star appears to travel in a 
mall circle about the earth’s extended axis as 

the earth revolves. Consequently, if at any time 
two objects are lined up on this star, a north or 
nearly north line will be determined, the error 
depending upon the position of Polaris in its 
apparent orbit relative to the observer’s position 
on the earth. 
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* BRIGHT STARS 
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+ FAINT STARS Le. SLVINE 
held vértica/ 

Cassiope/a 
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Fig. 3 — Polaris bears true north when the constella- 
tions are in this position. This is also true if the diagram 
s inverted. 

ln the United States, the maximum 
rror is + 1.6 degrees, and the minimum 

error is of course zero. The maximum error 
" nereases as we go north and decreases as 

ve go south. After showing how to pick out 
Polaris from the 2000 stars visible with the 
naked eye at any one time, we will outline 
how to take its bearing when the error is 

* ero. 
Referring to Fig. 2, if you live in lati- 

. tudes of the United States, face north, look 
ip about halfway from the horizon to 

¥ overhead, and the three constellations 
illustrated should be seen. They will not 
necessarily appear as they do in the figure. 
rake the magazine and turn it around, 

sideways, upside down, ete., keeping the eyes on 
the figure. The actual constellations maintain their 
relative positions but seem to revolve around 
Polaris just as they did when turned around in 
this QST, and when one goes outside to look at 
them, they may be at any stage in their apparent 
revolution. If one lives far enough south, either 
the Big Dipper or Cassiopeta may, at times, be 
partially or completely obscured below the 
horizon. Don’t let this upset you —- both never 
disappear at the same time. 

Still referring to the diagram, the easiest thing 
to find is the Big Dipper. The two bright stars 
forming the outboard side of the pan point to 
Polaris, the bright star at the end of the handle 
of the Little Dipper. If the Big Dipper is below 
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more easily remembered 
1s n because it 7s upside down 

is below the horizon) may 
\ perpendicular to a line 

d outer bright stars of the 
Vv t the center star, points to the 

Nort Polaris is located, if a small 
a bearing can be taken 

ng up two objects with it. 
Chis rth-south line with an unde- 

zero to 4 1.6 degrees for 
ted States. However, if tru 

ed as follows: 
sa plumb-bob where you can 
Polaris and either Casstopeia 

Wait, while the constellations 
string can be lined up with 

halfway between the two 
rs of Cassiopeia, or halfway 

bright stars in the handle of 
the | See Fig. 3, right side up or upside 

s Polaris is true north from the 
ng taken then will have zero 

sire an explanation, this is 
s of determining the time of 

lower transit of Polaris 

Hudson Division Convention 

Schenectadu. \. ¥.. Oetober Gth, 7th. Bth 

¥ | local amateurs throughout 
ved a few days ago their 

first vhat the coming 14th Annual 
Hi Convention this fall holds in 

vay of surprises and prizes 
Che tion sponsored by the Schenec- 

Association and approved by 
the A held in Schenectady, N. Y., 

n O 7th, Sth with the Hotel Van 
Cu tior headquarters. 

ill officially open on Friday 
vith advance registration 
noon at the Hotel Van 

Cur fficially get under way Friday 
evel Schenectady Y.M.C.A., where a 
big n is being planned for those 
itter | be followed by visits to local 

l rag-chewing 
Sat ng registration will continue 

the convention will be offi- 
t address of weleome from 

Dr. A n, President of the Association 
\ program arranged by W. R 

V 5) f the General Electric Radio 
Eng tment will take place Saturday 
iftert H. B Peer, W2ACB, local 
Eme! nator will conduct a meeting 

r th I rgency Corps. Naval Com- 

munication Reserve will be taken in hand by 
R. E. Haight, N2LU. In addition the enthusiastic 
delegates will have an opportunity to inspect the 
manufacturer displays, attend a special ‘‘ House 
of Magic”? Show, visit the world-famous South 
Schenectady location of WGY, W2XAF and 
W2XAD, and witness a television broadcast. 
Sometime during the afternoon, K. B. Warner, 
W LEH, Secretary of the A.R.R.L. will broadcast 
to the amateurs of the world over W2XAF and 
W2XAD, and a recording of his address will be 
“played back”’ later in the evening so that no one 
will miss hearing it. This broadcast is being ar- 
ranged by Eugene 8S. Darlington, W2ALP, and 
John Sheehan of the General Electric short-wave 
stations and is planned in the form of an inter- 
view between Mr. Warner and Roy Jordan, 
W2KUD, General Chairman of the Convention 

Plenty of entertainment for everybody and es- 
pecially for the visiting ladies under the chair- 
manship of Dorothea Jordan. Registration fee has 
been set at $3.50 for men, or ladies drawing for 
men’s prizes, before October Ist, and $4.00 there- 
after; and $2.00 for ladies eligible for ladies 
prizes only at this price before October Ist. 
and $2.00 thereafter. 

Tickets should be purchased from G. M. 
srown, W2CVV. 

‘Be Strays “Ks 

It is now possible to obtain a gadgety connect- 
ing terminal for wire-terminal transmitting tubes 
This new terminal is one-half inch in diameter 
and three-quarters inch long. It is made of turned 
aluminum and has four heat-radiating fins. A set- 
screw is provided for fastening to the tube wire 
terminal and a 6-32 screw terminal at the other 
end for the plate lead. These terminals Type 
R-62) are obtainable from Wunderlich Radio 
Ine., South San Francisco, Calif 

oo 

Silent Kevs 

I. is with deep regret that we 
record the passing of these amateurs: 

Philip J. Crane, WSLHP, Booneville, 
i os 

Leon H. Halpern, W6MXA, San Fran- 
cisco, Calif. 

Morris L. Hoag, W6KMA, Ogden, Utah. 
Horace Paul Houf, W6RFZ, Coronado, 

Calif. 
W. A. Mackay, ex-W2AQB, New York. 
Harry L. Sadenwater, W9GGZ, Michigan 

City, Ind. 
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BY E. L. 

Dx AT its peak! That quite adequately 
describes A.R.R.L.’s Eleventh International DX 
Competition, March, 1939. Not that conditions 
were all that could have been desired at all times 
during the contest, but there was DX in abun- 
dance, as the results show. 
W/VE scores topped all previous performance, in 
spite of the fact that the elimination of 1.75 and 
3.5 Mes. from the battle should have made for 
lower “band multipliers.’’ New highs in number 
f countries worked were established by W9TJ, 
who worked 85 different countries, W6GRL with 
84. and W2UK, W3CHE and W3EMM each with 
80, all on c.w. In the ’phone group W3EMM 
worked 66 different countries, W6GRL 64, 
WSKML and W8NJP 62, W2UK and W4BMR 
59, and W6OCH 58. The availability of so man 
countries made the affair of great interest to all 
DXers, resulting in the greatest concentration of 
DX contacts of all time! 

C.w. participation, as measured by the number 
of logs received, was somewhat less than in recent 
years, while ’phone interest rose to new heights 
[he results of 1298 code operators (949 W/VE, 
349 foreign) and 803 voice operators (568 W/VE, 

record-breaking 

235 foreign) are recorded in the score list. These 
figures include some duplications as many opera- 
tors participated in both the e.w. and phone 
periods 

263 Winners 

Certificate code 
oper . he leading voice wator wal perator and the leading voice operator in each 
A.R.R.I 
country where qualifying entries were received 

ns Manager 

awards go to the leading 

mainland section and in each outside 

* Assistant Communicati 

Results, 1939 DX Competition 

BATTEY.°* WITTE 

133 section awards (67 c.w., 66 phone) and 130 
country awards (71 ¢.w., 59 ’phone) are being 
made. A special tabulation of winners lists their 

transmitter final stage, receiver and an- 
tennas used. As you look over what the victors 
used you will begin to realize how some of them 

Those antennas! 
winners 

scores, 

iccomplished what they did 
Wow!! Hearty congratulations to all 
from everyone who listened on the DX 

n March! 
bands 

those hectie davs 

Club Scores 

Winner of the gavel offered to the amateur 
radio club whose members, operating individual 
stations, submitted the highest collective score 
in the contest, is once again the South Bay Ama- 

Association of Los Angeles. Considerably 
bettering its winning 1938 total, the S.B.A.A. this 
year aggregated 533,463 points. The operators 

g¢ this figure were W6GRL, W4DHZ 
operating W6GRL, W6CUH, W6QD, W6VB, 
W6ACL, W6CXW, W6GRX and W6DIO. Nice 
work, OM’s! Winner of the club certificate for 
e.w. is W6GRL. ’Phone winner is W4DHZ at 
the W6GRL mike. 

Second high club for the second consecutive 
year is the Frankford Radio Club of Philadelphia, 

teurs 

{ 

amassin 

with 432,237 points, compiled by seventeen 
operators. Individual winner in the Frankford 
group is W3BES. The Maui Amateur Radio 
Club, Hawaii, is in third place with 238,810, led 
by K6FAZ. 

Other competing clubs are listed in order of 
scores. The calls given in parenthesis are winners 

unless otherwise stated, 
Oakland 

of the club certificates; 
certificate was won in the C.W. Section: 

WIAVK, Left - The Western Massachusetts c.w. operators met some stiff competition from Louis A. Richmond, 
WILAVK, who topped that Section with 76,812 points. His transmitter line-up is as follows: Meissner Signal Shifter- 
807-HF100-P.P. T200’s . . . “ a flexible rig with plenty of punch. 
CTIZA, Right — G. W. B. Pope, CT1ZA, won the vocal bout in Portugal with a score of 12,597 . . . 224 con- 

tacts. Left to right on the operating table are 56-Mce. receiver, rotary antenna control, signal shifter (3.5-Mc. variable 
gap crystal), NC81LX receiver, microphone and speech amplifier-modulator. The transmitter, 3.5 to 56 Mc., uses 
12-42-6A6-6L6G-6L6G-pair 6L6’s, 50 watts input. 
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York Radio Club (W9G\Y 
e.w., W9CIU ’phone) 138,234; Radio Club of 
Cuba (CO2JJ phone) 95,646; South Shore Ama 
teur Radio Club (W1JCX phone) 56,684: Wash 
ington Radio Club (W3EUJ) 51,512; Milwaukee 
Radio Amateurs Club (W9GIL) 50,538; Beacon 
Radio Amateurs (W3ATR) 39,418; Club ON4BC 
(ON4PW) 27,956; Montreal Amateur Radio 
Club (VE2EE ’phone) 26,012; Winston-Salen 
Amateur Radio Club (W40G) 25,590; Genese¢ 
County Radio Club (WS8BWC) 22,740; Eastern 
Massachusetts Amateur Radio Assn. (WIWYV) 
12,751; Austin Radio Club (W9NRB) 11,010; 
Southern Montana Amateur Radio Assn. (W7EC 
6088; Trenton Radio Society (W3AWH) 5196 
Fort Venango Mike & Key Club (W8JSU) 3450; 
Raritan Valley Radio Club (W2LJD) 2674; 
Tu-Boro Radio Club (W2BYK) 507. Individual 
club awards are made only in cases where three 
‘phone entries or three c.w. entries were received 
from club members or local hams invited by the 
club to participate 

Radio Club, 155,584: 

Disqualifications 

The following are deemed ineligible for DX- 
score listings, or awards, in the March 1939 com 
petition. In each case disqualification is for off- 
frequency operation. 

C.w W2AIW W5GSK WS9ERU W9YUAU CM2MR 
CT1ZZ CX2AJ D4YJI F3AR HI2ZAC * VP1IDM 

‘Phone: K6BNYD W6EJC WSROP W9JOI 

In addition to the above-listed, the following 
stations that did not submit contest entries were 
logged off frequency by during the 
period of the competition: 

C.w.: W1JOX W2BXU W3IR 

observers 

W4AIS W5HUB W6GPI 
W6HX W6KUR W6MFZ W6NSI W6OAI W6PUZ 
W7DXZ W7EUY W7FZP W7GWT WSRNQ WS9AIW 
W9MKZ WSREX WSUGV WSUQT W9VES W9WZI! 
W9YFV VE3AEM VE4AAC. 
CM2BA CE3AJ CR4HT D40YT EI9SG HP1DM HZI1A 

VPIBA XELAT XE2AZ XX5X YV5AE. 
‘Phone: W2IIL W4DAL W5HUT W6COF W6KRI 

WSCAYV WS8EVI W8MNJ W9KIP 
* In addition to off-frequency operatio " “HI2AC was p S- 

, while 
deducted from hun 

ng as a Dominican Republic station ing 
located elswhere. a credits were 
lreds of scores for this reason 

actually being 

C.W.. High Scores and Records 

Che highest score among W’s and VE’s was 
rolled up by Dan H. Smith, Jr.. W3CHE, who 
tipped the scales at 178,200. This is the highest 
DX contest score ever achieved in the mainland 
sections. Dan admits that he doesn’t quite know 
how he did it! But he did it, '' FB, “DX 
Dan.” 
Second highest score is that of F. F. Priest, Jr., 

W3EMM 172,044, and the leading scorer of 
the ’37 and ’38 contests, Ralph Thomas, W2UK, 
placed third this year with 171,312. Some scores, 
eh? 

Next in line among the do-or-die DXers come 
W6GRL 159,543, W9TJ 158,440, W3PC 139,500, 

and how 

W1SZ 129,735, W3BES 117,504, W4CEN 
111,186, W9TB 109,810, WITW ~ 107,730, 
WIKHE 99,448, W2DC 98,670, W8BTI 97,146, 
W4BPD 92,625, W1TS 91,500, W2BHW 87,075, 
WSLEC 86,304, WICBZ 86,037, W4YC (7 ops) 
82,943, W6CXW 79,544, WS8QDU 79,492, 
WIAVK 76,812, W3FQP 75,240, W1ME 72,927, 
W3FRY 72,261. 

Those leading in number of contacts: W3CHE 
360, W3EMM 354, W2UK 344, W9TJ 318, 
W6GRL 311, W3PC 300, W3BES 289, W1SZ 
279, WITW 272, WIKHE 268, W9TB 267, 
W4CEN 263, WSBTI 257, W2DC 253. 

Those having the highest multipliers (total of 
countries worked on each band used): W6GRL 
171, W9TJ 170, W2UK 166, W38CHE 165, 
W3EMM 163, W1SZ and W3PC 155, W4CEN 
142, W9TB 140, W3BES 136, W2BHW 135, 
W1iTW 133, W2DC 130. 
Among the c.w. participants outside the W/VE 

mainland sections, the highest score was made for 
the second consecutive year by Juan Lobo y 
Lobo, XE2N, with 230,584 points. Due to a 
smaller multiplier (because of fewer bands avail- 
able for the contest) he did not reach his ’38 score, 
but his contacts numbered 1910, about 500 more 
than the last year! This is an average of 22.4 
QSO’s per hour for 85 hours!! Some traveling!! 
K4DTH 176,778 is second highest c.w. 

scorer outside W/VE, followed by ZSAL 147,414, 

{ Few of the Winners 

1) (Opposite page) Earle F. Lucas, W2J) 7, 

*phone winner for Norway. Bingen, LAIF, is the 

W4CEN, way’s first licensed ham (1926). (3 
homemade super. Push-pull 250TH ’s were used in the final. 
Sheffield, VE4SS, did the best talking in Manitoba, leading the’ 
pair of 852’s for final stage, while 150T’s did the business on 14-Me. 

well known South Carolina Official Phone Station, 
put it to 

2’s. Reception is via a home built s.s. super. 

in. (5) W4BPD, 
battles. There’s plenty of equipment there and “Gus” 
both code and voice operation, employed four 85 
scorer outside W/VE, 
sulted in a score of 176,778. / 
HK254, 400 watts input. 
drive a pair of 810’s. (7) Harold C. 

brought to his shack the honors for leading the 
New Jersey. Push-pull 354’s in the final, eased around by e.c.o. control, did the trick. W2JT scored 8 

his is his * 
tower itself is 40 feet high, the pole extending skyward another 60 fee 

station of Tom Brandon, 

and winner of the award for Puerto Rico, is Jose F. 
4 makeshift breadboard rig did service during the competition. Line-up was 6L6-807- 

The unit in the photo is a new band-switching exciter which uses 6L6-6L6-814; this will 
Bowen, W1DQ, Rhode Island phone winner, in action. With the tidy score of 

‘phone sin Northern 
2,698. (2) Oliver 

“Ham Tower,” which houses the comple te station. The 
t! LAIF claims the distinction of being Nor- 
North Carolina c.w. winner. The receiver is a 

An A-1 station with an A-l score 111,186! (4) Alf. G. 
phones with a total of 24,453. The 28-Me. rig used a 

A 10-tube home constructed super dragged ’em 
led that Section in both the c.w. and ‘phone 

Che final stage used during the contest, for 
6) Second highest c.w. 

K4DTH, whose 1406 QSO’s re- 

good use. 

Flores, 

54,339, he had 165 ¢ 80" s in the British Isles alone, 307 contacts in all. The transmitter final uses push-pull RK38's. 
8) Panama was a rare one in the contest and a number of the gang are indebted to HPLX, c.w. winner, for prov iding 
contact. 

October 1939 

Phe contest receiver was a rebuilt RCA-Victor 10-tube super. Outgoing signals came from 6L6's. 
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K4FCV 114,228, XEICM 
110,592, VK2ADE_ 107,040, 

ZS6D' K6FAZ 103,284, YS2LR 97,992, 
K6LKIK K5AF 91,020, ZL4DQ 84,591, 
nd | 771 
H r of contacts: XE2N_ 1910, 

K4D ZS2AL 1338, ZLIMR_ 1032, 
K4F¢ LUS5AN 1017, XELCM_ 1000, 
K6FA S2LR 914, ZS6DW 907, VK2ADE 
892, | K6LKN 808, LUILEP 743, 
FMSA (6CGK 726, ZLADQ 723. 

Li iltipliers: K4DTH 42, XE2N 
11, ZS VK2ADE 40, K6LKN LU9SBV 
ZLIM Q ZS6DW 39, K4FCV 38, G6NF 
K6Ct P LU9QAX 37. 

High Scores and Records 

\V that would have made the c.w. 
gang ts a couple of years ago, OM 
P) IM, led the vocal contingent. The 

Chis represents 483 contacts in 
66 number of contacts made by 
lead e operators ran higher than 

lue to the fact that phone 
sé perating under a ‘‘ quota sys- 

le 123 more contacts than the 
rhere’s some fast talking for 

's EMM! 
W4DHZ, operating W6GRL, 
W2UK also went over 100,000 

certainly has made a place 
X game! 

Ot lingly high W/VE_ ’phone 
Scol 19,296, W6OCH 98,175, WSNJP 
93,10 [R 92,461, W3EOZ87,282, WSKML 
86,8 85,455, W4BPD 85,050, W2JT 
82, 78,570, W9ARA 78,075. 

ol ‘phone contacts: W3EMM 

483, W2UK 399, W6ITH 398, W6GRL (W4DHZ 
op) 397, W6O0CH 386, W3EOZ 373, W2JT 358, 
WSNJP 354, WSDST 353, W4BPD 350, W4BMR 
and W9ARA 347, WSKML 333, W4AGB 324, 
W1DQ 307. 

’Phone participants having the highest multi- 
pliers: W3EMM 98, W6GRL 93, W2UK and 
W4BMR 89, WSKML and WSNJP 88, W60CH 
85, W6ITH 84, W4AGB and WSDST 81, 
WIHKK and W4BPD 80. 

The leading voice operator outside W/VE is 
G. Madrid, CO2WM, who made 1312 contacts 
for a score of 109,536. And so another new record 
was established. Well done, OM! 

Second highest ’phone scorer outside W/VE is 
XE1A, 96,000 points, 1305 contacts. Other highs: 
VP6YB 81,027, CO2JJ 65,043, ZS6DW 61,452, 
HC1PZ 59,556, PY2AC 50,568, CE2BX 49,968, 
LUS5AN 47,068, VP9L 45,520, LU7BK 45,240, 
VK4JP 45,072, LU9BV 43,794, GM6RG 41,075, 
HK3CG 39,447, VK2UC 38,400, ZS4H 36,840, 
G6LK 35,880, XE2HD 35,628. 

Leaders in number of W/VE contacts: 
CO2WM 1312, XEIA 1305, VP6YB 1015, 
CO2JJ 810, ZS6DW 765, VP9L 764, HC1PC 
710, CE2BX 694, VK4JP 626, PY2AC 602, 
LU7BK 584, LUSAN 569, LU9BV 548, GM6RG 
531, ZS4H 520, VK2UC 512. 

Leaders in multipliers: CO2WM, HC1PZ, 
LUS5AN, LU9BV and PY2AC 28, CO2JJ, 
HK3CG, HK3CO, TI2FG, VP6YB, ZS5AW and 
ZS6DW 27, G6LK, LU7BK and XE2HD 26. 

It was a grand contest all around, and we hope 
there will be many more like it in spite of the 
sorry outlook in the world at the present time 
Best of luck to all until the logs start rolling in 
again. 

WENVNERS, ELEVENTH INTERNATIONAL DX COMPETITION RADIOTELEGRAPH 

Call Scor 
ransmiller 

Fina! Stage Receiver {ntenna 

W3BES 117,504 P.P. 809's NCIOIX Center-fed Hertz 
M reer W3BEN 62,055 P.P. 100TH's NCIOILX 99-ft. center-fed; tuned feeders 

W3PC* 139,500 100TH’'s — Rhombic; Lazy H; Rotatabl 
WSAl 64,512 810 NCIOIX Three WSJK 2-section Beams 
WSDWV 41,818 P.P. 50T's HRO + DB20 28-Me. vert. Q; 14-Mc. horiz. Q; 

7/14-Me, vert 
7-Mce. vertical; 14/28-Mce. rotatable er W9TB 109,810 860's - 

Wwoll 67,648 35T's Homemade super V beam; 14-Mce. vertical; 7-Me. Herts 
W9FS 65,670 Par. 25TH's RME69 + DB20 67-ft. single-wire, voltage-fed Herts 
WSLEC 86,304 T200 Homemade super 7-Mc. horiz. doublet: 14-Mce. rotary 

beam; 28-Mce. co-axial vertical 
hn WS8BTI 97,146 250TLs/204As RME69 + DB20 14-Me. rotary; 14/28-Mc. Q's; 7- 

Me. doublet 
midt W9VDY 49,098 100TH Homemade super 2-section W8JK;3/2-wavecenter-fed 

berg W9UBB 1,326 100TH NCIOIX 14-Mce. Q; 28-Me. vertical 
W9USI 10,965 T55’s RME69 28-Mce. Sterba curtain; 28-Me. Lazy 

H; 28/14/7-Me. V beam 
I raig WONIM 5,883 35T Homemade super 70-ft. single wire, Collins-coupled 

; 4. Olson Ww9yYxXO 9,504 Par. 35T's Homemade t.r.f 67 ft., single wire-fed 
\ H W5A8G* 34,650 T125 RME69 28/14-Me. rotary; 7-M« 6-wave 

sing. wire-fed 
W5KC 66,272 P.P. 100TH's 

er; not again listed in ‘phone section 
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WOBBS, Left Cc. D. Larimore, WO9BBS, won the c.w fight in Nebraska, as well as placing second among the 
‘phones in that Section. His rig runs 600 watts on voice, 800 watts on telegraph, and operates on the 28, 14, 7, 3.5 and 
1.75-Me. bands. The line-up is 53 erystal-°45-841-800-P.P. 809°s-P.P. 852’s. The 809’s are used only on 28-Me. 
The receiver is a PR-16C. 
LYIKK, Right 

Section Winner 

M py Fred L. For 
I om Claude Bass 
E. New Y E. H. Fr 

No. N Jer Rolf Lind ay Ir 

low Charles E. Gr 
Nal Charles A. Pine 
Missour Wm. M. Atkis 
Nebraska C.D. Larir 

( 4. H. Ja 
Ma Thomas A. Lea 

EK. M Jeff B LV 

W. Ma ] 1.1 

Carl B. Eva 
W. E. Bur 
Hal Pratt 

Idal Louie B. Cox 

Montana Lyle W. Colema 
Oregor Arthur H. Bear 
Washingt Harold Ingledue 

Nevada Geo. H. Osborr 
anta ( \ John K her 

ust Ba John Woerner 

San Fra W. E. Bachman 
Sacramento V \. T. Sepp 
San Joaquin \ Thomas Sue Chow 

North ¢ Tom Brandon 

~ ( Gus Browning 

Virginia Dan H. Smitt Jr 

V. Vir Kenneth Leiner 

October 1939 

W5AVI 
W4DQH 
W2DC 

W2UK* 

W2BHW 

W9GKS 
WwacCWw 
WoTJ 
W9BBS 

WINI 
Wilk 

WiTW 

WIAVK 

WIBFT 
WIBDS 
WIEZ 

W7ACD* 

W7EOI* 
W7AMX 
W7CMB 

W6QQI 
W6AHZ 

W6ONQ 

W6BIP* 
W6AJD 
W6MVK 

W4CEN 

W 4BPD* 

W3CHI 

WSLCN 

Phe Lithuanian winner in the c.w. 
his operating position. The 814 final stage is pushed by 
space in LY IK AK’s neat station arrangement. 

1,590 
SMO 

40.120 

18,000 

16,740 
24,090 
29,230 

1,008 
20,985 

26,625 

32,148 
25.938 
51,084 

111,186 

92 625 

178,200 

16,874 

Par 
P.P 
FP1 

> PI 

2031 

50 

501 

HK 
rr 

PP 
P.P 

P.P 

P.P 
007 

P.P 

PP 

HK 

1507 

6L6G's 
SUS 8 
ISA's 

250TH 's 

de 

rH 

H's 
ms + 
SOS 8 

P'Z40's 
HF300's 

150T's 

250TH's 
H 
100TH's 

50TH's 

54's 

section is K. Karkauskas, 

NC81X 
NC81X 
NCIOIX 

HRO 

HRO 

HRO 
NCIOLX 
HRO 4 
PR-16¢ 

DB20 

NCIOIX 
Sky Challenger 

HRO 

HRO 

RME69 
SX16 
| ; LM sudio, VLAS 

RME69 

Homemade super 
Homemade super 

HRO + DB20 

HRO 

RME69 
HRO Jr 

Homemade s iper 

Homemade super 

NCIOIX 

LY IKK, who is shown seated at 
a 59 erystal oscillator and parallel 6L6’s. There is no lost 

{ntenna 

Vertical }9-wave Q 
7-Me. doublet; 14/28-Me. rotary 
14-Me 14 wave; 14-Me. extended 

loublet 
28, 14-Mce. rotaries; 7-M¢ extended 

doublets 
6-element phased array; 3/2-wave 

V; Lazy H; 28-Mc. '4-w. vert 
14-Mce. full-wave Ze pp 

-clement rotary 
67-ft. Hertz, single wire-fed 
Five V beams, each 2 waves on a leg 
132-ft. end-fed Hertz, 7 Mc.; ro- 

tatable beams, 14 and 28 Mc 
130-ft. Zepp, 60-ft. feeders 
Single wire-fed Hertz, 134 ft., 14 7 

Me vertical doublet, 28 Mc 
lerminated Rhombic; 49-wave V; 

t-sect. W SJK 
7-Me 1 9-wave de 

28-Me. Q 
Chree long untuned wires 
WSJK; 2)4-wave V 

-wave Zepps, 3.5-, 7- & 14-Mi 
vert.; WSJK vert. 

V beam, 202 ft. per leg; doublet 
vertical 44 w 

iblet; 14-Me. Q 

530-ft. inverted L end-fed Hertz 
7-Me. lo-wave vert.; 14-Mec. \ 

Lazy H 
14-Mc. 3-element rotary beam 
Single wire-fed, 7 M« .; 3-element 

rotary, 14 Mc.; 28-Me. Q 
7 Me.: }o-wave delta match; 14 Mc 

WSJK's; 28 Me.: vert. WSJK 
16-w. Q, 8-elem. Sterba 

7-Me. off-center Hertz 
Term. Rhombic; V; Q's; stacked 

dipoles 
14-Me. vertical Q; 14-Mc. )4-wave 

Zepp 
Three 3-w 
doublets 

lo-w. vert., 28 Mc.; 2 beams, 14 
Mc.; cent.-fed, 7 Mc. 

28-Mce. vert. Q; 2 14-Mc. Q's; 
cent.-fed 

V's; 8-w. V; two l<-w 

7-Mc 

49 



20 

SRGA 

Call 

Wo9PGS 
W6DTR* 

W4khCl 

W4QN 

W4CD) 
W4FIJ* 

W6GRL* 

W6QAP 
W6LYM 
W5DM 

W5YJ 
WS5V\ 

W5CJP 

VEIEA 

VE38QD 

VE2AX 
VE4GD 

VE5ZM 
VE4RO 

VEAI\ 

FA3RY 
SUISG 
CT3AB 
VQS8AI 
CNSMQ 
CR7AK 
ZE2S( 
VQ3TOM 
ZS2Al 

XZ2DX* 
XU4XA 
JISCA 
VS6AG 
VU2FX 
J2I5J 

CT2BJ 
ON4NO 
YM4AS 
OZ9Q 
hI4J 
ES5D* 
OH2Ps 
F8RR 
D4IGAD 
GO6NI 

HA4H 
I1iTKM* 
YL2BZ 
LY1IKK 
PA@PN 

GI5QX 

LA2B 

18,450 

wie 

159.54 

40,317 
15.630 
5 952 

S.OS0 
55 SIS 

1 Ott 

38 500 

maTo -UV,002 
3.888 

l 24 
92,27 

1404 

. 

Transmitter 
Final Stage 

(Z10 
PP. S00 

PLP. 100TH 

100TH 

P.P. 250TH 's 

PP. 100TH 's 
P.P. 250TH's 
SOS 

P.P. T35 
PP. 100TH 

P.P. HF 100 

P.P. 337 

r200 
P.P. T20's 

P.P. T20's 
S52s, 270As 
HK354Ds 

P.P. HF100's 

+. 5s 
tis 
7,020 
1,413 

2? 609 

3530 
59,080 
1,287 

61,914 
70.770 
5 066 

b3 
8.160 
54,510 
70,041 

35,310 
31,800 

320 
14,490 
44,800 

21,576 

1,265 

210 
SO] 
RK20 
85 T 

210s 
SOU's 
L495D/RS281 
P.P. HK54's 
100TH 
P.P. 6L6G 
V258 
I 

203A /211] 

100TH 
780 
814 
T40 

351 

HF 100 

Receiver 

RME7O 
SX 

Hammarlund 
Super Pro 

Homemade super 

Homemade super 
Homemade super 

HRO 

HRO 
HRO 
NCSIX 

RME69 
HRO 

HRO 
SX17 

RME69 +. DB20 
FB7 

PR16 

Re 

(Crystal P 
RME69 

RME69 

Comet Pr pre 

Homemade, 3-tube 

O-V-2 battery 
FBXA 
Howard 450 
$-tube battery 
s-tube battery 
Homemade, 3-tube 
3-tube 

3-tube 
SX16 
$-tube 

Anienna 

14-Me. 1o-w. Q; 14-Me. 3/2-w Q 
-elem., close-spac. rotary, 28 Mc 

4 V beams, 275 ft. on all legs 
Half-wave doublets, 28, 14, 7 Mes 

2-element, close-spaced unidires 
tional rotary 
~w. doublets, 7, 14, 28 Mes 

134-ft. Hertz, 7, 14 Me.: 4 half 
waves in phase, 14 Mc S-ele. 
ment rotary, 28 M« 

5 V beams spaced radially from 4 
central support: for others se 
June '39 QST 

Q's, 28 and 14 Me.; 7-Me. doublet 
2 Rhe mbi s: 1 V beam 
I'wo 279-ft. Zepps 

35M -wave Zepp 
Signal Squirters, 28, 14 Me.: full. 

w. Zep} 
-Me. Hertz, single wire feed. Col 
lins coupler 

.5-Me. Zepp for 28, 14, 7 Mes 
Q's, 28/14 Me. 

Rotary WSJK, 14/28 Mc -wave 
doublet, 7 Me. 

Dipoles, 28, 14, 7 Mes 
28 Me 2-element beam; 14 Mc 

Vert Q; 7 Me Horiz. di iblet 
2-element rotary, 125 ft. higt 
s3-ft. vert 28) Me 

Zepp. 14 Me.; vert. Zepp, 7 Me 
-Me. Zepy 

Close-spaced 2-clement beam, 14 
28 Mc.; 66-ft end-fed, 7 Me 

2-sect. WSJK flat top bear 

Zep} 

7-Me. Zepp 
lerminated rhombic 
136-ft. end-fed Zep} 
7-Me Ze; p 
7-Me. I 
14-Me. Hertz 
7-Mc. Zepp 

225 ft. ona leg 

}/2-wave 14-Mce. current-fed 
7-Mce. L; 14-Me. L; 28-Me. doublet 

Zepp; 14-Me. horis 
horiz. Zepp; all } 

Re Mec vert 
Zepp; 7-Mc 
wave 

99-ft. single wire. end-fed; }4-wave 
vertical, 14 Me 

14-Me. Zepp 

OST for 

center-fed 

p, Polan 
Portu; 

{oum: 
scotla 

Swede! 
Switze! 
Wales 
Yugos! 

\laska 

Vj sc 
\ Dak 
‘oe. Dal 
No. Mir 

‘o. Minn 
Islana 

Si} 



, <eotla 

Swedet 
Switzer 
Wales 

gos 

\lasKa 

Sar ba 

rr 

yet No. D: 
rit So. Dak 
ni No. Mir 

G 
A.V 

De 

Kruglowski 

C. Florian 
Z Harr 

October 1939 

i'Oliveira Davi 

ay 

kK 

tr 
nzZa 

a Torr 
t 

y 

W. Lundes 
H. Wesm 
\. Nels 

ul el G. Daigre 

minie Wll 

SPIMX 
CT1JT 

\ R5CF 
GM6NX 

M7MU 
HB9AW 
*W3QN 
YU7LX 

K2ADI 
<6FAZ 
1LIMR 
KAISP 
r6éDHW* 
Nan 
,K7CM* 

W3E0Z 
W3BNC 

W8Ds1 

WSQXT 
WODKI 
WoMM 

W9ELI 

WSNJI 
WSLFI 
W9BC\ 
W9VSK 
W9PZI 
W9PFR 
WONNO 
W5AC\ 

W5DNV 

12.0358 

39,184 
13,100 

4 

sA0 

11.020 
5,910 
31,062 
1006 
7 O86 
57,394 
0.584 
8,551 

110 
76,778 
17.992 

ioU 

07.040 
03.2M 
0.042 

196 
H4 

Sun 
7.688 

0,592 
41.076 
1.920 

105 
00 

0.042 
).278 

Ww) | 
RK20 HRO 
1b 
»P 

{ - 

0 i 

P. Sef \NC100 
{ MI B20 
\ Xl¢ 

0 S { amy 
0 

| P 
HF100 
RKO X11 

54 io1X DB20 
6's reting 14AX 
| { 

“I ll- iY 
i HRO 

HK14 7-tube 

, 

R28 
{ RTA 

S00 IR 

ADIOTELEPHONE 

5.080 
8,275 
0.592 

8,167 

13.104 
21,390 
34.123 
1.485 
$.623 
2,875 

20.130 
7.799 

Transmitter 

I 250TI NC10 
250TH's 
250TH $X16/HQ120 

100TH HRO/Super Pr 

HK354 
Wl \ HRO 

IOOTH's 
> P. HWS 

P.P. 100TH's Nf 

{ntenna 

Zepp, all bands; 14-Mc. )4-wave 
Hertz, single wire-fed 

7 Me Full-wave enter-fed Z pp 
28 and 14 Mc.: Full-wave end-fed 
14-Mce. Zepp 
lose-spiced rotary beam 

7-Me. Zepp 

otary; 14 Me 
7 Me o-W 

WSJK, Zepr 
3-element 

se-sSpa ed rotary 
iblet, center-fed ll-wave di 

7-ft. Hertz, fed 11 ft. from center 
Multiband, Collins 
:3-ft. vertical 

7-ft. single wire-fed Her 

Me. V beam; 14-Me. rota 

it Pr 

14-Me. single wire, fed off- 
lement rotary beam 

enter 

nienna 

WSJK’s; Q; doublets 
-clement rotary, 14 Me.; 2'2 w 
pt ase, 28 Mc 

28 Me.: 3-elem. rotary, 14 Me 
elem. rotary 

-element rotary, 14 Mc.; vertica 

3-element rotary, 14 Mc.; doublet 
28 Me 

-element beam 
14 Me 

14 Mce.; Q's, 28, 

Single wire 
lwo 4-sect WSJK tlat top beams 

full-waves, single wire-fed, off 
center 

102-ft. flat top, center-fed 



Call Score 

Wwasw 29,928 

W2Ik\ 40 968 

Wit 82 HOR 

WoMcD 10.4561 

WOCVN 10,855 

W9ARA 78,075 
WOZNA 9,090 
WwicoJ 10,956 

WIGKJ 5.508 
WIHKK 60,000 

Wicol 2? 313 

WIIVI 108 

W1IDQ 54,339 

W7GAI 10,416 
W7ESK 37,620 

W6HCI 2,226 

W6LXA 5,865 
W6ITH 99,296 
W6GVM 15,885 
W6MEK 24,647 

W4BMR 92,461 

W3EMM 142,002 

WSJKN 650 
wow] 8,154 
W4ECI 34,020 
W4AGB 78,570 

W4FWY 7,998 
W6OJK 8.910 

WweGcl 10.836 

WS5VI 16.942 

W5BE! 15.502 
W5EDX 10,560 
WS5DWP 5.668 
VEIGH 2,543 
VE3QL 22,464 

VE2EI 11,080 
VEAwJ 3,168 

VE5VO 16,542 
VE48S 24,453 
VE4BI 2.340 

FA3JY 650 
SUICR 3,300 
CNSBA 6,012 
ZS6DW 61,452 

XU8AM 2,475 

Tranemitter 
Final Stage 

250THs/ 849s 

150Ts/T40s 

P.P. 354’s 

C300 

P.P. 100TH 's 

P.P. 250TH's 

P.P. 150T's 

rZ40 
P.P. HK54's 

852s/HK24s 

T200 

P.P. RK3S 

100TH's 
35T's 

P.P. HY25's 

279A 
P.P. 806's 
P.P. 100TH 's 
P.P. 150T's 

250T's 

250TH's 

ROS 
35T's 
100TH 
P.P. 203A’ 

T55's 
250TH 's 

P.P. 354's 

250TH's 

P.P. 250TH 's 
P.P. T55's 
P.P. T40's 
8090's 
100TH's 

242A 
T40's 

P.P. 810's 
150T's/852's 
T55 

Tr mnamilter 
Final Stage 

P.P. 6L6's 
211 
100TH, 35T 

P.P. 154's 

Recerrer 

RME69 + DB20 

HRO 

HRO + DB20 

HRO 

HR¢ 

HRO 

Rebuilt FR; 

NCSLX 
SX17 -++ Brownit 

prese lector 
RME69 

Homemade super 
Sky Challenger 

HRO/RME69 

Homemade super 
PR10 + pre 

PR10 

HRO 

RME69 + DB20's 
Homemade super 

RME69 + DB20 

HRO 

FBXA + pre 
RME69 
RME69 
RME69 

RME69 + DB20 
RME69 + DB20 

HRO 

HQ120X 

RME69 
HRO 
SX16 
RME69 + DB20 

SX16 
SX15 

NC1O1X 
HRO + DB20 

Antenna 

V beam, 350 ft. per leg; V bean 
207 ft. per leg; matched imped- 
ance doublet 

Three-phased arrays; 2 on 14, 1 on 
28 Mc 

14 Me.: close-spaced, 3-element ro- 
tary; vert. }-w. Q. 28 Me.: Laay 
H; 14-w. horiz. Q F 

-elem. rotary, 14 Mc.; 3-elem. ro- 
tary, 28 Me 

’-element close-spaced beam, 14 2s 
Mes 

f-eler am, 28. 14 M 

lemme tir r 
itabl 

End-f Me. Zep} 
10-elem Sterba; 5 /2-w. ( € 

V bea 
-wa | nbic; 3!o-w. V bear 
i-sex t top beam 

14M w. doublet; 28 M 
w. Q 

Rhomb ru te 4 f 
4 

6 antennas: 3- 14-Mc. Barrage; | 
14-Mc. V beam; 2- 28-Mc.Barragy 

V beam. 5 waves on 14 M 10 w 

14-M -wave doublet 

14 Mc.: 2-section WSJK; half-wave 
jelta match.; 28 Me.: Semi- 

- il Hertz 
Three -waves out of phase; tw 

4 iry 2-element beams 
7-M V; three 6-elem«e Sterb 

WAJK 28-M rotary 

wa Q, 4M B i 
Me 
vert { -waves CAE 
I 14 M rt f 
\ s M 

Iwo 2-section WAJK 
WSIKr r 
Wave and half V beam 
~element rotary beam using f 

} j i Zepp, 66 [t 
14-Me. Q; 2-ele1 28-M 

| r ify 
)'s 

WSJK r with Zepp tee 

Hertz. singie wire fce 
' Mt ha Signal Squirter, 14 Me.; 5 5a 

waves in phase, 28 M 

QST for 

France 
Great ] 
Hunga 
Lithua 

Or 
{ 

with 
total of 
n the 
W/VE | 

‘ 

ATLANTI 
E. Penns 
W3BES 1 
W3FRY ; 
WSOKC : 
W3CWU ; 
W3HTS 
W3ATR 
W3KT ; 
W3FZH 2 
W3CHH 2 
W3GYV 2 
W3AAL 
W3CBK 
W3GHD 
\\ SFCB 
W3FJI 
W3FUF 
W3AGV 
W3DVE ° 
W3HER | 
W GRE ¢ 
W3FQG ¢ 
W3EML 
W 3BQP 
W3GKO { 
W3EHO* 
W3GFG 
W3EUC 
W3BGD 

Neto 

mo om ted tems tems 



Winner Call Score Receiver Antenn 

Chosen Katsumi Ninomiya JSCl 705 
Jay Ichiro Sakura J3FZ 3,640 P.P. 35T's 
Belgium Albert Deschodt ON4AK 12,210 P-.P. 100TH's Homemade super Lé-wave vertical Zepp, 14/28 Me 
Eir lr. F. Murphy EI2L 1.211 RK36 - 
Fra Henri Ciavatt F8QD 25,001 HF100 Homemade super 28-Mce. Hertz; 14-Mc. Hertz 
Gr Brit E. J. Laker G6LK 35.880 50Ts/HF100s HRO + DB20 14-Mc. Q; 28-Me. doublet 
Hungary Louis Kiss HAS8C 54 211 Homemade super Full-wave Zepp 
Lit ania P. Vanaga LY1J 4.560 r125 7-t super WSJK beam 
Netherland D. Zaaye PAQUN 5.344 P.P."10 -wave doublet & reflector, 14 

Mc.; 214 waves in phase, 2 re- 
flectors, 28 M« 

\ eC. TFT. 1 GISTS 48 T20 s-wave dipole & director, 14 Me 
o-wave lipole 28 Me 

Nor Oliver Bi LAI 607 T40 SX17 10 28-Mc. vertical 
Poland E. Kawezynsk SPID( 1,820 T55 -tube super, hr 7-Me. L 
Por n G. W. B. Pons CTIZA 12,597 6l CS81X WSJK rotary: 346 ft. long wire 

ania P. Becher YR5PB 315 P. 2107 - 
g i Br Gr GM6RG 41,075 100TH HRO 9-clement rotary, 28 Mc.; Lazy H, 

14 Me. 
Ww A. Nordgret SM7UE & 280 { 

Wa I. V. E. Wet GW6IW >, 104 r4o NC1LOUX WSIJK single section 14-Mc. beam 

Ala R. W. MeCrar K7A0( 1,239 51 ME70/SW Rotary beam; 134 ft ngle wire 
d 

t M.D. Russ« VP7NS 10.542 RNo 1Q120X leme tary bear 

—_— W1HJ/3 19468- 62-106-AB-50 W3FAX 38528- 86-151- B-85' 
ocores W3GEH 900- 53-100-— C-69 W3FKK 37931- 83-153- C-59 

; , —— ‘ ae ses W3CIQ 15561- 57- 91- A-77 W3DOK 19488- 56-116-BC-63 
Eleventh International DX Competition W3GKN 13923- 51-104- B-45 W3GGL 16008- 58- 92- B-59 

oO cl tie anil Grat j =" , W3DRD 8118- 41- 66- B-56 W3BVE 12152- 49- 83- B-69 
Asta Sis ue a ; ; W3HZH* 8109- 51- 53-BC-40 W3CKT 8446- 46- 63- C-20 sw f Ss erwise | W3DQU 6696- 36- 61 4-65 W3AITl 7714- 38- 64- B-31 

\ risks ms not er ed in contest w3ccl 6510-— 35- ¢ B-34 W3CBR 7296- 38- 65- B-58 
credit fe tions w ed The W3CXL 6270- 38- 55- C-242 W3AWH 3321- 27- 42- A-10 

ed ach st determining score is give W3CDG 4650- 31- 50-AC-23 W3HHG 3248- 29- 38- A-25 
with the « f W/VE « unts this is the W3EKZ 3584- 27- 44-AB-35 W3FHY* 2832- 24- 40- C 

total of yuntries wor cach freaueney band used.  W3GXU 3198- 26- 42- A-23 W3BEI 1638- 18- 33- --19 
t! W/\ ticipants it is the total of the W2cBY, 2760 10- B-22 W3HTG 1071- 17- 22- A-81 

‘ iS f - VI i pants Is the total ol € W3GBC 863-2 27- B-13 W3GHF 1008- 16- 21- A- 8 
W/VE Dis s worked or h freque und Phe W3EPR 1826- 22- 27- B-33 W3ELG  944- 16- 20- A-23 

I f s established is xt listed r} W3FSP 1071- 17- 21- A-30 W3AXI 864- 16- 18- --15 
A,B C approxi I we t to the fir W3CVA = 882- 14- 21- B-29 W3CKA* 462- 10- 14- -- - 

} t A j s pow i laid W3DPA* 0- 10- 10 W3ZX 280- 10- 10- C-10 
00 B an cs ‘ ; i a rs W3APJ 10 S- 10- B-9 W3HAZ* 208 8 9- B- 8 

; S SRNL IGS tte V3AYS* 0- 8-10 W3ECG 189- 7- 9 A-13 
odds ; Mes Over GUY watts _ In cases wl W3CDQ 200- 8- 9 B-7 W3HGS 108- 6- ¢ tape 
we i Sis shown | he use of e tha ¢ W3HPI l- 1 W3FBT - 1 l - 1 

I t t e to the nearest hour is W3HJP* l i- A- ] 
! rhe st fi following ¢ W. New York 

Example of listings: W3BES 117504-136-289 So. New Jersey WSAU_ 64512-112-192- B-SI 
“ | Score, 117504 Itiplier 136; 289 co t W3Pt 4500-155-300- C-84 W8DSU 38183- 79-161- B-77 
" 100 wat g tin 4UO ho s se Station scx opr W2GED 3009, WICHP 4543, W3CBK 

: ; . , : 1676. 2 W3HNF opr. 3 Station score opr W3FAX 11394 
TLANTIC Division W3FXZ 20- 20- 42- B-41 W3DBD 12349. «Three oprs, W9YES, W9GIG, W9UHQ 
Penr - W3GMS 2304- 24- 32- B-21 Purdue Univ. Radio Club: elght oprs, WSALG, WSQBY, 

W3BES 117304-1 so. B-99 WS8FDA 2205- 21- 35- A-55 W9SDC, WOVFA, W9VCF, W7BME, W7BRU, W9BSL. 6 Two 
WaFRY 72941.111.917-BC_73 WSLYF 1740- 20- 29- B-68 rs, Bernard and Theodore Szafranski. 7 Bristol Radio Club, 
WSPRY 72261-111-217-BC-73 anny 15e9_ 99- 95- 4-93 rs WIVK, W1JWG, WICOJ, WIAYR, WIJLU. 8 Trinity 
WSOK( 1930- 90-194 68 Nor —— aad College Radio Club; oprs W1ILA, WIGKM, WILILI. * Member 
W3CWU 46060- 93-178- B-58 W3GTL 1173- 17- 23 \.R.R.L. HQ’s staff; ineligible for contest awards. 1 North 
W3HTS 36936- 81-152- B-72 SMEH 1050- 15- 24- B-17 Shore Amateur Radio Assn., W1JPW opr. 1! Dartmouth Radio 
W3ATR 30552- 76-131- B-68 W3HSX_ 810- 15- 18- B-21 Assn., W9KHD opr. 2 Two oprs, W6LPC, W6KRM. }3 Two VET ~ 4 te . W3GHM 780- 13- 20- B- § oprs, W6PEV, W6MHB. \ Winston-Salem Amateur Radio 
y sKT 060- 76-145- B-69 W3HDH 585- 13- 15- C- 9 Club, four oprs.!§ N. C. State College Radio Club, oprs W4CWD, 
W3FZH 23217- 71-109- C-42 a soe W4CYA, Chas. D. Harris. 16 Charles S. Newman, opr. 17 Station 
W3CHH 21204- 62-114-BC-40 WSRFR* 416- 8- 18- B- - score, opr W5GQM 3240, W. C. Murray 429. 18 Clearwater 
W3GYV 20580- 60-115- B-60 WSRZK 100- 10- 14 A-15 Radio Club, Inc., W4AKA opr. 19 Tech High School, Atlanta 
W3AAL 18934- 59-106- B-75 W3HRS 00- 19- 15- B-24 Ga., seven oprs, W4YC, W4ELR, W4FJI, W4FUZ, W4FJP, 
W3CR — 4 +A W3IN 324 )- 12- B- 8 W4FOB, W4FXK. 2 Ga. Tech Radio Club, opr W4DXI 2398, 
ao IK 16936 25- IS B-68 W3BNM + ‘ il A . W4FPT 702, W2KVY 36.2! W6BBR opr. 22 Two oprs, W5GJG, 
W IGHD 14952- 56- 89- B-45 wt kn =e = W9EHA W5EGA opr. 24 Halifax Amateur Radio Club, 
WSFCB 13776- 56- 82- B-50 W3CBY 14 6 8- B-2 VELKG opr I'wo oprs, Henri and Lucien Gilbert. 26 Score of 
W3FJU 12598- 48- 99- C-49 W3DHO i8- 4- 4- B pr C. E. Crabtree; opr N. F. Miller 603. 27 Edward J. Esbrook 
V3FUF =2 90 e2 pao W30P 6 3 i- B pr. 28 Two oprs, W3FKO, W3CXU. 29 Kay I. Kibling, W2HXQ 
ra ars oo- SS- GO~- BOS warowe 97. 3- 3- B pI Four oprs, W7AOF, W2LSB, W6FZR, W3CIE W3AGV { 34 i- B-29 ~ ‘ ? ? 7CR ne . : : : 
V2 RE 7190 4. ’ W3CLI ”) ) ‘ B- 7 W7CRD op 2 Clearwater Radio Club, Inc., two oprs; 
W3DVE 7128- 36- 66- C-31 we oS “ - ? ‘ W4AKA's score listed; W4EHX 1530. 33 G. G. Fletcher asst 
W3HER 6903- 39- 59- A- - W8GYI --  & 6 opr. #4 Tech High School, eight oprs, W4YC, W4ELR, W4FJI 
W3GRF 6270- 38- 53- B-35 W4FUZ, W4FJP, W4FOB, W4FXK, W4EFS W4DXI opr 
W3FOC jor s  B-39 Md.-Del.-I 6 Dave Evans, W4DHZ., opr. 37 W6LXK opr. 38 Score of opr 
‘ EMI ee” o~ © , aren ea. a a ‘ W6PNX: station score 12204, oprs W6PNX, W6NGG, W6OMH 
WSEML 5775- 35- 58- B-30 W3BEN 62055-105-197-BC-58 W6LKE, W6NKG. 29 Two oprs, J. Y. Bowman, J. S. Stover 
W3BQP 4719- 33- 51 45 WS3EPV 52704- 96-183- B-66 Three oprs, W5CCU, W5HAQ, W5GWL. 4! Score of opr May 
W3GKO 4284- 34- 42- B-16 W3HXP 47940- 91-170- C-66 Senior; I C. England 2nd opr: station score 25144. 4 No 
W3EHO* 67 7- 41- --- WS3EUJ 44616- 88-175- B-7 award in the Azores; three stations tied; collaboration evident in 
W3GFG nn. oF 40- B-20 W sDUK 41499- 87-159- B-4¢ working same stations and duplicating scores. #3 K. B. Archer 
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~ HOW WOULD YOU Do IT? 

HOMEMADE QSL’S BY PHOTOGRAPHIC 
PROCESS 

A iny solutions to problem No. 
29 |. Unfortunately, available space 
peri g only a small portion of the 

nted. Those which follow are 
wever. 

the easiest and most economical 
QSL cards by the photographic 

use of a paper negative which 
the use of a camera. 

V t for granted that at one time or 
has had some QSL cards 

pril tisfied with the design. If he has 
a pattern of the desired layout 

YHA AIWMOTAI 

ter TO 

1qO .ssdgalled yrmil 

} \ 9MZK’s paper negative made from printed 

piece of draftsman’s tracing 

lace the sensitized paper on a 
ulsion side up and place the 

| or tracing, face down, directly 
tized paper. Next, place a sheet 
both ecards and weigh down at 
good contact between the card 

Che time of exposure depends on 
nting light, the distance of:light 
per and thickness of stock from 

ul printed card was made and can 
ly by experiment. 

ng, we now have a paper nega- 
To make a positive or finished 

QS llow the same procedure as in 
gative except that the negative is 

tion previously occupied by the 
\fter the proper exposure time has 

in eliminate all guess work and 
rd every time. If we do not have 

| t | to start with, or if we want a 
, we can piece sections of QSL- 

26 

card samples and hold the sections together with 
“scotch” tape. The samples must have printing 
on one side only 

James A. Gallagher, W9MZK 

Since the problem states that the cards must 
be made by the single-exposure contact-print 
method, we must work on the hypothesis that 
Our Hero understands enough elementary dark- 
room photography to make contact prints from a 
negative without further instruction. We shall, 
therefore, endeavor to provide him with a nega- 
tive. 

With the aid of the inexpensive camera, Our 
Hero takes such pictures of his equipment, shack, 
operator, YL, etc., as he may wish to incorporate 
in his finished card. The resulting prints are then 
cropped with a razor blade or other sharp tool so 
that the pictures or sections of same may be ar- 
ranged to form a standard-size QSL card. The 
arrangement, of course, is subject to the desires of 
Our Hero. The components are then cemented to 
a QSL ecard or similar backing with rubber ce- 
ment, or similar good adhesive, to form a flat, 
smooth, neat “master card.” Data spaces may be 
hand lettered or typed. The entire card should be 
in black and white rather than in colors for best 
results. 

Our Hero then retires to his dark room. A sheet 
of single-weight photo printing paper of high con- 
trast is placed emulsion-side down over the mas- 
ter card. The two are held tightly together by 
means of a heavy sheet of clear glass or in a print- 
ing frame if available. He then exposes through the 
back of the contact paper. The light source should 
be kept in motion at a uniform distance from the 
paper to assure even exposure of the entire sheet 
(If a diffusing-type glass is used, this is unneces- 
sary.) The paper is then developed and fixed in 
the usual manner. A dark print of high contrast Is 
desirable. 

The “‘print’”’ obtained is the master negative 
from which any number of contacts may be made 
Printing should always be done with the emulsion 
sides of negative and paper tightly in contact. 
Exposure should be through the paper negative in 
the usual manner. A standard post-card paper 
with semi-matte surface should be suitable for 
prints since this can be written upon. 

The negative should be made on Eastman No 
961 negative paper, while Azo No. 4 is recom- 
mended for the prints. It will be noted that col- 
ored backgrounds are not so satisfactory, since 
the negative is made with reflected light. Due to 
the variation in the coefficients of reflection o 
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Fig. 2 Upper left 
films. Upper right Finished card made by 
Lower left WS8JTT’s card made by process similar 
card made by same process with photo insert. 

various colors, sufficient contrast is not always 
possible 

For prints of greater gradation than possible 
suggest that Our 

portrait lens on his 
with the above method, we 
Hero use an 
camera and photograph his master card. The 
resultant enlarged by 
photographic establishments, for a 

inexpensive 

negative can be most 
finishing 

nominal sum, to a negative of desired size. Or, e 

may take his master card to the same place and 
have a “‘copy negative”’ of the desired size made 

In either case, the final 
made in the usual manner. 

F. BE qerne Yo ing, W 29EBK 

for a reasonable sum. 
prints are 

TAIA (MAMINIMATE i 

Ad Are ivalal ave 

Fig. 3 
after inserting photo negatives. 
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W9ASE 
W3EDA’s finished card which is the result of printing through off-set positive and negative 

from tracing-paper negative with photo-negative insert. 
to that described by W4ACNY. Lower right W8MSL’s 

Chis describes a system of making photo- 
graphic QSL cards which might find fancy among 
the more-advanced ham photographers. Our Hero 
first draws his design in pencil rather roughly on a 
piece of white paper, leaving space for a photo- 
graph if he desires. Then he lays a piece of drafts- 
man’s tracing paper on top and traces the design 
using black India ink. He must remember to make 
his original design just the size of the finished 
card. The photo negative, if used, may be fastened 
to the paper negative with “scotch” tape in 
small, thin strips or by slotting the paper as was 
done in our case. 

“BIRMINGHAM, ALA. 
4116 Upl/avt st CP 

QSO of .. « §9Ba Perce. Est 
Vy 72s yh 3 polly or. 

- W4ACNY’s negative to left prepared by printing tracing on film and finished card printed from negative 



* TL. ALR.U NEWS « 

Devoted to the interests and activities of 

INTERNATIONAL AMATEUR RADIO UNION 
eadquarters Soctety: THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, West Hartford, Conn 

MEMBER SOCIETIES 
Ame eag ue BAT VTFaTSe@ARSB Japan 

Liga Colombiana de Radio Aficionados 
Liga Mexicana de Radio Experimentadores 
Magyar Révidhullamu Amatorék Orszagos 

As mani de Unde 

Nederlandsch-Indische Vereeniging Voor 

As . Italiana 
Ca " ‘ 
Cen lect Egyesiilete 
Deut ind-Empfangs Dt tionaal Radioamateurisme 

ae . Exypt Internationaal Radioamateurisme of Egy 
Exe e Radioamatorer 
Feder: rs Belges mitters 
Irish R Society Norsk Radio Rel# Lica 

Newfoundland Amateur Radio Association 
New Zealand Association of Radio Trans 

Polski Zwiasek Krotkofalowcow 
Radio Club de Cuba 
Radio Club Venezolano 
Radio Society of Great Britain 
Rede dos Emissores Portugueses 
Reseau des Emetteurs Francais Nederlandsche Vereeniging voor Interna- Reseau Luxembourgeois des Ama- 

teurs d’Ondes Courtes 
South African Radio Relay League 
Suomen Radioamatoorillitto ry 
Sveriges Sandareamatorer 
Union de Kadioemisores Espafioles 
Union Schweiz Kurzwellen Amateure 
Wireless Institute of Australia 

7-M«c.. BROADCASTING 

4 untries, revised amateur fre- 
re being announced, most of 

September Ist when the Cairo 
reat t. In France and Switzerland, 

th ment in the 40-meter band is 
7000-7200 ke. Thus in those 

se the use of the portion 
ternationally shared with 
nent of amateur operation 

7M pected Australia. 
nd, comes the welcome as 

From Es- 

nistration does not intend 

region nor does our 
t umateur o discontinue 

region’. In Kgypt, so tar us 
“| the authorities have not in 

of using these frequencies, 
id that the government in 
rt-wave station for broad 

untries. However, Egyptian 
only the use of 7100-7200 
tench end being a buffer 
ed by the government and 

NEW ZEALAND CALLS 

now come when the two 
tted in the second district of 
een exhausted. A conference 

d Telegraph Department and 
din a decision to assign the 

new licensees in the present 
er than use a three-letter call 
be noted, particularly with 

| eS] test nd awards, that “ZL7”’ will 
not district in New Zealand, but 

ie A 

a8 

AUSTRIA 

Tawi Gu U.S. Department of Commerce 
channels, we have the following report from the 
German Ministry of Propaganda: 
Most of the former Austrian amateur radio 

operators have again received their broadcasting 
licenses. The Austrian amateur union was con- 
solidated with the 
DD. AS.D Operating licenses for amateurs in the 

German national union, the 

Sudentengau will be issued in the near future 
Amateur broadcast within the Reich Protectorate 
S$ohemia-Moravia falls under the competency of 

the Reich Protector, respectively of the Czech 
postal administration. To our knowledge all 
Czech amateurs have received back their short- 
wave broadeasting sets.”’ 

VK-ZL. DX CONTEST 

The rules for the 1939 VK-ZL Contest 
this year under the supervision of the N.Z.A.R.T., 
ire essentially the same as those appearing in the 
September, 1938 issue of QST’, so we will not re- 
peat them in their entirety but merely point out 
the major changes and additions. The dates for 
the senior contest are September 30th—October 
Ist, and October 7th-S8th. The junior contest will 
be held October 21st-22nd, and 28th-29th. Rule 
No. 10 has been greatly changed, and we quote it 
below: 

Seori competitors beyond VK-ZL. 50 points will be 
scored for the first contact with a VK-ZL zone, 45 for the 
second, 40 for the third and so on in steps of five points until 
the tenth station worked in that zone will count five points 
Thus the first ten stations worked in any particular zone wil 
core 275 points. Thereafter, each additional station worked 
n that zone will count five points. The points scored in the 
ibove manner will be added and the total multiplied by the 

. ' —- total number of prefix zones worked on all bands Prefix 
mes are VK2, 3, 4. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and ZLI, 2, 3, 4.’ 
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New 
awarded 

‘Two new cups, in honor ol thie 
Zealand Centennial, are to be 
this year. Rule 15. governing the award- 
ing of these cups, follows 

Scoring for these cups will be by means 
e point for every complete 1000 miles great 
cle distance separating the stations in cont 

Thus: for 
act . 

| n 7300 miles ’ a contact with a stat! 
listant, great circle distance, from Wellingtor 
N.Z., the ZL2 station would be awarded 7 points 

e the other station would be awarded a sim 
ore. The total score gained by tl metho 

s to be multiplied by the number of countries 
“ ed as set out in Rule 10 for compe out 

VK-ZI 
In view of the difficulty certain competit 
experience in calculating great circle dis 

es, it 1s suggested that the points « fe 
ection of the contest be left blank, and it 

vill then be filled in by the Contest Committee 

All overseas logs must reach the Con- 
test Committee, N.Z.A.R.T., P. O. Box 
691, Christchurch, N. Z., not later than 
December 31st, 1939. 

see page 

JAMAICA RESCUE 

Tue newly-organized Jamaica Amateul 
Radio Club distinguished itself by its participa- 
Hon inh a widespread search for five young school 
boys lost in the Blue Mountains. The club, using 
portable VP5BM by special permission of the 

and volunteered 
equipment, set up several communication circuits 
government, with emergency 

to keep the various searching parties in touch with 
h other and the After two days ol 

work, the boys were found alive although 
itly reached first by the radio 

scouting party under the direction of club presi 
dent | Metealfe Another feather in 
radio’s cap! 

GLEANINGS 

Netherlands: PAOKT, using 
System) television transmitter on 

home base 

we ake ned, 

amateul 

30-line 
Baird 76 

meters, is making television broadcasts regularly 
6:40-8:10 a.m. GT each Sunday morning 
An N.V.I.R. goodwill test, to 

many QS( Is as possible with other Dutch sta- 
tions, will be held on the 80 meter band during 

weekend in October. Dutch amateurs 
staged a 5 meter relay test on August 26th and 
27th. South Africa: S.A.R.R.L 
showing their public service consciousness, r¢ 

Irom 
make is 

one 

members, aga 

ently cooperated with the Johannesburg police 
in relaying important traffic concerning a murder 
fhe police were unable to get through by com 
ercial wire circuits, but amateurs did the job 

Che 
n ice to discontinue the requirement that a licensed 

League has persuaded their P.M.G. of- 

imateur pay a fee for a B.C. receiver in his car in 
iddition to his amateur license fee. Norway: The 
N.R.R.L. has completed its central transmitter, 
LAIC, at Notodden. This station, which com- 
prises two complete transmitters and standby 
equipment, sends regular broadcasts to amateurs 
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ZSODY. C. I who helped the Pang Jin Johannesburg, 
jam, is second South 

Lowe, 
African WAS. The 13) out of one 

transmitter line-up is 6L6-807-p.p.20s, with 6L6 modulators. 

Palestine: lo reasons, ZC6RL 
is discontinuing his amateur activity. He says 
that, to the best of his knowledge, he has QSL’ed 
ill contacts, so if you worked him and did not re- 

purely private 

elve a card, drop him a note 

QSL EUREAUS 

EK, LOWING is the latest revised list of for- 
eign QSL Bureaus to which QSL cards may be 
sent for distribution. Most of these bureaus refuse 
to handle SWL cards and reports, and therefore 
listener reports should be sent directly to the sta- 
tion 

~ Je le Kink B , June 
\ 2 Box 43, St. J 
Arges i ( le Arge R ivia 2170 
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I Carlos Cordovez, Box 30, Rio Bamba 
Egy} F. H. Pett ( holie Club, Mustapha Barracks 
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INTS “> KINKS 

FOR THE EXPERIMENTER, 
Neh 

KEVING EC. OSCILLATORS 

aT lilt the described by 
Br ton in QST for July 1938, I en- 

n keying the oscillator for 
bre Since many others have undoubt- 
edh e unit, the simple change I 

terest. The original circuit is 
\, while the revised circuit is 

e original circuit, the short- 
king condenser apparently 
sufficiently to cause a very 

e.c.o, 

Te o 

the blocking condenser from the 
nated keying chirps for WOUUHL in 

B shows the revised circuit. 

the difference in lengths of 
he base and the dot and dash 
iz was sufficient to cause a 
e in frequency. With the re- 
these difficulties were elim- 
keys very well. The change 
the tuning condenser from 

Lafe H. Rees, W9UUH 

In the circuit shown in Fig. 2, an old ant.- 
blinking scheme is used by W. Wallace, W9EYH, 
to keep the plate voltage constant while keying 
his e.c.o. A variable cathode resistor in the 6L6 
buffer stage is adjusted so that the total current 
read by the meter is the same with key open o1 
closed. The load remaining constant, the voltage 
also remains constant under both conditions. 
Since the total current is between 45 and 50 ma., 
the 6L6 buffer need dissipate only about 12 watts 
which is well within rating. 

GROUNDING POSITIVE HIGH VOLTAGE 
FOR SAFETY 

Tae desire to ‘‘switch to safety” and to 
build a cheap r.f. amplifier led me to adopt the 
circuit shown in Fig. 3 A. Although the idea is not 
new, I think it deserves much more consideration 
than has been given. Comparison with the ortho- 
dox circuit of B will show that the positive termi- 
nal of the high-voltage plate supply is grounded 
instead of the negative terminal. While this in- 
volves certain problems, they are not insurmount- 
able and are brought about chiefly because the 
design of commercially produced components 
have been based upon the grounded-negative 
circuit. When the two circuits are compared, the 
advantages of the grounded-positive version are 
quite apparent. Almost without exception, those 
parts of the circuit which are normally exposed 
and sources of danger in the grounded-negative 
circuit are grounded and, therefore, harmless in 
the grounded-positive circuit. The tank coils, 
tank condensers, plate-circuit milliammeter, tube 
plate terminal and filter chokes are at ground 

potential and the adjusting shaft of 

if} ——$ Ww 
tt 

C | ayy 

_ 

lt 

00000 

so the neutralizing condenser is also 
' | . m« rs P hat grounded. Another advantage is tha 
r+ > no difference of d.c. potential exists 

RFC = 
between the rotors and stators of 
the split-stator condenser and, there- 
fore, a tank condenser with sufficient 
spacing to withstand the peak r f. 
voltage only is required. 

On the other hand, the filament 
and d.c. grid circuits are at high d.c. 

TT 

“Sg 

iriable cathode resistor in the buffer 
sta sted to keep the plate voltage constant 
whi W9EYH's eco 

potential in respect to the chassis ot 
ground and these circuits must be suitably in- 
sulated. Fortunately, these portions are the 
ones which are usually hardly accessible to 
accidental contact. The filament by-pass con- 
densers must have a voltage rating somewhat 
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greater than the plate voltage used. The same 
sort of insulation is required between the primary 
and secondary windings of the filament trans- 
former. All components of the bias supply must 
ilso be well-insulated from ground including the 

) | | 

af 

~~ 

Fig. 3 Grounding the positive high-voltage termi- 
nal instead of the negative terminal places most of the 
exposed portions of the circuit at ground potential, while 
less exposed portions are at high d.c. potential above 
ground. Heavy lines indicate high potential points of the 
usual arrangement at B and the grounded-positive 
arrangement at A. See text for precautions in using. 

rectifier filament and plate-transformer second- 
aries. Batteries might be used for low-voltage, 
high-mu tubes but they must be placed at an in- 
accessible point and have well-insulated mount- 
ings. The grid coupling condenser must withstand 
the sum of grid and plate voltages. Some of these 
difficulties may be avoided by obtaining the bias- 
ing voltage from a voltage divider across the 
plate-voltage supply, connecting the grid return 
to the negative high-voltage terminal and fila- 
ment center tap at an appropriate point on the 
divider. With high-mu tubes, the sacrifice in plate 
voltage will usually not be appreciable. 

Arpard A. Fazakas, W2F LT 

CRYSTAL FILTER FOR “PHONE WORK 

E RECENTLY built a receiver here using a 
regenerative preselector, regenerative first de- 
tector and one stage of 456-ke. i.f. The receiver 
had very good sensitivity and output but lacked 

October 1939 
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hig. 4 Broadening crystal filter for "phone work. 
the coupling connection is shifted from the center tap to 
the grid 

selectivity on the crowded 20-meter ’phone band. 
So, I purchased a Meissner crystal-filter unit and 
installed a second i.f. tube, a 6K7. It was found 
that the selectivity for c.w. was perfect but very 
much too sharp for understandable ’phone work 
A variable condenser across the input coil of the 
crystal bridge helped only very little. I checked 
December 1938 QST article by D. K. Oram and 
decided that I would try that circuit. I removed 
the tap from the crystal to center of the i.f. grid 
input coil and connected a wire directly to grid of 
the i.f. stage. I found that this connection gives 
just about the right amount of selectivity for 
‘phone use with good discrimination and under- 
standable quality. Circuit change is shown in 
Fig. 4. 

W. S. Davis, W6VS 

POWER-SUPPLY KINKS 

Baw building a new transmitter and have 
included a few kinks I have not seen published 
so far, which I would like to pass along to the 
gang. 

First, I had installed filament transformer 
with a winding for 5v. 3a. I decided to use 866 
Jr’s, so used the circuit shown in Fig. 5 A. 

Next, my bias-supply transformer put out 220 
and 110 volts each side of center tap. I used two 
sockets for the rectifier tube, one connected to 
each voltage so bias voltage could be changed by 
placing the rectifier tube in either socket. The cir- 
cuit is shown at B. 

The circuit shown at C was used for the 110-v. 
a.c. line to the low-voltage and high-voltage 
plate-transformer primaries. S; is the main con- 
trol switch. With Se.open and S3 closed, both high 
and low voltages are reduced while the exciter is 
being tuned up. With Se closed and S3 open, the 
low-voltage supply operates normally, while the 
high voltage remains reduced for tuning. With 
both switches closed, both high- and low-voltage 
supplies operate normally. With Sp and S83 
both open, the low-voltage supply is turned off 
while the high voltage is reduced. This position 
has no particular use except possibly to test the 
final amplifier in case of trouble. The amount of 
voltage reduction may be controlled by the size 
of series lamp used. A 150-watt lamp will usually 
be about right for most installations and will pre- 
vent damage to tubes in the final amplifier even 

61 
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Vyron Lawson WIBQZ 
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Midwest Division Convention 

Des Moines. fleowa, October 20th-2Ist 

1 ) Midwest Division A.R.R.I 
held in Des Moines, lowa, 

y, October 20th and 21st, at 
les Moines. As in the past, the 

Des } Amateur’s Association will be 
the Midwest Division. The 

tee has made every effort to 
outstanding SsuCCESS, and one 

those attending. A 
ng of talks and demonstra 

A.R.R.L. forum, 
A.A N.C.R Wouff Hong 

ent displays, special events for 
nd a banquet have been pre- 
begins at 10:00 a.m. Friday 

Fort Des Moines. Those regis- 
ber 18th will be eligible to draw 
registration prize. Tickets are 

$. Is and $2.00 for ladies, and include 
n activities. Send registration 

WOURK, 3510 Wright Street, 

iy red by 

speakers; 
meetings, 

—_—_—— 

Vermont State Convention 

England Division 

Ratland., Vermont, October 11th 

ell Hotel at Rutland, Vermont, 
Sat er 14th, will be the Mecca for all 

2 

] Hams” and their YL’s, where the 
[ 4 Green Mountain Radio Club wil] 

)] act as host. The program begins 
N with registration at 12:00 

rae :. oe o’clock noon followed with 
wet - [ ¢ — varied entertainment for the 

ladies; A.A.R.S. meeting to 
R be conducted by R. ( 
‘ leachout, WLGU-WIFSY\, 
State Radio Aide for Vermont; ‘phone meeting 
traffic and emergency meeting under the guidance 
of WIKJIG, SCM for 

technical talksand manufacturers 
display. The banquet will be a 
Vermont turkey dinner with sec- 
onds! A floor show will be put on 
between courses and there will he 

Vermont; code contests 
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* NEW TUBES « 

TAYLOR TW-150 

Tu Taylor TW-150 is the first transmit- 
ting tube to use the new thin-wall carbon plate 
This plate Is cup-like in shape and is turned out 
Irom a solid block ol carbon to a thickness ol 
0.015 inches. The light weight of the plate makes 
a relatively high-capacity supporting structure 
unnecessary and, volume being reduced, there is 
less danger of occluded gas. The tube is a high- 
power triode 

The tentative ratings of the PW-150 follow: 

Maximum plate volta 3000 
Maximum plate curre 200 ma 
Maximum rectified grid current 60 ma 
Plate dissipatior 150 w 
Amplification factor 5 

7 0 ( j 

Plate volts (d.« 000 500 000 
Plate current (d 200 ma 200 ma 200 ma 
Grid current ) i} ma 45 ma 45 ma 
Grid bias volts (d a 120 173 
Grid volts (peak a 322 550 411 
Plate dissipation (watts 112 127 135 
Power output (watt 288 73 465 
Plate efficiency 7 74 77.5 
Plate angle legree 165 160 150 
Driving power (watts 13.35 14.25 16.75 

(' Te 
Plate volts (d 2000 500 000 
Plate current (ma. d. 200 185 165 
Grid current (ma. d.« 16 13 40 
Grid bias (volts d.c.) * 142 195 257 
Grid volts (a.c. peak 379 130 487 
Plate dissipation (watts 103 101 95 
Power output 7 S61 100 
Plate efficiency 74.25 78 80.75 
Plate angle (degrees 150 140 130 
Grid driving power (watt 15.7 16.9 17.3 
Plate volts 2000 2500 3000 
Battery bias (volts 6U 75 90 
irid leak (ohms 1775 2740 4225 

D. H. M. 

° Ries should b red from combination of battery, or power 
pack, and grid leak 
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CORRESPONDENCE FROM MEMBERS 

SOS HOAXER DENOUNCED 

1290 20th Ave., San Francisco, ¢ 

Editor, GST 
The enclosed newspaper 1 ig 

certair caused my old thermometer to explode with 
super violence. I sincerely feel that this item and comment 
should be published in QST for the object le i perhaps 

ungle on the public relations situat 
It illeged to be the prank of some amateur But it | 

f us interested in our gi i old bt While eve 
ater ty has among it me bership some rather neuro 
viduals th ry but a person devoid ntelle 7 i be guilty of suct n alleged prant 

If ar amateur has any knowledge of this affair nd was 
; rty to it, I feel that the League should assist in the prose- 

itior f the violator is apprehended. Those of us interested 
: w that amateur radio suffers from enough adverse 

sms it becoming involved in the violation of 
ernat ind treaties 

It is to be hoped that whe ind uf the person or pers 
et 1 that it ears the amate fraternit 

there would be little reason to go beyond CQ% 1 
rage ham's point of view! 

Vctober 1939 

The publishers of @ST assume no responsibility for statements made here 

concerning the hoax SOS 
ll off the Florida coast August 2nd] is self-explanatory and 

W6QL ex-K AIQI 

' ry amateur would most € 
ens ind prosecu ) Is t 
ed. “once I the | c re 
‘ te tha itside of the 

Florida and a i Ww 
rk AP office, all news; 

1 services cooperated lu ivolding rete ) 
iteur"’ in connection with the hoax. This indicates t! 

A.R.R.I ng campaign with the press services to preser 
he distinction between rad s licensed amateurs and t 
stoma I d applicatior f the term is succeed 

Muct ed et uid tl amy rn t wal amate 
( t forming local news agencies in detail concer 

ga ‘ rad 

¢@ DX—BUT WHAT DX?? 
Blue Be l 

QS7 
s me etl iq é ¢ é 

ee t he . ‘ | I T € 
eres 
Ofter ‘ e he } ' th he ‘ 
swe er | ibted|! tor reasons t heir owt 

h the ’ —_ dicate when ca ©CQ DX 
If dire s are useful, as all will agree, ho 

is which the DX hunter car i e the 
if yuest? 

€ } té el a theoreti he ente 
site ! € ot ntac l 1 give ime, sucl is 
test 
Q DX is nbersome ne I ) pac 

em How about dropping the part of the « 
id one digit to the “CQ” to licate in is 

es the lius within which don't bother t 
CQ W5w ld be, of a directiona co 

i me Don't answer closer than 5000 mile 
he ew i then be 

CQ imitations 
( Q! bevond 1LOOO mile 
(Q2 beyond 2000 mule 

John B. Morgan, W3Q1 

1 by correspondents. 

MOVIES 
142 Cortland St., Groton, N. Y 

Editor, QS7 
I recently saw a movie short entitled tadio Hams. 

Many people in this town saw that picture and I think there 
1 much better derstanding of amateur radio in this 
mmunit 
Chis picture shows the help that amateur radio has given 
ng emergencie I certainly hope that more of these 

rt subjects neerning amateur radio will be produced 
I wisl re evel imateur to see his local theater 

re i i when this picture will be shown and not 
see it irself but tell all your friends so that the gen- 

P W better understanding of amateur radio 
Stanley H. Kenyon, W8SVC 
— 

Harlingen, Texas 

[ have recently written Columbia Picture Studios on their 
excellent presentation of ham radio as evidenced in their late 

re entitled “‘Grand Jury Secrets.” 
I advise every ham that has the opportunity to see this 

re if possible, because it is refreshing to see at last an 
te } ‘ é g amateur radio. All that I have 

ewe elore have detrimental rather than educa- 
hey should be in order to improve our publi 

I believe it would be a good idea, after seeing this picture 
write ¢ mit icture Studios and thank them as such 

lt in similar efforts in the future 
H. H. Bowers, Jr.,. WSEWZ 

HIGH POWER—WHY NOT? 
58 W. Cambridge, Phoenix, Ariz 

bk liter Ed QS7 
Mvy pe ePve e the bovs who say There should be a 

ind the swishing e.c.o 
the boys don't like high power 

because thev can’t have high power for themselves or, at 
east, they think they can’t. It takes no more money to build 

than an elaborate 100- to 200-watt low-power 
ig. I know quite a tew men who make a so-called living 
wage and have near ways had a kw. or high-power rig on 
the air. Next, the boys will say it isn’t sporting to have a 

gh power station when hams all around have low power 
Well, amateur radio is a competitive sport, which is plainly 
evident by the various contests offered by the A.R.R.L. The 

eaning of competitive sport is ry to go your competitor 
ne better in speed, class, style, and anything else you can 

And if it isn't sporting to have a kw. on the air then 
W1AW should be torn up as a monument to low power be 

ise the A.R.R.L. is the essence of the amateur spirit. You 
‘ have more confidence if you have high power, for as in 

siness vou feel better if you have a bigger show room or 
tor. So in parting I'll say, if you want than your compe 

power, zo ahead. You can afford it, and you won't be a 
itor to the amateur spirit 

Warner Thomson, WEPUM 
——— 

SWITCH 

TO SAFETY! 
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F. E. HANDY, WIBDI, Communications Mer. 

War uppears to be filling with war 
te these lines. Every inhabitant 

of tl rectly or indirectly affected. 
are profound, indeed. The 

shad s quickly across our pursuit of 
yu , amateur radio operating, as 

lse. Already we are obliged to 
ll to our VE cousins as well as 

oul ors in many parts of the world 
vhi tly off the air by government 

for the return of our friends 

Weyrrie ecte 

President of the United States 
h ed the U.S.A. neutral and issued 
let r neutrality. It is not at this 
vritiz that any special restrictions will 

be imateurs. In fact, we are 
ry. We know our individual 

es ( guard our conversations to 
1 no belligerent. Unless con- 

litior governmental steps, we need 
face of privileges. We are put on 

il, and in radio operating it is 
init nsibility that deserves thought- 

Activities Scheduled. The 
day is the silence of so many 
and the need for every 

usual observance of in 
that prohibit handling third 

part . while leaving us traffic free- 
is usual, On the domestic 
big year for traffic and all 

Usua R.R.L. 
per tine 

US tinue 

ty all in spite of the in- 
ternat The usual A.R.R.L. pro- 
g d, subject only to some new 
unexpe pment. In October we remind 
you lay, and the coming highlight in 
oper \.R.R.L. Sweepstakes (10th an- 

heduled for Nov. 11th—12th, 

e thought to reopening of 
ru ppointments as ORS, OPS for 

regist \.E.C. (if not previously lined 
alignment with the N.C.R. 

which organizations we may 
ourselves for skilled 

necessity, 

repare 

ches in event of 
respect of our government’s 

lepart radio amateur to the advan- 
tag cal emergency organization 

e must be developed and ad- 
\mateur plans will progress 

these lines. We proceed then 
to ter operating policies. 
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E. L. BATTEY, WIUE, Asst. Communications Mgr. public 

Amateur Service Emergency Policy. During 
the past year a number of agencies as well as 
amateurs, have asked in what fashion we serve, as 
a result of which previously understood but un- 
stated policies have been defined. These principles 
are now stated to save further questions and so 
all amateurs may benefit by having them for oni 
reference. 

Our function as radio amateurs is to provide 
emergency communication. We are not responsi- 
ble for predicting when dams will fail, estimating 
lives lost or property damage, making technical 
reports on flood stages or the extent of cities’ food 
or medical supplies. These things go beyond our 
limited personal observations. We do not wish to 
be taken to task for giving pronouncements in 
such matters. It is, therefore, our policy to handle 
only information from official sources, or if not, 
then by all means to be sure that information nY | 
handled is definitely signed or labeled as to its | 
source, with rumors marked plainly as such. In- 
formation on roads should come from state police “ 
or the highway department, information on 
weather and flood conditions from the U. S$. 
weather forecaster, data on relief needs and prop- 
erty damage from the Red Cross or mayor’s office, Wher 
etc. Information is not to be given out to reporters stuff is 
or individuals by amateurs. A message addressed to work. | 
a person is not to be broadcast, but sent and re- “apse 
ceipted for by each station handling, in turn. It a 
may be delivered only to the addressee or his through 
authorized agent. Only with express authority he coul 
from a person addressed may information be re- of 
leased. Observe the Radio Act, which imposes top 
heavy penalties for violating the provisions on Som 
secrecy of correspondence. Keep inquisitive per- ayy 
sons (however friendly their intent) from you ind It 
message files. Refer them to the agencies or per- lo { 
sons to whom your messages have been delivered, worked 
if occasion arises. rahe 

new 
The Emergency Coérdinator represents the will b 

amateur service and contacts all agencies direct, Peon s 
except where he assigns stations for particular poses 
agency jobs requiring direct contact between sta- worked 
tion and agency. Even then he has the nice prob- = 
lem of keeping an up-to-date chart of the chang- esi 

ing schedules of all the local stations to facilitate is ims 

giving advice on best routings. Should a message we W 
center be established by the communications rd 
committee of the Red Cross or by civie or military VK7D 
authority, the Coédrdinater will report complete call. Se 
information on amateur facilities at intervals te _ 

this center, but otherwise than to extend general nome 
coéperation to all other communication agencies 

Oct 
QST for 



to ald in reéstablishment of facilities and protec- 
tion of the public, traffic will not in general come 
om or through any one source or agency. Pri 

ority will be determined for each dispatch filed by 
any or all agencies on the principle of the greatest 
good of the greatest number, and in view of the 
public interest involved 

F.E.H 

PRIZES FOR BEST ARTICLE 
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DX Bookkeeping 

BY KENNETH B. WARNER. WIEN 
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Vetober 1939 

VK9. We probably put a strain on politi 

\-2 w., A-3 ‘phone, etc. Suppose we worked somebody 
10-1 phone last July. We'd log it, in small writing 

»s-3-Jul ‘4.’ Small, so as to leave room tor future entries 
vi that it tation is worked again pe rhaps next time 

14-1-Aug. °39,"" meaning of course 20-meter c.w. Thus 
typical entr on the page for Eire, might read: ““EI2L 

Dublin (Tim) 14-3-June °37. 28-3-Feb. '39.’’ And all the 
tries on the same page, in uniform style. 

If further particulars become necessary they can be had 
b mnsulting the log for the stated month. They are not 

led with sutherent frequency to Justily posting any 
re than this essential information in the record book 

Note that I do t show the date of the month. You may 
want to but then you’re stuck with listing every day and 

have QsSO’s by schedule or chance many 
re na month with the same station, then never to hear 
I I find j the month-reference ample 
For a iverage"’ country, where only half a dozen 

e been worked, one page in the record will 
be ple for the next ten years, in all probability. Paper 

p enough, however, to warrant leaving yourself 
f room to grow. For instance, under England I have 

ae il pages each to G2, G3, G5, G6 and G8, 
th room for 4 and 7 and 9 if they ever get started. (Hmm 

Cine I'd better add 4 now.) Notice, also, that I said 
I na td t Britair lhis is because any such record 

this should be laid out in terms of the LA.R.U. country 
where le England, Seotland, North Ireland and 

Wales t parately and should be listed separately. 
s I will probably start it with two pages for 

Argent page or so for each numbered district in Aus- 
p Austria (sure, list those worked, even 

rh there be no more; they still count in the Century 
( b iple f blank pages for possible future develop- 

\,”’ then moving to Belgium, and so on. It 
ible to give full page to each country in which 

I ew ed even a single station, provided it is ac- 
lependent country rhe real difficulty in 
ting lin s with the colo- 

| protectorates that coun with us. They 
parsely settled with amateurs that it is rare to work 

ple of stations in any one ol them, and yet 
i them that they'd eat up a book on a 

ple p I 1.A.R.U.-country basis. I solve that by hav- 
e page ed Portuguese Colonies, one for Netherlands 

Triclic i iple for French Colonies, several for British 
nies & Protectorate ind grouping these entries by 

h | is. When I count up my countries I have to re- 
b hat sucl page W list more than one country 
that lone. If my correspondence with the colo- 

ition ever becomes too heavy to keep 
1 swa I'll break it down ind set up new and 

parate pages tor the Madeiras, the Azores, et Meanwhile 
I like the vuped headings. There's one for “ Australian 
Depende é by the way, to take care of Papua, Tas- 

! I lea of calling VK7 a separate country!) and 
| nomenclature 

| k serene innounces that the Isle of Man and 
he Channel Ids. are English Dependencies.” U.S.S.R 

we of se set up on the basis of seven countries per the 
LAR. t. The fact is, we confess, that if we didn't 

nd wrestling a big enough book, we d set up the whole 
L.A.R.1 t right from scratch but (tcht, techt!) an awful 

f the pages would long remain perfectly blank and we've 
| to dope out a sensible system that can be expanded 

ve sudden!ty become iormously successful in 
the little DXes in their lairs 

rd book when I'm in a pen-and-ink mood 
writing QSL cards. I do my outgoing cards every few 
From the QSI irds, last thing before I take them 

wn to mail, I post the record book. In somewhat similar 
I deposit received QsL eards in a pigeonhole until I 

i time to check them against the record book. A little 
rhe . ma ifter the call dicates that the Qs! was re- 

ed. The the ecards are filed 
Now to some of the uses of the book. You hear a station 

Qing. Have you ever worked him? A flip of the page tells 
Or you are called and you start answering, meanwhile 

finger down the column and seeing the last 

6D 
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hap’s name and location 
rsation. Or you hear a 

worked but you've already 
hold on, you haven't got 

have? Well, it’s worth 
happened too frequently fo 

intry where you worked 
< but not one ever QSL’d, 
ing it to hard-boiled Mr. 

s still worth working again 
will now change. And then 

! the pages of this book, 
ies where there is an entry, 

n the pages where colo- 
your total worked. You 

haven't yet QSL’d. When 
he had time to QSL? Who 

tly? What band was most 
> What was the date of your 

? All such questions the book 
tch, summarized in carry- 

venient to keep in the 
tal of countries worked to 
f other stations, countries 
received, and my total on 

s the care of QSL cards 
be used for wallpaper, I've 
N 1 card from a difficult 
Do you know that you can 

1 stationer’s? If he hasn't 
+ 150- or 200-card album 

»X Century Club.” Then put 
by prefix or country, as you 

h, leaving space between 
future. If you're going 

¥., you may want to keep a 
You. “ Exhibit for Worked-All- 

| album to show the story 
rhis keeps the essen 

r showing. The rest can 

lo have your card miss 
the classification of 

Amateur Club recently held 
ear Jackson, Minn. W9U YZ, 

WolYJ, W9OMC, ex-W9FAD 
» participate in a host of 
hat occasion. 

listricts Worked on 56 Mc. 
Kansas City, Mo., goes 

ensing areas in “these here” 
he outstanding news of the 

sful 56-Mc. and 112-Mc 
ver thousands of miles in 

mplishment is the out- 
~ received 

7 a.m. W9JZB’s contact with 
mpleted the list of licensing 

W3EIS, W4AUU, W5AJG, 
W9AZE and other QSLs con- 

n of its sort — all confirmations 
we have seen. The transmitter 
th 120 watts input in the final. 

ind the antenna a vertical 
QSO gave him a thrill “like the 

—_————————— 

) ().R.S.-O.P.S. Parties 

ght a fifth-time win to 
oved to a locality full of 

e heart and see how many 

millions (if any) that knocks off the October result! W1TS 
again 2nd high) will be watching as well as brass pounding 

to win in the next. Congratulations to THE HIGH TEN 
and other outstanding participants whose O.R.S. results 
are indicated below! 

Official "Phone Stations likewise enjoyed a fine workout of 
stations in the July test. WSOZH, working 47 stations in 
22 Sections for 5390 points tops the lists, with WSPFM, 
WSMOL and W4DCQ right behind him for honors. Con- 
grats to all the high pointers we are listing! 

With keen fall conditions, and a new All-Season Contest 
in view with Trophies to the leaders contemplated such as 
won by W2JZX-W6IWU-WSBTP O.P.S. activity will go 
to even higher levels of success. Yes, in the O.R.S. group 
too, will be an All-Season Contest. W4PL and WILKIN can 
tell you how to win them. The first step to get in on both 
opportunities for awards is to get lined up und reporting 
regular activity via your S.C.M. as either O.P.S. or O.R.S 
depending on your qualifications and ‘phone or telegraph- 
traffic interest. 

Official Relay Station Scores (July) 

Zz ow Q OQ & a Ss 
W3BES 11,102,629 190 51 9 500 19 hrs., 10 
WITS 9,901,740 174 53 10 350 18 hr ) 
W2I0P 7,551,771 148 54 6 350 16 hr 
WSQAN 6,574,428 146 50 8 250 19 hrs.. 221 
W4DWB 6,449,968 146 50 28 250 18 hrs., 301 
W3CHH 5,345,993 129 48 9 40-600 20hrs 
VE3EI 5.078.160 131 49 12 %” 0 hr 
W3GDI 4,060,903 122 39 9 125 15 hrs., 37 m 
WSLCN 3,709,476 116 46 } 600 13 hrs., 15 m 
WI1KQV 3,432,932 114 44 24 16 bre., 42 0 

= -3/ 8 & % 
a wy y) yA Yr tf 4) A 

W2AXZ 3,849,244 48 116 W9HUV 2,005,375 S84 41 
W3EML 3.216.996 119 43 | WSRHM 1,921,515 9% 7 
W6PBV 3.022971 82 41 | W2LMN 1864440 83 37 
W6RBQ 2.975.000 85 40} W5AZB~ 1,850,332 79 42 
W3AMR-~ 2,856,504 107 40] WSSJF 1,821,704 78 44 
weclIs 2,701,809 78 43 | W9QMD 1,572,144 74 38 
W3ADE 2.631.828 103 39 | W2GVZ_ 1,803,373 102 41 
W3BTQ 2,512,062 103 39 | W4DW_ 1,653,828 88 33 
W9GBJ 2.354.988 95 44 W80XO 1,653,223 88 33 
WIAW 2,350,092 109 39 | 
W7JC 2.312.604 73 411 

Official *Phone Station Scores (July) 

Z ese ¢ea 8 Fa Se 
WsO0ZH 5390 47 22 5 225 5S hrs., 5m 
WSPFM 3680 34 20 7 200 5 hrs., 10 m 
WSMOL 3570 42 #17 500 4 hrs., 49 m 
W4DCQ 3060 36 17 — 1,000 3 
WS8KBJ 290 214M — 200 
WIEAO 2808 28 #18 8 250 
WscCoOR 2366 32 13 «#5 500 
W2JZX 2355 25 15 16 500 
W4DGU 2240 140 16 220 
WS8AQ 1884 23 12 21 90 

. 7 | ¢ = 

3 3 2 i = > » § 
DH A > B D 7a > 4 

WSHFR 1560 26 10} W9ATS 1160 18 1 
W4AAK 1469 21 13] W3EZL 1050 21 1 
W3DRQ 1425 19 15 | WSJFC M8 620 5 
W5CXH 1278 20 9 | WIHIL 756 12 9 
WS8PUN 1240 22 10 | W3BEI 695 lo 9 
WsJM 1170 20 9) W8QFN 61 13 7 
wgsVCO 1050 21 10 | WICOI 603 ll 9 
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BRIEFS 

itlanta Radio Club Annual Hamfest 

October 8th (Sunday) the A.R.C. will hold its annual 
hamfest. Displays of the latest amateur apparatus, cars with 
mobile transmitters for ham, broadcast and police work and 
ee sts in swimming and archery will have a place on the 
program. There will be plenty to eat for all. Come early, Oct 
Sth, to the estate of Roy Snider, W4F BH, where this ham 
fest will be held 

Resentful Hams Silence Bootlegger 

Five good amateurs who are members of the O.B.P. in 
St. Louis engaged in a week's intensive work in direction 
finding in early August, as a result of which there is one less 
call-bootlegger cluttering up our amateur bands and defam- 
ing the reputation of legitimate amateurs. On Tuesday, 
August 8th, the information obtained resulted in the ap- 
prehension and arrest of Michael Ziegler (31) at his home 
2219 Indiana Ave., St. Louis, on a Department of Justice 
warrant. Ziegler pleaded guilty of unlicensed operation 
before U. S. Commissioner Burke, and admitted operating 
it different times during the last several months, and using 
the calls of legitimate local radio amateurs. Ziegler was 
apprehended while QSO an East St. Louis amateur. 

This illegal operator begged to be allowed to break up his 
apparatus with a hammer rather than face sentence. Too 
late, he appeared as a thoroughly contrite individual. He 
ces sentence, up to full penalties legally possible, but tem- 

porarily has been released under $1000 bond. He could not 
lemonstrate sufficient ability to give his call in code but, 

e he was smart enough to know a call was necessary, it is 
ertain he knew he should have applied for necessary station 
ind operator licenses . before any operating was at- 
tempted. 

A licensed ham who is alleged to have he ped adjust the 
bootleg rig was to be taker for early questioning in con- 
ection with this case, since this individual is believed to 

have shared in the llegal operations 

Penalty Invoked 

In the use of Louis Raymond Choiniere, WICON, 
Holyoh Mass., the licensee was cited (1) for transmitting 
p we in violation of the Communications Act, 
2 transmitting music in violation of the amateur regula- 

ns, and (3) for failing to keep a proper amateur log. His 
tor license privileges have been suspended for a period 

three months. There is little excuse for improper opera 
v of thes« respects 

WLFEW on World Cruise 

H. T. Mapes of W7DXV writes that he is sailing on the 
Yacht California (63-foot, 3-master) for an eighteen months’ 
ruis ind the world. He has permission to work ama- 

teursfrom WLIW, and will be on the air nightly at midnight 
PST n 6226 kes. 

A successful week-end hamfest was staged by Ohio and 
Indiana 160-meter phone operators at Russells Point, In- 
ian Lake, Ohio, July 29th-30th. WSTNT, WSTDM, 
WSRXN, WSMZX, W9VJX, WOVYK, W9ZWN, WSTEF, 
W8QHV and WSTHJ were among those present. TNT's 
portable rig made the affair complete and all had a swell 
ume 

W2LPJ, W2CKQ, W2LWP, W2CWE, W2JDC, W2LSD, 
W2LHP, W2KKW, W2KKR and W2AEU of the F.T.S. 
Forty Traffic System) are operating on 7224 kes with a 

75-watt tr insmitter nightly at W2USA from 1800 to 2100 
EST. The several operators take operating schedules for 
particular days, and are clearing a high percentage of the 
W2t SA originate d traffic according to W 2LSD, ORS-FTS. 

October 1939 

Brass Pounders’ League 

(July 16th-August 15th) 
Extra Del 

Call Orig. Del. Rel Credit Total 
W4PL 8 93 1715 77 1893 
W3EML 93 323 1096 305 1817 
W7EBQ 0 0 1684 0 1684 
Wwélox 29 60 1264 52 1405 
W6O0BJ 14 600 1 600 1215 
W6PCP 154 355 372 300 1181 
W9QIL 56 171 696 162 1085 
WSFDR 12 119 596 103 830 
W2HXQ 10 6 608 5 629 
W3CIZ 19 143 319 140 621 
WSMN 18 68 466 58 610 
W6LLW 18 49 448 14 529 

MORE-THAN-ONE OPERATOR STATIONS 
Extra Del. 

Call Orig. Del. Rel. Credit Total 
KAIHR 725 301 178 0 1204 
KAIHQ 216 125 494 84 919 
wsow 118 102 452 50 722 
KSAA 384 76 60 70 590 

These stations ‘“‘make” the B.P.L. with tofal of 500 or 
over. One hundred deliveries + Ex. Del. Credits also rate 
B.P.L. standing. The following one-operator stations make 
the B.P.L. on deliveries. Deliveries count. 
WSIHR, 273 W3QP, 183 W4AOB, 140 
W7APS, 253 W9BAZ, 170 W9ZFC, 136 
W6LUJ, 211 W2CGG, 166 VE3ATR, 107 
WSGFT, 205 W6GZY, 166 W6RGQ, 104 
W6DH, 197 W6MFH, 162 K6PUS, 103 
WSDKR, 194 WS8ASW, 159 W6PGB, 101 

WSBN, 141 
A.A.R.S. 

WLTK (W9UHQ) made the B.P.L. on 101 deliveries. 

MORE-THAN-ONE OPERATOR STATIONS 
Extra Del. 

Call Orig. Del. Rel. Credit Total 
WLM(WS3CXL) 84 70 1985 42 2181 

A total of 500 or more or 100 deliveries Ex. D. Cr. 
will put you in line for a place in the B.P.L. 

A “Code Practice Chart,” which will be useful in connec- 
tion with code practice transmissions that W9MWU started 
on September 18th, will be mailed to any individual in- 
terested, on receipt of a stamped, addressed envelope by 
WO9MWU. (Sergt. Geo. H. Freer, Morgan Park Military 
Academy, 2153 West 11th St., Chicago, II.) 

California amateurs are requested to drop a line to 
W6ZM, Sam Houston, 3164 Bona St., Oakland, Calif., 
expressing the desire to have the state issue to them motor 
vehicle license plates with their call signal indicated thereon. 
Likewise W6CFN (Howard Bogue, Box 436, Tuolumne, 
Calif.) writes that he has prepared and has on hand blank 
petitions relative to obtaining amateur call letter license 
plates, and these will be sent by him to any California radio 
club on request, or to amateurs who will circulate petitions 
in communities not covered by a radio club. 

W8ELC, Morris L. Brown, 237 Oxford Ct., Elyria, Ohio, 
similarly has a petition form available for Ohio amateurs 
As many 25-signature sheets will be sent to an individual 
Ohio amateur as will use them, and return to WSELC to use 
in his endeavor to get the 1940 auto tags in Ohio modified 
(to licensed amateurs) to show their radio calls. 

The following stations operating in the Ohio Section Net 
Ohio Regulars) are rapidly giving the control station, 
WS8PIH, the jitters: WSLVH, WSLVU and W8LVV. Hi! 
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to eall this 
turn world events 

re appropriate 
with the 
mn gets around to looking 

what countries will be on the 
the air 

rtain lack of enthusiasm this 
for DX that’s something 

ffer but we do find it a bit 
the gang when we think 

them. That's the big trouble 
fellow gets interested in it 
led and acquires a new 

1 we don't think of those fel 
rreigners but as our good 
e had some good rag-chews 

| them year after year in 
ehtyv sore at some of them 
through with that card we 

DXCC or something equally as 
t hate and want to destroy 

face the facets: DX teaches 
Because we're content to work 

turn to our spot in the in- 
ul sight of the 

nd jealousy but 
we've lost 
greed a 

other way 
t ham license 

* wont met 

tion them. That's going to leave this column kinda blank 
because VRIAM, VSIAP, VS7RA, VS7RP, VU2El 
VU7BR, VU2JO, ZC6AA, VS2AL, ZC4AT VQ3HIP 
VQ2GW, FT4AG, FASDA, FBSAD, ZKIAG, VS6AI 
VQ5WES and VQSAI were all reported active last month 
It may be that some will continue active it’s too earl 

There 
Besides the belligerent nations 

for us to have the cold dope won't be any 
Contest, we imagine 
ON, PA and CO-CM are 
of writing. A hasty check 

the neutrals off the air at the time 
shows that the war puts off the air 

109 out of 204 countries where prefixes are assigned. Outside 
of W, approximately 70% of the amateurs are silenced 

W9TJ pulled a nice sneak in working J8PG in 
Kwantung. Kwantung was left off the countries list because 
it didn't look like there would be any hams there, but Bill 
scared up this one and made a liar out of us. Kwantung will 
he included in the list next January | 

P 1AB (14,395 
instead of the others he had planned, but 

it counts [rom now on 
r'8) crossed us up by using that call 

he's been on plenty 
with that rig the lads got for him. QSL via ARRL or 
W4CCH only. Like any new countt he complains of the 
poor manners of the W's that climb all over the stations he's 
trving to work. Lay off, will vou, fellow JPE wants a 
chance Jeeves W2CGT tells us that I7AA 
14,405 T9) is back on again and told Ed tl I7AT will be 

on ‘phone soon Phat NITAA was in Italy, according 
to W2BHW who knows things like that HR4Y\ 
was a ship off Venezuela when he used that call, sav WSRE¢ 
and WOCMY WS3EBC gives us the address of 
CR4MM (14,410 T7 Mario Moutinho, Praia, Cape Verde 
Islands W3ERY forwards a letter from VPSAD 
who says he hopes to get to South Ci rin Island next 
year, a8 an operator at ZBH. He's off the now at Falk- 
land Islands VP5AD. who knows about sucl 

HBI¢ 
about 
the antenr 

lire in the 
throu rt 

Liecl 
to be Ay 

ther e. HB 
HBO 

give 

' 

1M 

but withis 
They 
was 
Dur 
+4 
sane 

ing 

chur 
who? 

Th 
turn 
rette 

( 

68 

re 

ard 

ted at Triesenberg, Liechtenstein, a small mountain village located on the side of a mountain at 

foot bu l. 
U.S.A 

the Rhine 

insmitter was an 89-p.p. RK39°s combination with 50 watts input, the receiver an HRO and 
antenna that the inn-keeper said wouldn't work. The photograph shows the terrain 

and the probable reason why the inn-keeper was wrong. That river, snaking its way 

vuitiful little country of about 10,000 inhabitants located between Switzerland and what used 
erned by a prince and is today the only remaining monarchy using the German language. It is 
erland and, since it is under Swiss radio regulations, Swiss amateurs can operate portable 

portable prefix. 
for some time to take a portable to Liechtenstein, to see how many stations he could work 
country, and this year he and HB9AT took their vacations there. They started out slowly 

id to resort to bug keying in order to work as many as possible of the stations calling them. 
didn’t have more time for rag-chewing and hope all will understand. That their expedition 
trated by their log which shows 580 Ost Ys during the 9 days, over 500 of them being W's. 
ran into the “sort of DX specialists who terminated the QSO by “Pse look for my friend 
order to call us, just a little later on, on exactly the same frequency, with exactly the 

the same play of the key, with the call of his friend ' A bad ham spirit!” (Who's fooling 

ration almost continuously during the 9 days, during which time HHBOAT and HBOCE took 
ting. In those 9 days they consumed 21 kilowatt-hours, 2 pencils and 20 packages of e1ga- 

I who Osi \ list of QSO's has been forwarded to A.R.R.L. for DANCE credit clatm- 
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} IN THIS PAGE a few months ago, you may re- 

member that we asked whether you liked 

cotter pins for terminals on the R-100U choke. 

| ‘The answer turns out to be ‘“*No”’! Such being 

NATIONAL 

HADIO PRODUCTS 

the case, we have decided to go back to the one 

| that Bill Larkin invented in the beginning. It 

is the one Millen used in his 100-watt amplifier 

described in QST for March 1939. This was no 

more nor less than an R-100 choke with a 

| 

threaded extension at one end which could be 

screwed into a small stand-off insulator of the 

kind we supply with our sockets. The only 

reason why we did not make them that way in the first place was be- 

cause the commercials liked them better the other way, and we pre- 

ferred to have only one model. However, commercial users like cotter 

pins and amateurs do not. Such being the case, Larkin’s arrangement 

seems to be the best bet for amateur use, as it is much more versatile. 

The new National catalog describes this new model of the R-100U, 

along with a new NC-600 neutralizing condenser revamped to mount 

in the same way. You will also find the new R-300 and R-300U chokes, 

which are like the R-100 models, but are huskier, (300MA). 

New models have been added to the line of air-spaced Victron- 

insulated exciter coils. ‘—IThe amateur bands are now covered down to 

5 meters, with a choice of end link-winding or center link-winding. 

Models with a swinging link-winding for adjustable coupling are also 

available for the amateur bands from 10 meters to 80 meters, inclusive. 

All of them fit the same plug-in base, of course. 

Another new item is the vibrator power pack for receivers, which 

makes it possible to operate standard AC model National receivers 

from a storage battery. These units are not stocked completely as- 

sembled, because the design varies with the receiver that is to be pow- 

ered. In spite of their special nature, units can be assembled promptly. 

However, if you want an emergency power supply for the next hurri- 

cane or flood, do not wait until the water starts coming in over the 

doorstep, because we cannot put them together /hat fast. 

he new 300L Catalogue is now being printed. Dealers will have 

them by the time you read this page. Better get a copy and read up on 

what’s new in amateur radio. 

JAMES FREELEY 

(Number sixty-eight of a series —— 

VERTISEMENT 
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Tee Sub-Aretie or 

<S_ = Sub-Tropic... 

‘It’s all the same to 

MALLORY 

ibrapack 

vice requirements is prov ided by 
trated here . . . built for weather 

M. Rundlett of Titusville, Florida, and 
Mr. Reudy Heuss, pilot for Canadian 

An intere 
the aircr 
report ser 
the trans 
Airw ave I 
Saya Mr. R 
VP-552 V 
informa me 
standpoint 
Mr. Heus transceiver so that he could receive 

trading posts and trappers’ cabins 
in extreme weather, when land- 

ransmitter is powered by a Mallory 
ven « omplete satisfaction. The pilot 

tter is more economical from the 
tion than any he has previously used.” 

weather r 
without re ’ ne 
ings had t miles away. 
Says Mr. H ble transceiver was not satisfactory 

k which gives me a transceiver with 
ind T. R. I All noises 
upply.” 

proves the truth of its slogan... 

MALLORY & CO., Inc. 
NAPOLIS INDIANA 

e Address—PELMALLO 

until Lin 
fifteen w 
are eliminat 
Again, M 
"Perfect P 

receiver. 

P. R. 
IND 

Use 

MALLORY 
APPROVED RADIO 

PRECISION PRODUCTS 

Use 

ASLEY 

APPROVED RADIO 
PRECISION PRODUCTS | 

things, says VP5PD, PO, PI, PQ, AM. ENH, DR, SS and 
PX are all phoney I1PK, active on 10 last sea 
son, was in Austria, not Italy More cards came 
through from OY4C but he still doesn’t sav where he was 

VJ2AA (14,400, 14,000 T9) tells the boys he’s 
on San Abrosio Island, off the coast of Chile, but we think 
that smells a bit 

WHEN: 

W 2BHW starts the ball rolling with U8IB (14,405 
8c) at 10 p.m., U9BC (14,420 T9), XUBWS (14,350 T9), 
KAILZ (14,305 T9) at 1 p.w., KAISP (14,400 TS), KAIWW 
14,330 T9) and KATEC (14,365 TS). Among those heard: 
UOAC (14,450 T7), PKR4YY (14,290 T9) at 2 p.m., MX3H 
14,315 T9) at 5 p.m., and KH6KKR (14,375 T9). Lindy 

has a pair of lazy H's that seem to really suck ‘em in 
At W9RBL it’s LYIAH (14,380), U9ML (14,420), 

SVIRX (14,425), YL2CD (14,360), KB4FCS (14,345), 
J2KN (14,405), J8CA (14,390) and XU8BMIE (14,350-380) 

od W9VES is doing all right, with CT3AN (14,290), 
CT2BM_ (14,420), UKSKA (14,420 U2NE (14,410), 
YL2AA (14,290), EA4AP (14,420) and KAIHR (14,280) 

W2GVX/1 has been active again this summer 
and gives us CT3AB (14,350 T9), ESS5D (14,345 T9), 
LYIAP (14,375 T9) and TF5M (14,290 T9) .. .. .. 
W9GKS adds UK6AA (14,320 T6) and WIAB J8CB 
14.355 TY) WIBHM has U4AM_ (14,350), 
U3BM (14,420), U9AW (14,425), YU7BJ (14,420) and 
YL2BZ (14,330), while W3HTG reports UK5HA (14,410 
T8), U6ST (14,415 TS), and J4CT (14,275 T9) 
W60LU has a sweetheart of a list which includes such nota- 
bles as ON4FE (14,340), LYIJ (14,340), CTIJS (14,390), 
CTISX (14,380), CT3AN (14,380), SM6WE (14,290), 
SM6PA (14,290), PAOBE (14,340), OZ7CC (14,400), 
LA2B (14.330), ON4CC (14,400), HA4H (14,290), PK60M 
(14,300), PK2RN_ (14,350), PK4KO (14,365 J8cD 
(14,360), J8CH (14,370), XU6ST (14,360), MXIA (14,410 
JODU (14,340), CRTAF and CR7BC (14,350). 

WHAT: 

Ww 2BMX, who thinks about such things, has a 
suggestion which shouldn’t be passed over lightly. With DX 

14,370 

Frank ¢ Larter, W2 AZ, of East Rockaway. Long Island, 
N. Y., is the first to break into the DXCC with all sta- 
tions worked on “phone. A vertical collinear two half- 
waves in phase and two 8-element horizontal stacked 
arrays are supported from the three 85-foot poles avail- 
able. ‘The receivers are Super-Pro and HRO with an 
acorn-tube preselector. The transmitter winds up with 
a pair of 300'T’s, modulated by a pair of 250TH’s, with 
2100 volts on the plates. 

The photograph shows the modulation indicator and 
power supply in the left-hand rack, and the transmitter 
and modulator are housed in the rack on the right-hand 
side. Frank is trimming up the antenna tuning unit but 
it couldn’t have been far out of adjustment, since he 
just knocked off FNLC. 
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150 watt 

sesanie- Ul 
drive’ 

«> 

75T TUBE INCREASES CIRCUIT EFFICIENCIES 

in this transmitter. 

One 75T tube with 1250 volts on the plate gives a carrier power 

{150 watts. A single 6L6 is the driver. Certainly this kind of per- 

lormance proves the value of the new Eimac 75T for the amateur. 

The outstanding results obtained from this multifrequency trans- 

mitter are a tribute to the designer (Wunderlich Radio, Inc.) and 

0 the excellent electrical characteristics of the new Eimac 751 

ube. Complicated multifrequency circuits usually cause great 

loss of efficiency but, here is a three band transmitter with push- 

button, remote control that sets a new record for efficiency. Think 

tit! Better than 75% with only 10 watt driving power... power 

gain 15... and much of the credit goes to the Eimac 75T. This 

new low voltage triode made it possible for an expert designer to 

produce an outstanding transmitter. 

ls efficiency in operation . . . low voltage requirements . . . ease 

f driving . . . economy of purchase price and ability to provide 

thigh power output even under adverse conditions provides the 

aswer for the amateur with a low power station who wants to 

ep out ahead of the average. If you'll try the New Eimac 75T 

ube in your “rig” you will quickly see the advantages to be 

gained. Remember! Eimac tubes are unconditionally guaranteed 

against tube failures which are caused by gas released internally. 

se your dealer or write for more complete information. 

S output 
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THIS FALL 

oton the tall 

Le BLILEY 

RYSTAL UNITS 

Type BS Crystal Unit 

40 METERS 

This distinctive frequency 
control unit represents the 
best in a mounted low-drift 

A high frequency crystal. 

Type LD2 Crystal Unit 

80-160 METERS 

A precision-made mounted 
low-drift crystal. It is rigid- 
ly tested, highly active and 
thoroughly reliable. 

NET $4.80 

Type HF2 Crystal Unit 

10-20 METERS 

Simplifies the construction 
of stable 5, 10 and 20-meter 
transmitters. The crystal is 
rugged and easily excited. 

net $5.75 

ae 6st 

4 Type BC3 Crystal Unit 

40-80-160 METERS 

Fully dependable in every 
this medium-drift 

an mounted crystal offers stable 
frequency control at eco- 
10mical cost. 

net 33-35 

BLILEY ELECTRIC CO. 

ERIE, PENNA. 

respect, 

operating such as it is, and fellows listening near their ow, 
more often than not, it is sometimes confusing 

when they send “QMH" or “QML” to guess whethe; 
they’re tuning from the middle of the band or from around 
14,325, if that’s where they happen to be. Prose proposes 
therefore, some new Q signals: “QOH"™ would mean “am 
tuning from my own frequency to the bigh end” and 
*‘QOM” and “QOL” would mean tuning from one’s own 
frequency to the middle and low end respectively. It's the 
sort of thing the DX stations will want to use after a CQ 
particularly in the Contest. W's only need know about it 80 
that they'll understand what the DX station means, be 

frequency 

cause no W ever calls “CQ DX” any more. Or was that a 
dream we had? (“ Lobster and mince pie ain't no dreamless 
soporific”’ Ling Po 

“PHONE: 

Wao has some new ones: CT2BP 14,320 
LAZY (14,230) and TG5JG (14,050). George says EKLAF 
14,120) broke through out there a few times : 

friend up in Massachusetts, who left off his call, reports 
28-Me. DX fair, with TG9AA (28,335), YN3DG (28,070 
CE3CZ (28,250), CE3AG (28,340), HR5SC (28,340), XE2FC 
28,235) and LUIQA (28,070 W5GGX in New 
Mexico had time for a few, including CTIOR (14,045), 
XU8MC (14,260), J2NF (14,035), XU8BZA_ (14,060), 
OQ5AA (14,080) and other more common stuff like ZS 
PK, KA, HK and LU W5VV. who only has a 
modulator because he heard that Myrna Loy was interested 
in ham ‘phone, dug up XU8PL (14,270), XUTHV (14,050), 
PK60M (14.285), J7CR (14,280) and J8CI (14,100 

VR6AY should be back on the air by the middle of 
September. W2IX\ 
NY2AE for 
needed, and they were donated by 1 riple tt and Shure and 
will be back at Pitcairn after NY2AE works it over : 
OQS5AE (14,400) is back on in the Congo, according to 
W4QN and W5K¢ W2AZ tells us that PK6XX 
is off the air. It seems that VK4HN, who was holding down 
the mike, “had no knowledge of the Dutch language" and 

says the transmitter was shipped to 
repairs meters and microphones were 

since they were looking for a reaso » close the station 
they used that one 

WHO: 

Box look now (as if you naven't already!) but 
there’s a new top man in the DAC A lot of credit i 
to W6GRL for the achievement since 

ed that it’s harder to 
W6 than from 

There will be those that won't agree, particu- 
larly now that GRI 

Our spies report that that cy 

is one who has 
operated on both coasts, we're convir 
work a large number of countries trom 
the east coast 

but we stick by our guns 
ed-in-the-wool DX-er 

is top man 

W4CBY, is wearing a hole in the 160-meter "phone band 
One never knows. does one? W6MEK, who has 
joined forces with W6GAL in a DX combine, worked 103 
different countries in less than eight months 
PJ5EE has been giving a number of the lads a thrill by de- 
livering their first PJ card to them in person. Here in the 
States on vacatior he’s been tr ng to visit all the I ims he 
worked and doing all right at it E15G sends us a 
radiogram saving that the relatives of Henry Smith, CPIAA 
ex-CT2BK, would appreciate any information on his where- 
abouts. Send the dope to EI5G or to W2HT\ 
says ZD4AB has been signing G2TH but expects to be 
ZD in October Someone pirated G4AR's 
eall, so if you didn't get a card you didn't work the real one 
rhe phoney was on 14,350, the rea 14,375 
WSGQB has had to let the 210 DX Club slide a bit on ae- 
co of a new YL op in the fam XU1ZZ 1s 
near Tibet and, as soon as he gets going str aybe we 

talk hi oastl xped He says ms are 
very punko in that part of the world, bow ‘ only at 
occasional W6 or W7 breaking through from this country 

WI1LZ ims another first, this time the first 
transatian QsL b i mal i U.S.A. G6CL sent 
Harry the card on the second Imper \irwavs reguial 
flight Looks as though K4 is being depopulated 
savs WI1EH. K4FAY left for a four-yea t Newport 
R. I. and K4SA bought a citrus grove in Florida and “1 
soon be W4SA We hear tell there's a junior op 

ist arrived at PJIBV, t urrv on the g iw n a det- 
ade or 8 WSHGW crashes the 100 k in the 
CC with ¢ 85 watts input, which probab kes him th 

t QRP W in the list Directly follow e OB 
m W1AW asking W hams to be sure t erve strit 
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FEATURES 

Two Stages TRF 

Three Stages IF 

Variable Crystal 

Noise Limiter 

New “S” Meter 

TOR years the “SUPER-PRO”" has been an out- 
standing receiver in the commercial and amateur 

lds. This new and improved ‘‘SUPER-PRO” is a 
# luxe communications receiver. Amateurs who want 
’e best, will find this new “SUPER-PRO” complete in 
very detail. Selectivity is variable from 16 kc. in the 
dest position to better than 100 cycles with full 
ystal selectivity. The crystal filter has five ranges per- 
‘itting its use for phone reception as well as CW 
ontinuously variable |.F. band width from 3 to 16 ke 
emits high fidelity reception. Exceptionally high 
sitivity is obtained with two stages of tuned R.F. 
id three stages of I.F. The two R.F. stages provide 
‘aximum image rejection and a very high signal-to- 
ase ratio 
Those who are bothered by automobile ignition 
terference will find the new noise limiter in the 
SUPER-PRO"’ to perform beyond expectations. It 
reduce many types of noises to a minimum without 
storting the quality of the signal. The ““SUPER-PRO”’ 
>’ meter is adjustable over wide limits. It is no longer 

Canadian Office: 41 West Ave. 
No., Hamilton, Ont. 

necessary to give inaccurate reports, the ‘‘S'’ meter can 
be adjusted to provide accurate readings under almost 
any operating conditions. Besides the many new 
features, the “SUPER-PRO” has the time-proved 
tuning unit with multiple section condensers and indi- 
vidual coils for each band. The main dial is accurately 
calibrated and the band spread dial provides full scale 
spread on all amateur bands and continuous spread 
throughout the entire range of the receiver 

Other features include, AVC, beat oscillator, send- 
receive switch, phone and phono-pickup connections, 
relay terminals, beautiful metal cabinet, and 16 watts 
of audio. Available in two standard ranges, 15 to 560 
meters and 7'4 to 240 meters, this new 18-tube 
SUPER-PRO" is the last word in receiver engineering. 

WRITE FOR FOLDER 

Q-10-39 HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., INC. 
424-438 W. 33rd St., N. Y. City 

Please send New ‘‘Super-Pro" Data. 

Name. . 

Address 

i itinawaccaexavanstsneéewe 
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neutrality, WIEH heard someone who really took it to 
heart. The call, in a fist trembling with emotion, was “CQ 
DX NO BELLIGERENTS deW 2KEZ"! .. «» Mama, 
here’s that muse again: 

NOTES ON THE 

“HETROFIL” 

LE U didn’t read the article in 
last month’s GST by WIEAO, dig 
it out right now and build one of 
tho obs. 

if 1: have a super blooper with 
te and blue dial lights, it’s 

it if you only have a home- 
ceiver it’s a whiz. 
yard points out in his arti- 
importance of using a dual 
with the resistance tapers 
slike. It would be very costly 

<e these controls to precision 
ces but we have worked up a 
mple coupling arrangement 

ll give the same action. In 
consists of two potentiom- 
ich 10,000 ohms overall re- 

, logarithmic curve, ganged 
on one shaft but with 

12 degrees play in the cou- 
etween the two controls. In 

means that both controls 
ved toa point slightly beyond 
the interfering signal is 
out and then the knob 

up slightly to give a vernier 
nly on the front unit. This 

R, and R, “right on the 
for maximum elimination 
ndesired signal. The opera- 

kes about half as long as it 
id about it and you retain 

1iob operation. 
controls can be ordered 

ur jobber as IRC JS-1114. 
istors R,; and R, in Wood- 
reuit can well be our Type 

rrecision resistors which are 
eed to 1% accuracy. 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO. 
NORTH BROAD STREET 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

ELEGY 
Johnny had a kilowatt, 
Or maybe twenty-two 
While Jimmy only had a '10 
But tried to make it do. 
Johnny was an awful dope 
And you should hear him wail 
‘Cuz Jimmy made the Century Club 
While Johnny made the jail! — WI1JPE 

MEMBERS, DX CENTURY CLUB 
115 
115 
115 
115 
114 
114 
114 
114 
114 
113 
113 
112 
112 
112 
112 
111 
lll 
Ill 
111 
111 
ill 
110 
110 
110 
110 

105 

104 
104 
104 
104 

$s 104 
WG6ADP. . 115 ieee Se Radiotelephone 
WOEF...... 215 Sch... U6 WEER...... 

The following have submitted proof of contact with 
75-or-more countries: WSHGW, W9AJA 99; W4CCH, 
WSAAJ, WS8LYQ 98; G6GH, VE4RO, WIRY, W2JME, 
W3ZX, WSLZK 97; W3GEH, y - tN W5AS8G, 
WSBOX 96; F8LX, FBSAB, G6XL, , W2BMX, 
W3EMA, WSJAH 95; W2CTO, 33 q WSCJJ, 
WSLFE, WSQDU, W9BEZ 94: PAOQZ, 
VK6SA, W2ALO, W6FKZ,. W9RBI 93: WipMB 92; 
G6ZO, W3AIU, W30P, W6TT, 91; D3Cst G6YR 
LU7AZ, ON4FE, SPIAR, SPILP WSKTW,. WSPQQ 
W9IDP 90; WSIQB 8&9; G2DZ, NW 33M, W9PGS 58S 
GSIG, W9AEH 87; EL4J, WIBG' _W3FLH, W9FLH 
W9GBJ 86; WIAVK, W3GHD, W4CFD, W6GK 
WSLAV 85: SM6WL, W : 2 , WSBWB, 
WSDAF, W90VU 84: 7 ; V ; 4 
W2AWF, W2BZB, W6G PR. WSBFG, 
WIEWD, W3AYS8S, W6KUT, WSOUK 82; 
K2TI 80: VK3HG, WIDOV, W2BNX, 

W3EPR, W6DTB W6LDJ, WSAAT yt 
W9DIR, W9GMB 80; W4TZ, WSJFC, WOMRW 79 
W6AM, WSFJN 78; G3BD, bets 04 WSBWC 44, 
LA2X. PAOJIMW, W2FLG., 2HTV, W3BSB, 
WSITK, W9GKS, ZELJI 76; W 1007 75 

Rs oclephe me: W6OCH 93; GSRV, V W2IxyY +i 
W4CYU 87; WSLFE 77; W2IKV 76; WIADM, 
WIAKY 75. 



PRC SERIES 

PRE SERIES 

VICTRON COIL FORMS 

P For ultra high frequency work, where very low losses are 
essential, these small Victron coil forms will be found ex- 
tremely useful. Like other Victron parts, they can be readily 
drilled and grooved with ordinary tools, and can be firmly 
cemented with National Coil Dope without impairing elec- 
trical characteristics. The following sizes are available at 
the present time. 

PRC Series Diameter Lengths 34 and 
PRD Series Diameter ia Lengths and 1 
PRE Series Diameter °® Lengths 34"", 1” and 2’ 
PRF Series Diameter 34 Lengths 34” and 1” 

NATIONAL COMPANY, INC. 

Malden, Massachusetts 



Sie Important 

ADVANTAGES! 

JOHNSON 

NEUTRALIZING 

CONDENSERS 

Vi ) r of Johnson Neutralizing Condensers 
N. Introduced only two years ago it 

has blished itself in amateur minds as a 
reall ling condenser. Its unique design pro- 
vide voltage breakdown at any capacity 
Ketti voltage breakdown for the same plate 

1 rotating plate condensers; Ex- 
trem timum to mintmum capacity ratio; 
\ma « space: Holds rigid setting at any ad 
juste t necessity of lock; Vertical or Hori 

Iw mateur Transmitter Manuals “The 
lavlor M sal” and “The Thordarson Trans 
mnie’ e them widely in their rigs. You'll 

The POPULAR TYPE G 
Ar condenser widely used for neu- 
traliz type G. Thordarson adopted it for 
their 1 watt “Multiband” transmitter 
Lisin e end plate of ultra-steatite it pro- 
vied capacity for a rotating plate con- 
denser thpanel mounting, rotor and stator 
inst mounting surface in both cases; roter 
lo ipacity adjustment at any setting 
thro e range. For use where the exclusive 
featur \ are not required. 

Iw hnson condensers well suited for neu- 
traliz trated above. The I'ypeJ first intro- 
duce mn connection with our “Hi-Q” In- 
duct 2 im this issue) is made in sizes 
expe lizing. The Type H is a new con- 
dense ed, designed for light weight and 
rigid ‘ ip between the Types G and J 
ind lot of uses for it 

s at vour jobbers’ or write for 
(Catalog 966J 

E. F. JOHNSON CO. 
WASECA 
t+rom we 

MAVUFATTRRERS GE RADIO TRANSMITTING FOULTPMENT 

A.R.R.L. Official Broadcasting 
ry 4 . 
Stations 

Tu following listed stations address informatior 
regularly “to all amateurs’ rendering a distinct service t 
fellow amateurs. First information on changes in FCA 
regulations, new data on expeditions, special tests and a 
tivities, DX conditions and records of prime interest to the 
amateur world reaches amateurs first through the mediuy 
of League weekly broadcasts and the latest-revised list of 
stations that follows. Stations in all districts assure good 
coverage on the information which in many cases is so well 
sent it is used for code practice. Listen for the “QST 
from these stations. Report results to the stations you cop 
too, so the operators will know their signals are successfully 
received and appreciated. 

WI1APK, WIAQL, WIASI, WLAW, WIBKQ, WIBVR 
WIBWY, WLIDWP, WIFPS, WIGAG, W1GOJ, W1GZI 
WI1JJY, WIKFN, WIKIN, W1IKTB, WI1LMO. 
W2AZV, W2EOA/W2HXQ, W2FF, W2IXY, W2JG¢ 

W2JHB, W2JKG, W2JZX, W2KHA, W2KIF, W2KUD 
W2S8N 
W3AEJ, W3A0J, W3AQN, W3SBBYV, W3BIG, W3BW1 

W3CDQ, W3CFS, W3DNU, W3EUH, W3GCU, W38GRW 
W3GS8V, W3GWQ, W3HAL, W3UVA. 
W4BMM, W4BQE, W4CRG, W4DGS8, W4DHG 

W4DLK, W4DQW W4GFT, W4DSY, W4EBZ, W4EEE 
W4EPT, W4FJR, W4MS, W4PEI, W4QI, W4TO. 
W5CXH, WS5DKR, WS5ECE, W5ERV, W5FDR 

W5FZJ, W5GED, W5GNV, W5HHV, W5KC 
W6CFN, W6FBW, W6IGO, W6MQS, W6NQB 

W6OMC, W6PGB, W6PMV, W6ZM 
W7BWH, W7GBPF, W7JC. 
WSAHV, WSAQ, WSBOK, WSDED, WSDME, WSDXB 

WSDZO, WSFGV, WSFTW, WSFZE, WSGHP, WSGJM 
WSIAI, WSIOH, WSJQE, W8JTW, WSNDE, WSNEL 
WSNQS, WSOQU, WSOUT, WSPAK, WSPJJ, WSRBD 
WSRBI, WSSWP. 
W9AXH, WO9CWW, WSDDF, WSDEIL WSDUD 

W9ECY, W9EDW, W9EEZ, W9GBQ, W9GEA, W9GLI 
W9GY, WS9HPQ, W9HUX, W9IBC, W9KEIL, W9KHE 
W9MWU, W9OXC, W9PZU, WO9RH, WORPJ, W9UEL 
W9UNQ, W9VMI, WOWKP, WOWTD, W9YQH, W9YV!I 
W9ZGR, W9ZSX. 

VEIKS, VE2HL, VE2HV, VESAMJ, VESPE, VE4E0 
VE4LQ 

BRIEFS 

While visiting W2TY, Hollis, I I W2KUP asked the 
operator to demonstrate the rig. Leaving the choice of band 
to KUP, W2TY made a general call on 3944.5-ke. Back 
came W4C'P, Rocky Mount, N. C. “ Rocky Mount” sounded 
familiar to W2TY, and “ Hollis” sounded familiar to W4CP 
yet neither could definitely recall a previous QSO. W4CP 
rummaged through his log and found that the only previous 
QSO took place with both stations using the same frequency 
same power, as the result of a CQ by W2TY at 10:20 p.m 
January 19, 1938, exactly one year before to the ver 
minute! 

W7AF, Decatur Island, Washington, has a notable record 
of public service! The island has no wire connections to the 
mainland, and only a small mail boat, which cannot operate 
in stormy weather. The 30-odd people on the island, or who 
connect with the island, depend entirely upon W7AF for 
emergency contact with the mainland. W7AF has main- 
tained a daily schedule with W7AJ, Oak Harbor, Washing- 
ton, for about seven years. Some of the many services 
rendered are outlined by W7AF in a recent letter: “About 
three weeks ago a 140-h.p. diesel tug sat on a broken pile 
and sank at the dock here. W7AF got aid from Anacortes 

. . last fall had a doctor come from Anacortes for a sick 
girl on the island about 10 p.m. . . . two winters ago our 
mail boat was wrecked and help from Anacortes was ob- 
tained via our network . . . have reported to Lighthouse 
Dept. in Portland, Lopez Pass Light extinguished . . - ob- 
tained Coast Guard help for a disabled boat as no one 
knows when an emergency message is coming through, I 
have always assumed each schedule as held for emergency 



CORNELL- DUBILIER CAPACITORS 

backed by 29 years of specialization 

For over a quarter of a century the 

combined engineering and manufac- 

turing resources of Cornell-Dubilier 

have been focused on the production 

of capacitors--and capacitors alone. 

This specialization is directly respon- 

sible for the manufacture of depend- 

able capacitors--economically priced. 

That is why there are more C-D’s in 

use today than any other make. 

Send for new free catalog No. 175A today. 

MICA 

DYKANOL 

PAPER ‘ eS , 

WET AND DRY |[\\ > Raia, ) 

ELECTROLYTIC [\\// hes it, 

CAPACITORS 7 ——<——a 

DAF , 

CORNELL -DUBILIER 

ELECTRIC CORPORATION 

1013 Hamilton Boulevard, South Plainfield, New Jersey 
Cable Address: ‘‘CORDU”’ 
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Smooth Voltage Control 

transformers are used 

ext voltage controls in ama- 
teur Connected in the input 

idk voltage rectifiers, the 

VARI lies continuously ad- 

just itput with a 320 degree 
rotat mtrol knob. VARIACS 

are mpensating, manually, 

for | ltages. The Type 200-CU, 
illust pplies output voltages in 

stepl ents to 135 volts when 
It line. 

VARIACS feature: 
ei 

stepless control from 

@ | iency (consume very 

load power) 

@ | ltages higher than line, 

. line voltage constant 

@ | 1 dials 

truction 

‘U VARIAC is intended — 

for | panel mounting and will 

nt tts for continuous duty. 
Its ft 514.50. 

@ WRITE LLETIN 485 FOR DESCRIPTIONS 
OF EN MODELS OF VARIACS 

General Radio Company 

Cambridge, Mass. 

ee 

purposes ... at some time or other every one on the 
island has received or sent such a message."” W7AHQ pro- 
vides the connection with Anacortes. W7AF uses only 4 or 5 
watts using 3.5 Me. only. 

56 Me. Assists in Air Show 
On August 7th the Michigan Chapter of the National 

Aeronautical Association staged an air show at the Pontiac 
Municipal Airport. The Five Meter Club of Detroit and 
members of other Detroit clubs assisted in making this show 
a success by establishing communication on the field. One 
station, which we will refer to as station A, was located on 
the judges’ stand. Station B was on top of a hangar known 
as the control tower. Station C was at the west end of the 
field, where ships lined up for their take-offs in each event. 
A fourth station, O, consisting of a pack set, was located in 
the center of the field. This network functioned as follows: 
Station A was the control. Station B took orders from station 
A and passed the information to the man handling the 
control light. Station C at the starting line received and 
transmitted orders to both stations A and B. Station O in 
the center of the field transmitted measurements taken 
when the ships made spot landings and other information 
the field judges wanted announced to the public through 
the P. A. system at the judges’ stand. The whole system 
worked “like a charm.” The stations were set up at 9:00 
A.M., and the operators were on duty until 6:30 p.m., when 
the last event was completed. Credit for planning and carry- 
ing out this codperation with the air show is due Fred Moose, 
WSIFE, secretary of the Five Meter Club of Detroit, Carl 
Suppanz, W8AKN, Dr. D. F. Grant, W8NXT, Mike 
Yurkovich, WS8PPU, Frank Photiades, W8NOA, Kenneth 
Stecker, W8SS, Hal Bird, WSDPE, Sam Reid, W8JUQ, 
Herb Climie, W8RJC, Gerald Pratt, WSIFH, Al Furget, 
W8NKJ, and G. E. Ryan, W8MCB. 

W5DAQ, New Orleans, and W4AUP, Montgomery, Ala., 
have been adding to amateur esteem by keeping a New 
Orleans resident in touch with his mother, who is ill in a 
Montgomery hospital. 

SCHENECTADY 

AMATEUR 
2 Uhm SELOLSE BELO), | 

AWARD 

FOR MERITORIOUS 

SERVICE 
PRESENTED TO 

ROBERT E HAIGHT - N2LU 

S.A.R.A. Honors Hams 
Robert E. Haight, W2LU, of Schenectady, N. Y., 

and A.R.R.L. Section Communications Manager, East- 
ern New York, was awarded on February 6, 1939, the 
first of a new series of Schenectady Amateur Radio Asso- 
ciation awards for meritorious service to amateur radio 
The trophy, pictured here, is a handsome silver and black 
metal shield mounted on mahogany, engraved with the 
recipient’s name, call, and the year in which given. 

The idea behind these citations is part of a program 
proposed by Roy Jordan, W2KUD, to increase greater 
interest in local ham radio and to engender a greater 
spirit of enthusiasm and codperation among S.A.R.A. 
members. Qualifications include such carefully consid- 
ered factors as service to the community in time of nee¢ 

emergency organization and functions; serv ice to the 
S.A.R.A.: service to ham radio in the community 
through codperation with other operators, assistance to 
younger men just breaking in and enthusiasm and lead- 
ership in radio matters. Clubs interested in further 
details should address inquiries to W2KUD. 
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HE WIDE ACCEPTANCE of the “HQ-120-X" ... put it through every possible test. Note the 
by amateurs is proof that it is good. Hams are shrewd smooth action of the variable selectivity crystal filter, 

buyers and they have, in the majority of cases, pur- permitting reception of voice and music as well as code. 

chased ““HQ-120-X" receivers on recommendation of See how easy it is to check frequencies with the ac- 

experienced fellow-hams or have made side-by-side curately calibrated band spread dial and you'll wonder 
comparisons. We welcome this sort of purchasing be- how you ever got along with a less complete receiver. 

cause we have been modest in our claims for the WRITE FOR BOOKLET 

“HQ-120-X"" and know that the prospective owner 
will find more than would be expected in a moderately- 44 AMMARLUND MFG. CO., INC. Q-10-39 

priced receiver. The ‘‘HQ-120-X"’ was an immediate 424-438 W. 33rd Street, New York City 

success because it has many features that have long 
been needed in amateur receivers and these features 

have put it in a class by itself. Try the “HQ-120-X" 

Please send 16-page booklet 

Canadian Office: 41 West Ave. No., 
Hamilton, Ont. 
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ELECTION NOTICES 

To all A.R.R.L. Members residing in the Sections listed belou 
(Thelist gives the Sections, closing date for receipt of nominat 

ing petitions for Section Manager, the name of the present in- 
cumbent and the date of expiration of his term of office.) This 
notice supersedes previous notices 

In cases where no valid nominating petitions have been re- 
ceived from A.R.R.L. members residing in the different Sections 
in response to our previous notices, the closing dates for receipt 
of nominating petitions are set ahead to the dates given here- 
with. In the absence of nominating petitions from Members of a 
Section, the incumbent continues to hold his official position and 
carry on the work of the Section subject, of course, to the filing 
of proper nominating petitions and the holding of an election by 
ballot or as may be necessary. Petitions must be in West Hurt- 
ford on or before noon of the dates specified 

Due to a resignation in the Alaska Section, nominating peti- 
tions are hereby solicited for the office of Section Communica- 
tions Manager in this Section, and the closing date for receipt 
of nominations at A.R.R.L. Headquarters is herewith specified 
as noon, Wednesday, November 1, 1039 

Present Term 
Sectton Closing Date Present SCM of Office End 
Eastern Fla Oct 2. 19389 L. A. Connolly Oct. 15, 1939 
Missouri Oct 2.1939 Letha Allendorf Oct 19, 1939 
Alaska Nov 1, 1939 Leo EF. Osterman 

resigned 
Nevada Nov 1, 1939 EK. W. Heim June 14, 1937 
Philippines Nov 1, 1939 G. L. Rickard Oct. 15, 1938 
Indiana Nov 1, 1939 Noble Burkhart April 15, 1939 
Oklahoma Nov 1, 1939 CC. L. Simpson Aug 23, 1939 
Idaho Nov 1, 1939 (C. Kichelberger June 15, 1939 
Eastern N. ¥ Nov 1, 1939 R. E. Haight Sept. 16, 1939 
Connecticut Nov. 15, 1939 Fred A. Ells, Jr. Dee 4. 1939 
Western N. ¥ Nov. 15, 1939 Ed Preston Dec. 6, 1939 
Wisconsin Nov. 15, 1939 A.C. Krones Dec. 6, 1939 
San Diego Dec 1, 1939 H. K. Breedlove Dec. 16, 1939 
Brit. Columbia*® De« 1, 1939 J. Hepburn, Jr Dec. 20, 1939 
So. Texas Dee. 15, 1930 Dave H. Calk Dec. 23, 1939 

*In Canadian sections nominating petitions for Section Mana- 
Manager, Alex 

ro be valid such 
closing dates 

gers must be addressed to Canadian General 
Reid, 169 Logan Ave., St. Lambert, Quebec 
petitions must be filed with him on or betore the 
named 

1. You are hereby notified that 
Section Communications Manager for the next 

an election for an A.R.R.I 
two-year term 

of office is about to be held in each of these Sections in accord- 
ance with the provisions of the By-Laws 

2. The elections will take place in the different Sections im- 
for receipt of nominating peti- 

Ballots mailed 
mediately after the closing date 
tions as given opposite the different Sections. The 
from Headquarters will list in alphabetical sequence the names 
of all eligible candidates nominated for the position by A.R.R.I 
members residing in the Sections concerned. Ballots will be 
mailed to members as of the closing dates specified above, for 
receipt of nominating petitions 

3. Nominating petitions from the Sections named are hereby 
solicited. Five or more A.R.R.L. members residing in any Sec- 
tion have the privilege of nominating any member of the League 
as candidate for Section Manager. The following form for nomi- 
nation is suggested 

Place and date 
Communications Manage ARR 
38 La Salle Road, West Hartford, Conn 

We, the undersigned members of the A.R.R.1 
the Section of the 

is candidate for 
ion for the next 

hereby nominat« 
Section Communications Manager for this Sect 
two-year term of office 

Five or more signatures of A.R.R.1 members are required 
The candidates and five or more signers must be League mem- 

bers in good standing or the A oy wee mn wi i be thrown out as in- 
valid Pine h candidate must hare heer amateur operate 
for at 

‘ 4d... ontinuou yea 
the petition will 

wt two years and simila a men 
—— fo his nominattor 

thewise he ted “The complete name, ad- 
c candidai e she dress, and station call of the uld be included. All 

such petitions must be filed at the headquarters office f the 
League in West Hartford, Conn... by noon of the closing date 
given for receipt of nominating petitions. There is no limit to the 
number of petitions that may be filed, but no members shall sign 
more than one 

4. Members are urged to take initiative immediately, filing 
officials for each Sec This ts 
to put the man of your choi 

tion listed above petitions for the 
ce in office to carry your opportunity 

on the work of the organization in your Sectior 
PF. E. Handy, Communications M 

ELECTION RESULTS 

Valid petitions nominating a single ndidat« ~é mn 
Manager were filed in a number of Sections, as pr ded our 
Constitution and By-Laws, electing the following officials, the 

starting on the date given term of office 
No. New Jersey Joseph P. Jessup, W2GVZ July 1930 
South Carolina red Ferguson, W4BQI Aug. 25, 1939 

In the Manitoba Section of the Prairie D m Mr. A. W 
Morley, VE4AAW, and Mr. J. W. Hartley VE SR were nomi- 
nated. Mr. Morley received 22 votes and Mr. Hartley received 
18 votes. Mr. Morley’s term of office began August 11, 1039 

In the Eastern Pennsylvania Section of the Atlantic Division 
Mr. Jerry Mathis, W3BES, and Mr. John B. Morgan, W3QP, 
were nominated. Mr. Mathis received 235 votes and M \lorgan 
received 186 votes. Mr. Mathis’ term of began August 25, 
pase 

In the Arizona Section of the Southwestern Division Mr. Mar- 
con B. Hull, W6KMM und Mr John K. Oliver, W6KOIL 
were nominated. Mr. Hull received 39 votes and Mr. Oliver 
received 34 votes. Mr. Hull's term of office began September o 
1939 

(Station Activities on page LOO) 
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RADIO’S NEWEST TUBE 

TAYLOR TW-150 

aby, +t Se: 

WITH 

cut) 

GUARANTEED TO ST 

Taylor Thin-Wall Carbon Anode 
Tubes are guaranteed to stand-up 
under temporary overloads of 600° 
to 800°° without releasing gas or 
damaging the emission. Several 
thousand amateurs have witnessed 
demonstrations which prove the 
truth of this statement. 

TAYLOR LEADS 

In presenting the Taylor TW-150, 
we have introduced several major 
constructional improvements to the 
transmitting tube field. Study the 
features shown here and prove this 
statement. Taylor Tubes is con- 
stantly engineering NEW ideas— 
not merely copying. 

The use of THIN-WALL CARBON AN.- 
ODES is an original Taylor conception — 
other tube developments will follow. Yes, 
Taylor has again led the way. In the 
TW-150, the grid mount is novel — and 
insures Puncture-Proof operation. The 
ratings are extremely conservative and yet 
no other tube in this price range permits 
full 1KW Input telephone operation, to a 
Pair in push-pull. 

Fil. Volts* 10.0 
Fil. Amps.* 4.1 
Amp. Factor 35 

interelectrode Capacities 
Grid to Plate mmf 2.0 
Grid to Filament mmf 3.9 
Plate to Filament mmf 0.8 

AND 800 0 
% OVERLOAD OR 

Plate Dissipation 

As RF Power Amp. 
DC Plate Volts 
DC Plate Current ma 
DC Grid Current ma 
RF Driving Power watts 

max. 

watts 

Class C 
3000 

max. 200 
max. 60 
max. 20 
max. 150 

*Can be supplied on special order only with 5.0 volt 8.2 Amp. 
Filament and standard UX 4 prong base. 

"More Watts Per 

TAYLOR TUBES, INC., 2341 WABANSIA AVE., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

MORE 

FEATURES 
@ VISIBLE OPERATING TEMPERATURE 
Operates at cherry red heat at rated 
plate dissipation. 
@COMPLETE ELECTRON CONTROL 
One-piece enclosed Anode .015” 
thick, affords complete ‘Electron 
Control” assuring added efficiency 
— preventing glass failure due to 
electron bombardment. 
@PUNCTURE PROOF 
New Scientific method of mounting 
the grid structure guarantees against 
punctures due to heating of glass. 
@ LOWER INTERELECTRODE CAPACITIES 
Can be operated in class C amplifiers 
at full rated input — at frequencies 
up to 60 MC. 
@PROCESSED GRID 
A new exclusive Taylor feature 
makes possible a more abuse-proof 
grid. 
@ WARP PROOF ANODE 
Thin-Wall Carbon Anode — Heat- 
proof—retains its shape under any 
heat condition. 
@ LARGE INSULATORS 
Big size caps — plus Alsimag insu- 
lators protect grid and plate leads 
mechanically, the safe, sensible way. 
@LOW DRIVING POWER 
Low driving power requirements. A 
single TZ-20 will do the job easily. 
@HEAVY DUTY FILAMENT 
Heavy duty Thoriated Tungsten 
Filament. Available in both 10 volt 
and 5 volt types. 
@NONEX GLASS 
@STANDARD BASE 
Standard (50W type) 4 prong base. 

Dollar’ ’ 



BAND CHANGE 

WITHOUT LOSS OF 

EFFICIENCY 

OH Tube Socket” Hi-Q Inductors 
] wit rally mounted Type J Condens- 
ers | xtremely rapid band changing 
withy <pense and usual loss of efficiency 
of bar ching arrangements. Nor are the 
usual ning condensers required, thus 
reducit mber of controls on the panel. 

In a vhere the power input does not 
x« t unmodulated plate voltage 

eparate units may be pretuned 
for } to 80 meters inclusive, and band 
cha ted without retuning a single cir- 
cui 1 few seconds time. 160 meter 
indy » supplied and may be used in 
the ut require additional condensers 
in | s each circuit, since maximum 
cal e Type J condenser is 100 mmf. 

STURDY UNITS 

The rs fit standard 5 prong sockets and 
are n two types, one with link at cen- 
ter f lized or balanced circuits, the other 
with end for un-neutralized stages. They 
may be used with conventional con- 
denser ements in which case they are not 
limit tage indicated above. Wound 
on gla mic forms, they are impervious to 
ord nd moisture. Center linked types 
list a | end linked at $1.55 for any band, 
10-1 Prices do not include condens- 

rs. ( discounts apply. 

ryt ers are available in maximum 
cap m 7 to 100 mmf. inclusive. (See 

Com nation may he obtained from 
you rect from us. Ask for Catalog 
661 
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DX Contest Scores 

(Continued from page 55) 

Ore gon 
W7AMX 24090- 66-122 
W7GBW 6346- 38 

B-77 
62-AB-55 

Roanoke Division 

North Carolina 
W7AHX 3775- 25- 51- C-60 W4CEN111186-142-263- C-83 
W7CHT 1800—- 20- 30- B-20 W40G_ 16830- 55-102- B-§2 
W7EZX 1566- 18- 25- B-13 W4FIX 13084- 49- 89-AB-27 
W7FMX®* 858- 13- 22- B-- W4MR_ 11178- 46- 81- B-50 
W7ENN 486- 6- 26-AB-17 W4NC  6384- 38- 56- C- -" 
W7CYU 270- 6- 15- A-15 W4BVD 4158- 33- 42- B- - 
W7CQE 232- 8- 10- B-14 W4DGF 4030- 31- 44- B-39 
W7GPY 231- 7-11 -- W4ACA 2376- 24- 35- B-31 
W7GPP 110—- 5- S- --=- W4ATC 1980- 20- 34- B-55! 
W7GUP/7 12- 2- 2 
W7GUA* 3- 1- 1 South Carolina 
W7GXJ 3 1- 1 - W ‘BPD 92625-125-247 C 71 

4A 26320-— 70-126- B-i4 
Washington W4FEH 9372- 27- 48- B-15 
W7CMB 29230- 74-132- B-62 _ ; 
W7DL 28116- 71-132- C-81 Virginia — a 
W7AVL 7995- 40- 65- B-58 W38CHE178200-165-360- C-09 
W7GEW 6615- 35- 63- A-55 W3EMM_ ae 
W7RT 4144- 28- 51- B-88 172044-163-354- C-83 
W7DYQ 3108- 28- 39- C-16 W3FQP 75240-110-228- C-w 
W7FJQ 2205- 21- 35- B-25 W3AG_ 5040- 30- 56- B-25 
W7QB 1215- 15- 97- B-22 W3BIW 3190- 29- 38- B-19 
W7FWD* 1152- 16- 24- - W3GBK 2208- 25- 31- B-26 
W7JB 1008- 14- 24- B-27 W38CYV_  605- 11- 19- B- - 
W7EJD 1008- 12- 28- B-17  W3FQO = 333- 10- Il- B-27 
W7GUU  636- 12- 18- A-24 W3ALF  161- 7- 8- A-25 
W7FMK 189- 7- 9 B-10 W3ELN Si- 4- 7- B-2 
W7CKH 105- 5- 7- --11 WS3CFL 75- 5- 5- B-4 
W7DQX 45- 3- 5- B-ll : 
W7HBL 33- 3- 4- A-5 Rast Tee 

SLCN 16874- 59- 96- C-42 
. . . WSKKG 16443- 63- 87- B-50 Pactric Division WSHGA 4300- 31- 47 B38 

Nevada bing tan 2100 20- 35 B-60 
W6QQL 1008- - 24- BIT PNR Se 13 = 4 : “ 2 ’ - © 

WSJN 8 . 2 
Santa Clara Valley VW ee ' 1 ; A-0 
W6AHZ 20988~ 66-106- C-56 = 
W6JWT 18645- 55-113- C-63 p : W6QNK 4050- 27- 50- C-57 Rocxy Mountain Division 
W6NHW 1050- 14—- 25 4-36 Colorad 
WSPBV 756- 12- 24- B-15) Wopos = - 
W7MF/6 126- 6- 7- B-9 Worvy sonmee heute. Gow 
W6CFK a0 4 WOWTW 9200- 40- 77— B-37 

W9Qol 1159- 19- 21- C-2% 
East Bay WOVZZ* 60 4- 5--- 
W6ONQ 26625-— 75-121 C-53 
W6LPC 14076- 51- 92- B-56" Yioh-Wyoming 
W6TT 10296- 44-— 78-— C-36 W6DTB 12690 47- 74- B-38 
W6PFD 6231 31- 67- A-Sl_ W6KKG 7140- 34- 70- B-29 W6PEV 4780- 30- 53-AB-44" wraQU 5544- 33- 61- B-37 
W6LTM 4692- 34- 46- B-79 weppv 071- 19- 37- B-4 
W6LMZ 3744— 26- 48- B-27 w7GCO 259- 7- 13- B-9 
W6ABE 2877- 21- 46- B-47 wrapP 189 7. Qg- B-28 
W6LDD 1649- 17- 33 36 «=W7GGG* OE Fg Pay 
W6PHS 1536- 16- 32- C-17 : 
wes . ~ 24 - SovuTHEASTERN Division 
W6HJE 315- 7- 18- B-12 . 
WEMQL 315- 7- 15- 4-10 {EECT’ go102-106-189- C-40 
W6LVT = 12-2 2 A-2 Waapu 13794- 58- SI- --46 

W4EHH 11040- 46- 80- B-5l 
San Francisco W4ELQ 2530- 22- 39- B-24 
W6BIP 32148- 76-141- C-44 W4AIH 473- 11- 15- A-30 
W6LEV 21018— 62-113- C-79 
W6CIS 15785- 55- 96- B-66 fF Florida 
W6MCQ 7720- 40 65 B 37 W4QN 22032- 68-110- B-64 
W6ZS 5742- 33- 58 ( W4DCZ 21600- 60-120- wall 
W6DIX*® 360- 9- 14 - W4EGL 9399- 39- 8I- B-25 
W6MUP, 201 7- 14- A~9 W4EFK 5270- 34- 54- B-21 W6LMD* 180- §- 12- --- W4EQI 2550- »5- 34-BC agit 
W6GPB* 108- 6- 6-~--- w4COV 1501- 19- 28- A-I4 
W6WN = 27- 3- 3- B-2 W4rEO  663- 13- 17- B12 

W4DBF 189- 7- 9 B-- 
Sacramento Valley W4DZ 105- 5- 7- A-l4 
W6AJD 25948- 66-131- C-85 W4FAO 18- 4- 4- B-9 
W6NHA 8979- 41- 73- B-53 W4EPV 3- 1l- 1l-- 
W6EFM 4172- 28- 51- C-33 
W6GVM 660- 10- 22- C-20 W. Florida 
W6GCM®* 189- 7- 9 W4ACDE 12815- 55- 80- B-34 
W6NKT® 75- 5- 5- B-1 W4EPT 5565- 35- 53-AB-22 

W4DAO* 90 5- 6- B-4 
San Joaquin Valley 
W6MVkK 51084- 99-I78- (63 Georgia 
W6MEK 35392- 79-152— C-S7 W4FIJ 33360— 80-139- B-73 
W6KEV 30810- 78-136—- CST W4YC  82943-119-233- C-76" 
W6MRB 8600- 40- 80- B63 Wa4lO 19116- 59-198- C 63. 
W6HIP 46350- 30- 52- C-23 W4AQL 4228- 28- 5I- B-S® 
W6BIL* s- 2- 3 ~ W4FKA 1596- 19- 28- B-- 
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“for the 

HIGHER 

REQUENCY 

BRACKETS 

At the ‘run of the mill’’ frequencies radio 
parts designed and produced with “average” 

care will deliver a satisfactory performance. 

But today’s ultra-high frequencies demand 

corresponding ultra-precision parts unaffected 

by the vagaries typical of these frequencies. 

_. . CENTRALAB Fixed Resistors have an 

excellent frequency characteristic less af- 

fected by voltage, humidity and frequency 

changes. 

Again we suggest... SPECIFY CENTRALAB. 

Baptized in fire at 2500 degrees 
hard as stone —center ceramic core 
and ceramic jacket tired together to 
form a single shock-proof unit. Pure 
copper applied by Schoop meta! 
spray process forms intimate end 
contact to conducting area. 

Radio engineers are now tapping the resources 
of frequency bands formerly used only in 

laboratories. In order to make these bands 

operative parts must now be used that adhere 

strictly to the limitations of these bands. 
Centralab engineers have successfully met 
these problems with Centralab parts. 

Centralab 

AXIAL LEAD RESISTORS 

DIVISION OF GLOBE-UNION, INC., MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 
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Mims NEWS 

DeLuxe Dual Three—10 and 20 

/PERATION 

ill efficiency 10 and 20 

rwo-B 

a 
a il unidirectional pattern 
8 vo separate arrays in one 
s es two Inductostubs 
& tant changeover no tuning 

Jhan k S— 

reception given th 
ren and Twenty 1 
arrays are already 
stations working tlhe 

ire taking to the air dail 

ise drop us a line wit 
ng our products rather 
the air. These inquiries 

We trust everyone 
1© Intention ot tran 

erning amateur trans 
m will be appreciat« 

if tully appreciative 
government in its ¢ 

hall be no “black-out 

i3 
M. P. MIMS, WS5BDB 

Your Distributor 

MIMS RADIO CO. 

SIGNAL SQUIRTER 

PRODUCTS 

| TEXARKANA ARK. TEX. 
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SOUTHWESTERN 

Los A ngele & 
W6GRLI59543 
W6CXW 79544 
W6CUH 52839 
W6GRX 51548 
W6QD 41040 
W6GHU 36000 
W6AM 35680 
W6FZL 30720 
W6NLZ 20318 
W6VB 19406 
W6PNO 13344 
W6NEP 12682 
W6FKZ 12408 
W6NLI = 8280 
W6EAK 6195 
W6GM 5247 
W6BXU 4350 
W6GK 2109 
W6KNF 1344 
W6PXQ 1296 
W6ACL 1176 
W6DIO 1104 
W6HJ\V 900 
W6PHZ = 897 
W6HEW 32 
W6EVM 732 
W6PMW 594 
W6CPG 
W6NNV 273 
W6DTY* 36 
W6MYT* 27 
W6PDI 
W6EA 
W6OK?P* 
W6LVQ 

Ff 

os ts 

{rizor 
W6QAP 
WaOV K* 
WePWww 
WHPQQ 

10317 

120 
ou 

San Dieu 
W6LYM 45630 
WeOCX 28080 
WOITY 27521 
W6BAM 1696s 
WHAX( 
W6LVB 3600 
W6QLA* 3432 
W6OLI 53 
WéGcl 377 
W6BVX 924 
W6POr* 
W6ISG* 162 
W6NRM sf) 

HASSD 

iYd 
W5CIZ 
W5FFW 1660 
W5FCM 100s 
WsGc 0 

SONU 
jOosS0 

5V\ 
5VQ 13200 
5ELL 9798 
5SFNA 
5FIM 
Sk I 

6156 
402 
240 

W5EDX 1350 
W5ARO 40 
W5CXS 297 
W5GRI 120 
W5FTM* 7 
WS5GWL* 12 

55S48-1 

Division 

171-311 
122-218 
103-171 
OS-—17S 
95-144 
79-150 
80-150 
SO-1258 
6l-1ll 
62-105 
iS— 93 
19- 82 
iS— AS 
10- 69 
35- 59 
> ») 

2Q— 5H 
19 37 
l4 2 
Ith 7 
14- 2S 
It a) 
12- 25 
13- 25 
13- 22 
12- 21 
1l- 1s 
10- 17 
7- B 
} / 

l l 

SO-15 
ae | 
j- 10 

1-180 
72-130 
73-126 

>-101 
7- &2 

24-— 50 
zt 44 

4 uu 
W- 27 
i4- 22 

N-— 15 
‘ " 

t 

Si 144 
6-105 
Ze- ol 
iu ‘ ‘> 
3 s 
N- 2 
i2— 18 

’ ti 
10 14 
ll- 6 

} 

73-131 
yt 

1) IS 
It 21 

104-179 
50-— S&S 
1i- @l 

27- 42 
2 10 

17- 25 
12- 15 
% 11 
+- 10 

53-BC 
B 

‘S86 
‘90 
‘-~54 

B-22 

B 

B 
B 
B 

New Mexico 
WSC JP 1066 
W5HAG 6493 

CANADA 

Varitim 
VEII 37433 
VEIDG = 3872 
VEIMK 2256 
VEIFB 6052 
VEICO 54 
VEICI ta) 

(intario 
VE38QD 38590 
VE3KE 19370 
VESES 12050 
VESAIB 4200 
VE3VN 1440 
VE3AMK 1344 
VE3AQB 1200 
VESAUN 1173 
VE300 663 
VE3DI 330 
VE3XY* 4 
VE3VD 59 
VE3HB 189 
VE3QT 36 
VESAET 30 

(duebe 
VE2ZAX 26572 
VE2EI S190 
VE2EP 7344 
VE2HI 3100 
VE2ZEW* 2046 
VE2FC S74 
VE20I 27 

{lherta 
VEIGD ISAS 
VEAIWJ 1824 
VE4AGI 1615 
VEIADD 966 
VEARO SM 
VE4ADW 135 

British Columbia 
VE5ZM 13524 
VE5VO 7474 
VESQP 5432 
VES5AAD 2277 
VE5HR 2016 
VE5SHQ 195 
VE5AFG 190 
VE5SALR 108 

Mar 
VEARO $2272 
VEIED 4698 
VE4ll 40 
VE4AGP 147 

VEN 1404 
VEABN 672 
VEAGI rh 
VEACK* 

\r 4 

bly FA 
FASRY 1520 
FASCR 2385 
FASRY 1272 
FASIY 1030 

ky V/ 
SUISG 20675 
SUIWM* 856 
SUIAXN 456) 

Vade C7 
CT3AB 46575 
CT3AN 22220 

Vau VY 
VQsal 2220 

Vi UNS 
CNSMQ 4194 
CNSAG 2160 

Mozaml rT, ( 
CR7AK 4455 
CR7Al 400 
CR7AL 637 
CR7BC 39 

13 
Il 

15 

x 

10 

"Ww 
100 
| 

B-70 

A-21 
A-19 
4-13 
A-12 

The cc 

ment. | 

field. T 

the lin 

chokes 

No. 40 

distrib 

**49' 

all ds 

T-19D01 
T-19DO2 
T-19D03 
T-19D04 
T-19D05 

"19"" SE 

T-19M13 
T-19M14 
T-19M15 
T-19M16 
T-19M17 
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THE 19 SERIE 

The complete line—designed especially to meet every amateur require- 

ment. The “19” Series provides Thordarson quality in the popular price 

field. The illustration above shows typical units from the line. Included in 

the line are: plate, driver, bias, modulation, and filament transformers; 

chokes; and a combination plate and filament transformer. Free Catalog 

No. 400-D gives complete information on the full series. See your parts 

distributor or write the factory now for your free copy. 

TYPICAL CATALOG LISTINGS FROM THE ‘'19"’ SERIES 

*"19"" SERIES UNIVERSAL DRIVER 19°" SERIES TRANSMITTER INPUT 

TRANSFORMERS AND FILTER CHOKES 

f five ratios on each transformer, tl Mat t nd wothir choke for amateur, ampdlifer, r transformer requirement sua en ntered un t , ts. All of ; i ' Inductance values are measured under 
+-lD i t cle it nsulation rovided or recom 

I Ir , lomaut 
’ 9 S j fl’r 

—- BA = INPUT OR SWINGING CHOKES T-19D02 1 1 4:1 1 1 60 
T-19D03 1 1 4:1 rt 3.60 ] De Voll Wu 1 mat 
T-19D04 B20, G.weay StS. See, Ge 3.60 WA Henr Ohm ilationt Pr 
T-19D05 ; et, : ee . ae bai r-19C:39 150 ”) 15 3000 } $1.95 

r-19€35 ”) 5-20 130 3000 dD 2.40 
| 98 r-19€)36 300) 50 105 S000 1) 3.90 
| "19" SERIES UNIVERSAL MODULATION [NS * oS 
| 7 100 

TRANSFORMERS -.00Gee = =~ ——— eT 8.40 
| x nable the experimenter to match an xdulator tubs 

( RF. load. All except T-19M1 ire in case style 2N SMOOTHING CHOKES 

! ee mons oS — r-19C46 150 12 15 30002 $1.95 
T-19M13 15 50 sO 100 $2.46 r-19C)42 on) 12 130 3000 DD 2.40 
T-19M14 0) , iS 150 4.20 r-19C43 1 10 000 D> 3.90 
T-19M15 ov 12 125 S50 6.00 
T-19M16 100 175 175 50 9.00 P-19C44 100) 12 90 S000 J 6.00 
T-19M17 sO »25 r>5 iso 14.40 r-19€:45 oo i 5 S000 ] 8.40 

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 

500 W. HURON ST., CHICAGO, ILL. 

Demand ' ‘Powe by Thordarion - 



Take a st un Old Timer when it comes to 
QUALITY PENDABILITY, VALUE Ken- 
yon deli woods. There's no bull about that! 
Ask your questions: 
@ Why practically every leading manu- 

factur juality amateur equipment uses 
Keny t ormers/ 

@ Why is re than 40 leading Ham suppliers 
have tak n the Kenyon Line in the past 90 
day = 

@ Why Arctic, Antarctic, African and 
South S litions specify Kenyonized Equip- 
ment 

@ Why i uusands of Amateurs are “going 
Ken 

The ans ‘ little words is Ol ALITY, 
DEPEND ry, VALUE! 

HERE ARE 7 MORE GOOD STEERS 
Ken-O-Tap Modulation Transformers 

{; to Any Lead. Never Obsolete 

CLASS “C” 
Type Load Net 
1-489 \0 watts $2.40 
r-493 80 watts 3.00 
T-494 150 watts 5.40 
1-495 250 watts 12.00 

AMA PLATE TRANSFORMERS 
Type Volts D.C. Mills Vet 

T-668 ) 300 $5.85 
T.669 ( 300 9.60 
l-670 0/2000 300 12.90 

SEND he finest of all Amateur Manuals. 
Free upon request 

BE WISE— KENYONIZE 

KENYON 
TRANSFORMER CO., INC. 

B40 BARRY STREET - NEW YORK. N. Y 
Papert Department 25 Werren St. New York. N.Y 

86 

Southern Rhodesia — ZE 
ZE2JC 115- 5 

Tanganyika — VQ3 
VQ3TOM 6666- 22-101- A- - 

U. of So. Afri 
ZS2AL 147414-41-1338- A-100 
ZS6DW 103311- 39-907- A-80 
ZSiAN 7700— 20-129- --21 
ZS4U 5015- 17-101— A-24 
ZS1CJ 2142- 9 80- A-- 
ZS6GI 2130- 10- 71— A-25 
ZS5CX 1440- 10- 48- A-ll 
ZS5DC 602- 7-29 A-l4 
ZS55* 120 5- 8- -- 
ZS5BB* 63 3 7 
ZS5B* 5l 3- 6 
ZS6FD 42- 3- 5- A- 
ZS6FN 12 2 2- A- 1 

ASIA 

Burma — XZ 
XZ2DX 9 1- 3 - 
China — XU 
XU4XA 3368- 8-143- B-17 

Chosen (Korea) — J8 
J8CA 4180-11-128- A-24 

Hong Kong — VS6 
VS6AG 7020-18-133- A-21 
VS6AO = 3159-13- 8I- A-14 

India VU 
VU2FX 1413- 9- 51- B-28 
VU2FO 850-10- 57 A-34 

Japan J 
IJ2J 22609-23-331- A-40 
J2KN 12294-18-233- A-45 
J3DI 8580-20-143- A- - 
J3FZ 3872-10—- 76- B-21 
J21X 1485- 5-101— A-20 

Europe 
Azores — CT2 
CT2BJ 3530-10-119 -< 

Belgium — ON 
ON4NO 59080-35-564— A-73 
ON4NW 56508-34-558- B-88 
ON4FE 38280-33-387- B-63 
ON4IF 26560-32-281- B-44 
ON4PW 10902-23-161- A-46 
ON48SG =: 10104-24-143-AB-37 
ON4IW 5344-16-122- A-41 
ON4LX 3021-19- 53-AB-23 
ON4AW* 1606-11- 49- A- 7 
ON4AZ 756- 9- 36- A-16 
ON4GU 744- 8- 31- A- 9 
ON4 496-— 8- 21- - 
ON4HS 378- 6- 22- A-- 

Danzig — YM 
YM4AS 1287-11- 39- A-15 

Denmark — OZ 
OZ9Q 61914-34-616- A-76 
OZ7CC 1545-15- 35- -- - 
OZ8B 432- 6- 24- A-- 
OZ78 336- 8- 16- A- - 
Eire — EI 
EI4J 70770-35-674-— -—-90 
E16G* — 50200-32-496- A-60 
EI5G 1834-14- 45- A-ll 
EI5F 3-1- l- --- 

Estonia — ES 
ES5D 5066-18-114- A-30 
ESIE 18- 2- 3- A-2 

Finland — OH 
OH2PS 63- 3- 7- A-9 

France — F 
F8RR 38460-30-443- A-55 
F3LE 20439-27-253- A-85 
F8vJ 15392-26-201- A-31 
FSTQ 14224-28-175- A-17 
F8IZ 12084-19-220— A-22 
F8wWK 9036-18-172— A-19 
F8CT 6331-13-163- B-19 
F3LG 3600-16- 78- A-22 
F3JR 2601-17- 57- A-16 
FSBS 1152- 8- 48- A- 5 
F3IB 100- 5- 6- A-1 
F8SIL 45- 3- 5- A-- 
F8XK* 39- 3- 5- A-- 

5 

ca — ZS 

A- 
F8SXP 27- 3- 3 
FSNV* 27- 3- 3- 

Germany — D 
D4GAD 54510-36-535 
D4AFF ~2% 
D4WER 17250-25-234- 
D4IQET 15428-28-195 
D4FND  12875-25-173 
D4BUF  12432-28-149 
D4WXD 10428-22-158 
D3CUR 5814-19-102 
D4KPJ 5658-23- 82 
D3GKR SI 
D3CDK 2 59 
D4HNG 2295-17- 45 
D4VRR_ 1778-14- 44 
DiBFI 1530-15-— 37 
D4YTM 1044-12- 29 
D3FVI 384- 8- 16 
D4MLF 264-11l- 15 
D4PQU 180- 5- 15 
D4YUM 168- 7- 8- 
D4QBT 72- 3- & 
D4DTC 60-4- 5 
D4YYK 36- 3- 4 
D3AUK 12- 2 2 

Great Britain — G 
G6NF 7004 1-37-635 
G6WY 59465-35-569 
G6RB 31756-31-313 
G2MI 26248-34-2614 
G6QS 21390-30-241 
G6MC 10498-29-126 
G5S0 8970-23-130 
G6CJ* 8904- 24-124 
GsIG 7277-19-131 
G6BQ 5544-14-132 
G6CL 3705-19- 65 
G6YR 3392-16- 73 
G3SD 2928-16- 61 
GS8RL 1853-17- 37 
GS8QZ 1110-10— 37 
G3RN 592- S— 25 
GSPI* 1H4— 9- 20 
G5FN 336- 7- 16 
G5BD 234- 6- 14 
G2RO 198- 6- 11 
G2UX* 175- 7- 9 
G6AH* 126- 6 7 
G3MF 120- 5- 8 
G3HG* 33- 3- 4 
G5JF* 27- 3- 3 
GSFL* 1S- 2 3 
G8NO* 18- 2- 3 
G5ZD* 12- 2- 2 
G6XA* 12- 2- 2 
G50J* 3- 1 l 

Hungary — HA 
HA4H 35310-33-368 
HASD 33132-33-339 
HA3H 1377-17- 31 

Italy — I 
IITKM 31800-30-358 
I1iMH 17992-26-126 
ILER* 483- 7- 24 

Latvia—YL 
YL2BZ 320- 8 16- 

Lithuania—LY 
LYIKK 14490- 30-161 
LY1S 12624- 24-172 
LY 160- 5- 12 

Netheriands—PA 
PA®PN 44800- 34-443 
PAPQQ 24864- 32-265 
PA®EA 24831- 31-267- 
PA®UV 23360- 32-244- 
PA®AZ 20039- 29-231- 
PA®EP 13068- 18-246 
PA®OO 6969- 23-101- 
PA®XF 6660- 20-111- 
PA®AD 5760- 18-107- 
PA®DA 4116- 14-100- 
PA®JX  3465- 21- 57- 
PA®FLX 3300- 20- 56 
PA®OK 2130- 10- 71- 
PA®CN 1064- 14- 26 
PA®QK 707- 7- 36 
PA®NN  660- 10- 22- 
PA@XR 546- 7- 26- 
PA@LO 288- 8- 12- 
PA®IR 72- 4- 6 
PA®QZ 12- 2- 2 

B-85 
B 6S 
B-71 

AB-73 
A-77 
4-29 
A-27 

> a 

t 

=3 a 

>> > 
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Watts 
output 

Plate 
Type voltage 

XTAL OSCILLATOR 

6L6GX tetrode .....400..... 15 

HY60 tetrode....... 435 .....95 

HY61 tetrode...... ee 95 

DOUBLER 

6L6GX tetrode .....400 .....18 

HY60* tetrode. . ees 

HY61* tetrode......600 .....25 

HY25 triode .......750 25 

HY40Z triode ..1000 40 

HY51Z triode ..1000 . 65 

BUFFER 

HY60* tetrode..... .425 16 

HY61* tetrode ..600....37.5 

HY 40-Z triode . . ..1000 75 

HY51A-B-Z triode . 1000 

POWER SUPPLY 

866 Jr. 1000 DC 250 ma. per pair 

866 2350 DC 

115 

500 ma. per pair 

Engineering bulletins avail- 

able upon request. 

HYTRONIC 

SALEM 

~ 

in 

6L6GX — $1.25 

ire 
HY61 — $3.00 

4 

HY40Z— $2.75 

YTRO 

TRADE MARK REG. 

Type 
Plate 

voltage 

FINAL AMPLIFIER 

(Class C unmodulated) 

6L6GX tetrode .. 

HY60* tetrode... 

HY61* tetrode... 

HY25 triode........ 

a 

HY51A-B-Z-triode.1000 .... 

HY40-Z triode . 

oe ee 

po A aes 

MODULATOR 

(Two tubes in push-pull) 

6L6GxX tetrode . 

HY60 tetrode.... 

HY61 tetrode....... 

HY25 triode. .... 

HY40-Z triode .. 

U-H-F OSCILLATOR 

HY114 triode. ... 

HY615 triode. . 

*Beam tetrodes fully shielded 

for unneutralized operation at 

radio frequencies. 

less than 

os 5 wa. 

0 WOE ses 

HY51A-B-Z triode.1000 .... 

re eee 

Tr tte 4.0 

A DIVISION OF THE HYTRON CORP. 

Low and medium power transmitting types at economical prices for 

every amateur application. Recommended uses and nominal ratings 

given below for the amateur’s convenience. 

Watts 
output 

2.0 

Require 
Yo watt driving 
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WRITE ME? 

Let 

ior 
opel 

DD 
will 

and 
We 
_~ 

) 

all 
liter 
full 

Vor 

term 

Vou 
venti 

you 

worl 

rrr 

factor 

Hid) 

565 
orders 

welk > 

nem. Ask 

vou gel the best receiver 

lell me what ivpe of 
u want: phone or CW 

what bands etc. | 

mu get the right receiver 
vour are 100°) satisfied. 

more than 
and know 

for technical 
inv receivers. Write for 

receivers 

all makes 

on Bob Henrv’s 6° 

d entirely by myself so 

more ess cost 

ticker delivery. 

con- 

imum trade-in for your 
escribe it and [| will tell 

n value and vou can 

ce on my 6% terms. 

day trial 
ss vou are satisfied. 

free vou 

ipt shipment from the 
omplete stock of com- 

eceivers. Shipment from 
“ ish. 

Down 
Payment 

12 Vonthly 
Payments 

") $25.80 S90 11 
rf) 13.90 1.90 
() 23.10 8.16 

) 5.90 2.08 
() Zita 9.79 

) 9.90 +19 
M) 25.80 9.11 

69.94 12.70 
‘) 15.99 5.64 

10.80 s.81 
Ww) 6.18 2.28 

on all other receivers 

Hallicrafters. Temeo. 

darson. Stancor. UTC 
insmitters. kits. parts. 

\lims. Bassett. all other 

ne by letter. telegram. 
nearly 21 hours a dav. 

ir. Your inquiries and 
loreign orders also 

HENRY RADIO SHOP 

Ratler. Missouri 

A 

88 

Nerthern lreland—Gl 
GI5SQX = 21576- 29-253 
GI6YW s408-— 16- 71 

Norway LA 
LA2B 1265- 11- 39 
LA6I 539 7- 26 
LATW 520- S8- 22 
LA7Z 475- 5- 34 
LATA 168— 6- 26 
LA7Y 60 - 18 
LA5B 241 7- 11 
LAS 135 - 9 
LA2l 12 - 2 
LAIK 12- 2- 2 
LATN 5 1 2 

Poland SP 
SPIMX 12038— 26-158 
SPLYX 12030- 30-137 
SPIAR 7414— 14-106 
SPIEB _1610- 14- 40 
SPIMJ 765- 9- 29 
SPILS 510— 10- 18 
SP2FI 9 - 5 
SPICO ; $ 
SP1IIB 2 2 5 
SPIWJ 12 2 2 
SP2PI 10- 2 2 

Portu CT 
CTI r 25-254 
CTIZA 1353 25-182 
CTIGG = 5160- 10-17 
CTICO 4980—- 10-179 
CTIPC 09%- 1 S 
CTIQI S5t 4 
CTIEI 100 6- 17 

Roume Vi 
YRSCI SULS4 2-42 
YRS5VV_ 15818 241 
YR5AI 70 ) 
YRSIT a) S 
YRSCJ 12- 2 2 

Scotland GM 
GM6NX 23100— 28-275 
GM&CN 12432- 21-202 
GM&SV  9300— 13-126 
GM5GK 2470— 10- 87 
GM&SMN 2061 g~ 79 
GM30M 666 ~ 98 
GMSFR 36- 7- 18 
GM&sQ 245 >. 
GMS8RJ 63 4 7 

Sweden y Vv 
SM7MU 27020-— 28-325 
SM7UC 24931- 20-287 
SMS5N\ 2652- 13- 72 
SM6UJ  1716- 13- 45 
SM5sI 105- 9 17 
SM6WI 240- 6-14 
SM6UA 16 a 9 
SM5XW 150- 5- 10 

Switzerland HB 
HB9AW 18350- 25-246 
HBO 11310- 26-146 
HB9AC $266- 18- 79 
HB9DB 2171- 13- 57 

Wales Gu 
GW3QN 3060- 15- 6S 
GW3iI 2010—- 10- 97 

Y ugoslaria YT. Yt 
YU7LX 124- 4-11 

NorTH AMERICA 

ilaska A 
K7GSC 22350- 25-302 

Barbados VP 
VP6YB 588- 7- 28 

Bermuda — VP9 
VP9X 17880— 20-304 

British Hondu VP! 
VPIWB ; I l 

Canal Zone Kj N) 
K5Al 91020— 10-S41 
NYIAA 50015- 35-486- 
NYIAD 47985-— 35-457- 

ld ddl a lad 

z= 

oo 

ree 

ee ee 

C 
A 
B 

l4 

41 
10 

bt 
-63 
35 

NY2AB) S316- 21-132 
K5AM 2730- 10- 91 
K5AA 1270— 10- 46 
K5AN* 3 l 1 

Costa Rica—TI 
TRFG S5910— 35-342 

Cuba—CM 
CM20P 31062- 31-334 
CM7AC 23550-— 30-269 
CM2AP 1080- % 74 

Hait HH 
HH2MC 19006- 13-511 
HH2ES 13986- 14-333 

Honduras — HR 
HR4AF 67896- 36-648 
HR7WC 34017- 29-392 

Vartinique FMs 
FMSAD 67394- 31-729 

Mer YE 
XE2N 230584-41-1910 
XE1CM111000-14-1000 
XEIAM 57519-33- 581 
XEIAX 33376-32- 349 

Vewfoundland vo 
Vorb S551- 10-168 
VoLo I50- 5- 10 

Panama Hl} 
HPIX 1110- 10- 37 
HPIA* 36 7- 16 

Puerto Ri Aj 
K4DTH 176778-42-1406 
K4FCV_ 114228-38-1020 
K4KD* 53712-36-— 499 
K4EWJ 16§58-17- 100 

Salrad VS 
YS2LR 97992- 14-914 

Wind i Islands—VP 
VP2LB 22-405 
VP2I 5278— 22-383 

OCEANIA 

{ustra VA 
VK2ADI 

107040— 40-80 
VRK2EO 52635- 33-556 
VK3IW 2S8080— 30-314 
VK2RA 27270- 30-303 
VK4UR 22680— 28-275 
VK3UM 21424- 26-279 
VK2TI 16936 200 
VK3XB_ 12705- 21-205 
VK6SA = 8448— 24-118 

VK3PG = 1990- 10- 67 
VK3HG = 1728- 16- 36 
VK3QB_ 1672- I1- 51 
VK3YS8 1512 - 56 
VK4CG 1476- 12- 41 
VK3NQ $50 H-— 25 
VK2AFJ* 351- % 18 
VK3Q\ 304- 8-13 
VK3RJ 240- 5- 16 
VK2ZJ l56- 6- 9 
VK5TX* 60 ) $ 
VK2PV* 12- 2 2 

Hawaii Ke 
K6FAZ 103284-— 36-960 
K6LKN 93366- 39-808 
K6CGK 79809— 37-726 
K6PSB 38082-— 33-391 
K6LBH 31128- 24-445 
K6PGQ 29357- 31-331 
K6PUS 20104— 23-204 
K6MVF 19250- 22-294 
K6PHD 17248- 22-273 
K6PTY 5850— 15-130 
K6QYI 3300- 11-118 
K6QBI 1848- 11- 58 

B 

B 
B 
B 
B-2 

Ss 
oo 
60 

~ 
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Dummy 
Antenna 
Used in che 
power, imped: 
line losses, ete 
up to peak ef 
watt and 250 | 

Adjustal 
Dividohi 
Easily, accurat 
to resustance ye 
tapped where n 
voltage divider 
watts 

Power L 
Chokes 
To keep R.F. 
foimg out over 
and causing 
with radio rece 

Band 
Switch 
Quick, easy b 
with really lo 
oency. For rigs 



VPP OH MITE farts 

IMPROVE EVERY STAGE IN YOUR RIG 

. , B PARTICULAR about the parts that goin your rig. Use Ohmite 
the kind that has been time-proved 
ment by leading manufacturers of amateur, commercial and broad- 

and adopted as standard equip- 

cast transmitters and receivers. You'll be sure, then, of continuous, 
trouble-free performance and maximum efficiency in every stage. Get 
these and other Ohmite parts from your Jobber. Send today for Ohmite 
Catalog 17 it’s free! 

Parasitic 
Suppressor 

Dummy Driver and Final 
Antenna ae 

Used in checking R.! 
power, impedance match, © J 
line losses, etc., for tuning - 
up to peak efficiency. 100 | 3) 2) 

Small, compact resistor and 
choke designed to prevent 
u.h.f. parasitic oscillations. 

watt and 250 watt models. 
= a — 

eee . 

Buffer and Crystal 

, Brown 
Devils 

Extra-sturdy 10 and 20 
watt vitreous-enameled re- 
sistorstor voltage dropping, 
bias units, bleeders, etc. 

Adjustable 
Dividohms 
Easily, accurately adjusted 
to resistance you want or 
tapped where needed. Ideal 
voltage dividers. 10 to 200 
watts 

Modulator 

Power Supply 

Power Line 
Chokes 
Te keep R.F. currents from 
going out over power line 

R.F. Plate 
Chokes 

Designed to avoid funda- 
} mental or harmonic res- 
i onance in the amateur 

bands. 1000 M.A. rating. 
and causing interference 
with radio receivers 

Vitreous 
Enameled 
Rheostats 

Keep power tube filaments 
at rated value for best 
efhciency and long life. 
Sizes from 25 to 1000 watts. 

Band 
Switch 
Quick, easy band change 
with really low-loss efh- 
cency. For rigs upto 1 K.W. . . > . : 

Center-Tapped Resistors 
Used across transmitter tube hlaments to provide 
an electrical center for the grid and plate returns. 

OHMITE Manufacturing Company, 4864 Flournoy Street, Chicago, U. S. A. 

be Kight with OH MITE 

RHEOSTATS *« RESISTORS * TAP SWITCHES 



Would YOU 

Like to Bea 

Famous Amateur? 

t r 
- 

| 
OF 
“IM I 

a 

The New 

BOOK OF FACTS 

tells you the whole story 

and a postal will bring it 

to you. No obligation. 

CANDLER 

SYSTEM CO. 

Dep 0 ASHEVILLE, N. C. 

U.S.A. 

You | never be well known with 
a fist like a foot. If you’ve practiced 

a lo ime but still copy “‘letter- 
for-letter”’ at slow speed and send 
poor ith key or “‘bug’’, you know 

som ng is wrong. You’ve missed 

that ordinative Knack’’, neces- 
sar peed and copying behind! 

No to worry about it or try 

furtl o overcome it by practice. 
Of « se, practice is necessary but 

you ist KNOW the HOW and 
the WILY of practice for developing 

the essary’ FACULTIES that 
mea yur success as an operator. 

K6PAL* 294- 7 
K6QMA 251 5 
K6NSD* 234- 6 
K6QOF 45- 3 

New Zealand — ZL 
ZLIMR 120042- 39 
ZIADQ 84591- 39-7 
ZLIBT 48230- 35 
ZL2MM 11791- 13-: r« ZL2GL 9060-1 
ZLILC 4932-1 
ZL3GR 3465-1 

l 
1 

1 
ZLICI 2268-12 
ZL2US 1672-11 

Philippine Islands 
KAISP 196- 2 

Phoeniz Islands KF6 
KF6DHW7344- 18 

Sumatra — PK4 
PK4KS 10890- 15 

Tasmania — VK? 
VK7CM 17688- 2 
VK7LZ 10846- 22 
VK7DS* 3- 1 

Soura AMERICA 

Argentina — LU 

I9BV 78741- 39 
I9AX 61050- 37 
7AZ 16362- 27 
4DQ 2988- 9 
ICA 1903-11 

LU3EV 420- 7 

Brazil — PY 
PY2AC 41076- 36 
PY5AG 4303- 13 
PY2AL_ 1780- 10 
PY2KT 1320- & 
PY5QJ 9I8— 9 
PYIFM 350- 7 
PYICI 315- 7 
PY4FK 264- 8 
PY21H 150-— 5 

Chile — CE 
CE4AD 31920- 28 

Curacao — PJ 
PJ5EE 105 

Ecuador — HC 
HC1IPZ 3300-11 

Trinidad — VP4 
VP4TO 20042- 22-: 
VP4TN  1760- 16 

Uruguay — CX 
CXIFB 19278 

Venezuela — Y 
YV4AE 15764- 14- 
YV4AX 936- 8 

*Phone Scores 

Atiantic Division 
E. Pennsylvania 
W3EOZ 87282- 78-373 
W3FJU 26400- 55-160-BC~46 
W3BET 4840- 27 
WS8OKC 4104- 24 
W3FKO 2268- 18 
W3FFG 1305-15 
W3UA 1005- 15 
W3GTL 660- 10 
W3ACF = 648- 12- 
W3FPR* 324- 9 
WSAGE 315- 7 

Md.-Del.-D.C 
W3BNC 31472- 56 
WSFIL = 15962- 46 
W3HLH 11200- 35 
W3AKX 3078- 18 
W3AED 1980- 22 
W3BCS- 1953- 21 
W3GKN 1458- 18 
W3EJX 540- 12 
W3AIB 450- 10 
W3HPU 300- 10- 

ad _ 
W3DUK 28s 
W3FZH 234 
WIHJ/3 150 
W3LE 147 
W3EWC* 27 

So. New Jersey 
W3PC S844 
W3BVE 3762 
W3BEI 2124 
W3HOH 2052 
W3AXI 900 
W3GPI 297 
W3ZX 126 
W3BCV* = 36- 
W3FHY 12- 

W. New York 
WSDST 85455 
WSBDO 18148 
WSACY 4056 
WSNKA_ 1092- 
WSCKY 977 
WSRQB* 48 

W. Pennsylvania 
WSQXT 25080 
WSKBJ 2646 
WSANC  420- 
WSCMK 408 
WSQVM 384 
WSSWK* 264 
WS8OUT 105 
WsQGH 90 
WS8RED 48 
W8QVQ*) 25 
W8sSLC* 3 

CentTRAL Division 

Illinois 
W9DKU 58275 
weal 29295 
W9GYK 20700 
W9CBJ 14361 
WONLP 12972 
W9ROQ 7533 
W9TYJ 5133 
W9VXL 3096 
W9ZYL 3096- 2 
W9CIU* 2772 
W9FJB 2622 
W9AGM 1488 
W9UAZ 1258 
W9VMV 1767 
W9CUX 900 
Wo9GY 79s 
W9BBR* 672 
WONBT* 580 
W9OF 576 
W9PEQ 470 
W90LM 384 
W9VSX 378 
W9WXT* 288 
W9TB 216 
W9LO 210 
W9wc 137 
W9QGN* 108 
W9BCQ* 9 
W9UBS 48 
W9NQI 12 
W9SGL 12 

Indiana 
W9MM 20592 
W9LQ 18144 
W9LZP 5022 
W9USU_ 1848 
W9UUN 1260 
W9JKK 1092 
W9AKJ 1078 
W9DJU = 384 
WO9FXI* 216 
WwocP 148 
W9CTT* 105- 
W9DMH* 12- 

Kentuck 7] 
W9ELL 58167 
W9WMI ~ 1596 
W9YHQ* 726 

Michigan 
WSNJP 93104 
WSKML 86856 
WSQDU 28096 
WSJLJ 9348 
WSRLT 8410 
W8QQE 3150 

TT: Tolole 
Re 

Se QQ 

ST 
At la: 
switck 
circuit 
delive 
100M 
and c¢ 

STA 
A com 
the 11 
tures 
distort 
indicat 

TRAN 
Stancor’. 
transforn 
plicatior 
Assures 
used at 
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Stancor unveils two more of the new 1940 kits. Although the 
prices are extremely attractive, no compromise of design or 
quality has been tolerated. Additional information may be | 

obtained from the new Hamanual. | 

STANCOR 100MB TRANSMITTER 
At last a real band-shifting transmitter wherein one 
switch rotation completes the change-over of all 
circuits. The approximate amplifier input is 100 watt: 
delivered by a self-contained power supply. The 
100MB has meter and crystal switching, safety features 
and commercial appearance at an unbelievable figure 

Approximate net price $42.00 
(less accessories) — 

STANCOR 440M MODULATOR 
A companion unit permitting radiotelephony with 

A the 100 MB and having equally attractive fea 
ure sme of the highlights are 40 watts of un 
distorted audio power output, an over-modulation 
ndicator, and both high and low gain inputs 

Approximate net price $ 37.50 
(less accessories) — 

Never before has such value been ofered The 1 IMB and 
440M provide a complete 100 watt phone-CW band-switching 
transmitter for less than $80 10 net. The standard pane! dimen 

ons of both units allow them to be mounted on a relay reck, in — 
s single cabinet, or in separate cabinet 

Se ee 

—r 7 STANCOR THOROBRED HAMANUAL FREE 
TRANSFORMER CATALOG America’s first safety plate Transformer. The The Fourth Edition Hamanual 
tancor's Catalog No. 140-A lists only transformer of its kind anywhere. Your available from your Stancor dis 

transformers for all types of ap stancor jobber has it be sure to see it tributor about October 1st, will 
plication. Contains valuable charts reveal many interesting transmitter 
Assures the correct unit being Ss (@) oR and amplifier kits, and will contain 
used at all times TANC a transformer catalog A 

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION 

1500 NORTH HALSTED STREET, CHICAGO 



WS8QGZ 1782-18- 33 Hvupson Division 
WS&CFQ 1638-21— 26 . 
WSMCC = 1260-15- 28 E. New York 
WsJAH* 924-14-— 22 W2IK\ 49968-72-232-BC-52 
WSQBR 840-14- 20- FE W2EOA 47424-76-208-BC- 
W8NJT 756-12- 21- C-13 W2LSB_ 13209-37-119- B 
WsKO 598-13- 16 35 W2HCE 5643-27- 71 ; 
WSMCB =e 507--13- 2 15 W2JLH 2625-21- 43 
WS8KSL 470-10 
WssJL 420-11- 1 N.Y. C. & Leng Island 
WSPSt 288- 8- 12 - W2UK  106532-89-399- 
W8SDR* 162- 6 ( W2JWW 47510 294- 
WSQAG* = 48- 4 W2KHR = 3795-23- 55 
W8NML = 45- 3- 9 W2GHK 3667 67 
WSIQS 7T- 3- 3 W2IXY  2331-21- 37- 
WsBTP 2 - WICI 2106-18- 39- 
O} W2KDS* 1615-19- 29 
— »1390-46-155 W2FHJ = 1072-16- 23 

0280 46 ity W2IFL 360-10- 12 
122 5 ap. (33 W2KAZ 210- 7- 10 
—— ” W2CKO 196—- 7- 10 

4 W2DN I89- 7- 9 
oy W2JEB*  144- 4- 12 
. 2 W2KOT 9- 5- 6 

3300-20-50 W2ECR a s- 4 
3036-22- 46 
2640-22 31. No. New Jersey 
575-93- 3 , W2JT 82698 
1995-19 ) W2IUV  44070-65 
1728-18 W2DYR 40296-73 
1050-14 W2GRG 29811-57 
O60-16 W2GI1Z 19872—46 

WSVZ 897-12 , W2A0G 690-34 
WaJX} 510-10- 17 W2ALK 6405 
WSLCO "264-8 W2GW 5022 
WsIWS 168- 7 W2FMP = 3036-2 
WSPMP* 36-3 W2BYD = 2457-2 
WSILQ* 12- 2 W2BDQ 2394 

. W2CAY 1425 
Wisconsin W2BYM 1350 
W9BCYV 9 39123-63-207 , W2JLZ 672 
WONMH 11316-41 ) W2BUK 648 
WORBI 8448-32 W2UJ 420 
W9OFL I881-19- 33 W2CSS 280 
W9ESI 1104-16- 23- € W2D0!I 147 
W9IZQ 216- 6- 12 9 W2DBY 144 

— —e W9DRN 198—- 6- 11 9 W2D0Z 120 
Al “ing WODDD 73-8. 5 5 W2KHK 

wevbDyY"* 56-4- 5 W2DZA 36 
SYLVANIA WOQIH = -27- 3-3 W2GI is 

W9YKH S- 1 W2HID 
5-inch n type 

5AP1,/1805-P1 and 

type 5 4 1805-P4 North Dakota lows 
W9VSK 148S-16- 3 - W9MCD 30561 
WORPJ 798-14- 1 WOWIP 12000 
W9ANL 216- 6 2 } WaloP 55 
W9ZLP 12- 2 WOWLT 

WoZYS 
South Dakota WOBFL 
W9PZI 1623-23- 67 W9ZO0l 
W9HBA = 1485-15- 33 7 WoVIF* 

r. stubbv | No. Minnesota WHS 
—_ A WOPFR 2875-2 
1thode- WORIL 1620-18-33 Kansas 
diene. | W9WDA* 1428-14- 3 9 W9CVN 
_ WONIM 198-6 W9TTS 

id elec- W9QVP 6- 3 W9IGQ 
W9QNB* 

And So. Minnesota W9QZS 
me fine quality that WOINNO  20130-55-122 57 ~=W9AVQ . y " WOZFV* 
racterized Sylvania W9CKV* 
ibes is a first consider- 
sage . . 2 irkansas V isaour 
INGINg of this and all W53ASG 1420-72-2 WOARA 
C ithode-Ray tubes. W5AKZ 32108 73 ~ ) 6WOBEI 

i - ; W5FPD 5790-3 5 $25 =WOVA\ 
Sylvania Corporation, : W9UCK 
for technical data on WSACY 7755-33 » oo 

WS5CXH 7030-37 Woa\ xt 
W5EB 6528-34 3 WOVMI 
W5FTA 4107-17- 3 WOZFI 
W5FUS 1710-19 3 WOEYM* 
W5HTT* 1680-20- 2 Wosoo Y W5BHL* S40-14- 2 wewvQ" 
W5KC 378-9 ; 9EAG* / W5HCE = -27- 3-3 aaa 

4 V ississi ppi Nebraska WSDNV 27144 st WOZNA a0o0 
W9BBsS 7740-36 

SET-TESTED RADIO TUBES Tennessee WOMGV 1116 
W4sw 20928 5 W9YDC 150 
W4FQT 7344 7 ; Wacol 105 
W4DQH = 3384-2 3 W9GDB 36 
W4AX\ 847 27 W9HG\ 24 

Dakota Diviston Mipwest Division 

Dewta Division 
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ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION 

——-— 600! DICKENS AVENUE =---— 

CHICAGO orrice oF 
E F. MCDONALD, JF 

PRESIOENT 

August 14, 1939 

To Radio Amateurs: 

This is anotker invitation to every "ham" in the world. 

In my opinion, nothing in radio has been more neglected than 

loops -- particularly for reception. 

Amateurs can profitably apply their ingenuity ia this great 

field of loops (for reception both on standard and short wave). 

If you know how to build a better loop, tell us and if your 

suggestion is a novel one we have not before had end is adopted, 

we will reward you. 

Radio amateurs and laboratory engineers have apparently been 

misled by the superior signal strength received from standard 

antennas as compared with loops. The ratio of signal strength 

to noise level in the loop is the important fector and the 

field of what can be done with loops of various types for re- 

ception, is practically unexplored. 

We have no products to sell to the amateurs, but, if you are 

interested in experimenting with loops, drop us a line and with- 

out cost, we will give you 4 starting point for research by 

sending you details of interestirg experiments you can perform 

with simple apparatus easily constructed at home. We will also 

send some of the major developments we ourselves have found in 
our investigation on loop antennas. 

You amateurs developed short wave. If you interest yourselves 

you can develop loops. Your ideas may be worth many dollars to 

you. Write me today for the starting point -- the information 

mentioned above. 

Cordially yours, 



SEE THEM AT YOUR TI 

SION APPARATUS COMPANY 

647 Kent Avenue 

PRECISION” for real 

-TESTER VALUES 
a dozen multi-tester models in the 

. units providing complete 
all measurement requirements for 

Laboratory, Television and Industrial 
to find one to satisfy you .. . at a price 

New Sertes 844 — 34 Range 

AC-DC VOLT- 

OHM-DECIBEL- 

MILLIAMETER 

including ranges of 

6,900 

Volts AC-DC 

10 Megohms 

and 

12 Amperes 

Large 4%” D’Ar 
sonval square type 
meter. Wire wound 
shunts and matched 
multipliers of 1% 
accuracy. 

®* FOUR RESISTANCE 
RANGES: 0-400; 0-—100,000: 
O-1 Meg.; and 0-10 Megs. 

* Provisions for Mounting 
Ohmmeter Batteries (4% and 
45 volts) on inside of case. 

* SIX OUTPUT RANGES: 
0 to 12/60/300/600/1200 and 
6000 volts 

e —~ test A Net. — * $29. 95 
e cover, tool compart $24.95 

Series 870 

Automatic Push Button 
AC-DC Multi-Range Tester 
* D.C. VOLTAGE RANGES at 

1000 ohms per volt: 0 to 6/30/ 
300/600/1200 and 3000 volts. 

* A.C. VOLTAGE RANGES at 
500 ohms per volt: 0-12/60/ 
600/1200 and 3000 volts. 

* D.C. CURRENT RANGES: 
0-1.2/12/120/600/1200  milli- 
amperes. 
RESISTANCE RANGES: 
00-5000 ohms (20 ohms at center 
of scale) 0-500,000 ohms (pow- 
ered by oo contained 3-volt 
battery) 0-5 megohms (pow- 
ered by exte ae al battery). 
FIVE DECIBEL RANGES: 
10 to +64DB. 

OUTPUT METER INDICA- 
TIONS on Five A.C. voltage 
ranges. 

* 

* 

* 

meter. Compact walnut finished 
vound shunts and metallized $ 

I P RICE, with 3-volt battery. 17.95 
well as the other popular PRECISION Test 

display at all leading radio parts 
« for your 1940 catalog. 

Brooklyn, New York 
»adway, New York City, U. S. A. 

Morhanex 

New Enctanp Drvision 
Connecticut 
WICOJ 10956-44- 83- 
WIBEQ 10812-34-106- 
WIJRV 5070-30- 57- 
WIACV 

WIFUY®* 2516-17- 50 
W1JOS 1080-1 
WWWX 567- § 
WI1AJS 216- 8 
WIIMV 27- 3 
WILGZ 24- 2- 6 

3 

91 
4 

WILPN* 18 
WITS 5841-3: 
WIEH 1170-15— 26 

Maine 
WIGKJ 5508-27- 68 
WIAUR = 3750-25-50 
WIDAY  2420-20- 41 
WIBPY = 1728-18- 33 
WIBUZ 1040-14— 26 
E. Massachusetts 
WIHKK 60000-80-252- C-82 
WIADM 57942-74-261-BC 
WIME = 37800-56-237 
WI1JCX 36080-55-219-AB-60 
WIBLO 26649-47-193- C-35 
WIAKY 12423-41-103- 
wees 11026-37-100- 
WIFJIN 8181-27-101- 
W1QM 4150-25- 56 
WIJNX 
WIKQN 3960-24- 55 
WITW 1680-16-35 
WIWV 1479-17- 29- 
WILEU 944-14— 22 
WIFLZ 340-10— 12- 
WIIF* 189- 7- 9 
WiJIS 168- 7- 8 
WIEHF 126- 6- 7 
WIIQO = 120- 5-8 
WIHZU* 120- 5 S 
WI1LKM 96- 4- 8 
WI1GYZ* 75- 5- 5 
WILOK 44-4- 4 
WIZR* 15- 1- 5 
W. Massachusetts 
WICOL 22313-53-143-AB-48 
WIGZL 19941-51-133- B-49 
WIAEP = 19250-50-129- : 
WIDSK 10500-35-100- 
WIKUD 6090-29- 70- 
WIAUN 384- 8- 16 
WIDLY* 105-5- 7 

New Hampshire 
WIIVU 408- 8- 17 

Rhode Island 
WIDQ = 54339-59-307 
WIJFG  35808-48-253 
WICJH  20592-48-143 
WIITQ* 432- 9- 16 

NorTHWESTERN Division 
Idaho 
W7ACD 4002-23- 58- 
W7GGH 594-11- 18- / 
W7FRA* 3- l- Il- 
W7GPB* 3- 1l- l- 

Montana 
W7EOI 
W7GBI 
W7CPY 384- 8- 16 

Oregon 
W7GAE = 10416-28-124- 
W7CHT = 3875-25- 52- 

552- 8- 23- J 
180- 5- 12- 

W7GOP* 6- I1- 2- 

W7HIA 
W7BEE* 

Washington 
W7ESK 37620-60-209- 
W7DX = 32050-50-214- 
W7FP 9840-41- 80- ( 
W7AXS =. 2457-21- 39 
W7BQX ~ 1584-16- 33- 
W7QB 1377-17- : 
W7RT* 6-1- 2 

Pactric Diviston 
Nevada 
W6HCE = 2226-21- 36- 
W6QQL = -:1736-14—- 42 
W6GSB 150-10- 15 

4200-28- 50- 
WIWR 2600-22- 40- 

24- 

3979-20- 59- 

§300-30— 72-B¢ 
1470-14- 35- 

Santa Clara Valley 
W6LXA  5865-23- 85- C-42 
W6BCF 2020-17- 32- A-23 
W7MF/6 1938-17- 38- B-45 
W6MPS _1806-14- 43- B-30 
W6QQJ*  627-11- 19- A-10 
W6AHZ* 135-5- 9- B-5 
W60HA* 48- 4- 4- A-- 
East Bay 
W6ITH  99296-84-398- C-g9 
W60CH 98175-85-386- C-s0 
W6KR 33951-63-180- B-59 
W6IDY 19360—40-162-AC-4] 
W6TT 11433-37-103- C-34 
W6IKQ* 5088-32- 53- -- - 
W6SQ 975-13 C-19 25 
W6DJK 234- §6- 13- --- 

San Francisco 
W6BIP 24900-50-166- B-65 
W6NCW 10168-31-110- B-41 
W6MWK 2982-21- 48- B-34 
W6GPB* 189- 7- 9 

Sacramento Valley 
W6GVM_ 15885-45-121- C-56 
W6IMV 1188-11- 36- A-25 
W6KFY 768-12- 22- B-19 
W6KKL 27- 3- 3- B-R 
W6NKT* i- 2- 3 - 

San Joaquin Valley 
W6MEK 24647-49-169- B-76 
W6FKK 9637-37- 87- C-28 
W6IWU 2086-14- 50- B-77 

Roanoke Diviston 

North Carolina 
W4BMR 92461-89-317- C-82 
W4DCQ 33261-66-16S-BC-42 
W4AHH 28836-54-178- C-33 
W4FT 29176-42-176- C-73 
W4GW -12848-44- 96- C-30 
Ww40C 8670-34-85 -31 
W4AAU* 1188-18- 22- --- 
W4CLB* 27- 3- 3- B-1 

South Carolina 
W4BPD 85050-80-350- C-73 
W4CQG = 9348-41- 76- B-- 
W4BQE 3749-23- 55- B-28 

Virginia 
W3EMM 142002-98-483- C-88 
W3FQP 54315-71-255- C-78 
W3BIW 3560-20- 60- B-2%6 
W3EZR* 858-13- 22- B-10 
W3BZ* 105- 5- 7- -- 

West Virginia 
WSIKN 650-13- 18- B-10 

Rocky Mountain Division 

Colorad 
wows 8154-27-101- B-39 
WOIlV1 5681-29 66- B-26 
W9QMS = _1444-19- 26- C-20 
W9OPGS 528-11- 16- A- 9 
WwoaMJA* 3- 1 jo --- 

Utah-W yomi ing a 
W6DTB 15456-46-112- B+ 
W6NPU* 56- 4- 5--- 
W7GGG* I2- 2- @--" 

SouTHEASTERN Division 

Alabama 
W4ECF 
W4EJQ 30 
W4ERX 10395-33-105- 4 
'4FUM = 8019-33- 8I- C-32 W4Fl oe 

B 

31020-60-189- B 
10608-34-104- C-! 

W4EHH  4536-28- 54- 
W4EKI 

E. Florida - 
W4AGB 78570-81-324- B-S6 
W4DRZ_ 61636-76-273-_B-80 
W4EQK 35786-58-207-BC-6" 
W4TZ 8942-34-90 B-77" 
W4EZK 4075-25- 55 B- 
W4DCZ ——-M404-18- 27- C-2 
W4DDB 973- 7- 14- A- 17 
W4EPV 189- 7- 9 A-l0 
W4DSC* 189- 7- 9 B-- 
WILFX/4* 126- 6- 7 - 

W. Florida : 
W4FWY 7OOS-31- SO B-56 

Continued on page 106 
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IATEUR 

TRANSMITTER 
6- and 110 Volts 

6 SIX BAND PHONE-CW 

oice of three 

Detect 

for 

ar r = wel Select betweer tandby 
f two ant. ma it coil Modulator 

r supply 105-125 volt, 50-60 cy. A.C 
to 10 watts Control Key-jack > 

swit 6-110 volt selector, oscillator 
off eter lector, amp. tuning, out- 
g i jack. Panel cut 

f ket on chassis rear. Uses 
fe &3V. two 7C5s. Ship. weight, 16 Ibs ) volts, 

24 "x7" xi bg 
BK KIT meter. crystals 

tubes; with 5-10 meter List Net 
; $49.95 $29.97 

iW WIRED, tested 62.45 37.47 
Ss TUBE KIT 8.25 4.95 
CABINET 4.00 2.40 

440 « for 10 meter 3.00 1.80 
2 Coils for 80-160 meters 3.00 1.80 

/ 

I 

U-10A FREQUENCY 

METER-MONITOR 

covering 5 thru 
> set with 

Fundamental range 

extreme 
least stations 

standard thru 

zero beating; 

25-60 cycle, 
25A7, 6J5, 

List 
$48.75 

8.75 

or tube provides 
cathe de 

tube connected to monitoring detector gives visual 

U-42 HIGH GAIN 

PRE-SELECTOR 

Complete, independent power Connect 
ant. and any receiver to improve gain, 
ity, signal-to-noise ratio Five bands, 
regenerative R.F. amplifier tuning 490 to 
ke Dial 5%”, calibrated over 324 degrees, 
vernier knob Amplification controlled 
generative knob. High selectivity. 
regeneration, on-off, band switch, in-out 
ant.-gnd. doublet and output terminals 
Phone jack allows monitoring phone-c.w. 
oscillating, serves as heterodyne frequency meter 

Wert Size: 124% "x7”"x7%". 

List 
2: an socecsceee 27 oO 
U-42W WIRED, less tubes, 

cabinet . a, | 
U-37 CABINET 4.00 
U-42T TUBE KIT, one 7A7, 80 2.30 

for adding power am] 

Mm KI 
a it ‘ 

U-31 
receiver, Six 

tor, ban 
in xmitter 

fier 
te m.a 

‘ 1 power ampli 
TOR KIT: mike tr ‘ julator tut 

d switcl 

1 or 2 
include 

0 and 

circui 
s which cover 5 ) 

tube modulator 

“SEND-’CEIVER” 
10-700 meters. Basic xmitter one tube. 

Output nearly ten watts Three position 
and 6 bands when 7C5 amplifier tube added. 
20-40 or 80-160 meters. Space on panel and chassis 

Key, mike, jacks on panel. A.C. power 
37%”. 17 "xi 

List 
$49.95 
62.45 
4.95 

. 6.50 
socket, resistors, condensers, for 

6.00 
5.30 

ondenser, knob, socket, condenser, 

ntrolled r neratior Excellent ir 
Eleven tubes, extr 

Illuminated gun-sight 

abinet, speaker, tube 

W “SUPER” WIRED, less cabinet, tube 
Hing Top CABINET 
SPEAKER, 8 
UBE KIT 

U-50 “SUPER” 

beat-pitch, $79.88 net, WIRED with cabinet, 

K “SUPER” assembled, ready-to-wire, les 

tubes 

List 
$83.25 
95.75 
5.84 
16.50 
15.05 

a.f. gain, 
$72.38 net 

Net 
$49.95 
57.45 
3.50 
9.90 
9.03 

+10 METER CONVERTER 
Has steering-post clamps 

part of becoming an amateur. 
SIMPLIFIES CODE-LEARNING Li 

. tenna and any set output 
r rter tunable any frequen 

0 k Tuning condenser rigid 
ang 20 fd. capacity, excellent band 
“rough 7:1 tuning knot Drain 3/10 

ent, and 12 ma. B current from 
kIT Size: 6"x4"x419", 
AIT List $22.00 Net $13.20 
W WIRED List 27.00 Net 16.2 
WB ccnccrscssnans List 1.75 Net 1.05 

U-35 KEYTONER 
rapidly with this unit 

and every 
speaker 

00 and 
Ideal both for code mastery and class-room 

master 
Size 

and 

Plug-in key, 
dot - das! 
Knob selects 

000 cycles. 

hardest 
7”x5"x4". 

i * , = ra) [ 
Terean f 

U-44 FREQUENCY METER 
Temp. stabilized 100 ke. standard oscillator. 
Calibration against WWV. 5%” dial, 
160 meters. Voltage reg. socket provided. 
trols: dial, on-off, standard freq. on-off switch 
calibration zero-setter, freq standard 
setter, 105-125 volts, 25-60 cycles, A.C.-D.C 
Size 12%4"x7"x7%”. TOL7GT, 35A5, 
U-44K KIT ‘ List $25.00 Net $15.00 
U-44W WIRED List 33.00 Net 
U-44 TUBE KIT ~-. bist 5.00 Net 

See These Guthman Products at Your Leading Nearby Jobber 
or order direct, giving jobber’s name if out of stock. 
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we kin 

applic 
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parts 

or pal 

ward 

with 

solder 
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cerami 

even 

leads: 

96 

vith its cob- 

as though the 

| he Sleepy 

.o-flooters. 

roduced. are 

mn othe sod. \ 

of aleae has 

sides of the swimming pool: 

is but a pleasant memory 

tis court has sprouted a most 

of weeds. Even so. summer 

has been grand fun! 

\? Lots of serious dreaming. 

has resulted ficuring that 

tangible our own outfit. 

line of cear we believe to be 

Not 

| down with the problems 

the amateurs alley. 

mfront a large company has 

ceous. allowing us to set our 

nd not until just now have 

finished products of our 

inations. 

ictive amateur, and thus a 

nstructor of amateur gear. 

m first-hand experience the 

difficulties encountered only 

by the average amateur: 

quire square holes in chassis 

ts having terminals in awk- 

ippropriate places: sockets 

that fill up with gobs of 

ilizing condensers that take 

than the tubes themselves: 

forms through which 

in could not pull the 

ire that rusts during 

a i a ae a ee eee 

a a ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee 

M 

the first damp spell; et 

etc. So, in addition to ip 

corporating the latest ad 

vances in lab technique j 

designing our new  pro( 

ucts. we have endeavo 

to lay them out for praet 

cal and easy application. It seems logic 

therefore, that we might well adopt 

slogan, “Designed for Application.” 

Our new catalog lists and dese 

new items. These are but an indication 

others soon to follow others that 

in the embryonic or laboratory form, 

even at the tooling stage. They will 

announced from time to time in the pag 

of OST. The products shown in the cats 

log will make their appearance on dealer 

shelves about the middle of September 

frou! The catalog will be distributed 

these same dealers at that time. 44 

your gear merchant for your copy. 

lt has been rather a mountainous tak 

concocting new designs, marking out 

course and setting up a base of oper 

lions, preparing and producing a catalog. 

negotiating patent licenses and a host ol 

other things incidental to the establisi- 

ment of a new manufacturing compat. 

We have. however. been fortunate indeed 

in the help we have received from our mat) 

amateur friends in the form of produc! 
E , _ ' 
ideas and suggestions. Thanks. gang: 
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1, Positive ‘*> 
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The “X-EC” 
coupled oscil 
june RADIO 
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COMBINED “EC” and 

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR 

era 

Isll- 

leed 

al 

luct 

y. JO The “X-EC’ 

Upper: Chassis view of RF portion of the 
“*X-EC.” 

Left: Complete “X-EC”’ with isolated power 

supply and connecting cable. 

THE “X-EC"’ Is NOT AN ORDINARY ELECTRON COUPLED OSCILLATOR FOR SHIFTING 

FREQUENCY. IT Is A DEFINITE, ABSOLUTE METHOD OF FREQUENCY CONTROL. 

The ““X-EC”’ at a glance: 

1. Positive ““X-EC"’ Stability 5. No Plug-in Coils 
2. Isolated Power Supply 6. Vibration-Free Mounting 
3, “EC” or “Xtal” 7. Regulated Bandspread 
4. RF Isolation 8. 40 or 80 Meter Output 

9. Calibrated Vernier Dial 

The “X-EC” incorporates the new design principles of electron 
toupled oscillators as described by Charles Perrine, W6CUH in 
une RADIO, and September OST. 

@A stable “ECO” must be vibrationless, humless, and supplied 
vith constant voltage. The wel! regulated power supply for the 
X-EC,” being isolated, also eliminates heat which would otherwise 
fect the stability 

® Zero voltage coefficient is obtained by the accurate adjustment of 
he cathode tap. A special resistor network is employed for the 
creen voltage supply. Temperature compensation is used to further 
tabilize the ‘“X-EC.” 

floats on “shock absorbers” to exclude external jar or 
idration. The objectionable features of other electron coupled os- 
tillators are not found in the “X-EC” and its stability has been raised 
0 such a high degree that it is the most outstanding, variable fre- 
qency control unit thus far presented. 

© The two-band output will prove advantageous. No plug-in coils ire used, all of them being permanently mounted. You will like the 
-alibrated bandspread dial. This dial incorporates a smooth action eduction drive unit, and it is direct reading for the 10, 20, and 40 neter bands. Band calibration covers approximately the whole of the 80 degree rotation. 

A “Hughes-Mitchell" 
Product 

F.O.B. Los Angeles 

@ Use the “X-EC” to drive the lowest frequency stage in your 
transmitter, 40 or 80 meters. You may use your present crystals (40 or 
80 meter), and have 40 or 80 meter output, either “EC” or “Xtal,” 
by flipping a switch. For working the band edges, spot frequency 
crystals are suggested, and accommodations for three crystals are 
provided 

@ The “X4C” comes to you COMPLETE .. . with isolated 
well regulated, power supply, four feet of shielded connecting 
cable, and a set of RCA tubes. It is WIRED and TESTED, and licensed 
by RCA. The richly finished cabinets are only 6% inches wide, 9” h. 
and 12” d., and will make a fine appearing unit beside your receiver. 

DESCRIPTIVE BULLETIN AVAILABLE 

RADIO-TELEVISION SUPPLY CO. 

“Where Ham Spirit Prevails” 

1701 So. Grand Ave. Los Angeles, Calif. 



CRYSTAL 

MICROPHONES 

Quality — with 

High Output 

OUTPUT MODEL 

—— BH-50 

RESPONS! $g-90 
30 to 8000 
CPS POSTPAID 

IN U.S. A. 

WAY UP IN FRONT 

Full 
Equips 
and chr 
direct t 

RECT it $11.45 and $12.90. 

te for descriptive literature 

ARANTEED PRODUCTS OF 

TIBBETTS LABORATORIES 

CAMDEN, MAINE 

high output and acoustically correct. 
et of cable. Finished in black crinkle 

v price is made possible by shipping 

NAL VALUE — ORDER DI- 

PRECISION CRYSTAL 

repared for frequen 
Rigidly tested to assure 

I re ot y r transmitter trequen 
PI ON CRYSTALS, 

1A 1 lrift rit 
nto 1 tul ‘ 

I wilder body i t hit 
mitex. Fre n lrift 

it 4 evck r k 7 
lion er legree centi 

rack Supplied within 5§ 
your specified fre 

t in the 40, 80 or 160 
meter bands Calibration 
" rate to within 0.03 
Price $4.00 

crystals in type 4 
Ider for tube socket 

1 within 5 Ke f 
cified frequency it 

10, 80 or 160 meter band 
I $3.50 
| he | lrift ta 

l \ t can | J 
G.R, t wcks at the 

Cr mmercial requirements quoted on at 
your r ow in our tenth year of business 

PRECISION PIEZO SERVICE 

427 Asia Street Baton Rouge, La. 

98 

LA.R.U. News 

Continued from page 59 

Estonia: E.R.A.U., Box 220, Tallinn 
Federated Malay States: see Malaya 
Finland: S.R.A.L., Pohjola, Box 42, Helsinki 
France (and any country with prefix beginning with “F"’): 

teseau des Emetteurs Frangais, 6 Square de la Dordogne 
Paris, 170° 

D.A.S.D., Cecilienalle 4, Berlin-Dahlem 
lavaniotis, 17-a Bucharest St., Athens 

Guam: C. R Naval Communication Office, 
Haiti: L. F. Sherwood o R.C.A 
Hawaii: James F. Pa, 1416D Lunalilo St 
Hong Kong: H.A.R.T.S., Box 651 
Hungary: National Union of Hungarian Short Wave Ama- 

Germans 
Greece: C 

“picer Agana 
Port-au-Prince 

Honolulu 

teurs, VIII, Mavytaster 6, Budapest 
India: B. M. Tanna, Satva Sadan, Santa Cruz 
Ireland: I.R.T.S., 23 South William St., Dublin 
Italy: care A.R.R.L. 
Jamaica: Cyril M. Lyons, 2-B North St., 
Japan: J.A.R.L., P. O. Box 377, Tokyo 

see Netherlands East Indies 
Stephen Liebermann, Meduiu 

R.S.E.A Box 570 Nairobi 
L.R.B., Post Box 201, Riga 

L.R.M., Post Box 100 
20 rue Louvign’ 

Kingston 

Java 
Jugoslavia ‘eva 9, Zagrel 
Kenya 
Latvia 
Lithuania Kaunas 
Luxembourg: G. Berger 
Madeira: see Portugal 
Malaya (and Borneo): J. MacIntosh, ¢/o Dept. of Posts & 

Telegraphs, Singapore, Straits Settlements 
Mexico: L.M.R.E., Box 907, Mexico City 
Moroeco 
Netherlands 

A.A.E.M., BP 50, Casablanca 
N.V.1.R., Post Box 400, Rotterdam 

Netherlands East Indies N.LV.LR.A., P. O. Box 64 
Bandoeng 

Newfoundland: Newfoundland Amateur Radio Ass’: 43 
Youngs Street, St. John’s 

New Zealand: N.Z.A.R.T., P. O. Box 489 
Nicaragua: Ernest Andreas, Estacion Rav 
YNOP, Managuo 

Northern Rhodesia W H. Christie, Box 27 
Norway: N.R.R.L., P.O. Box 2253, Oslo 
Republie of Panama: R. D. Prescott, Box 32, P 
Palestine: see kg pt 
Peru: Radio Club of Peruano 
Philippine Islands 
Poland: P.Z.K 
Puerto Rico 

Santurce 
Port ial Ruf P Rua Das Cl was 35 Lishor 
Roumania: Vietor Cantuniari, Str. Matei 

Buechresti IN 
Salvador: Care A.R.R.I 

Wellington 
liodifusora Bayer 

N' Kana 

tnuma 

Lima 
849, Manila 

Apartado 538 
Rickard, P. O 
Lwow 

Family Court No. 7 

George | 
Bielowskiego 6 

Francis M. MeCown 

South Africa: S.ALRRAI P. O. Box 7028, Johannesburg 
Southern Rhodesia: see South Africa 
Straits Settlements: see Malaya 
Sudan ee | Oita pt 

eare A.R.RAI 
Stockholm 8 

1.S.K.A 
Tanganyika see Ken) i 
lrinidad: see Antigua 

Surinam 
Sweden: S.S.A 
Switzerland: l 

Uganda: see Kenya 
Uruguay Radio Club Urugua QsL Secti Box 37 

Montevideo 
U.S.S.R.: C. B.S. KW 1 Samotechr Per. 17, Moscow 
Venezuela: R.C.\V lrorre a Madrices No. 8, Caracas 

SWL @SL BUREAUS: 

SW L ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
handled by the Bureaus, but we are fortunate In 
having a bureau for those coming into the United 
States. Amateurs acknowledging United States 
SWL ecards should send them as follows: 

Kastern U.S. (corresponding to W1, W2, W3, 
W4, and WS): H. 8. Bradley, 66 Main Street, 
Hamilton, New York. 

Western U.S. (corresponding to W5, W6, Wi, 
and W9): Warren B. Mayes, 1438 Seuth 1th 
Street, Maywood, Illinois. 
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NEW 1 

$15 
Newark is | 

Tube Hea 
Always a 
Stock! ALI 
T-21 
T20-TZ-20 
T40-TZ-40 
T-55 
866 SHIELI 

Fre 

NEWARK'’S 

84 pase C 



ORDER TODAY DIRECT FROM THIS PAGE 

MAKE YOUR OWN EASY TERMS UP 1012 MONTHS TO PAY 

* 
* Send 20% down payment with your order today 

* Add 6% carrying charge to the balance due 

* Divide into equal monthly payments, 12 or less 

NATIONAL 

600 VOLTS 
200 MILS 

NC101X or and filament trans 
forme made for us 

NC101XA ym The yusands usec 
in Ham rigs. 600—0 

Only $25. 80 Down 600 at 200 MA; 2.5v 
( e of Dir t at 10 amps; Sv. at 
Re vdin r =o om am amps; #.9V at 

amps. Weight, 1¢ 
Ibs. Use this trans ter Dial. ¢ ish Pri 

$129 ‘06 
buffer and final amp 

Ju stage 
for 26 s, T20's, 807's, 

Oil Filled, Oil Impregnated 

FILTER CONDENSERS 

WE HAVE IT! orm RECEIVERS AVAILABLE ON OUR 
MOUS 6% TIME PAYMENT PLAN each Guaranteed a 

rated lage 

$15.00 
Newark is Transmitting 

Tube Headquarters 

tory Cartor 0 DB2 0 
Order Direct ( at 1 181.80 36.36 

HALLICRAFTERS “4 oeeeee 
\ avs " Complete 
Stock! ALL MAKES rwo “IN( HES . ] -21 $1.95 j eat TZ-20 4S Put then non your AM 
iy TZ-40 3.50 
T-5 6.00 
see SHIEL DED 1.50 

Free! || NATIONAL’S NEW “NHU” copies 
4 ON EASY PAYMENTS, TOO! JAMES 

NEWARK'S BIG NEW Yes...as always . Newark will have MILLEN 
1 very latest in ham eceivers m th 

84 pase Catalog ~ me 6% : ~ 4 redit Plan Write tor d callie line as released 
somal f it for prices and terms on this New Nation INH paiaepnlgs 

“iui ttc: J MIMS SIGNAL SQUIRTER CATALOG 

) Newark ON EASY PAYMENTS, TOO! FREE 
Rad Mims Radio Co. has appointed Newark as 

listributor for Mims Signal Squirter. Now 
SEND FOR IT outs ; - bes it m easy term 3. Write f pr 

: TODAY! ind payment plan 

tised in this issue of OST 

* 

‘itamenr. 1 RANSFORMERS 

Special NEWARK 
alue! Famous plate 

3 
3 

former tor your 

st the thing 

Price N 1000 = $2.95 

Now only 

69c 
750 \ DX 3 = 

HAMMARLUND HQ120. Only $25.80 eocs ee watt 
Down. Cash Price ceocccecccecoce $129. 00 pom wn > ¥ abes wae 

t 

at. : Deduct Your Down Payme t mm the ( x 
da } 0} § Price. Then Add 6% to Balance and D the N Volt Mfd Size We Price 

{ Months You Want to Pa ( I 1000 2) 2% x1% x1 LsIb. $1.00 
ALL SETS ( NATIONAI Py Payme) 2000 «2 476 03% x 154 1', bbs. 1.50 

NEW TW-1 50 COMPLETE NCIOONA $142.50 $28.50 1250 3 3 a3',al', 1', tbs. 1.25 
READY TO NC44 49.50 * 1500 3 5 a3'4 21% 1 “obbs. 1.50 

USE NCSO-81X 99 00 19.80 1500 4.4 5 06 Oc 34g w D4y 176 Ibs. 1.75 
Best Seller Shipped in | HRO DeLuxe 179.70 3594 1500S 334 n3', a1% 1%, Ibs. 1.90 

, ror Brand 2000 «= s«8 5 6m 3g 2%, Ibs 
NEWARK Original Us RME 70 $138.60 $27.72 

i Fa 152.88 30.58 

We will stock the 

* The new HETROFIL, as adver- 

is now in stock : $3.50 

=" a" el . 

. I Electuc Company 

323 W. MADISON ST. 

" \ Dept.Q CHICAGO, ILL. 



MIDWEST DIVISION 

NI} ~ 

Vennard. W9PJR NMA is all set 
IIS is new O.0. YQY has new Sky 

Y RO is rebuilding. GPB is passing up 
7 Me. KVC is pres. Y.M.C.A. 

86th country. WMP, ALC and 
mitter. QVA is very active on 7 

IK rotary FB. QOQ is building freq. 
eator. NDN is E.C. at Dubuque. 

r at Iowa City for Miss. and 
Burlington. has his planning 

re are the rest? TMY is experi- 
}-meter crystals and 3rd harmonics. 

Sat. 7:00 p.m., 1763-7 kes. Be sure and 
west Convention Oct. 20th and 21st. 

2 f 

IVA 1. 
Melvin D. Kirby, W9UEG AWP 
CH final and 838 buffer. VRZ visited 
CMY is new call in Hutchinson. 

1.75 Me. FFV leaves Kansas to 
k College. KWE is new Manhattan 
E2CN with new HK54. AVV reports 

+Y rebuilding. CHU is new Leaven- 
ed 2USA. AHR sends fine activity 

re television engineers for WLW. 
Tavior Tube Co. CSK built a 3- 

ming. YPM and RQE made 
new rig with 250th final for 3.9-Me. 

to QQQ. AHR has fine position 
tor in Univ. of Idaho. Reports 

1. by the 20th of each month. Thanks. 
M, Letha Allendorf, W9OUD The 

KEF and AC located the 1.75-Me. 
SOS signed with a ship's call was 

vast. KIK reports to the bi-weekly 
rger phone rig and is ready for the 
ted GBJ. WMD says the O.E.R.C. 

NUS and MTB are regular members 
IR new applicant. QXO took a trip 

ra Falls. coming home through 
ng and MRC is nearly ready for 
ARA for work over. NJB is new 

ew relay and audio ose. for break-in. 
on 7 Me FKF is O.R.S. prospect. 

Ass'n meets every two weeks. OLC 
Mo. ZAO is working on new rig. BIU 

AXL is planning 28-Mc. mobile rig 
OMG is fixing new antenna system 

es at new QTH. 5FMF and YF and 
SRH. The Heart of America Radio 

Mo., held its annual Stag Party 
Water Works park in North Kansas 

from the surrounding territory 
uve was preceded by a hidden trans- 
vas won by 9FCF. A good time was 
res were provided for the general 

und A.A.R.S. nets will begin op- 
the Emergency Net will continue 

How’s about some new members for 
welcome, so send us a line. 73 and 

1) OUD 63 QMD 20 KIK 15 TBU 16 
FC-VDG 1 

M William J. Bamer, W9DI — 
vith 9GY in Chicago whose X YL was 

iter. ZFC has been handling much 
mn 7 Me. CLS, new Grand Island 
UEN is on 28 Me. DCC went on 
lertook double harness and went to 

eymoon, taking portable transmitter. 
two receivers at IGF. JCB, for his new 

tter, built addition to his house. 
er. YDZ is in C.C.C. camp at Madison 

from there. GFI moved transmitter 
F is in Denver. QWU on7 Me. is work- 
\.S. BZR rebuilt transmitter. MLB is 

on 14 Mc. DFF plans to go south 
ransmitter. MZF was given a surprise 

eliver his QSL card in person! EWO is 

} 

\ 4 

back on using 7 Mc. Others back on are RVZ, HZC and 
ZYE. MTI and CDL are rebuilding. RYV is working for 
W.A.S. QQS has new oscilloscope. The stork delivered a 
baby daughter to the home of VRT. ZEE is home on 
furlough from the Navy. EKK made his antenna much 
higher. YNS improved his ‘phone. ESQ is on 1.75-Me. 
‘phone. Attending the Rocky Mountain Division Conven- 
tion at Denver were AZT, KQX, RGK and SDL. Total 
attendance at the picnic at Milford sponsored by GDB and 
SNI was about 150. Five portable transmitters were on 
hand. Four were operated on the 1.8-Mc. ‘phone band. 
FAM spent vacation in IIL, Ky., Ind. and Mo. and reports 
DCL new licensee in Clarks. WKP is newly appointed 
O.B.S. and assistant S8.C.M. 

Traffic: W6ZFC 218 EHW 5 DI 61GF 1 GDB-EKK 4. 

CENTRAL DIVISION 

LLINOIS SCM, Leslie M. Dickson, W9RMN QIL 
apologizes for his small traffic total! KMN worked 21 

countries on ‘phone in one month. New O.R.S. 7EYS 9, 
DWQ, UQT, VOQ, YZN, ZMG and none other than ILH, 
one of the best traffic “‘men”’ this section ever had. Welcome 
back, Carrie. New O.P.S. CMN, RT and UEU. YTV 
now has Class A ticket. BPU now has an HT7 frequency 
standard for O.0. work. UQT is new Emergency Codrdi- 
nator for Bloomington. We're still looking for Codérdinators. 
Illinois State net frequency: 3765 ke. Have you listened 
there lately? World's finest operators. Ragchewing de luxe. 
A training school par excellence. Everybody welcome! 

Traffic: W8QIL 1085 DDO 58 VQE 21 MWU 19 BRY 
16 KMN 13 HQH 7 ILH 6 OTS 3 GMT 2 JZY 15 UHQ 
(WLTK 317). 
INDIANA — SCM, Noble Burkhart. W9QG AB is 

getting ready for A.A.R.S. work and is dreaming about 
1.75 Me. ‘phone. AKK is now on 7 Mc. ALM is pushing 30 
watts into a 6L6G on 7 Me. AWU is new A.A.R.S. member. 
AXV has a T20 final on 7 Me. and a new Sky Buddy. BBC 
is in new home with 45-ft. tower and half wave Zepp on 
1.75-Me. ‘phone. BVS is going to town on 28-Me. ‘phone 
DX. Ex-BZZ is now 6PFD. CKP and CKX are new Alex- 
andria hams. CLO is new Evansville ham on 7 Me. Mr. and 
Mrs. CTT received a 7-lb. YL harmonic congrats! CXJ 
just received license. CXO is new Evansville ham with pair 
of "10's on 1.75 Me. CZD is putting up a rotary 8JK for 
14 Me. on a 65-ft. mast. DET reports that the XYL is 
getting the ham fever already nice work, Ray. EGV has 
been conducting a code school. ERN is really knocking off 
the states with only 9 watts on 7 Mc. EZ joined the A.A.R.S. 
GOE has new vertical. GOS has FB 56 Me. rig. GOX got a 
better report with his mobile than the fixed rig and 3-ele- 
ment beam. GVV got his Ist class ticket and will be on 3.9 
Me. soon. HDB applied for O.R.S. and O.P.S. HIU is at 
Ft. Knox. HUV worked PJILR for 84th country. HZH 
has new NC44. JHQ moved to Ft. Wayne. JLT is operating 
from Mishawaka for a while. JUU is doing all right with 
10 watts on 7 and 3.5 Me. JYX has new % wave antenna. 
KBL needs only Wyo. for W.A.S. KHC has new IPS rubber 

KPD is rebuilding to a kw. MBG has a new bug. crystal 
“216 meter”’ sets at NQB and NSF had lots of fun with 

local county fair. NWN has been working all districts on 
28 Me. with 10 watts and a beam. OGK lost about $500 of 
radio equipment when lightning struck his pole transformer 
and let 2300 volts loose. OMS is getting back on ‘phone. 
PQL needs but a few states for W.A.5. PQQ is building new 
final. QG built new operating table. QLW rebuilt in rack 
and panel. TRN was on for O.P.S. party. UIA took the big 
leap congrats to you and the X YL, Ralph. UKV has new 
RK47 final. VCO is working on 3.9 Me. VMG received 
Public Service certificate from A.R.R.L. YFL is going on 
C.W. YWE is rebuilding to 300 watts. ZNC is now located in 
C.C.C. camp near Ft. Wayne with rig on 7 Me. This is 4 
combination report for June-August. There wasn't enough 
dope in the mail last month to hardly see. Fellows, it's hard 
enough making up a report without guessing at things to 
say. Can you help me it only takes a penny postal card. 
The Southern Indiana Amateur Radio Club has been re 
cently formed in Evansville, with YFL pres., BVS v. pres. 
and QLW secy. They have 14 members and are building & 
portable emergency rig using 6L6's on 3.5 and 1.75 Me. 
The Richmond unit of the N.C.R. is now located in the 
American Legion Home. Anyone interested in the A.A.R.8. 
should write 9QG at once. 

Traffic: W9AXH 4 ENH 8 HUV 18 KBL 10 QG 4# 
(WLHL 186). (June-July: W89AWU 23 QG 85 (WLHL 135) 
AXH 6 HUV 3 JYX 4 KBL 10 KHC 4.) 
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KENTUCKY SCM, Darrell A. Down 
Some of the K.Y.N. members don’t seem to 
from 3810 to 1776 ke. Really, fellows 
ONLY place for a State Net. Why QRM the West Coast 

5 Me and get QR Med I 
only two or three hur 

ird, W9ARI 
want to change 

when the maximum cont 
the Net? BAZ is re dred miles 1 

ulding. again or vet FQQ has new pole and new re 
eiver. ALR doesn't have dates with Doris anv more. Yep! 
Chey got hitched ind the QTH is Peewee Valle In « 

uu want to find ‘em, EI is on 1.75-Me phone, YHI 
7-Me. c.w.. MGT on 14-Me. "phone, CEZ on 28 and BNP 

7- and 3.5-Me. e.w. and 1.75-M e. JIT 7 
vatts into a poor | 6L6. Wow! GIO doesn’t have a 

ible contacting VK’s on 14 Me. with 25 watts. FVEI 
1.75-M« phone with 125 watt ZTM t 

7-Me. c.w. NEP built new vmand el 0 eceive 
BJA says he will try to be on ofter Y.K.N 

rraffic: W8BAZ 311 BJA 9 ARU 5 FQQ-KWO 
MICHIGAN SCM Harold ¢ Bird WSDPI 

Michigan Eights: Bernard Fellows, a re 1 time 
vith us as TMN. MCV reports RPR interested QMN 
GUN another booster for QMN | DPI este 

tarting up the nets rs IUQ et for glide neet 
I kf “ 6 mete IHR two receive 
¥ so expects to monitor th Arr 1QMN nets. NQ 

lot big enough for a N.I S.W. 3.5-Me. Ze} 
QTH. IXJ looking forward QMN 
working 28 Me. and re} MYF now B\ 

g at the U. 8. Naval Base on G1 

DED 
QZH w 

SNM_8 uilding 7-M 

DSQ is signed uy A.F.C. KNP 
7 Me. SNH has new QTH. FOV 

the new QTH. JAH is trying t ect ¢ , 
r DX C.C. SFA visited RSG at H I wo 

tr 

wr 4 wl by bur riot i " } 

‘ Be eeing i 73 H 
rr WSDYH 11 IHR 308 PVK 8 6 RYP 42 QGD 

99 QZH 38 FX 33 DPE 18 RJC 38 EGI 37 KNP 50 GQ 
I8 SNM. 8 22 GUN 25 MAS 10 MC\ DED 4 TBI 
WO 3 AIZ-OC% 63JUQ4 NAG 10 PPQ3NNI WoCWR 
> 
OHIO SCM, E. H. G 

tot from EEQ, SJF 
freque tandar REt i 
end of 7-Me. band. ROX rebuilt rig f ter 
RM? es to P 

WSAQ Nice 
1 RFF. RFI " ew LO 

edi t 

nama * @dbet ‘ ‘> 
g O.R.S. G.I OM. RVK 200 watt 7M 
IET, Ke ek in rar O.RS. KKW § 
ng vorking DX 7 Me. SEN | , 

han SCN] € 

SQW mes along with 42 state wit! 61s NAB ' Patni 28 Mc. TRX ew W t with 60 watts to pair of 6L6 $5 Me. TLQ 
7M vith 100 watts to "10 fir KHM sends Qsl 
useful as well as ornamental. TQT is new Lewisburg ham 

160 meters” is the 

' ew NCIOOXA. CMI is building new frequency 
subs KHM, SCT, TPC and RVK apply for O.R.S, 
PUN has new buffer i new noise silencer. The 2-element 
rotar ind 8 watts still wor! DXB and QBF fine at CDR 
w yperate at Cleveland air races this year. OZH built 

t rotar IFC got new HQ120X and worked some 
X. OVL is increasing power. KNF lost power supply 
rig 1 is QRP for a while. GMI is active on 14 and 

28 M " - inch of stations signed up for A.E.C.. but 
et enty more in to the S.C.M. for blanks. 

raf WSEEQ 95 SJF 90 RFF 58 REC 16 ROX 13 
OOH-PUN 10 RMZ 9 RVK 6 AQ-PAK 4 IET-KKW 2 
LCY-SEN 1. (May-June: WSCMI 456 
WISCONSIN SCM, Aldrich C. Krones, W9UIT — 

State Net Freq 3775 ke. VDY handling 
t rd. FHA has developed a splendid 

er and YXH turns 
rked some good 

Valley Net. 
iddition to his 

€ 
ew D 

e, so send 

has been active | 

! excelle traffic total and has we 
DX lditior ESJ is active in Wisconsin 
KAXK vorked some new countries 

tivit jet. FAA moved from Sparta 
rking some DX now and then on 14 
YXH visited RBI and HHR at the 

new O.P.S. at Wausau. QUD has Class A and 
me operation. ONI has his rig 
SWITCH TO SAFETY rhe 

rs Park. Aug. 13th, which 
useball and you " : 1 1 activ was | 

een YDXI roll down hill after the ball a number 
DDI s new ham s € DPR is getting 

Der i} Wy I has peen on 7 Me. 
ng par together for a 

KXK 11 June- Traft W9YXH 363 ES] 24 ZTP 7 
Ju W8VDY 73 

WEST GULF DIVISION 
NORTHERN TEXAS SCM, Lee Hughes 
4 HHR ned A.A.R.S. and added °45 final. HHE joined 
Arr IA operated portable at ¢ p Hulen and scheduled 
VA ELE. CEI r 1 GTJ at National Guard 

p. EOE operated 2“USA w.) at World’s Fair. HFC is 

W5DXA — 

hild 14-NMi w. and ‘phone. HTH is re- 
6L6, 807 135T. GPJ's e-up: 41-41-807, 20 to 

is from 1.75 to 28 M he also is all 
A. BA membe Basic Division, 

( " tions and Experimental Club news: The 
& Eu lucting scho n the last three Thursdays 

Subjects dealt with are theory, code, and 
yperatior lealing with safety and 

The first Thursday each 
uctivit rt lub has given 

two members. Both of them passed, 5ICU 
} H\MP is home 

Lubbock and HCU 
th 150 watts. FRU is 

vy transmitter. The Borger Communications and 
ex} t Club mtemplating starting a drive for 

I having their illletters put on 
p \r col can be ent to 

S | Treas., Box 1070, I r. Abilene Ama- 
| ( ew I wives of tl lub m bers have 

B W ws Club which meets on the nights of 
I I} fficers but Mrs. Bill Green, 

WS5BRKH IDN is on with T21 crystal 
HIB f | w working in Abilene. EJG has 

me t now back in 
eports for Big 

in S8O7 and 
14 M BTU has a O3A on 14-Me, 

HYA ( il 1} f 6L6's on 14 and 7 
Mc. FHA of D s portable in Big Spring on 3.9-Me. 
I HIV |} pair of 1T55’s on 7 and 14 M ATT, 

XI EPJ are b ling and brushing up for the win- 
HRA eb lir 1.75-Me phone job with P.P. 

gO0 HDN ol 55's. AWT is 
n 14 7 M 

| W5HHR 110 IA 100 CEE 71 BAM 80 DXA 4, 
OKLAHOMA SCM, Carter L. Simpson, W5CEZ — 
oe the B.P.L. Nice Sj ; 9 trafhic ul 

KIlO been doing nice b on Okla. City deliveries. 
FID w Webb Cit ha ERS is moving to Houston, 

New officer l Amateur Radio Club: ATB, 
he I 1 Club held annual picnic at 

was had by all. 
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ABBOTT ¢DK2e 

7 2% METER 

TRANSCEIVER 

For a change try 112 MC. You 

will enjoy it 

List Price $27.50 

= * 

Tubes and Batterie 
ount to Amateur 

GENERAL: The DK is a 
»mpletely self-contained 112 
radiophone transmitter and 

for use in your car, 
ne g carried, for portable 

t perate. The working ranee 
ver depending on the 

A cto » heen obtained 

SPECIFICATIONS 
x 9 high x 6 wide 

sre self 
to the 

ceiver 
Work 
is be- 

location 

grey wrinkle 
contained 
batterie 

All batterie 
for easy acces 

to 118 mc (amateur 2.5 meter 

stteries like Bu Irges 
oF oH batte 

yne type 6OG0U 

» 45 volt B ba 
two Bureess 

” your nearest distributor — if not yet 
i we will temporarily fill orders direct 
BULLETIN ON REQUEST 

ABBOTT INSTRUMENT, INC. 
51 Vesey Street New York City 

LOW DRIFT 

CRYSTAL UNITS 

HIPOWER 

RUBIES” 
racy, precision cut, finest Brazilian 
Rubies"’ deliver max. performance 

‘Complete Crystal Units 
$4.50 oe OR bands 
‘.20 

efficient 4 cycles or less per M C per °C. 
HIPOWER 

“EMERALDS” 
cuts—but high quality low 

x a “¥" cut prices. Large pro 
snd an exclusive Hipower method of 

1 these units at the sensational low 

Sometets Crystal Units 
} $3.35 

5.50 
efficient 10 cycles or less per MC per °C. 
arts distributor. Catalog sent on request. 

} o., Chicago, now has full line. 

HIPOWER CRYSTAL COMPANY 
2035 CHARLESTON ST. CHICAGO, ILL. 
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* ARR. QSL BUREAU * 

| an the convenience of its members, the 
League maintains a QSL-card forwarding system 
which operates through volunteer “ District QSL 
Managers” in each of the nine United States and 
five Canadian districts. In order to secure such 
foreign cards as may be you, send 
your district manager a standard No. 10 stamped 
envelope. If you have reason to expect a consider 
able number of cards, put on an extra stamp so 
that it has a total of six-cents postage. Your own 

and address go in the customary place on 
and your station call should be printed 

received for 

name 
the 
prominently in the upper left-hand corner. 

Wi J. T. Steiger, WIBGY, 35 Call 
Willimansett, Mass. 

face, 

Street, 

W2 H. W. Yahnel, W2SN, Lake Ave., Hel- 
metta, N. J. 

W3 Maurice Downs, W3WU, 1311 Sheridan 
St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 

W4—G. W. Hoke, W4DYB, 328 Mell Ave. 
N. E., Atlanta, Ga. 

W5 — FE. H. Treadaway, W5DKR, 2749 Myrtle 
St., New Orleans, La. 

W6 Horace Greer, W6TT, 414 Fairmount Ave., 
Oakland, Calif. 

W7 Frank E. Pratt, W7DNZ, 5023 So. Ferry 
St., Tacoma, Wash. 

WS F. W. Allen, WSGER, 324 Richmond 
Ave., Dayton, Ohio 

W9 Alva A. Smith, W9DMA, 238 East Main 
St., Caledonia, Minn 

VEI L. J. Fader, VEIFQ, 125 Henry St. 
Halifax, N.S. 

VE2 C. W. Skarstedt, VE2DR, 236 Elm Ave., 
Westmount, P. Q. 

VE3* Bert Knowles, VIEe38QB, Lanark, Ont 
Vie4 George Behrends, VE4RO, 186 Oakdear 

St. James, Winnipeg, Manitoba 
Hough, VESHR, 1785 First St. 

Blvd., 
VE5 H. R. 

Victoria, B.C. 
K4 F. McCown, K4ARJ, Family Court 7, San- 

turce, Puerto Rico. 
KS Norman F. Miller, KSAF, 15th Air Bas 

Squadron, Albrook Field, Canal Zone. 
K6 James F. Pa, K6LBH, 1416D Lunalilo St 

Honolulu, = H. 
K7 Jerry MeKinley, K7GSC, Box = 1533, 

Juneau, Alaska. 
KA — George L. Rickard, KAIGR, P. O. Box 

849, Manila, P. | 
* VE3QB advises that in spite of the suspens if at 

teur work by VE’s he expects to clear the QSL file 
pletely by early October 

Vermont Convention 
(Cor linwe ed fi m pe e 62 

a special surprise i WIAAJ. Director Noble 
SCM Parker will be the principal spe: onan 
T he price foreverything is $1.50. Send word tok. 
Teachout, See’y, Green Mountain Radio Club, 

3 Pine St., Rutland, Vt., that you are coming 

| ae 
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WITH REMOVABLE 

STAND-OFF INSULATORS 

@ For convenience in mounting on the 
chassis, the new models of the NC-600U neu- 

tralizing condenser and the R-100U and 
) R-300U Chokes are now provided with a 

small stand-off insulator for chassis mount- 

ing. For ‘‘pigtail mounting,” the insulator 

may be unscrewed and used for other pur- 
poses. Chokes without the insulator are still 

; available, but at a new low price 

Type NC-600U Neutralizing Condenser, 
with insulator. List Price $.55 

Type R-100U Choke, with insulator. 
n List Price $.60 

Type R-300U Choke, with insulator 

List Price $.60 

NATIONAL COMPANY, INC. 

Malden, Massachusetts 

Are We Right? 

You should have at least 

two of them — one for your 

complete 1938 file of 

copies, and one for each 

1939 issue as published. 

With each Binder is furnished a sheet of gold 

and black gummed labels for years 1922 

wx [through 1941. The proper one can be cut from 

the sheet and pasted in the space provided for 

iton the back of the binder. 

Price $ 1.50 postpaid 

Avariat ates ang possessions, and _anade 

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE 

West Hartford, Conn. 

OST 

YEARLY BINDERS 
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DAKOTA DIV 

rab ttw vears. HRH is 

page 101) 
i) GVV 97 EIO 49 DAK 

WS5BHO 
LCWW 

Dave H. Calk 
A.A.R.S. EGIL ar 

1500 watt ¢. g@as-t rime 
EZ. BEH and VZ. GWO 

schedules with the Texas 
! ‘OSA self- 

{Camp at Camp Hulen 
undling the San Antonio 
‘LI port ible at the « imp 
lub in be heard on 7181 

rebuilding to 1.75 M« 
APP completed rig 

weeks 

GPL is active 1 1.75 

tation and operat 
10 A.M Anyone 

e Galveston Club 
MIN 610 DLZ 42 GGt 

noon 

W5ENI 
reports 918 

shes S.C.M. with a 
ind =6vicinit ZM and 

the ter s of a statewid 
HA‘ HSO and GUz 

t CHU has new 
DX on 14 M us 
Kansas, is with T.W.A 
HDH, of Alamogorde 
phone. GUZ has nev 
402 ke is Irequency 

ISION 

w I v Ce 

\ | I Wevobp 
ORS pp ntment } w 

GhKP 

1()4 

YT has new recei ul 
14 Me. WDA has 
is working on flea power 

worked 

mobile 56-Mc. rig. YCK has new receiver and is active on 
LS and 7 Me 
now located at 
1.75-Me. rig. Do you want more news fr 
How about more reports? 
SOUTHERN MINNESOTA SCM, Millard L. Bender, 

W9YNQ FAJ loaded his 28-Me. rig in the car and called 
on GBZ and OMC at Lakefield. OMC has a 6L6 to a TZ 20 
and wants schedules for traffic this fall and winter. His freq 

the M.S.N. freq. JSS will be o1 
c.w. GBZ has a very accurate freq.-meter and is an activ 
0.0. CJX is putting beam for 28 Me. NCS 
t »ver QNO's schedules while the latter was on vacation 
QNO can QSP to anywhere in U.S.A., Canal Zone, Hawaii or 
Philippines; he schedules 4PL of Hit and Bounce Net 
KUI has a 2'o-kw. a generator; he uses a Model “A 
engine for power. MZN finished a 100 ke. e.cx 
freq. checks. Watch « fellows! Dr. Woodruff stopped over 
it MZN’'s for a short visit and luncheon. DOB kept 
schedule with SFF daily during June and July, as one of the 

Minneapolis hospital. GUD just got his 
icket; he is running 150 watts to a pair of T20’s on 7 Me 
ZAD keeps daily schedule with YZW. The Cross Country 
net is about ready for business with 6KHZ, THAD, 9SWVZ 
9Y XH, 8QLO and 2HZJ. It operates on 7 Me. in the mort 
ings. The first of a series of semi-annual Minnesota (Nort! 

t October Ist 

YKD added an 809 for final amp. CGM is 
Moorhead. CGG has a pal of 100TH’s for 

m this Section? 

is 3705 ke with low power 

ip a 3-element 

and can give 

Tam wis 
‘ 

and South) Field Days will be held Sunday 
from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. Those who participated in the Sout! 
ern Minnes i Field Day last spring 1 alot of fun ana 
this time there’ be more vet. 1.75 8.5, 7T-Me ‘phone « 

w I s b ! t pa I is expected or 
5-NI w. A juipme I st t pe d independent 
mimercial power mains us this is also an emergency prepa 
at tes The prize as be ! l of being the 

winner Besides this, some local lub ma ionate a prize 
rt ed as follows: 1 p acl nta 
wit! wn Section, 2 po react er-sectl 

i rt i t's get t and have a grand ti 
Octobe B t the M.S.N.i ng to have 
own ! th indal sheet. It will be about four pages ar 
“ ntain Section news. It w be published about the 
first of the month and a copy will be sent to each M.S.N 
! be n ul ‘ reports | the 16th of the 

I his S.C.AMLS va " la card te 
I ib " Vities and you w be p n the mailing 
list. If ws want } , | some snapp} 
yperating get on tl BT freq. The best operators in the 

p DHY reports from near Bemidji o1 
i t t : portable ric and had many pleasant 

Qso St. Pa lub is prepa exhibit at the 
State Fai 

rraffic: W®NCS 107 DOB 2 LCT 207 BHY 14 

SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION 

ALABAMA SCM, James F 
é R.M {Ds, 4EVJ,4APU. PAM i{BMIM, 4DHG., 
BE. 40OA, 4ECI, 4CRG,. O.O t{ELX, 4BYW, 4EBZ 
Lookout! Here HEAR YE, HEAR YI Alabama 
QsO PARTY. Sunday Afternoon Oct. Ist from 3 until 

t for «¢ 

Phomp W4DGs8 

worked. Two 
PAM, ORS 

These stations 

ta 
> = 

/ 
..L. St n (RM 

OO, et worked 
g with their ea sf ‘ i rhe t t 

' lentifieation. Send reports to S.C.M. pronto. It is 
rested that the first and last hou e used for same 

1 i he 1 € i be used fi - 
und 1 Here ) < ee he c.w 

mee f eo. a 75-M é Ss, als 
pT t € « ~ fir “ t goe 

the c.w. bands. Both 1.75 and 3.9-3.5 Me. should be ok a 
ve c te it ne. ( EFD in his new 

shack. ECF } hecome one of the « s leading ‘phone 
DX men. GBV keeps cood tr e schedules with contacts t 
most U.S. possessions. FRT and GDI also keep good sched- 
ules. EBZ hus HK354 AHQ t Ant ton has opened freq 
measuring service en to hams a commercials. FVU has 
new rig on 7 Me. FIG kept traffic schedules with DAU and 
EHA t Camp Andrews Scout camy FJA visited 2USA. 
FSW is among the rel 28 Mec. ERW is working 
3.9-Me. ‘phone. GDE its fixir ' ew rig with T20's u 

final. ERW has nice FLS has new 
28-Me. rotar BLG is fixir BYW is doing 
good O.O. work on 14-Me. band edges. FZT from Jax Beacl 
is new ham at Maxwell Field. EKU, operating NRT, 8 

liders I 

new band-switch exciter 

~~) 



oast Guard Emergency Truck station, visited BY W 
e August flood emergen« period EAY a quired ! 

10-ft. steel self-supporting tower with a 4 ft tfor 
p. DPX is contemplating a Sturba Curtain for 1.75 Me 

DVJ works 3.9-Me. ‘phone. EW has new HQ120. EIB 
ew 3-element beam. AUP has new portable rig wit! 

il. All hams interested in either the A.A.R.S. ‘pl € 
the A.A.R.S. c.w. nets should « tact RS p} ‘ and 

QW c.W (,o0d stations In al tow! Ala. are desired 
DQW has 750 watts for that net cont: f the A.A.R.S 
BKZ has 6L6 t 10. EOX working 14-Me. c.w 1 28 
Me phone LOX new O.R.S. In the future send I 

nications to the S.C.M. t 12 ¢ ton Ave Mtg 

Traffic: W4GB\ (0 ERW 20 DGS 2 EBZ 
EASTERN FLORIDA SCM, Lewis A. ¢ 

w4DVO Acss’t SCM. Forrest W. Dar W4AGR. R.M 
tCOB, 4PEI. P.A.M.: 4DDB. EBE schedules AOB « 

ening at 9 for traffic. EKI whon e S.C_M. f 
old shipmate, has pair of 242A new rig on 7 M 
ning 4 kw. AKJ, ESM and DVO visited DNA 

vered that while his antenna was groundedédlh 
t hit his rig last month came in the gr nee 

e power line, the other side being disconnected. +( 
varded his traffic report this mont! 
MeKee's Rocks, Pa. BYF finds time to handle traffic ‘ 

tive in emergency work. The A.A.R.S. 3.9 ‘phone net w 
e ale > en atorr that hit , hern rt ‘ 
Aug l 12. The cked off the rromete ¢ 

‘ a eloc t reg i like vetera The Ha es 
J er Springs on Ju 30th was ve ccessf 

r led. Mr Her n, the R.I lamy . 
I il sf e f rs ands € 

dicated in vicinity f Tampa d t 
ils were on 500 ke. DZS schedules 4 

he West Palm Bea Ar I 

lane : 
AKC 

ite . 
re EIA 

thie Equinox 
w thatr mean st 73 DVO 

lraffic: W4DVO 37 EBE 27 DZS 31 BYF 32 GBC 19 
WESTERN FLORIDA SCM, Osear Cederstr 

W4AXP. R.M.'s: 4FJR, 4EPT, 4D XQ. A tropi 

e time iread t “ be 

ia ttle excite € this Section this m 
N mmunicat n emer ene at se et the imateur we ft 

iv f t Appe Elk ec € 
4.A.R.S. schedule : gat Ss GAA ! 
75-Me. ‘phone. Newest call in Pensaco : \ 

pound brass on 7 Me. FHQ is on 7 Mc. with a pair of T40 
FWY is stirring the ether on 28 Mc. EPT had a little exper 
‘ wit! 

OOU voit condenser t Crist nd , im 
. nieces flving all over the shack. DAO knocks ‘em cold on 14 

und 7 Me. LT has low power 28-M« phone and a rotar 
deal MS worked 6 ZS 15 KA’s in one week. AXF use 
he pare time working 28-Mce. ‘phone turned t 
Bost where he will apply for his old call, ICKD. We te 

ee him leave. QG was a visitor to MS 
he air. 50J was visitor to the N.C.R 

DLO worked a « ipie ¥s n 56 Me ising I 
KB kept us informed abou . s of . 

EZ\ 28-Mc. ‘phone. FRQ is rebuilding for 1.75, 7 
4 Mec. GAM keeps 7150 ke. hot with T55 fin / 

te i. FJM keeps ‘em busy on 1.75 Me 
S Diego with his new bride who has eceived he 

wl ym ticket, 4GGB, and planst e 7-M« nd 28-M 
é EGQ plans t e back on 7 Me FIR 
AXP She = our newe 

Me. ECM moved to Jax. We wish him succes 
is e him. EUO has passed class A exam and has comme 

A The emergency equipn ‘ f the N.C.R. at Pe ( 
ead the m I hing 

€ Fine work and let’s keep the good work 
- ée ir news and reports. Thanks t ind very 73 
g Oscar, AXP 
: lraffic: W4FJR 406 DLO 96 EPT 37 AXP 9 FRQ 4 

GEORGIA SCM, Leland W. Smith, W4AGI R.M 

ind 4ECZ. The Albany Radio Club has 
1 ind is planning an emergency powered 

BIW ji iilding new 4-Mce. ‘phone. ESA is building 
it f ill bands. FID has new receiver as has 
I ind DXK ire all 1.75-M« 

. i Athens Radio Club are 
BLI, Pre AZK, Vice-Pres., and FGU, Secy-Treas. DBZ 
mo\ l t > (Savannah R.I ) and ESE completed 

DAA is reported to be 
it white heat. DLW and BZH are 

ve 28-Me phone. MJ is heard regularly on 4-M« 
AUF is ick on after a long absence. ECZ, our onl) 

well outfitted with 

and E.t iVX 
secured ouse 

+ new flex , it 
ESF. DFJ, Ft working 
alii ; e new officers of the 

t (Charleston 

he Georgia 
L. Net and plans affiliation with the regular trunk 

O.P.S. in Atlanta, has new QTH. CCJ 
\ 1 1 Temple. AOB ft 
K6 each a.m. GDB has emerge 

‘ 

keeps traffic schedule with 
transmitter as well as 
of Hytron 6L6GX's in 
BED ran up enviable 

Let's have more applica- 
e fir EYK is j A.A.R.S 

re \.A.R.8. birthday part 
1 O.R.S. Full information upon receipt 

rr W4AO0B 269 AGI 12 
DB: 
WEST INDIES SCM, Mar le la Torre, CM20P 

K4UG el ed QTH and put up 14 Me. vertical. KAFHR 
ewe é wit th C.M The Santurce gang it 

FWD 13 EYK 11 FDJ 2 

I R elping K4RJ wit! transmitter troubles 
K4FAY eaving P.R. as Nav transfe 

1 K4ESH are 
rring him to new 

K4FC\ 300 w nput with 
té I s. K4AKD »-T t wertical for receiv- 

e S.C.M. wit e K4 news. Cuban ham 
ne news a !CM2AD worked the D.J.D.C 

CO2WI!I r FB with 25 watt nd has worked I1PB 
KA7EF, CNSBB, LUGDJ and CTIOR with his 6L6 bottle 
CM20P t med n for win r the A.R.R.L. QSO 
| t he West Indies. CM2FM eing worked | Dr 
La Torre 8.C.M.'’s OM I rm seven mules trom 

wre reports, fellows? Let me know 

DELTA DIVISION 

ARKANSAS SCM, H. E. Velte, W5ABI 
* t DX on 14 Me. from the KLCN trar 

planning a super kw. rig. HUX has new B 
‘ f 1.75 Me. GJL is planning a 150-watt 

r with HK24 final. [AI is knocking em off on 7 Me. GNY 
t rk last state (S. D.) for W.A.S. HDC has been 

work fair DX on 14-Me. ‘phone as well as locals on 1.75 
Ie. GYR has been reworking rig t r to get it to work 

ht both 28 and 1.75 Me. Wk is still shooting the bull 
1.75 Mc. HND moved back to Ar rom Miss. DRZ 

ew b in Amarillo. HJA, back in Litth 

DNS is 
mitter 

ansas 
Rock, is 

DMR is in Alexandria 4 I table 1.75-M phone 
[ been heard from GUX and HBY. HAT has 

¢ nal phone signal from Russellville on 1.75 Me. 
ENH ret t rig. PX worked some FB sche les back to 
L.R. from ICK through GED. GMB works 1.75-M: 

I i nally. CIU gets nice results 14 Me. HAT 
ite c cand t t anew HQ-120X. GI 

ba 1.75-Me phone. BDR at Dewitt keeps nice 1.75- 
ne signal on the air. GYR uses 1.75-Mc. ‘phone to 

I ich with his pals. HTJ, formerly of Smacl 
1.75-M phone New Iberia, La. QI chang 

= a vel HJA is pianning more power! with 
BCZ i 1 swell b on 1.75-Me phone 
Ot ul nd 75 watts. HWS and 
wer 1.75-M phone in Jonesboro 

QRN nicely 

Kover, 18 
d QTH in 
r-40 final. 
pushing a 

HWP are working low 
HSQ 

1.75-Mi 
in Rector breaks 

‘phone. HOT 
HNK ex- t ibles on the top band 

pect | new TZ-20 and Class B modulator soon. 
ICY of Smackover visited Baltimore and the World’s Fair 

I ‘ GHJ visited GIC, GED and BCZ. ENL 
FB on fly-power portable job. HWK ir XYL op, 

2% meter” rig and would be pleased to hear 
those interested in this band. EIJ invites any traffx 

way. ANR is getting ready for T.L. “‘D’’ work. HTS has 
upp ted O.R.S. and announces the forming of the 

H ( r Net handling traffic throughout the 
Ss “ BMI is heard on very consistently. EW X shoved 

ff 1.75-M band, with ABI as his first con- 
tact. Ex-5 BED ate ut P.O. Box 107, Eureka, Utah 
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Stay on Top .=:= 

get more ‘out of your power 

BR with Vripter 

MODULATION MONITOR 

r —at a price! mae 

Federa os fetime jueranteed Meters s 1 P tion @ Two Meters one for 
fn ulation @ Calibrated Neon Light for 
In . Phone Connection @ Uses 

$33.67 
Write for Catalog! 

THE TT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO 
Bluffton, Ohio Section armon Avenue 

110 VOLTS AC Katolight 
Anytime, A where! with Plants 
Have epecia era « radio re 
celvers and . e% tage reg 
elation. Fu and 100 watts at 
6 volts Fiite elde 
eaaiin tt $66.00 
Amateur t 97.50 

the 0 watte 

KATOLIONT, Mankato, Minn., U.S.A. 

NOW BUY THIS LATEST 

MODEL GENUINE 

VIBROPLEX 

LIGHTNING BUG" 

“4 nthe 913-75 

and lower 

VIBROPLEX 
JUNIOR 

Smatier and more ympact 
but in all other i 
as Famous Im proved Model, 
"$49.50 Black Jap 

Nickel-plat 
T} \ Cher Vi e] ° 

= und 
' ri off 
li t not 
Db ! M 

r ita 
al test 
har ! 
fan ] t 
ser 

THE VIBROPLEX CO., Inc. _ientifies the 
G@ en t ne 

832 Broadwa New York, N. Y. 1 ibe oplex 

) ? 
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Georgia 
W4FIJ 
w4YC 
W4DYH 
W4Is 
W4FBE 
W4EGT 
W4rFHW* 
W4ERT* 

SouTHWESTERN Drtv1 

Los Angele 
W6GRL 1 
W6AM 
W6NHK 
W6GRX 
W6NMI 
W6POZ 
W 61 ZI 
W6MEP 
W6PDB 
W6CGY 
W6KYT 
W6PKK 
W6QO0Z 
W6LIP* 
W6QGI* 
W6MBD 
W6FPV 
W6JZL 
W6KNI 
W6MUM 
W6PEN* 
W6BUK* 
W6HLZ 
W6PBG 
W6NCP 
W6DZH* 
WwsQJ* 
Wo6PyV* 
W6QFB* 
W6QKS 

{rizona 
W6OJK 
W6PNX 
WaQJl 
W6PQQ 
W6PWW 
W6QNC* 
W6QLZ 
W6IMR 
W6OIT 
W 6H RH 

San Dieae 
WéGcT 
WéGCX 
W6CHV 
W6EOW* 
W6NAV* 

No. Texas 
W5Vl 
W 5Y } ° 
W5EKF* 
W5HDI 
W5APW 
W5FVI 

Oklahoma 
W5BEI 
W5GZK 
W5EHT 
W5FXD 
W5FFW* 
W5GVP 

DX Contest Scores 

6636-28- 79- 
21996 
4725 
3861 

52 ad 27 

1860-20 
1482 

oO 
, 

Se. Tezras 
W5EDX 10560 
W5VV 
W5FGQ* 
W5HMQ 
W5BVH 
W5CCI 
W5BCI 
W5HEG* 
W5EIN* 
W5GGs* 

New Merice 
W5DWP 
W5GGX 

19 
6 
l 

joel 
10763-93 
57150 
19890-51 
16500-44 
11124-36 
10880-32 
R@N0- 37 
SH49-31 
7830-29 
5742-29 
5544-28 
4872-28 
3480-20 
3174-23 
3120-20 
9925-95 
2451-19 
2142-17 
2091-17 
1008-12 
462-11 
°H41- 8S 
120- 5 
120-5 
SS 4 
H0- 4 
H0- 4 
48-4 
30-5 

- 1 

8910-30 
6570-30 
1840-20 
299-15 
246- 6 

‘M) a 

72-4 15-3 
24- 2 

10836-—42 
7644-28 
3690-18 
378- 9 
30- 2 

16942-43 
12540-38 
5040-30 
700-14 
231- 7 
108— 6 

1550246 
5292-27 
4075-25 
1500-20 
270- 9 
216-8 

14 
6954-3 
3754-22 
3096-24 
1620-20 
756-14 
741-18 
120- 5 

1?-— 6 
i- 1 

5668-26 
210-7 

(Cor tinued fram page £ 

141 
- §0- 

49 
1 
26 
b 

a9 
i4 
31 

ao 
10 

B 

B 

B 
B 

B 

B 
B 

B-2 
B 

B 

b- 

‘_@> 

39 ‘48 
3t 

4 
15 

*_ Sp 

63 
67 
Me 

5 
iH 
6S 

10 
10 

CANADA 
Maritime 
EIGH 

1K! 

7 > 

St tl a lt alte 

E 
/ 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 

*4 

Koypt S/T 
SLICR 
SUIRD 
SUIAX 

M oroce 
CNSBA 
CNBSAI 
CNA&ABD 

U. of Se 
ZS6DW 
ZS4H 

12543-37-113 
10605- 35-101 
9804-43- 76 
§6025-25- 81 
5453-19- 97 
4830-21-— 77 
136S-12- 38 

78- 9- 4 
210- 7- 10 
10S— 6 6 12-2 , 

22404-54-140 
»9005-15-163 
14700-35-140 
70S4-2S— SO 
$455-27- 55 
$446-26- 57 
$134-26- 53 
3840-24-— 54 
3528-24-— 49 
2037-21- 33 
1440-16- 30 
1295-16-27 
1002-14 ) 
1040-13-— 28 
360- o- 14 
204- 7- 14 
is0— 6- 10 
147-7- 7 
125 ) 4 
120- 5- & 
36-3 j 

l l 

11080 , MH) 
0614—38— 85 
6318-26- SI 
1260-15- 2S 

52-11- 12 

sIOS-24-— 44 
144-9 16 
ot } 
36 } 

16842-42-135 
12768-38-112 
55H s- 56 
$536-21- 73 
124-21 1s 
2193-17- 43 
0-10-18 
wm 5 6 

24453-57-143 
9801-33-— 99 
7110-32- 79 
6786-20-— 7S 
4001-26- 54 
2°HS-21 i) 
1440-16- 30 
663-13-— 19 
72-4 6 

2340-20— 39 
1792-18- 33 
540-10- 1S 

FA 
650-10- 2 

300-10-110 
IS02-11-— 5S 

1s 2? 0 

CNS 
6012-18-112 
2060- 10-102 
1800 9- 67 

ifrica — ZS 
61452-27-765 
36840-24-520 

A-75 
A-46 
B-30 
{-23 
\-30 
B-35 
B 
B DC 

VA 

CR 

T 
Varia 
in mé 
on to 

h 
of thi 
frequ 
total 
80-m. 
multi 
incre: 

T 
cryst 
consu 
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Save 
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DODGE QRM WITH LOW COST 

VARIABLE FREQUENCY 

CRYSTAL CONTROL 

The continually increasing popularity of the Bliley VF1l 
Variable Frequency Crystal Unit has made possible savings 
in manufacturing cost. These savings are now being passed 
on to you through the medium of reduced price. 

Neither the quality nor the performance characteristics 
of this precision-made crystal unit has been changed. The 
frequency drift is still less than + 4 cycles/mc./°C. and the 
total frequency variation approximately 6kc. with the 
80-meter unit and 12kc. with the 40-meter unit. When 
multiplying, the frequency variation range is, naturally, 

| 

ON BLILEY VFI 

CRYSTAL UNITS 

increased proportionately. 

The VF1 Unit now brings you variable frequency with 
See your distributor or 

consult circular A-7 for further descriptive information. 
crystal stability at low cost. 

Bliley Electric Co., Erie, Pa. 

NOW-$6.60 

REDUCED FROM $7.50 

40 or 80-METER 

VARIABLE FREQUENCY 

lar PROBI EMS quick! 
’ ill manner of ymputat 

1 with the 
NEW 10 liat ter CIRCULAR SLIDE RULE, ‘ ‘ e inst ostpaid for $1.00. 

ind , pertorm 

\. Froom, 2420 Vancouver Av., San Diego, Calif 

A Perfected 

AUTOMATIC 

SENDER 

Peoeit $99.50 

Save your fist. Let the Automatic Sender 
raise your stations for you. Repeats calls or 
messages indefi nitely Leneth of messages 
practically unlimited. Sends from 2 to 70 

Patented 

$13.50 
West of 

words a minute. Motor driven. Entirely 
automatic. Built-in tape perforator. Abso- Denver 
lute uniformity in spacing of characters. 
Speed up your receiving. Connect Automatic Sender with 
a buzzer or oscillator. Accustom yourself to receiving any speed you select up to 70 W.P.M. Makes excellent code 
teacher for novice. Complete with 6 rolls of tape and full 
instructions No extra equipment needed. If your dealer 
can't supply, write us. Fully guaranteed 

GARDINE R- LEVERING Co. Haddon Heights 
New Jersey, U. S.A 

Vot "ems! Most jobbes 
y a” P 

ra ‘ Radiocrafter Vernier Dials f a Roto- buffed ni l Pe E es Py : 4 d ~— With hair line pointer 

; Md 1’ dia. Net $1.20; 244” dia. Net 90 
ee | \nd complete line plain dials, d kn 
y llin lacque et it lowest ‘ 

Marine Gra Prismlac, s Pt 
Net 50c 

. N. E. RADIOCRAFTERS 
58 Stuart St. Boston, Mass 

—_ . J 

THIS EXPERT 

WILL HELP YOU 

PASS THE NEW 

RADIO EXAMS 

Newly-written, low-cost, home- 
study courses under supervision 
of Arthur R. Nilson, twenty 
years co-author of technical 
radio books. Fit yourself for the new license ex- 
aminations — Radio Telephone Operator Ist or 
2nd class and Radio Telegraph Operator’s per- 
mit, used in the Aeronautical, Forestry and Police 
services and Broadcasting. Thousands of profes- 
sional radiomen use Nilson and Hornung text- 
books to keep up to date. Now Arthur R. Nilson, 
will give you direct, detailed lessons, step by step. 

SEND FOR FREE 16-PAGE BOOKLET “What 
The Modern Radioman Must Know.” Make 
this step toward your successful radio career , . now! 

NILSON RADIO SCHOOL 
51 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y. 

5 Please send me without obligation, your ;: 
g S00klet “What The Modern Radioman a 
g Mast Know.’ t 

: Name — : 
1 iddres | 
: City State ~Q-10 : 
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world’s 
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in six cy 
of map 
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interes 

DX! 

THE 

AMATEUR 

IO. MAP 

THE WORLD 

t of heavy map paper 

Rand MeNally, 
mier map-makers, have 
pecifications — imprinted 

ind black every single bit 

mation useful to the radio 

In hes 

11 modified equidistant 
projection permits great 

e measurements in miles 
accurate to better than 

ne in all parts of the world 

well as Greenwich correc- 

licial LA.R.U. WAC conti- 
ivisions are given. Princi- 

the world are shown, in- 
e U.S., all district inspec- 

nd examining points. 

ost useful of all is a list of 
the world, arranged on a 
raphical and political divi- 

y shown by color break- 
e detailed reference index. 
{0 countries shown, 180 

prefixes in large open red 

it you can’t miss). More 
| known national districts 

b-divisions are shown. 

new in conception and de- 

nough to be useful, com- 

ry detail — here is the map 

urs have been waiting for 

vears. Make a place for it 
it'll be the most 

yject in the shack. 

now 

~~ PRICE $1.25 

POSTP AID 

American 

Radio Relay League 

Ww oat Marttord, Connecticut 
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ZS5AW 28566-27-356- 
ZS6W 10668-14-256- 
ZS6AD 4015-11-123- 
ZS6AQ = 2760-12- 77- 
ZS5Q 1791- 9- 69- 
ZS6L 1360- 8- 57- 
ZS6DV* 488- 4- 4l- 
ZSIBL* 264- 4- 22- 

ASIA 
Burma — XZ 
XZ2DX 1246- 7- 60 
XZ2EX 45- 3- 5- 

China XU 
XUSAM  _2475-11- 75- 

Chosen J8 
Jscl 705-— 5- 48 

Japan — J 
I3FZ 3640- 7-119 
J2MI 3608-11-11 1- 
J2KN 1600- 8- 69 
J2NQ 1326- 4- 73 
J2NG 1224-— 6- 68 
J2P1 375- 5- 25 
J3DI 48- 2- § 

Europe 
Azores — CT2 
CT2AB 360- 5- 24 
CT2BC 360- 5- 24 
CT2BP 360- 5- 24- 

Belgium ON 
ON4AK 
ON4HS 

re— El 

12210-22-191- 
2010-10- 67 

31211-23-455 
2340-10— 78 

440- 8- 19 
ES 
3042-13- 78 

France — F 
F8QD 2500 1-23-363 
FSNT 21912-22-332- 
PSXT 7599-17-149 
FSJQ 7562-19-142 
FSW kK 5200-16-109 
FSNX 3590-10-121 
F3DC 1377- 9- 51 
FssI LISS-12- 36 
F300 981-— S- 41 
FSBM 840- 8- 35 
FSV¢ 504-— S- 21 
F3ER 168- 9 18 
FSPQ 2°8— §- 13 
P31 195- 5- 13 
P3LG i8s-4- 4 
FSBA 3- 1- 1- 

Great Britain — G 
G6LK 35880-26160 
GS5LI 32010-24-448 
G6BW 14972-19-261- 
G2WD* 7860-19-140 
GSJQ 7395-17-147 
GSMX 6066-18-114 
GS8TD 5181-16-108 
GSQX 5149-19- 91 
G5S80 4976-16-105 
G5ZG 4070-15-114 
G6WY 4736-16-100 
G2MI 3960-15-87 
G6XN 3192-14— 76 
G3BM 3091-11- 96 
G5BD 2926-19- 53 
GSDM 2450-14- 59 
G6BC 2200-10- 83 
GS8GQ 1488— 8- 62 
GSsW 1263- 3- 14- 
G4A58 1089- 9- 42 
GS8iG 1053-13- 27 
GSSA 896- 7- 43 
G2XY 872- 7- 37 
G25 720- 6- 41 
G21W 477- 9- 18 
G6AH 322- 7- 19 
G6QS 156- 4- 13 
G3RI 132- 4- 1ll- 
G3YM 45- 3- 5 
GSQH* 45-3- 5 
G3JG* 36- 3- 4 
G3MK 36- 2- 4- 
GACG M4- 2- 4 
G6AY 12- 2- 2- 
G50J* 3- 1- 

B-27 

B-36 
19 

A-17 

A-14 
A- - 

A-10% 
A-108 
A-10# 

Hungary — HA 
H ASC 54- 3- 7- B-4 
Italy — I 
IITKM 6307-17-126-— B-27 
IIT 1290-12- 36- A- 8 
Lithuania — LY 
YiJ 4560-20- 76- A-32 

LYIS 3346-14- 81-AB-37 
Netherlands — PA@ 
PA®UN 25344-22-394- A-56 
PA®@AD 11220-20-186- - 
PA®EO 4496-16- 94- A-25 
PA®EH 756- 7- 36- A 
PA®IDW = 150- 5- 10- - 
Northern Ireland — GI 
GISTS —1248-12- 35- A-19 
Norway — LA 
LAIF 2607-11- 79- A-23 
LAIG 78- 3- 9 A 
LA3K 12- 2- 2- - 
Poland — SP 
SPIDC 1820-13- 47- A-19 
Portugal — CT1 
CTIZA =: 12597-19-224- A-27 
CT1IQG ss 11254-17-225- A-34 
CTIPK  9685-13-251- B-27 
CTIQA 2475- 9- 92- A-31 
CT100 1016- 8- 45- A- 5 
Roumania — YR 
YR5PB 315- 7- 15- A- 5 
YR5VV 18- 2- 3- B-1 
Scctland — GM 
GM6RG 41075-25-531- --53 
GM2UU_10365-15-237- A-32 
GM8MN_8190-14-196- A-43 
GMS8RJ* 2784-16- 58- A-10 
GM30L 300- 5- 20- A 

Sweden — SM 
SM7UC  8280-18-155- A-IS 
SM5SI 1820-13- 47- B- 8 
Wales —GW 
GW6JW 5104-16-108- A-1 
GW3KY 1914-11- 58- A-12 
GW3AX* 1826-11- 57- - 
GW3Jl 1431- 9- 53- A-ll 
GWS8HI 8i- 4- 7- - 

NortH AMERICA 

Alaska — K7 
K7AOC 1239- 7- 59- B-22 

Bahamas — VP? 
VP7NS = 10542-14-251-— A-20 

Barbados — V P6 
VP6YB  81027-27-1015- B-59" 
Bermuda — VP9 
VP9L 45520-20-764-— A-tit 
VP9X 4382-14-107- A-ll 
British Honduras VPI 
VPIWB 32453-23-478- A 

Canal Zone — NY/K5 
NYIAA 27672-24-388- A-60 
K5AN 1080- 9- 40 
K5AF* 7380-10— 27 

Costa Rica TI 
TRIG 27621-27-341- B-14 
Cuba CoO 
CO2WM 109536-28-1312- B-69 
CO2JJ 65013-27-810- B-83 
CO2JM 16632-24-236- A-3l 
CO7EV  14812-14-358- A-42 
CO2WL 7434-14-177- A 
CO2MA 4017-13-103- A-15 
CO2GY 2520-12- 70- -- - 
CO2LY* 1122-11- 34- B- - 

Guatemala TG 
TG9AA 13915-23-202- A-16 

Haiti— HH 
HH2B 567- 9- 21 — 
HH5PA 78- 6- 13- --- 

Leeward Islands . VP2 
VP2AT 252- 6- 14- A-- 

Merico — XE 
XEIA 
XE2HD 

96000-25-1305- B-65 
35628-26460 -75 
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MODULATION While They Last! 

TRANSFORMER 
Nationally known. For 866 TUBES 

such tubes — TZ-20. 

( 
/ 
( 
( 

Hy 25-210-809, 6L6, ) Well Known Make 
etc. Secondary — 200 
M.A. Class C — 5,000 Get a Supply Today 

and re 8 Load. 
hi : Pt cnenee ee ie ¥ | $1.95 ac 

) MOUNTED TRANSFORMERS 

Nationally known. 950 i ( 

) CRYSTALS V.C.T.— 200 MA. 

40-80-160 Band. Good }) completely shielded. 

( 
/ 
/ 
/ 

oscillators. Complete sk wexe $1.49 crystal and 

holder . $2.49 SUPPLY LIMITED 
ee 

NN ON a ee 

FR E t Large U. S. 3%’ x 4%’ map of 

U.S. A. — only a few left now, so 

get yours today. They are easily worth a dollar. Just 

send 5c to cover postage and ask for our catalog too. 

)} SPECIAL Two-color QSL Cards. 

Write today for sample and how easily they 

) may be obtained. 
i i ee i ei ei ee ei ee ee ee 

Lowest 6% Plan Avalable 

On any nationally known part, receiver or XMTR shown in any catalog or advertisement at the 

lowest price shown. FOR QUICK SERVICE—WITH NO RED TAPE—WRITE (LEO) W9GFQ 

REAL SAVING ON ANT. TUBING 

Fellows are using this fine tubing all over the 
country. It is HARD DRAWN SEAMLESS 
ALUMINUM TUBING, with practically no 
sag on 10 meters. 

Yo" Tubing — 12’ length, only. ......... 98c 
¥" Tubing — 12’ length, only.......... 90c 
This comes in straight lengths. 34” Tubing fits into 
Yo" tubing very nicely. 

TUBING CUT FOR 10-METER BAND 

9-element (40 ft.)................... $3.65 
Slement (60 FD... cc ccccsccccces.s GF 

New! 

Ui0A PRECISION FREQ. METER 

ned FOUR UNITS... 
giss ALL IN ONE! 

. A Real Ham Value! 

U-10A KIT 

Net $22.50 
es Wired $29.25 

Maier U-11 TUBE KIT 
@ Visual Indication 
@ Freq. meter Net $4.95 

W9TGU — Howard Burgess — Writer and 
Authority on Radio — Now with Our Staff 

Write for Our Beginner XMTR 

QOQQHQAAHHHAAAAHDAAHAHAHAAAAAHADHAAAAAAQAAAHAAHAAAAHANHHAAAAANAAAAD 

WRITE FOR ACQUAINTANCE BLANK 

Take Your Choice for Quick Service 

Cash Down 12 
Price Payment Months 

Sky Buddy....... $29.50 $5.90 $2.08 
Howard 430 cocece 29.95 5.99 2.11 
HT-7 Freq. Standard 29.50 5.90 2.08 
Howard 438...... 49.95 9.99 3.53 
a 69.50 13.90 4.90 
Howard 460...... 79.95 15.99 5.64 
HT-6 XMITR...... 99.00 19.80 6.99 

SENSATIONAL NEW 6 TUBE 
Breting 6......... $32.40 $6.48 $2.28 

Breting 9......... $54.00 $10.80 $3.81 
3 5) ee 129.00 25.80 9.11 
NC101, XA and 

1WiA......... BRS 25.80 9.11 

NEW GUTHMAN 6 VOLT or 110 AC XMTR 

U-36 Kit......... $29.37 $5.97 $2.06 
Complete with crys- 

tals, tubes and 
a 39.13 7.83 2.76 

RME-70......... $138.60 $27.72 $9.79 
RME-69......... 152.88 30.58 10.80 
NC-100XA...... 142.50 28.50 10.07 
HRO De Luxe.... 179.70 35.94 12.70 

SPECIAL DEAL ON PARTS 
Amt. of Parts Cash with Order Pay Monthly 
$15.00 $3.00 $4.30 for 3 mos. 
25.00 5.00 4.30 for 5 mos. 
35.00 7.00 4.30 for 7 mos. 
WRITE FOR DETAILS ON ANY AMOUNT! 

] WHOLESALE RADIO LABORATORIES [ 

: EVERYTHING FOR THE HAM : 

: W9IGFQ Council Bluffs, lowa WIGFQ e 

EERE REECE EERE EERE REESE RE SEL E EEE EEE EEE EE EEE EEE REECE EE EE EEE ee 
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NOW?! Rapid QSY 

“uv Yalpey Multiple Holder 

Taupe VMC 4 

FEATURES 

TYPE VMC 4 

Price Net 82.25 

With pey Multiple Crystal Holder 
itiy; and without spending 

a lot r separate crystal holders 
of several dollars and 

mounting-space 

VALPEY CRYSTALS 

B HOLLISTON, MASS. 

The 

This SIGNAL 

4 inch 

DRILL ws 

\\ 

iS _ " 

IS TOPS IN VALUE 

= 

List Price $19.50 

This is the buy for your tool kit. It is the 
same drill by electricians, radio repairmen, 
and shops ity 14" in steel, 1”" in hard- 
wood; m 12°’ long; speed 2950 R.P.M.; 
trigger swit 8-foot rubber cord and plug; 
weight 5% pounds. SIGNAL drills are depend- 

able becau y're well made, and they are 
outstanding es because they're priced right. 
If your radio jobber cannot supply you, write us. 

SIGNAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Menominee, Mich. 

XEIFF 5124-14-130- A-17 New Guinea — VK9 
XEIBQ =. 2184-14- 52- A-11 VK9DK 2002-11- 62- A-25 
(k2 764-12- 49- A- 7 a ‘ SEEK® teen-sa oe... Mew Seclend—SL 

icon sia ZLILC 18774-14 447- A-47 
Newfoundland — VO ZLIHY 11693-11-358- A-51 

5¢ 06 »7 ZLIMR = 7800-12-217- A-33 
wens ee Se at 1620- 9- 60- A 
Nicaragua YN Philippine Islands KA . : mS ~~ ulippine Islands 
YNUP 12138-14-289 KAILB 22488-24-315- B-45: YN3DG $596-12-128 B- 6 KA20V* 690-5 16 

Phoenix Islands KFé 
KF6DHW 135- 5- 9 A 

Sumatra PK4 
PK4KS 6708-12-188— B-29 

Panama HP 
HPIA 3840-16-80 

Puerto Rico — K4 
K4s8A 24552-22-372 4-26 
K4DSD SO41-11-247 4 Tasmania VK? 

VK7CM 1680-10- 56- A- 9 

1 ~ 

Salvador YS 
YS2LR 1539- 9- 58- A- 8 Soup America 

Argentina LU Windward Islands VP2 
VP2LC 2343-11-— 72 \- 6 LU5AN 47068-28-569- A-77 

LU7BK 45240-26-5M 62 
OCEANIA LU9BV 43794-28-548- A-SI 

, LU9AX 5412-12-151— A-28 
lustralia — VK _ LUIDA  2910-15- 97 VK4JP 45072 +—() A-56 TLUSAG 1026- 9- 39- B-15 
VK2UC_ 38400-2 LU3BAC — 688- 8- 29- B- 5 
VK2ADT 24702-2 LU3HA 408- 8- 17 
VK3XP 24025-25-323 4-59 LUSCK 120- 5 Q BR 
VK2IQ =. 22872-24-321- A-4L) Pp UsAH 45- 3- 5 
VK3EH 20907-23-203- A-54 | DsANn —-.. & es 
VK4Jl 11074-14-276 
VK3GP* 9604-14-229 Brazil — PY 
VK3CP 3168-11- 96 PY2AC 50568-28-602- B-65 
VK3HG =. 2340-12- 65- A- 8 PY5AQ 7812-21-128- B-26 
VK4ARC 2088-12- 58- A-33 PY2LN 2563-11- 78 
VK5XJ* 1590-10— 5 \- 8 PY2G 1749-11 4 
VK3MX__1130-10- 38- A- 4 PY3DZ 912- 8- 38- A-12 
VK3DH 696- S- 20- A-7 PY2BH S4- 4 7 
VK2AFA 306- 6- 17- A on Ci] 

viGBW sree) CE2BX 49968-24-694— B-86 KOBW 231- 7- 11 \ : VK21Z" os. 9 CEIAH = 10521-21-169- B-32 
VK3ZD 63- 3 ° \ CEIAO 9416-22 145 
VK6ML* ca ¢ Q CE4AC 5892 12 1b: B-46 
VK2AFQ 40-22-77 CES3AT 623- 7- 30- B-12 
VAACG i 3 ; ! (Colombia HK 
VK3VP I2-2- 2 HK3CG 39447-27-490- B-66 

HK3CO 24570-27-308 4-35 
Hawaii A 
K6LKN 23064-24-325- B-6l Ecuador He 
K6MTH 5010-16-105—- B-13 HCIPZ 59556-28-710—- A-52 
K6OTH* 3795-15- S5 HC2CC .24012-23-354- B-5s 
W9YMZ, K6* : 105 §- 22 \-10 Peru OA 
WSFUF, K6" OA4AI 003-11- 91 

sS- 6- <9 Uruguay CX 
K6QN X* 165- 5- 11 \-11 CX2CO 19470-22-295 nT) 

CXIFB 6255-15-139 32 
Java — PK CX3BL* 780-10- 26 5 
PKIRI 1836-13-116- B-21 
PK3W! 1710- 9 61- B- 6 Venezuela yt 
PK2LZ 441- 7- 21- A-5 YVAAI 17402-14-424- B-40 
PK2DI Ist | A- 4 YV5AB 2781-12- 83- B 

The Infinite Impedance 

Detector 

Continued from page ] 

not impaired. The modulation capability is ex- 
cellent, reaching 100 per cent with normal values 
of resistors. Typical values would be Ry = 150,000 
and Re=250,000 ohms. Any trouble with rf. 
getting on the grid of the audio amplifier can be 
eliminated by making R, a 50,000- and 100,000- 
ohm resistor in series, with the lead to (2: con- 
nected at the juncture so that the audio load is 
tapped one-third down on the load resistor. A 
medium-ux tube like the 6C5 is recommended, 
since the higher amplification tubes do not have 
as good modulation capabilities. 

The two advantages of the infinite impedance 

detector over a diode are that it will readily 
handle high percentages of modulation without 
distortion and it will not load the i.f. transformer. 
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CRYSTAL 
PICKUP 

Crystal praprnaieeane \b I 
lod ia of " time-pro n teature 
lemand tor a rea wd, le | ne featur 

1 Micror me for r ! mproved ikelit 
( t rar j ! B | ( I 

t Wid i 
\ cle t 

With Astatic's new 1940 Model Micro- 
phones and Pickups now in production, 
we urge you to visit your Jobber and 
inspect these newer, finer instruments or 
write for Astatic’s new, No. 12 Catalog. 

ASTATIC MICROPHONE LABORATORY, Inc., YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO 

Dynamic Microphone 
Model DN-50 incorporate As 
tat new Unitary Moving Coil 

\ ~ 1 " etly le 
, I erie ved magnet t ture witl 

, ~phte \ Magnet and =carefully 
tione i » t circuit t arm. Brow: ting head ba plug ting. Com te connector and 25-ft. cable. List 

wate $10 " $20 

LEARN RADIO TELEVISION 
| 60-page catalog on request. Oldest, largest and best 

equipped in New England. Write for new catalog. 

MASS. RADIO SCHOOL 
18 Boylston Street Boston, Mass. 

FASTEST WAY 

TO LEARN C O D E 

Easy, Fascinating LEARN BY EAR to 

be a GOOD OP. 
The New All Electric Master Tele 
plex Code Teaching Machine is ex 

tly what thousands are looking for 
No experienc needed. Excellent for 

steps up WPM tor 
LI Ox rhere is no guesswork 
vith Ma ster Teleplex, because it 
ds your sending in visible 

ts and dashes. You SEE and 
HE AR exa tly how you are mak 
ng your signals. You learn code the way you'll be using 
t by SOUND. That's wh hool 
TELEPLEX. Complete course included at no extra 

rge. Used by many schools and several governments 
ichi code. Low cost, easy terms. MONEY 

BA KG l AR \N TEE. Send now for booklet Q-10, no 
bligation. Post card will do 
Th te He 9 Standard Teleplex —a highly efficient 

e am code teacher using heavy specially prepared 
Special waxed paper tape, having two rows of 

perforations. Write for Free folder QT-10 

Cana 
67-69 PARK PLACE 

CANADIAN. ELECTRONIC INSTITUTE, TORONTO, ONT. PARA AAAAAARAAAAAAAAAARAARAAS 

ginners 

leaching code use 

ng 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 

Hew RCA 

Even better 

than its 

predecessor 

—and yours 

at the same 

LOW PRICE *37°™" net 

NEW FEATURES 
i-—Tests ‘“‘Loktal” type and Bantan Base rubes. 2-Tests 
I hligt ind iris s Tree l 3 Hfas lwo Spare 
Ss ets. 4-Has provision for testing t I ing filament 

‘ ip to 120 volts. S-Has On-Off Pilot Light 6-Has 
i te Roller Chart with space for insertion of 10K \ , 

plu I the features that made its predecessor an out- 
tanding tlue! One nger operation indication of line 

tage u tant tual test wit t setting line 
tage t tior ‘ ind the ability to test 

ll type nda eceivil t Mak ill tests to 
R.M.A 

t yy Stock No. 156C, § ) 
Portable ‘I e, Ste No. 156B, $39.9 

Over 535 llion RCA radio tubes have bee purchased by 
r in Tubes in Parts and Test Equipment 

it pays to go R« A All the Way 

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., Camden, N. 5. 
A Service of Radio Corporation of America 



ls the F.C.C. Regulation Re: > 

Operation in times of emergency 

Measurement of xmitter frequency 

Operation of ‘phone transmitters 

Measurement of transmitter power 

Frequencies for ham television 

New ultra-high-frequency bands 

Stability of signals up te 60 Me. 

THE ANSWERS will be found in 

the rent (tenth) edition of 

THE 

RADIO AMATEUR'S 

LICENSE MANUAL 

Going after your first ham 

“tic > You need the man- 

ual ts instructions on where 

to apply, how to go about it in 

the right way — and, most im- 

portant of all, for the nearly 

900 ical license exam ques- 

tions and answers. 

Already licensed? The manual 

is still necessary for its dope on 

renewal and modification pro- 

cedure, the Class A exam 

(with typical questions and an- 

swers), portable procedure, etc. 

ALL the dope on every phase of amateur 

licensing procedure, and, of course, the com- 

plete text of the new regulations and perti- 

nent extracts from the basic radio law. 

25¢ postpaid 

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE 

West Hartford, Connecticut 

The latter advantage is shared with the ordinary 
plate detector, but the plate detector does not 
have the high modulation capability. The in- 
finite impedance detector has the disadvantage, 
along with the plate detector, that there is no 
convenient source of a.v.c. voltage. 

While not an infinite impedance detector in 
the true sense of the word, the circuit ' shown in 
Fig. 1-C is interesting because it permits the use 
of a diode rectifier (for a.v.c. purposes) without 
loading the i.f. transformer. It is related to the 
infinite impedance detector only in that it is 
another member of the family of cathode-coupled 
circuits. A 6C5 or similar tube should be used in 
this application, and representative values would 

| be R= 1000 ohms, C=0.01 pfd., Rj = 25,000 ohms, 
C;=500 upfd., Co=0.01 yfd., Re=250,000 ohms, 
R3;=500 ohms, C3=0.1 yufd., Rg=500,000 ohms 
and C4=0.01 ufd. For an i.f. of 465 ke., L should 
be of the order of 1 mh., which can be obtained 
readily by removing some of the turns from one 
of the small 2.5-mh. chokes available. L should 
be as low-resistance as possible, to avoid bias of 
the diode. If some capacity is added across the 
coil, the amplifier will become regenerative, and 
the circuit presents itself as a possibility for small 
receivers using a regenerative i.f. amplifier and 
a.V.c. — B. G. 
~ TW. T. Cocking, “Cathode-Coupled Circuits,” Wireless 
World, December 15, 1938. 

What the League Is Doing 
(Continued from page 23 

forwarding, and we have despatched them to the 
foreign societies for distribution. The war now 
makes it impossible for us to continue this service 
to the major amateur countries; the amateur so- 
cieties have suspended and their QSL bureaus are 
closed. While we’re always ready to help when a 
QTH isn’t in the callbook, we must now ask our 
members ordinarily to despatch their outgoing 
QSL’s direct to foreign amateurs. 

Auways 

Be 

Canerut 
i me | 

(A) Kill all transmitter circuits com- 
pletely before touching anything behind 
the panel. 

(B) Never wear ’phones while working 
on the transmitter. 

(C) Never pull test arcs from trans- 
mitter tank circuits. 

(D) Don’t shoot trouble in a transmit- 
ter when tired or sleepy. 

(E) When working on the transmitter, 
avoid bodily contact with metal racks or 
frames, radiators, damp floors or other 
grounded objects. 

(F) Keep one hand in your pocket. 
(G) Develop your own safety tech- 

nique. Take time to be careful. 
xx 

Death Is Permanent ! 
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Strength for Service jersey i001 

transmitter was built to last. Exhaustive tests, 

owners, have proven this unit to be ‘‘strong as an ox,’’ as well as outstanding for its 

fine signal quality on both Phone and CW. The 100-T has everything you want — 

both at the factory and by independent 

appearance, 5 band operation, quick frequency shift, ease of tuning and low cost. 

Both audio and RF sections are constructed 

on heavy steel chassis finished in gray baked 

enamel. The finest parts obtainable are 

built into these units. All control designa- 

tions are engraved directly on the panels. 

The complete transmitter is contained in a 

compact, stream-lined cabinet, finished in 

gray wrinkle with chrome trim. For catalog 

containing complete information on the 

100-T and other Harvey Transmitters, write 

to HARVEY RADIO LABORATO.- 

RIES, Inc., 25 Thorndike Street, Cambridge, 

Massachusetts. 

AMATEUR RADIO LICENSES \ 

\ Day and Evening Classes in Code and Theory 

\ HOME STUDY COURSES 

N Reasonable, Efficient and Thorough, Hundreds of 

\ Licensed Students Now on the Air 
\ American Radio Institute, 1123 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

EASY TO LEARN CODE 
1 pleasant work to learn the 

modern way with an Instructograph 
Code Teacher. Ideal for the beginner or ad 
anced student. ® Many tapes available 

ranging from alphabet for beginners to typi 
al messages on all subjects. Speed range 5 to 
40 WPM. @ Always ready, no ORM, beats 
having someone send to you 

FOR SALE OR RENT 
STANDARD with 10 tapes and book of nstructions $20.25 
JUNIOR with 5 tapes and book of instruc 
tions (not rented $12.00 
RENTAL Standard with 10 tapes and book 
i mstructions $3.00 first month, $2.25 each additional month. All 

rental payments may be applied on the purchase price should yor 
lecide to buy the equipment. 

Write for details today 

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY 
Dept. Q, 912 Lakeside Place, Chicago, Illinois 

Representatives for Canada: 
Radio College of Canada, 863 Bay Street, Toronto 

~ RADIO > 

ENGINEERING broadcasting, aviation and 
3 police radio, servicing, marine 

radio telegraphy and telephony, Morse telegraphy and railway 
accounting taught thoroughly. 48 weeks’ engineering course, 
‘quivalent to three years of college radio work. School established 

Harvey 100-T 

NOW LOCATED in Our New 

Home at 75 VESEY ST. 

THE HETROFIL 

(see Sept. QST) and other Millen products 
carried in stock. 

We carry all the nationally advertised lines — 
write us for quotations. 

A good trade-in allowance made on your old 
set. Tell us what you want and what you don't 
want. 

75 Vesey Street 

New York City 
Tel. COrtlandt 7-2612 

flome Cable Address: “RADLEEDS” eo 
LEADS THE FIELD 

World Wide Service to Amateurs 
1874. All expenses low. Catalog free 
DODGE’S INSTITUTE, Day Street, Valparaiso, Indiana 
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Gross Transmitters for 

Dependability and Economy 

ab % Write for free 

descriptive bulle- 

tinon our CB-150 

and CB-250 Ra- 

diophone Trans- 

mitters 

e 

~<€= Special price 

For limited time, 

minus tubes and 

accessories. 

$110.50 

on the 

Gross CB-55 

RADIOPHONE TRANSMITTER 

FB. for 30 M Input: 95 watts. Uses: 2-T20 tubes in 
R.F. and 6L6's in modulator. Coils available for 30, 14, 7, 
3.5, and 1.7 mc. Descriptive bulletin on request. 

GROSS RADIO, Inc. 

51 Vesey Street New York 
ble Address: GROSSINC 

TELEVISION CAPACITORS 
For Advanced Amateur Experimental Use 

Wider High Voltage Safety Margins 
White for Our Bulletin T-1 

SOLAR MFG. CORP. 

Bayonne + New Jersey 
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A Compact Amplifier 

(Continued jf om page 38) 

the photographs. The two condensers are sup- 
ported by vertical metal strips attached to the 
516 by 45{¢-inch sub-base. This sub-base, or plat- 
form, not only serves to mount the tubes and 
coils, but also acts as a shield between the two 
condensers. Standard Barker & Williamson coils 
are used in both the plate and grid circuits, and 
require no pruning. The amplifier is suitable for 
operation on 80, 40, 20, and 10 meters with the 
condensers illustrated. Since the series minimum 
capacity is in the neighborhood of 9 wufd., there is 
no difficulty in obtaining resonance throughout 
the 10-meter band with proper L/C ratios. 

The excitation requirements for the two HK- 
24’s are quite modest; only some 10 watts are re- 
quired. An amplifier or oscillator delivering 
around 15 or 20 watts should do the trick very 
nicely and provide an ample reserve of power for 
good regulation in the driving stage 

Slight changes in the amplifier can be made 
without difficulty. For example, variable link 
coils can be used in the plate circuit and other 
types of tubes requiring from 1000 to 1500 volts 
on the plate can be substituted. Last, but not 
least, few modifications would be needed for 
operation on 5 meters. 

EEE 

Massachusetts State Convention 

(New England Division 

Boston, Mass... October 21st 

Corner rion! September QST mentions 
the Boston Hamfest to be held on October Ith; 
this is not correct, the date is October 21st. The 
plans now are to have a Massachusetts State 
Convention and Boston hamfest combined to be 
held at the Hotel Bradford, Boston, Mass., Octo- 
ber 21st, under the auspices of the South Shore 
and the Eastern Massachusetts Radio Clubs. 

A good array of speakers, lots of prizes, con- 
tests, meetings and a real turkey supper with all 
the fixings make up the program. 

Those of you who are looking for some foreign 
QSL cards and don’t send in your envelope, it will 
be good news to you to learn that WIBGY, J. T. 
Steiger, QSL Manager for the First District will 
be present with his QSL Bureau; it’s worth mak- 
ing the trip just to see the exhibit. Demonstra- 
tions and display booths will be of interest to 
every one. Registration is $1.00 and this will en- 
title you to one chance for a prize. Banquet and 
registration is $2.50 and entitles you to three 
chances for a prize. For tickets and information 
write WIALP, Frank L. Baker, Jr., 21 Colby 
Road, North Quincy, Mass. 
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speaker cabinets, and new models of 
amplifier foundation chassis. Many new 

De Luxe chromium trimmed, streamlined 
models in both black or grey ripple finish 
are included. 

Two big sections: Amateur and Commer- Any Amateur, Serviceman, Engineer cr 
cial — devoted to relay racks, enclosed Experimenter planning a new Rig owes it 
racks, transmitter racks, all purpose metal to himself to get a copy of this great catalog 

cabinets, several new types of rack panels, at once! It's FREE for the asking! 

PAR-METAL PRODUCTS CORP., 3521 41st St., Long Island City, N.Y. 

iezo-Electric Crystals Exclusively CRYSTAL MICROPHONE 

@ Quality crystals of all practical frequencies sup- 
plied SINCE 1925. Prices quoted upon receipt 
of your specifications. 

Our Pledge: QUALITY FIRST C ompare These Advantages: 
SCIENTIFIC RADIO SERVICE 

“The Crystal Specialists Since 1925" University Park, Hyattsville, Md. Price $16. 50 

SWIVEL MOUNTING 
RADIO ENGINEERING PLUG AT MICROPHONE 

RCA Institutes offer an intensive course of high standard HIGH OUTPUT, -44 
embracing all phases of Radio and Television. Practical LONG CABLE (250) MAY BE USED 
training with modern equipment at New York and 
Chicago schools. Also specialized courses and Home ee Technical Bulletin No. 33 
Study Courses under “‘No obligation” plan. : : 

Illustrated Catalog on request Licensed by Brush Development Co. and ERP! 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. Dept. st-39 American Microphone Co., Inc., Los Angeles 
A Radio Corporation of America Service 

75 Varick Se.. New York 1154 Merchandise Mart, Chicago 
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Features: al overloads as high as 6 times the rating of the tube will 
not injure it — Produces a positive, sharp signal and is easy to neutralize 
— A TANTALUM Grid and a TANTALUM Plate insure against failure due 

to the release of gas during the life of the tube and assure many hours of satisfac- 
sory and Gependable OperatiaR. .cccccccccccccccccesccesecece Net Price $13.50 

SHELDON 35T. Features: Tantalum Plate and Grid — 
Absolutely gas-free — Rugged Construction — Im- SHELDON 
proved type of filament suspension...Net Price $6.00 35T 

These are two of the finest tubes Sheldon has ever 
made. See them and other Sheldon Tubes (K Y866-866- 
866A) at your dealer's or write for technical data today! 

SHELDON ELECTRIC CO. cnicese ornce: 626. ckson aie 



building 

An Amateur 

Radio Telephone 

Transmitter 

\bsolutely the first requisite 

in either building or operating 

a phone transmitter is a 

solid understanding of what 

we attempting to do 

when we accomplish voice 

transmission. Understanding 

the nections of the various 

parts, ve shall avoid difficul- 

ties. The saddest thing in 

; amateur radio is a "phone 

amateur who does not under- 

stand the operation of his ap- 

paral The book begins, 

therefore, with a discussion of 

the principles involved and 

makes every effort to make 

this discussion perfectly clear 

so that the reader can easily 

make it a part of his own 

knowledge. It then goes on 

to t actual construction 

and operation of an inex- 

pensive but efficient *phone 

transmitter. 

PRICED AT 

25 CENTS PER COPY 

POSTPAID 

Ameriean 

Radio Relay League 

West Hartford 

Connecticut 

Ge Strays “5S. 

Antenna halyards may be water- and weather- 
proofed by boiling in paraffin until the air is ex- 
pelled. My halyards have been in use for six or 
seven years without sign of rotting. 

— W. W. Braden 

A Compact \,-Kw. Rig 

(Continued from page 14) 

ma. at resonance, depending upon frequency. If 
the oscillator plate circuit is tuned to the crystal 

| fundamental, it should not be tuned too close 
to resonance to permit ready starting and stop- 
ping of crystal oscillation. Tuning the 807 plate 
circuit to resonance should cause grid-current 
flow to the final amplifier. This current should 
run between 35 and 50 ma., depending upon fre- 
quency. 

The next step is that of neutralizing the final 
amplifier. This is done, of course, with plate 
voltage not applied to the final amplifier. When 
not neutralized, there will be a fluctuation in 
grid current to the amplifier when its plate tank 
circuit is tuned through resonance with excitation 
applied. The neutralizing condenser should be 
adjusted until there is no change in grid current 
when the final tank circuit is tuned through reso- 
nance. Neutralization may be checked by touch- 
ing a neon bulb to the plate terminal of the 75T 
while tuning the tank circuit through resonance 
with excitation applied. The neon bulb should 
not show any indication of r.f. in the plate circuit. 

It is highly desirable that plate voltage for 
the final be reduced whenever this stage is being 
tuned up. This applies to tuning in regular opera- 
tion. This can be done quite readily by inserting 
a 150-watt 110-volt lamp in series with the pri- 
mary winding of the plate transformer. With the 
amplifier neutralized, low voltage may be applied 
and the final tank tuned to resonance. For testing 
the power output, a 150-watt lamp may be con- 
nected across the output terminals of the coupling 
coil with which the tank coil is fitted. This coil 
should first be adjusted to a position at right 
angles to the tank coil. Full plate voltage may 
now be applied and the coupling coil rotated very 
slowly, bit by bit, watching the plate-current 
meter carefully. Whenever the plate current 
rises above 175 ma., the tuning of the tank cir- 
cuit should be adjusted for minimum plate cur- 
rent. This process is continued until the plate 
current reading at minimum dip is 175 ma. With 
a 1500-volt plate supply, no difficulty should be 
experienced in lighting the 150-watt lamp to 

| more than normal brillianey on all bands. 

Checking Voltages and Currents 

With the final amplifier running with the lamp 
| dummy load, various voltages and currents should 
be checked. The voltage of the plate supply for 
the exciter should be as close to 600 as possible. 
The voltage dividers recommended will then pro- 

| vide voltages close to the following values: 0% 
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Premax Elements 

Improve Your Antenna 

Rotary Beam or Verticals Easily 

Erected at a Lower Cost with Premax 

Goes up in small space — gives amazing results! 
1 A sturdy but light weight vertical with an insula- 

arr tor tested up to 10,000 lbs. Fully adjustable to any 
ar height. Made for 10- and 20-meter operation in 
‘4 : steel, aluminum or monel. The original vertical, 
= Bx. and more popular today than ever. Over twenty- 

| two methods of erecting and feeding are shown in 
| the Premax Technical Bulletin. Get a Premax and 
} you'll get the signal! 
of ~~ 

SE ND FOR THESE FREE BU LLE. | 
TINS: Technical Bulletin H-3 for } 
erec ting and feeding diagrams — Bul- ) 
letin HK for Elements, Verticals, Roto-  ) 

Insulators and Ac- ) 
5 

mounts, Towers, 

ae 

) { ) 
) j \ 
5 ( cessories. 

- $$ —$—$— — —wO—O_— O—_—O—O—O—OLOLO—_—O— OL 

Pemax Poducts 

int 

Premax 
Side-Wall 
Mount for 

“| Division of Chisholm-Ruder Co.. Inc. Vertical 
aN 4020 Highland Ave., Niagara Falls, N. Y. Radiators 

Premax Double 
Insulator for 

Vertical 
Arrays 

For 10- and 20-meter operation, select the single or 
double-end Premax Corulite 
telescoping — light weight — sturdy. 
ments have been tested and tried under most exact- 
ing conditions, and are proven to be better than 
anything you can buy at anywhere near their 
modest price. Use them in the new one-, two-, three- 
or four-element arrays - 
Bulletin tells you how. 

Elements — fully 
These ele- 

-the Premax Technical 

Premax Wall 
Mounting 
Bracket for 
Verticals 

RADIO COURSES 
New Fall Classes Now Starting 

RADIO how @ BROADCASTING Ms CODE 
| 10 SERVICING @ TELEVISION 

@ EI EC TRONIC S — 1 year day course; 2 years eve 
Day and Evening Classes — Booklet upon request 

NEW YORK YMCA SCHOOLS 
4 West 63rd Street, New York City 

7 
TURNER 
Model 22X 
CRYSTAL 
Microphone 

a 
Tilting head 
with 90° range 
for semi- or 
non-directional 
pick-up. 

o 
| Only mike in 
| this price class 

with removable 
cable set. 

* 
Smooth for 
voice or music. 

= 
Fully shielded 
and protected 
for ham rig. 

FOR DOPE ON THE 

BRAND NEW A.R.RLL. | gy 
will not blast from 
close speaking. 

ANTENNA BOOK — 
Licensed Under 

Patents of The Brush 
Development Co. 

$16-50 
LIST q 

HE RE’S your chance to modernize your equipment with this 
beautiful new satin-chrome plated microphone. Performance 

and features equal many $25 units, yet sells for only $16.50. 
Includes 7-ft. cable set. 30-7000 cycle range. High level -S2DB. 

low cost way to add eye appeal and professional tone to 

Get Full Details Now From 

The TURNER CO. 
904 17th St. N. E. 

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA 
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Faye WOVE 

HEAVY DUTY, 

HIGH POWER 

MA)\) J VARIABLE LINK 
‘ ASSEMBLY 

160 HDVL.. . ..$5.25 
an c- 2 80 HDVL..... 4.50 

‘ 40 HDVL..... 4.00 
“3 L- 90 HDVL..... 3.75 

ey 10 HDVL..... 3.25 
le HDV Base 
H—. Assembly.... 5.00 

4 

| 
| isTS 

. by COM spECIAL 

Bi to give you CY 

SAU EFFICIENS | TROL 
A AX - LOAD! G 7Y 

c\JRED 

MEET THE F.C.C. REQUIREMENTS — PLUS! 

Vith the Browning 

Visual Frequency Monitor 

iteur band exes 
mode 

CHECK THESE FEATURES 
ecks against WW‘ 

x a 

"$27.45 

BROWNING LABORATORIES * 

WINCHESTER, MASS. 

Export Dept. 461-4th Av.,New York, N.Y.,U.S.A, 
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cillator plate, 300 v.; oscillator screen, 150 v.; 
807 screen, 300 v. 

A check should be made on the biasing voltage 
for the 75T together with its grid current while 
operating under full load. The biasing voltage 
should be not less than 300 with a grid current of 
not less than 25 ma. If the voltage is 300 or higher 
but the grid current less than 25 ma., the slider on 
the bias-pack voltage divider should be moved 
slightly towards the positive end of the resistor 

| until grid current is up to normal. Under opera- 
tion, grid voltage for the 807 should be 200 to 250, 
Grid current at this voltage should run 2 to 5 ma. 
Corrections may be made by adjustment of the 
slider on the biasing resistor. If it is now found 
that the biasing voltage with the key open is in- 
sufficient to cut off plate current, the slider at the 
negative end of the biasing resistor should be 
advanced until plate current is cut off. Biasing 
should again be checked under operating condi- 
tions and reacdjustments made if required It is 
preferable that these biasing adjustments be 
made at the highest frequency to be used. Final- 
amplifier grid current at the lower frequencies 
may then be held to a maximum of 30 ma. by 
tuning of the oscillator plate tank circuit. In cases 
where the 807 is keyed and grid-leak bias only is 
used, any gi id current between 3 and 8 ma. should 
give satisfactory performance. 

In the tests which were run at 28 Me., the 
manufactured coil developed considerable heat 
when allowed to operate continuously for appre- 
ciable periods. This is, of course, rather to be ex- 
pected with coils wound on solid forms when 
operated at the higher frequencies. Although less 
convenient, those who wish highest efficiency will 
probably prefer a self-supporting coil 

In coupling to the antenna, the best method 
will depend upon the type of antenna system to 
be used. The coupling coil of the Johnson tank 
coil is suitable for coupling directly into any un- 
tuned line of impedance up to 600 ohms. When 
coupling into a tuned line, a separate antenna 
tank or series tuner should be provided and link 
coupling used between the final tank circuit and 
the antenna tank or series tuner. 

How Would You Do It? 

Continued fi 

Next, the paper is placed on a prece of process 
film of the right size, « xposed and ce veloped and 
the result is a film negative of the paper negative. 
This film negative is again laid on a piece of proc- 
ess film and exposed and developed and the result 
is a film positive of the paper negative. These 
films should be rather thin, ie., the “‘black”’ por- 
tion should be rather weak or grevish. Then, the 
film positive and negative are placed on top ot 
each other in the printing frame but one is moved 
so that it just doesn’t match up with the other, 
offset to one side about one-sixty-fourth inch. A 
piece of “‘seoteh’”’ tape Is excellent for holding th 
two pieces ol film in the correct position From 
this double film we print cards in the usual man- 
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e TELEGRAPHY —TELEVISION—TELEPHONY @ 

AVIATION 

TRANSRADIO 

PRESS 

TELETYPE 

TYPEWRITING 

The maior technical training equipment owned by Port Arthur College and in operation on the college campus consists of the 500- 
Watt Commercial Broadcast Transmitter of Station KPAC, two-way Television Transmitter and Receiver, Latest Type RCA Marine 
and Airways transmitter installation complete; SOS Automatic Alarm, Marine Direction Finder, Trans-radio Press Receiving Equipment, 
and Leboratory complete where students assemble composite transmitters, amplifiers, audio amplifiers, R. F. amplifiers, etc. 

Port Arthur College pioneered the teaching of Radio with classes in 1909, and for thirty years has maintained an active Employment 
Bureau for the placement of its graduates 

If interested in details about Radio Course, write for Bulletin R 

PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE = PorT ARTHUR (World-Known Port), TEXAS 

PRACTICAL 
EXPERIENCE 

STUDIO — 
TRANSMITTER — 

ANNOUNCING 

\ 
() DYNAMOTORS 

for Aircraft, Police, Marine and 
Amateur Xmitters and Receivers 

ROTARY 

CONVERTERS 

to change D.C. to A. C. 

UTILITE PLANTS 
generate A. C. or D. C. 

Encom Inc. tips 

Write for Data Today 

TRANSFORMERS 
For Radio and Television Applications 

ngineering and prod 
ran rime A\cm t ' n 

Manufacturers of transfor 
ACME VOLTROL 

1 0 13 , ot “Pa ~ nted 
; trated $12.00. Write for Bulletin 

THE ACME ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO. 
38 Water Street Cuba, N. Y. 

‘_MAXIMUM 

EFFICIENCY 

at all times with 

TYPE ‘‘HFM"’ 

Portable Xmitter 
@ Six Bands 1715 —€ K.C. on 
@ All Frequencies Crystal Controlled 

. 
$57.60 

RADIO TRANSCEIVER LABORATORIES 
8627 115 Street . Richmond Hill, New York City 

CABLE ADDRESS: ““RATRALAB” 

SICKLES COILS 

SECURE A COPY OF OUR NO. 939 

CATALOG FROM YOUR JOBBER 

F. W. SICKLES COMPANY 
300 Main Street Springfield, Mass. 

ing modern Radio & Television in 
theory and practice. An entirely New 
Book that Points the Way to Success 
in Radio & Television—JUST OUT! 
772 PAGES —400 DIAGRAMS 

f & PHOTOS. Featuring Authentic, 
Clear & Concise Radio Information. 
Physies of Sound—Radio Funda- 
mentals —Ohm's Law — Batteries — 

Measuring Instruments— Power Sup- 
plies — Resistors —Inductors—Condensers 
— Transformers— Broadcasting — Radio 

Telephony—Vacuum Tubes—Radio Dia- 
grams—Receiver Construction—Control 

Systems —Loud Speakers — Antennas— Phono- 
graph Pickups—Public Address Systems— Air- 
craft & Marine Radio— Radio Compass— Radio 
Reacons— Automatic Alarm—Short Wave Principles—Coil 
Calculations— ElectronicTelevision—Testing—Interference 
Suppression—Trouble Pointers—Underwriter’s Standards 

— Tables — Review Questions & Answers— 
$ Ready Reference Index. 

Get this practical information in handy form 
for yourself — Fill in and mail coupon today. 

HELP FOR YOU! COMPLETE e PAY $1 A MO. —_— 
THEO. AUDEL & CO., 49 WEST 23rd STREET, NEW YORK 
Mail AUDELS NEW RADIOMANS GUIDE for free examination. If O. K., I will 
o i you $1 in 7 days; then remit $1 monthly until price of $4 is paid. Otherwise, will return it 
[REE Name DR SODSeecmmawenns 
Addres 

oO patior 
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THE 

A.R.R.L. EMBLEM 

Insignia of the 

Radio Amateur 

N the January, 1920, issue of 
QST there appeared an edi- 

rial requesting suggestions for 
ve design of an A.R.R.L. em- 
em a device whereby every 
mateur could know his brother 
mateur when they met, an in- 

could wear proudly 
There was need for 
post-war boom of 

ama radio brought thousands of new 
amat m the air, many of whom were 
nei nut did not know each other. In 
the | 9°). 

nia he 
1¢ went. 

sucl levice. The 

issue the design was an- 
familiar diamond that 

reet it the top of this page 
idopt vy the Board of Directors at its 

now the 

ann eeting. It met with universal ac- 
cept id use. For years it has been the 
une ed emblem of amateur radio, 
foun erever amateurs gathered, a 
svml the traditional greatness of that 
thin we call Amateur Spirit — 
trea vered, idealized. 

7 

Do You Wear the 

A.R.R.L. PIN? 

EMBLEM, in heavy rolled- rHE!I GUI 
re available in either pin enamel, is 

| there are three special colors for 
Cor ns Department appointees. 

e hackaground for the SCM 
e/ e background for the ORS 
a en background for the RM 

i PAM 

R reen available in pin type only. 
Blue | in either pin or button style. 

rHE EMBLEM CUT: A mounted printing 
elect high, for use by members on 
amat { matter, letterheads, cards, ete. 

a 

A (BLEMS PRICED THE SAME 

fty Cents Postpaid 

AMERICAN 

RADIO RELAY LEAGUE 

West Hartford, Connecticut 
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ner. The result, as shown in Fig. 2 is rather weird 

and interesting. —~John Doremus, W38EDA /1 

We have received numerous inquiries on the 
details of processing our photographic QSL cards. 
In the first place, photographic QSL’s are easy to 
make, are fun to make, are economical and lend 
themselves to no end of possibilities in design and 
individuality. As in the case of all new hams, we 
cast about looking for a suitable solution to the 
QSL problem and, after scrutinizing numerous 
samples, decided that the cartoon type was most 
desirable. The theme we chose was the ham shack 
with the rig, operator, antenna, call letters and 
space for reports. The result is shown in Fig. 2. 

We first set up the camera and made several 
shots of the rig and processed them in the usual 
manner. Our next step was to obtain a suitable 
transparent material which would take drawing 
ink without running and which would be used as 
the foundation for the cartoon. ‘‘Glacene,’’ ob- 
tainable at stores handling drafting supplies, was 
found to be just what we wanted. A sketch of the 
cartoon was made in pencil on a piece of plain 
paper, starting with the space marked in which 
the photograph would appear. Around this space 
was built the ham shack, antenna, call letters, 

| etc. The glacene was then placed over the sketch 
and the lettering was applied in india ink, tracing 
from the original sketch. 

The next step was mounting the photo negative 
in its allotted space. First, the edges of the film 
were trimmed with a pair of scissors to produce 
a jagged edge and parts of the film not wanted 

| were cut off. The film was then fastened in place 
with a small drop of model airplane cement at a 
few points. The jagged outline of the cut film was 
then emphasized by tracing around it with black 
ink on the reverse side of the glacene with extend- 
ing cracks to simulate the broken wall of the 
shack. 

With the negative finished, we obtained a stock 
of sensitized post-cards and went to work on the 
printing. Working alone, we were able to print a 
gross of cards in a little over three hours. The 
cartoon being a positive, resulted in a negative 
reproduction, that is, one with white letters on a 
black background. This results in a very attrac- 
tive and contrasty study, simulating a night 

— — Robert B. Sladek, W9ASF 

Contrary to general belief, photo QSL’s are 
neither expensive nor difficult to make. Since Our 
Hero’s camera is a small one, we shall dispense 
with it and prepare a positive pattern of the 
desired QSL and make a master negative from it. 
A roll of Eastman V122 fill is required for the 
negative. First, make a sketch of the desired 
letters and line sketches on white paper. Then, 
take the roll film into a dark room and cut off 
two sections about six inches long each, returning 
the remainder of the film to a light-proof con- 

tainer for future use. Place the two pieces of film 
in a fixing bath until the emulsion is removed and 
we have two pieces of clear celluloid. After the 
film has been washed and dried, the QSL pattern 
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ALBANY, N.Y. Uncle Dave's Radio Shack 356 Broadway 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 965 Peachtree Street 
Radio Wire Telev yn, Inc 

10STON, MASS. Radio Shack 46 Brattle Street 

110 Federal! Street 3OSTON, MASS. > J vi Pt " Radio Wire Television, Inc 

; 542 East Fordham Rd. 
Radio Wire Television, Inc 

BRONX, N. Y. 

SUTLER, MISSOURI 211-215 N. Main Street 
Henry Radio Shor 

833 W. Jackson Blvd CHICAGO, ILL 
Allied Radio Corr 

CHICAGO, ILL. 901-911 W. Jackson Blvd. 
Radio Wire Television, Inc. 

INCINNATI, OHIO 1103 Vine Street 
United Radio, Inc. 

325 E. Jefferson Ave 
sCo 

DETROIT, MICH. 
Kadio peciaitie 

11800 Woodwerd Ave 
» Specialties Co 

XETROIT, MICHIGAN 
Rad 

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 227 Asylum Street 
Radio Inspection Service Company 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 4021 Huey Street 
R. C. Hall & L. F. Hall 

90-08 166th Street 
Radio Wire Television, Inc 

JAMAICA, L. I. 

KANSAS CITY, MO. 1012 McGee Street 
Burstein-Applebee Company 

NEW YORK, N. Y. Harrison Radio Co. 12 West Broadway 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 100 Sixth Ave 
Radio Wire Television, Inc. 

NEWARK, N., J. 24 Central Ave 
Radio Wire Television, Inc. 

READING, PENN. 
George D. Barbey Company 

404 Walnut St 

SPRINGFIELD, MASS. __T. F. Cushing 349 Worthington St 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 
un Radio & Service 

938 F Street, N. W. 
UPL ly C ° 
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356 Broadway ALBANY, N. Y. Uncle Dave's Radio Shack 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 265 Peachtree Street 
Radio Wire Television, Inc. 

BOSTON, MASS. Radio Shack 46 Brattle Street 

BOSTON, MASS. 110 Federal Street 
Radio Wire Television, Inc. 

BRONX, N, Y. 542 East Fordham Rd. 
Radio Wire Television, Inc. 

_ 211-215 N. Main Street 
Henry Radio Shop 

BUTLER, MISSOURI 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 833 W. Jackson Blvd. 
Allied Radio Corp. 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 25 North Franklin Street 
Electric & Radio Supply Co., Inc. 

201-911 W. Jackson Bivd 
Radio Wire Television, Inc. 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 1103 Vine Street 
United Radio, Inc. 

JAMAICA, L. I. 90-08 166th Street 
Radio Wire Television, Infi. 

LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS 409 W. 3rd St. 
Beem Radio Company 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 1124-26 Harmon Place 
Lew Bonn Company 

285 Craig Street, West MONTREAL, CANADA : 
Ltd. Canadian Electrical Supply Co 

MUSKOGEE, OKLAHOMA 204 No. Twelfth Street 
Home Radio Mart 

NEW YORK,N. Y 100 Sixth Avenue 
Radio Wire Television, Inc. 

NEWARK, N. J. 24 Central Ave 
Radio Wire Television, Inc. 

READING, PENN. George D. BarbeyCo. 404 Walnut Street 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 938 F Street, N. W. 
Sun Radio & Service Supply Co. 

OST of the dealers or of other equipment sold by them. 
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@iIn its compact case, the 
Hammeter holds the answer to 
all of your problems of check- 
ing steps in building, or run 
ning down trouble. Test cables, 
clips and case are heavily in- 
sulated—shock-proof. Voltage 
ranges have resistance of 1,000 
ohms per volt. Simpson qual 
ity and beauty throughout. 
Note ranges, opposite, and re- 
markably low price. 
Don't overlook the plus value 
of Simpson Panel Instruments 

the meters that give you the 
expensive bridge type con- 
struction with soft iron pole 
pieces at prices no higher than 
you pay for the ordinary kind. 

$ i 4 75 SIMPSON ELECTRIC CO. 
. = 5210 Kinzie Street, Chicago 

(center 
and 0 
(center 3.000 

Your 
Net 

st Z < 

that STAY accurate Instrumentr 

INSURE YOUR FUTURE with C.R.E.I. 

Home-Study Training in Practical 

RADIO & TELEVISION 

ENGINEERING 
f radio offers amazing opportunities for men 
elds of radio and television engineering. But 

earn good money in the good jobs. You 
resent position by training in your spare 
» Practical Radio and 
ring have equipped 
omen to insure their 

being prepared for the 
good job trained men. Our 
students an stes are now employed 
in over 3 roadcasting stations — 
proof that ning pays! Get com- 
plete dete FREE ILLUSTRATED 
BOOKLET Tested Plan.’ Sent on 
request 

@ The or 
in the expa 
it takes A 
can impr 
time. CRE 
Televis 
other amt 
futures in 

Capito! Radio Engineering Institute 
Dept. Q-1 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 

9 
~ aw 

is traced on to one of the pieces of clear film with 
black india ink. If photographic inserts are de- 
sired, cut out pieces of black paper slightly smaller 
than the inserts and glue them in place on the 
film we are preparing. 

In the dark room, place the prepared film over 
a section of unexposed film and give a rather 
short exposure to the printing light and develop 
the exposed film. After the new negative has been 
processed, and dried in the usual manner, the 
sections ol photo negatives, if used, are cemented 
in place on the new negative with transparent 
cement and the final negative is complete. Paper 
or post-card prints are made from this negative 
in the usual manner. Fig. 3 shows paper repre ndue- 
tions of the final negative and the finished print. 

Thos. J. Kelly, W4CNY 
The cards of WSJTT and WSMSL were made 

by a similar process. (See Fig. 2.) 

W6PCI avoids the use of film in producing a 
positive print by painting in the background 
instead of the actual pattern of the QSL on a 
sheet of glass. Letters for the call and any design 
work desired may be cut out of paper and fas- 
tened in position temporarily before the glass is 
coated. Spaces may be left. for photo negative 
inserts, if desired. The job should not be particu- 
larly difficult since mistakes can be wiped off the 
glass the afterward 
eliminated by seraping the coating with a knife. 
After the coating is dry, the paper mask or pat- 
tern negative 
which will make a positive print without reversal 

before coating dries, ot 

may be removed and we have a 

by photographic menns The photo negative in- 
serts are cemented in place on the glass before the 
printing of cards is started. W6PCLI recommends 
black lnequet as the coating material 

If a typewriter Is used to make text copy on 
a tracing-paper negative, a piece ol carbon paper 
at the back of the tracing papel with the earbon 
side toward the back of the tracing paper will help 
to produce an opaque pattern W2LLZ. 

Several of the rang suggested making a large 
pattern of the QSL on white cardboard or Bristol 
board and photographing with a camera. If the 
camera is too small to produce a card-size nega- 
tive, the negative ray be enlarged by a commer- 
cial finisher or, as an alternative, the card may be 
divided into panelled sections and a separate 
photograph made for each section. The negatives 
may be properly masked in printing the cards to 
produce the panelled effect. Photo montage ef- 
fects may also be used as well as straight lettering. 

F. Eugene Young, W2EBK. 
John Doremus, W3EDA/1. 

We thank the following for 
their contributions: WIKIE, WLILIG, W2LLZ, 
W3GZW, W4AJY, WACNY, WS5GNV, W6PCI, 
W7FXI, WS8JRQ, WSJTT, WSMSL, WOASF, 
W9MZK, VE4DB, VESTX, YR5VV, Kenneth 
Dressler, Henry E. Hill, Paul H. Hultquist, C. R. 
McGinnis, F. H. Mochino, Ek. G. Witting. 

First Prize 
Second Prize 

wish also to 


